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This paper discusses in broad terms the design of a radically new family
of multiplex terminals, designated the L multiplex, designed to work with
any of several broadband transmission facilities. The relevant historical
background of multiplex terminals is covered and design objectives for the
new equipment are outlined.

The new multiplex takes advantage of advances in the state of the art to
reduce the size of equipment and increase reliability, while it retains the
proven advantages of older equipment. Other advantages of the new multiplex
include in-service maintenance, decentralized carrier supplies, and in-
creased flexibility. The latter permits its use with as few as 60 or as many as
1860 voice channels and also adapts it for use with wideband data service.
Compatibility with older multiplex equipment was maintained where possi-
ble, but in order to meet future demands for broadband service, it was decided
to modify older equipment rather than compromise the design of the new to
maintain compatibility.

I. INTRODUCTION

The coaxial cable and radio relay facilities of the Bell System employ
the same form of frequency division multiplex. This paper describes the
terminal multiplex arrangements in broad terms and discusses the de-
sign objectives for a radically new family of multiplex terminals having
message channel capacities ranging from 60 to 1860. Dependent upon
the A -type channel bank' for the first step of modulation from voice
frequencies to group carrier spectrum and the reverse function of de-
modulation, the new multiplex accepts such groups and assembles them
into a single broadband signal for transmission via the various high -
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frequency media. It is an order of magnitude smaller than its predecessor
and offers operating advantages not formerly available. The first com-
mercial installations were placed in service in mid -1962. Circuit and
equipment design features of the new multiplex are covered in detail
in companion papers.2,3 '4

II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 General

Realization of the potential of a wire or radio system to transmit many
messages simultaneously requires multiplexing equipment at the termi-
nals of the transmission medium. Multiplexing techniques may be di-
vided into two categories, frequency -division and time -division. Broad-
band facilities capable of handling hundreds of channels have used the
former exclusively, and this paper is concerned with modern versions of
such arrangements.

Essentially the transmitting circuits of a multiplex convert signals
from a number of independent voice -frequency channels into a single
broadband signal suitable for transmission over a high -frequency me-
dium. The receiving circuits reverse this action by resolving the
single broadband signal into individual VF channels. The circuit and
equipment concepts for the earliest carrier systems were quite simple.
With available lines severely limited in bandwidth, three or four channels
were the maximum attainable. These were formed by a single modulation
step using carriers which were provided by simple, individual oscillators.

As the art advanced, much broader bands of frequencies could be
transmitted and the economics of system planning indicated that a basic
new approach was needed. One outcome was the development of the
A -type channel bank.

2.2 A -Type Channel Bank

In the early 1930's two carrier systems were under active develop-
ment one for 19 -gauge toll cable pairs (Type K), one for open -wire pairs
(Type J). Crosstalk coupling and line attenuation limited the frequency
band so that only twelve channels could be transmitted. However, loom-
ing in the not too distant future was a system based on the new concept
of a coaxial cable capable of transmitting a much wider band with
channel potentialities 40 to 50 times greater.

To provide a common denominator for all of these systems, the A -type
channel bank was developed. It became the first step of modulation and
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yielded twelve single-sideband voice channels with suppressed carriers
spaced at uniform 4-kc intervals in a standard group frequency band
from 60 to 108 kc. This channel format is standard in the Bell System
and has been adopted internationally. The historical background for
this choice of channel format and the continuing development of chan-
nel banks from the Al design to the new A5 transistor version are dis-
cussed in detail in a recent paper.'

Next in multiplex progress was the development of equipment re-
quired to operate with channel banks to provide the hundreds of chan-
nels which coaxial and, later, radio systems could handle.

2.3 Multiplex for Coaxial Systems

In the Type K cable and Type J open -wire systems for which the chan-
nel bank was first utilized, the translation to line frequencies was a simple
matter because the system capacity was limited to a single group. For
the much higher capacity Ll coaxial system" both single-step and two-
step modulation were considered.

A two-step plan was adopted for the following reasons:
1. Selectivity requirements on the band filters were eased.
2. Fewer types of band filters were required.
3. Fewer carrier frequencies had to be produced.
4. As in the case of the standard group output of the channel bank,

a large group of channels could be provided in a second common
standard frequency range. These two provisions insured that flexi-
bility was built into the multiplex to facilitate interconnection of
systems without requiring reduction to voice frequency for all
channels.

Study of traffic conditions and the economics of various arrangements
led to the conclusion that in the second modulation step the output of
five channel banks should be combined into a basic supergroup of 60
channels. This basic supergroup from 312 to 552 kc also became stand-
ard both in the Bell System and internationally. In the original Ll
multiplex eight supergroups were combined for line allocations from 68
to 2044 kc. Later two supergroups were added at higher frequencies,
which were intended only for shorter haul traffic due to transmission
limitations of the line.

The multiplexing arrangements which are represented by this array
of groups and supergroups and the necessary carrier supplies encompass
the equipment involved in the new L multiplex as shown in Fig. 1.

About a decade after the Ll coaxial cable system became a reality, a
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Fig. 1. - Broadband mastergroup; L multiplex equipment enclosed in dashed
lines.

more complex multiplex was developed. This was required for the new L3
coaxial system' which employed highly refined amplifiers and pilot regu-
lators along with extremely accurate fixed and variable equalizers. With
4 -mile repeater spacing instead of the eight miles of L1, the useful trans-
mission band was extended to about 8 megacycles. A corresponding
channel capacity of over 1800 channels was achieved. To attain this
larger capacity a new concept of combining three mastergroups of 600
channels was introduced. The equipment developed for this final step
of modulation has not yet been redesigned. However, the new L Multi-
plex does provide the necessary supergroups to form a basic mastergroup
for the L3 terminals.

2.4 Multiplex for Microwave Radio

The development of multiplex for wire systems antedated microwave
radio systems by many years. However, with the design of the first
commercial long -haul microwave radio system, TD -2,8.9 it was soon evi-
dent that the earlier multiplex developed for wire systems would be
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satisfactory for radio terminals. The 600 single-sideband, suppressed
carrier channels of the Ll multiplex matched the load capacity of a
TD -2 broadband channel for many applications. The use of the same
multiplex for radio and wire systems offered significant benefits in stand-
ardization. For example, it permitted efficient and flexible interchange
of traffic at offices using both types of facilities.

As microwave developments progressed, the standard terminal pat-
tern was followed. The latest long -haul radio system, TH," employs the
L3 mastergroup multiplex (1860 channels) on each broadband radio
channel. The new short -haul lighter route radio systems, TJ" and TL,
use partial L1 multiplex arrangements up to their maximum load han-
dling capabilities.

2.5 Carrier Supply

The decision to adopt uniformly spaced channels based on harmonics
of 4 kc' set the pattern for a common carrier supply. The earlier small -
capacity systems for use on paired cables and open -wire lines used a
primary generator based on a tuning fork to supply the 4 kc. Harmonics
of 4 kc were formed by driving a saturable reactor as a pulse generator.
The needed carriers and pilots were selected by filters. When the L1
multiplex was developed, many additional carriers and pilots were
needed. Although the same general method was followed, certain altera-
tions were made in the plan.

To obtain the higher absolute accuracy needed, the 4-kc base frequency
was derived as a subharmonic from a high -stability crystal oscillator
operating at the favorable crystal frequency of 128 kc. As before, the
channel and group carriers were obtained from a 4-kc harmonic genera-
tor. For the supergroup carriers, however, a new 124-kc harmonic genera-
tor was added with this drive frequency derived from the 4 kc base.
Frequency differences among terminals working together to provide
certain special services such as VF telegraph and program were main-
tained to less than about one part in 107. Frequency precision of this
order limits the shift in all channels to less than 2 cps. This was accom-
plished by a system of master and slave 128-kc oscillators controlled by
a standard reference frequency originating at New York.

III. STANDARD ARRANGEMENTS - NEW L MULTIPLEX

3.1 Nomenclature

A large -capacity multiplex is assembled from many repetitive units
which may be considered building blocks. Each complete multiplex is an
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assemblage of such blocks uniquely suitable to terminate a particular
broadband facility. With the introduction of a new multiplex family, it is
desirable to use a readily understood descriptive designation for each
complete multiplex. The new multiplex design is radically different, but
the basic system plan has been retained and the multiplex applications
are identical to those of the older equipment. In view of these latter
factors and the field familiarity in referring to this equipment as the
"L" carrier terminal, it was decided to retain "L" as part of the various
general designations. In this usage the letter L implies single-sideband
channels spaced at 4-kc intervals and assembled in the standard group,
supergroup, and mastergroup format.

3.2 Standard L Multiplex Combinations

In the older L carrier terminal, designations such as "group bank,"
"supergroup bank," and "carrier supply" were used. These were func-
tionally descriptive and were logical separations since assemblages of
these functional units occupied many bays of equipment. With the very
great size reduction achieved in the new multiplex, these lines of separa-
tion become blurred. For example, only one transmit and one receive
bay are needed to provide the group, supergroup, and carrier supply
equipment for a complete 600 -channel terminal. These considerations
led to the descriptive coding that has been applied to the standard L
multiplex family. (J coding is applied as usual for the various sub -units
for manufacturing and ordering purposes.)

The various codes are :
L600A - This is the multiplex to convert as many as 50 standard

groups to line frequency allocations for Ll coaxial and TD -2, TJ,
and TL radio. A maximum of 600 channels is available, but smaller
numbers can be provided.

L1860A - This is the multiplex to convert as many as 155 standard
groups into the basic mastergroups of the L3 coaxial and TH radio
systems. A total of 1860 channels (3 mastergroups + 1 supergroup)
are available but fewer supergroups can be furnished. These bays
do not include the final step of modulation for translation from
basic mastergroup to line frequency allocations.

L60A and L120A - These differ in principle from the equipments
listed above in that they are complete packages providing channel
banks and voice patching units as well as the group, supergroup,
and carrier supply. A total of 60 or 120 channels is available but
smaller numbers can be provided. These small packages are in-
tended to provide economical terminals for light route TJ or TL
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radio systems or in other special instances where ultimate traffic
needs are not expected to approach the capacity of an L600A.

IV. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

4.1 General

The ultimate objective for performance is that the new multiplex be
suitable for the service demands of today and for those of the foresee-
able future. One of today's more stringent demands has been brought
about by customer Direct Distance Dialing. In manual operation,
the end product of transmission service offered to the telephone sub-
scriber had been inspected by the operator. In other words, a long dis-
tance telephone connection was offered to the subscriber only after the
operators had conducted a satisfactory conversation over it. In Direct
Distance Dialing, the subscriber himself is the first person who attempts
conversation over the particular connection set up for his use by machine
operation. The lack of inspection of the end product then requires much
stricter maintenance of the individual facilities for adequate assurance
that they will provide satisfactory service each time they are assembled
in tandem to complete particular telephone connections. The number of
subunits likely to be connected in tandem is increased by the complex
plant layouts which make efficient use of the broadband facilities. A
further increase occurs from automatic alternate routing during heavy
traffic periods.

Transmission performance of the original multiplex has been gen-
erally satisfactory, and the broad objective for a new design is that its
comparable performance be at least equally good. In view of the increas-
ing emphasis on multilink operation, however, improvement in certain
critical characteristics such as terminal noise and deviations from uni-
form frequency response across groups and supergroups would be de-
sirable to the extent that it is economically feasible.

4.2 Maintenance

One important result of maintenance studies conducted over the past
several years has been to demonstrate that the basic design of multiplex
equipment of the same type now in the telephone plant is sound. The
equipment is inherently stable in most respects, but the actual control
of the net loss of telephone channels is dependent on skilled personnel
to carry out a coordinated program of elaborate test and adjustment
procedures. Adjustment of the flat transmission of units handling only a
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narrow band of frequencies is provided to compensate for departures
from ideal flat transmission through units in which several of the narrow
bands are handled as a single broadband of frequencies. For example,
individual supergroups are adjusted to be equal at only one frequency
to compensate for the frequency characteristic of the high -frequency
line or radio baseband transmission. Similarly, individual groups are
adjusted to be equal at only one frequency to compensate for the fre-
quency characteristic across the supergroup. Finally, individual channels
are adjusted to be equal at only one frequency to compensate for the
frequency characteristic across the group band. In this way, frequency
characteristics of the broader bands are equalized segment by segment.
A particular set of adjustments, however, is appropriate only for the
assemblage of equipment in operation at the time the final adjustments
were made. Patching service to an alternate facility or substitution of
spare equipment units will disturb the equalization. In fact, such mo-
bility in the plant was found to be a principal cause of net loss deviations
of individual message channels.

It also became apparent that with the increasing complexity of the
telephone plant, manual maintenance methods were becoming inade-
quate. Accurate control of terminal transmission
fine-grain adjustment of gains and losses of many subunits connected
in tandem, where the adjustment of any one interacts with the adjust-
ments of the others. A major difficulty was found to be coordination of
the test and adjustment activities of maintenance people who may be
in different offices separated by hundreds of miles. These problems point
up the need for equipment design for which maintenance is less depend-
ent on the skill of the craftsman and less demanding of his time.

Studies and feasibility trials in which new features were actually ap-
pended to the original multiplex had also demonstrated that the main-
tainability of a multiplex system would be enhanced by the use of ter-
minal regulation to automate routine measurement and adjustment,
and by simplifying those tests which must continue on a manual basis.
By making adjustments the instant they are needed, automatic regula-
tion minimizes the need for coordination of other adjustments. A man
making a manual adjustment can feel confident that a preceding level
is always being held at proper value. In other words, the usefulness of
the adjustment he has just made is not apt to be destroyed by the de-
layed reaction of a craftsman elsewhere in the system. Regulation also
provides the obvious advantage of freeing skilled manpower for main-
tenance tasks more demanding and less predictable than routine meas-
urement and adjustment of pilot levels.
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4.3 Service Requirements

Requirements for telephone service are growing more severe in at
least two different ways. First, because telephone circuits are automati-
cally made up by switches from a random assemblage of many units, in-
dividual units must be held to very close tolerances to insure a well con-
trolled over-all net loss. Thus, requirements for precision of measurement
and adjustment have become more severe than had been acceptable in
the past. To meet these requirements, specific purpose test equipment is
needed as an integral part of the multiplex to facilitate routine measure-
ments of pilots in which simple and fixed selectivity, in-service test
access through interlocked switching and readout on expanded scale
meters are desirable design objectives. It is important also to provide
convenient in-service adjustments located so that the meter can be read
while making the adjustment. Meter readings should be in terms of de-
parture from nominal to obviate the need for remembering many unique
combinations of frequencies and test levels. Finally, the use of terminal
regulation requires warning alarms when the necessary terminal adjust-
ment becomes excessive. This warning will generally call for action at a
location other than the receiving terminal because indications are that
the levels arriving there are so far from nominal that further terminal
correction will probably result in impaired performance. A pilot failure
alarm is also a necessary feature to call prompt attention to a group or
supergroup whose transmission has been disrupted. This feature can be
had by moderate addition to the basic circuitry necessary for continu-
ous regulation that is responsive to change in pilot output power.

A second service requirement that is growing more severe is the need
for continuity of service, which will be intensified by new service offer-
ings that encourage the use of the telephone plant outside of regular
business hours to transmit data. Thus, modern equipment should not
require disturbance of service merely to measure transmission accurately
and to make any necessary adjustment. Therefore, a new multiplex
should provide access for in-service measurement and adjustment. Hy-
brid -derived dual outputs have been provided in receiving units of the
original multiplex to facilitate routine, in-service measurement of pilots
to guide terminal adjustments. The independent hybrid output is essen-
tial to accurate power measurement to avoid the risk of serious error
when power is deduced from bridging voltage measurements across
impedances that are not accurately known. Similar test access is also
necessary in transmitting units to facilitate maintenance of like units
when it is necessary to substitute a spare for a regular unit with mini-
mum disturbance of service.
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4.4 New Services

In addition to providing for message service and the many forms of
high-speed data services that can be handled by message channels,
there is a growing need for facilities to handle even higher speed data
requiring bandwidths much wider than a single message channel. Thus,
a new multiplex must include terminal connectors to accommodate serv-
ices which demand the wider bands available at the standard group and
supergroup access to the multiplex. Group data services will displace 12
message channels; supergroup data service will displace 60 message
channels.

V. PHILOSOPHY OF DESIGN

5.1 General

The original multiplex design dates back more than twenty years, and
it was quite obvious that substantial benefit could be realized from noth-
ing more than redesign of equipment to exploit modern components and
design techniques. That simple approach, however, would neglect the
importance of maintenance and fail to recognize new requirements. The
actual philosophy of design has been much broader with the main pur-
pose of producing a family of multiplex arrangements to efficiently meet
the needs of today and those of the foreseeable future. The following
points have been emphasized:

1. Exploit advances in the art.
2. Retain features of proven integrity in the design now in use.
3. Correct known deficiencies of the design now in use.
4. Where design differences would threaten compatibility of new

equipment with old, reasonable modification of equipment in plant
should be undertaken in preference to accepting compromise in
the new design.

An outstanding example of advance in the art is the use of new ferrite
materials in components to effect dramatic reduction in the size of filters.
This is especially significant since filters represent an important part of
the total bulk and cost of a frequency -division multiplex.

Design features whose operational value has been proven by years of
experience include the use of single-sideband channels with suppressed
carrier, standard frequency allocations for basic groups and supergroups,
and the use of pilots to monitor group and supergroup transmission.
All of these worthwhile features should be retained in a new design.

The multiplex equipment now in use is known to be deficient in ease
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of maintenance to meet the strict demands of service today. As pre-
viously discussed, the new multiplex should include terminal regulation
and in-service maintenance access to minimize this deficiency. Another
fault is that the older equipment was designed for heavy cross-section
use and has not been economical where comparatively few channels are
needed. A new multiplex design should include decentralized carrier
supply, as discussed in the next section, to overcome this restriction in
application.

5.2 Carrier Supply

In the original multiplex design, carrier power to drive the numerous
modulators used in frequency translation was derived from a centralized
block of interrelated equipments. Such a centralized carrier supply is
economical when fully loaded because its cost is shared by a large
number of telephone channels. However, this high cost of common equip-
ment is a serious deterrent at small terminal applications. In a new de-
sign, it is practical to consider generating carrier power in small equip-
ment units to be mounted close to the point of use. Such a decentralized
carrier supply minimizes the cost of getting started and enables the addi-
tion of carrier supply capacity in smaller increments as needed. A sup-
plementary benefit of decentralization is to minimize the bulk of interbay
cabling. This is possible because it is sufficient to distribute a single base
frequency in place of the several individual harmonic frequencies needed
for carriers in modulation. The objective is to decentralize carrier supply
to the extent that small cross-section terminals become more economi-
cal, without significant cost penalty at the heavy cross-section terminals.

5.3 Compatibility

It is essential that multiplex equipment of new design be compatible
with that of older design because, in the normal process of plant exten-
sion, it will sometimes be necessary for a new terminal to work with one
of older design at the opposite end of the high -frequency transmission
medium. Even when new and old designs of terminal are used in juxta-
position in the same office, they must be operationally alike to facilitate
maintenance and enable service restoration in emergencies. At the ex-
pected high rates of future production, however, the penalty of compro-
mise in the new design to retain compatibility would apply to an indefi-
nitely large number of units, whereas reasonable modification of older
equipment to resolve incompatibility will apply to a definite number of
units already in plant.
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The rapid rate of growth of multiplex equipment in the Bell System
plant is illustrated in Fig. 2. The curves show the number of broadband
terminals shipped for L multiplex use over the past years. Broadband
terminal is the unit used in programming factory production and in-
cludes proportionate shares of the multiplex equipments needed for one
terminal having a message -circuit capacity of 12 channels. The lower
plot shows shipments each year, and these fluctuate with business con-
ditions. The upper curve is a plot of the cumulative total shipments,
which shows a definite exponential trend in rate of growth that has per-
sisted over the past ten years. The straight-line approximation corre-
sponds to an annual rate of increase of about 20 per cent per year which
implies that the total quantity in plant will double in about four years.
It is this high rate of growth that has encouraged consideration of ac-
cepting the cost of modernizing the older equipment by modification to
retain compatibility, rather than accept a compromise in the new design.
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An example of deliberate acceptance of incompatibility to be resolved
by modification of the older plant is the new frequency allocation for
Supergroup No. 1. The Bell System standard frequency allocation for
Supergroup No. 1 has been the band from 68 to 308 kilocycles, and it is
being changed to a new standard allocation from 60 to 300 kilocycles.
This will result in additional guard space between the upper edge of
Supergroup No. 1 and the lower edge of the basic supergroup, which
eases substantially the design requirements on band filters for Super-
group No. 1. It is estimated that the long-term savings in filter cost for
new terminals due to the change in frequency allocation will be greater
than the total cost of modification of plant in service in a reasonably
short time, and that substantial savings will accrue beyond that time.
In addition to economy, there should also be an intangible advantage
in minimizing conflict between frequency allocations standard in the
Bell System and those recommended internationally.

A second example of incompatibility accepted for resolution by modi-
fication of plant in service is the use of a single transmitting cable from
channel bank to group equipment. Hybrid -derived dual outputs have
been provided at the transmitting carrier frequency side of A -type chan-
nel banks for test access and to facilitate in-service patching of group
equipment. The hybrid coil has been an integral part of the channel
bank with both outputs cabled from there to the high frequency patch
hay. A single cable will be used by locating a miniature hybrid coil in
the high frequency patch bays of existing installations and in the new
transmitting multiplex bays. The use of a single transmitting carrier
cable will result in significant reduction in cost of installation for each
new channel bank, and these savings are expected to more than
counteract the expense of modification where older type channel banks
are to be used with the new multiplex. In addition to long-term economy,
there will be considerable relief from office cable congestion, a matter
of increasing concern and expense to the operating companies. The use
of single cable also enables the design of a compact group distributing
frame, a new equipment item that is needed urgently to reduce the time
and expense of necessary plant rearrangement to accommodate growth
and changing pattern of traffic.

5.4 Continuing Development

The companion papers previously cited describe the multiplex develop-
ment completed to date. Studies are continuing to formulate design
objectives for the development of other new equipment used in close con -
j unction with the multiplex. A matter of increasing concern is the need
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to insure continuity of service under emergency conditions. Emphasis
is being placed on new equipments for the following purposes:

1. To enable centralized control and maintenance of the carrier facil-
ities.

2. To prevent the propagation of trouble into otherwise unimpaired
facilities.

3. To accelerate prompt restoration of service.
Another important area of study is concerned with the operational

integration of standard wideband data service with basic telephone mes-
sage service. Study to date of the latter area has already led to the de-
cision to change the standard frequency allocations of the terminal pilots
of the L -type multiplex. At present, a 92-kc pilot is used to monitor the
transmission of each group, and the Group 3 pilot translated to 424 kc
is used to monitor each supergroup. These choices are satisfactory for
message service in that pilots are located near the center of the band
they monitor and correspond to zero frequency or 4000 cycles per second
in adjacent message channels. Since message service does not require
the transmission of frequencies close to either of these extremes, the
pilots do not interfere with message service and allow in-service meas-
urement and adjustment of group and supergroup with minimum re-
action on service. When the wider bands are offered for data service,
however, the presence of a pilot near the center of the band is a serious
restriction. This presents a basic conflict of interest in that a pilot is
considered essential to good maintenance and yet its presence near the
center of the band is a deterrent in standard wideband data service.
The conflict has been resolved by agreement to move the pilots close to
the edges of the wider bands, using 104.08 kc for group pilot and the
Group 1 pilot translated to 315.92 kc to monitor supergroup transmission.
These choices appear to sacrifice 4 kc of available bandwidth but the
actual waste is much less because delay distortion impairs the band edges
so that they would not be of much value in data transmission. The off-
set of 80 cps from an exact multiple of 4 kc is planned to obviate the
need for an expensive crystal filter to guard against interference from
channel carrier leak. It is recognized that changing the entire Bell Sys-
tem plant to new standard -frequency allocations for terminal pilots will
incur substantial expense to convert existing equipment. Nevertheless,
integration of wideband and message service is considered essential to
future efficient use of the plant, and present indications are that a major
part of the cost of conversion will be recovered in filter savings result-
ing from the use of an offset frequency.
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VI. CONCLUSION

The new family of L -type multiplexes will enable the operating tele-
phone companies to meet efficiently the need for modern communica-
tions over the coaxial cable and radio plant of the Bell System. Signifi-
cant reductions in space and power requirements along with regulation
and other operational advantages are made available for slightly lower
first cost of installed equipment. Long-term economy should result from
improved service due to more effective maintenance with less expendi-
ture of effort.
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New Group and Supergroup Terminals
for L Multiplex

By R. S. GRAHAM, W. E. ADAMS, R. E. POWERS,
and F. R. BIES

(Manuscript received October 24, 1962)

L multiplex terminals provide the several stages of modulation required
to translate telephone channels into the broad basebands which can be trans-
mitted on long -haul systems. The group and supergroup equipment has been
redesigned incorporating many new features. Pilot -controlled regulators are
provided to improve performance. Plug-in modules and automated monitor-
ing facilitate maintenance. The equipment is arranged to reduce office
cabling and installation cost. By the use of transistors and other newly
developed devices and components, a size reduction of 10 to 1 has been
achieved and the required power greatly reduced.

I. INTRODUCTION

The L multiplex terminals are used for Bell System long -haul tele-
phone circuits, including those transmitted over the Ll and L3 coaxial
systems, the TD -2, TH, PET and TL microwave systems. Single-sideband
amplitude modulation is used for translating voice channels into the
broad frequency bands which can be transmitted by these systems.

Several stages of modulation are required to form the complete base -
band. As shown in Fig. 1, these stages are known respectively as the
channel bank, group bank, supergroup bank, and mastergroup bank.
This paper describes a new design of the group and supergroup equip-
ment.

A companion paper' outlines the original development of telephone
terminals for coaxial systems, their subsequent use on microwave radio
systems, and the increasing need for better performance to accommodate
new services such as direct distance dialing and data transmission. The
development of channel banks including the new A5 channel bank is
described in a recent paper.' The original development of the group and
supergroup equipment was started more than 20 years ago.3 Since

223
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Fig. 1 - Frequency allocation - L600 multiplex.
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then, the advent of the transistor and the development of associated
components have made it possible to achieve a large reduction in size
in the new design, even though several new features have been added.

1.1 New Features

Pilot -controlled regulators have been added to the receiving super-
group and group amplifiers. These improve over-all transmission stability
by automatically correcting level changes which may occur anywhere
along the circuit between the transmitting and receiving terminals.

All amplifiers employ transistors and are mounted in plug-in assem-
blies, introducing a high degree of flexibility and ease of installation and
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maintenance. Automatic scanning and alarm circuits have been de-
veloped to facilitate maintenance and trouble location.

New group and supergroup carrier supplies for furnishing the required
carrier frequencies for modulation, demodulation, and pilots have been
developed. These are described in a companion paper.4

All equipment for translating the output of 50 channel banks (600
channels) into one mastergroup is arranged in one shop -wired trans-
mitting bay. The corresponding receiving equipment is included in a
second bay. This consolidation of equipment which formerly occupied
more than 20 bays results in large savings in space and in interbay
cabling. The power required has been greatly reduced, and only one
supply, 24 volts dc, is required.

A group distribution frame for reassigning channel banks or group
connectors has been developed to eliminate the need for recabling when
changes are made in circuit layouts.

II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Two types of terminals have been developed, the L600 for multiplexing
up to 600 voice channels, and the L1860 for multiplexing up to 1860 voice
channels. The L600 is used as terminals for TD -2, TJ, and TL micro-
wave radio relay systems and the L1 coaxial cable system. Its frequency
allocation is shown in Fig. 1. The L1860 is used for L3 coaxial and TH
radio systems. As indicated on Fig. 2, the L1860 employs different super-
group carrier frequencies for certain supergroups and requires the mas-
tergroup stage of modulation. Equipment arrangements for smaller
numbers of circuits are also being provided; these are the L60 and L120,
for 60 and 120 channels, respectively.

2.1 Frequency Allocation

2.11 L600 Multiplex

The frequency allocations shown on Fig. 1 agree with those used on
the L1 system telephone terminals except for that of Supergroup 1.
The band shown, 60-300 kc, is 8 kc lower in frequency than that used in
the LI terminals. The new allocation permits the use of filters for Super-
groups 1 and 3 which do not contain quartz crystals, which were previ-
ously required. The new Supergroup 1 carrier is the same frequency as
the Group 5 carrier, 612 kc, permitting some simplification in carrier
supplies. The new allocation agrees with the recommendation of the
CCITT.*

* Comite Consulatif International Telephonique et Telegraphique.
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The continued use of 64 kc as a pilot frequency for microwave radio
systems and for synchronization of carrier supplies makes it necessary
to provide a 64-kc band -elimination filter in the transmitting Supergroup
1 to clear a band for the pilot.

2.12 L1860 Multiplex

The plan used to obtain the basic mastergroup for the L1860 multi-
plex, shown on Fig. 2, differs from that used in the L3 system telephone
terminals.4 The four supergroups numbered 25 to 28 are modulated
directly to their basic mastergroup allocations instead of using three
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stages of modulation. The earlier plan required fewer supergroup car-
rier frequencies and fewer filter designs. However, with the use of the
mastergroup terminals for both L3 coaxial system and TH radio system,
it becomes economical to supply the additional carriers and filter de-
signs in order to eliminate the sub-mastergroup stages of modulation.

2.2 Transmitting Circuits

The block schematic on Fig. 3 shows the group and supergroup cir-
cuits. The output of the transmitting portion of the channel bank is
connected to terminals on the transmitting group distribution frame,
and through the frame to the pilot insertion equipment on the group
and supergroup transmitting bay. The 92-ke elimination filter clears a
pilot channel between two voice channels. It is required to suppress the
carrier leak at 92 kc which would interfere with pilot operation. The
92-kc group pilot* is introduced through a hybrid transformer. The out-
put including the pilot is fed to a second hybrid transformer which pro-
vides two equal outputs. One of these is connected through normal con-
tacts on jacks to the transmitting group equipment. The second output
is available for monitoring or emergency patching.

If the terminal is retransmitting a group that has been received from
an incoming system, the group signal is transmitted through a group
connector including a bandpass filter, the group distribution frame and
the pilot insertion equipment. If it is desired to operate with a through
pilot, a pad is substituted for the pilot elimination filter and pilot hybrid
transformer.

In small offices the group distribution frames may be omitted and the
connections made directly from channel banks or group connectors to
the group equipment.

A transmitting group amplifier is combined with the group modulator
in a single plug-in assembly. The lower sideband of the modulator output
is selected by a bandpass filter. The filters for the odd -numbered groups
have their outputs in parallel. Similarly, the two even -numbered group
filters are paralleled. The two sets of outputs are added in a hybrid
transformer. The entire band from 312 to 552 kc (5 groups) is amplified
in the transmitting intermediate amplifier. A low-pass filter to suppress
out -of -band harmonic products follows, and two equal outputs are pro-
vided by a hybrid transformer.

Each group bank output is modulated by an appropriate carrier, and

* In order to accommodate wider bands for high-speed data transmission, de-
velopment work has recently been started to change the group pilot to 104.08 kc
and to use the new Group 1 pilot, 315.92 kc, for supergroup regulation.
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one sideband is selected by a band-pass filter. An exception is Supergroup
2, which is not modulated, but transmitted directly. As with the group
filters, the odd -numbered supergroup filters have their outputs paralleled
on one side of a hybrid transformer and the even -numbered on the other
side. One output of the hybrid transformer is normally terminated but
can be used for monitoring. The second output is patched to a terminal
trunk for connection to the transmitting system for the L600 multiplex.
When two or three mastergroups are to be combined in an L1860 multi-
plex, the supergroup bank output is amplified by a transistor feedback
amplifier with a gain of 26 db.

2.3 Receiving Circuits

At receiving terminals the baseband signal is received from the radio
terminals or the mastergroup equipment. It is separated into supergroup
bands by filters, and all except Supergroup 2 are demodulated to the
basic supergroup band, 312-552 kc. Each supergroup signal is amplified
by a regulated amplifier similar to that of the receiving group except that
the Group 3 pilot at 424 kc is used to control the regulator.

The receiving group equipment accepts the 312-552-kc band from the
supergroup equipment and separates it into group bands by filtering.
The output of each group filter is demodulated to the basic group band,
60-108 kc. The lower sideband is selected by a low-pass filter and ampli-
fied. The gain of the amplifier is controlled by a regulator operated by
the 92-kc pilot. This maintains the pilot at the output of the amplifier
at a substantially constant level. Since the gain of the amplifier is con-
stant over the group band, the regulation compensates for any flat level
deviation that may occur in the transmission circuit, at either terminal,
or in the connecting system.

The main output of the group amplifier is connected through normal
contacts on jacks to the receiving group distribution frame and through
it to the receiving portion of a channel bank or to a group connector. A
second output of the group amplifier is connected to a scanner circuit
and a pilot alarm circuit. These circuits will be described in later sections.

III. REGULATORS

In the Li and L3 terminals, group pilots at 92 kc are added at the
transmitting terminals. These are used for circuit monitoring and for
periodic manual adjustment of receiving group gain controls. The pilot
in Group 3, 424 kc, is used for adjusting the supergroup gain control.
With the increased complexity of the toll plant, in which some group
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circuits may be connected through several different transmission systems
and several sets of terminals via group or supergroup connectors before
reaching the receiving channel bank, small deviations in level frequently
accumulate. With the more stringent requirements of Direct Distance
Dialing and data transmission, it has become difficult to achieve satis-
factory performance with manual adjustments.

Continuous adjustment of receiving supergroup and group gain by
pilot -controlled regulators offers substantial improvement. After con-
siderable field experience with experimental and prototype regulators
installed in L1 terminals, it was decided to include both group and super-
group regulators in the new terminals.

3.1 Design Considerations

As indicated in Fig. 4, the regulator µ circuit (group and supergroup)
consists of a thermistor, transmission amplifier, and portions of a dc
amplifier. The regulator 13 circuit comprises a pilot bandpass filter, a
control amplifier, and the remaining portions of the dc amplifier, in-
cluding the reference. In accordance with fundamental feedback theory,6
the response of the regulator to variations in input signal is simply :

INPUT

ALARM
CIRCUIT

BIAS

ALARM
RELAY

DC
DIFFERENTIAL

AMPLIFIER

REFERENCE
VOLTAGE

TRANSMISSION
CIRCUIT

CONTROL
CIRCUIT

R(co) - 1

RECEIVING
AMPLIFIER

DC VOLTAGE

TO
ALARM

CIRCUIT

1 - µ13

AMPLIFIER
RECTIFIER

LEVEL
ADJUST

OUTPUT

PILOT
BANDPASS

FILTER

PILOT
FREQUENCY

(1)

Fig. .1 - Block schematic of pilot -regulated amplifier (group or supergroup).
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The value of (1) at de envelope frequency is the compression of the
regulator. A regulation compression of at least twenty to one was a
basic design objective. As indicated in (1), such compression requires a
comparable 13 -circuit expansion, or envelope gain. The expansion is
provided by the dc amplifier operated against a stabilized diode refer-
ence.

System studies indicated that as many as ten regulators in tandem
may occur on long routes with the greater proportion being supergroup
regulators. In tandem operation, requirements placed upon the individ-
ual regulators are quite severe.7.8.9 Stability is readily analyzed in terms
of the envelope frequencies associated with the controlling pilot.

In setting regulator design objectives, the total system envelope gain
enhancement is a determining factor. Experience in regulator and servo -
control system design had indicated that an over-all envelope gain of 3
db is reasonable for satisfactory transient and frequency response. Thus,
for 10 units in tandem, the envelope magnification of each individual
regulator should be limited to about 0.3 db to satisfy over-all perform-
ance.

A simple and direct method of minimizing gain enhancement is to cut

be maintained through several octaves of envelope frequency. Thus, the
loop gain should be well below zero before other circuit parameters force
the cut-off to a more rapid rate. The circuit parameters required to
minimize gain enhancement can readily be determined with the aid of a
mathematical model.

As indicated in Fig. 5, the model consists of (i) a gain controlling
element with a low-pass filter characteristic, (ii) an amplifier to provide
envelope loop gain, and (iii) an equivalent envelope low-pass filter
simulating the pilot bandpass filter.

B,=
c.)

I ti c0

SUMMING
NODE

0

LOW-PASS
FILTER

eo
R = =

E1 t-
µ/3 = 92 ' 03

DC
AMPLIFIER

3 =

PILOT
FILTERw

I 4-j11-- '2.(1) -(C4C2") )2

*ENVELOPE EQUIVALENT
LOW-PASS

Fig. 5 - Mathematical model of regulator for computing envelope response.
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The controlling element is represented as a simple lowpass filter with
6-db per octave attenuation characteristics. The low-pass envelope
equivalent of the pilot bandpass filter may be represented as having 12-
db per octave attenuation characteristics. The de amplifier provides a
loop gain, the cutoff characteristics of which may be neglected in an
envelope analysis. From Fig. 5, it follows that the envelope loop gain is
simply:

AS -
S

+ - [I ± - )21
Wel Wc2 Wc2

( 2)

where S is the envelope loop gain or stiffness, coci the (radian) cutoff
frequency of the low-pass filter, and (.0,2 the cutoff frequency of the
bandpass filter equivalent.

The regulator closed -loop frequency response follows from (1) and (2):

R(w) -
1

1 - S

2

(1

+ °±) [ 1 ± V72.j (1]Wel Wc2 Wc2

(3)

Analyses were made of (3) over a wide range of S and of cutoff fre-
quencies. A convenience in such analyses is the parameter C, defined as
the ratio of coc2 to coot . The results indicated an approximate relationship
for the maximum value of j R I in db, denoted by G, and the parameters
S and C. For design, it is useful to consider C the dependent variable:

C^ 11.6 S (4)
G

The range of values for which (4) is valid is indicated in Fig. 6, which
provides a useful regulator design chart.

A loop gain of 35, providing a compression of A, is a conservative limit
for expansion. A desirable limit for gain enhancement is 0.3 db. Thus,
referring to Fig. 6, the resulting value of C is 1350.

The computed response of such a regulator over a wide range of
envelope frequencies is shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The loop gain (43) cuts
off at 20 db per decade (6 db per octave) until it approaches the cutoff
frequency of the pilot filter. Loop phase shift first asymptotically ap-
proaches 90°, then later is further shifted by the phase contribution of the
pilot filter. The response, R, is a 36 to 1 compression at low frequency,
later falling off to 1, a decade before the pilot filter cutoff. At about 0.3
to 0.4 of the pilot filter cutoff, the response experiences a peak of ex-
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pansion, which is shown in Figure 8 in exaggerated scale. As predicted by
(4), the peak is about 0.3 db.

The time response of the model is readily determined by analyzing the
appropriate Laplace transform, using analog computer techniques.
Simplifying (3) and adopting the transform operator p for normalized
frequency, the transfer function for the envelope response of each regu-
lator becomes

MI? + Np2 + Op + 1
5)-R

11fp' + Np2 + Qp + (1 - 8) (

where

111 = C P = ico/coc2 N= C+1.

Q= C+V.
The time response of the system to a unit step, 1/p, at the input of the

first regulator is given by the inverse transform

Rt = 2-1[1 ( /11P3 Np2 Qp + 1 )1
p + Np2 Qp + (1 - (6)j

where n is the number of units in tandem.
Since the operator p was defined in terms of frequency relative to co <2 ,

the time scale of Rt is restored by dividing (6) by co.2
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Equation (6) is most readily solved using analogue computer tech-
niques. A computed solution for the initial design parameters (S = -35,
C = 1350) is shown in Fig. 9. It will he noted that, for 9 units in tandem,
the overshoot is about one-half the amplitude of the initial step.

In evaluating time response, it is convenient to have as a reference
the time response of a system with zero gain enhancement. Such a
standard may be developed by assuming an infinite -bandwidth filter,
i.e., only one source of energy storage in the control loop
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If the 1 -S > 20, the second part of (7) is negligible within the pass -
band. In practice 1 - S is thirty or more; hence the response of the
completely damped system is essentially that of a simple high-pass
filter with 20-db per decade slope

R ^-1 P
P a

(8)

where a = (1 --8)/T.
The time response of a number, n, of such systems in tandem is simply

the inverse transform of

Rt = ce-11 .P P+a
n

The general solution of (9) may be shown to be
n-1 ry-at E un-1,k( -at)Rio) = e
k=0 k!

where

(9)

(10)

k =
(n - 1) !

(n - 1 - k)! le!
Equation (10) will be recognized as a modified binomial expansion of
(1 -at)"-', a fact that simplifies its numerical evaluation. The time
response of completely damped systems was readily obtained by apply-
ing digital computer techniques to (10). Relative amplitudes of maxi-
mum overshoot - between the completely damped system and the
model whose response is shown in Fig. 9 - are compared in Fig. 10.
It will be noted that, for 9 units in tandem, the overshoot of the com-
pletely damped system is about 33 per cent, whereas that of the model
is about 50 per cent.

3.2 Regulator Features

The mathematical model described above provided the basis for
designing supergroup and group regulators for the L multiplex receiving
terminal. However, the group and supergroup regulators differ in pilot
frequency, bandwidth, and transmission levels.

The group regulator operates in the group baseband of 60-108 kc; its
controlling pilot is 92 kc. The supergroup unit transmits the supergroup
baseband, 312 to 552 kc; the pilot is 424 kc, the translation of 92 kc into
Group 3. The output transmission level for group circuits is -5 db;
for supergroup, -23 db, referred to zero transmission level.
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Fig. 10 - Computed overshoot of terminal regulator compared with that of a
completely clamped regulator.

An indirectly heated thermistor (type 2A) was selected as the ele-
ment controlling regulator gain in both units. The thermistor, with a
time response of 60 seconds, approaches the type of low -frequency cutoff
indicated as necessary by the mathematical model.

The thermistor is in the regulator µ circuit, and variations in bead
resistance with temperature are regulated out by the control circuit.
However, these variations do change the operating range of the ther-
mistor and must be allowed for in control circuit designs. Also, the
thermistor operating range affects the over-all expansion or envelope
loop gain.

Most of the thermistor thermal inertia is concentrated in the heater.
However, the bead does provide a separate, if smaller, source of energy
storage. Thus at higher envelope frequencies the thermistor attenuation
characteristic exceeds 6 db per octave and phase shift exceeds 90°. En-
velope phase shift in excess of 90° contributes to gain enhancement.

In both group and supergroup regulators, the thermistor controls
transmission gain by shunting the major loop feedback in the transmis-
sion amplifiers. Thus, the control method is the same for both units, i.e.,
amplifier gain varies directly as thermistor control current. The trans-
mission amplifiers do not contribute appreciable phase shift within the
pertinent band of the pilot envelope frequencies.
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The proximity of adjacent transmission signals requires that the
group and supergroup pilot bandpass filters provide sharp attenuation
on both sides of the controlling pilot. The attenuation of both filters
exceeds 40 db, two hundred cycles from pilot. The cutoff frequency of
the group filter is about 15 cycles from pilot while that of the super-
group filter is approximately 50 cycles. The supergroup filter thus in-
jects considerably less phase shift into the regulator loop within the
pertinent band of envelope frequencies.

Amplification of the pilot within group and supergroup control loops
is provided by a three -stage amplifier, tuned to the pilot frequency. The
tuning is sufficiently broad that envelope phase shift is not appreciably
affected. Output of the amplifier is rectified to provide about 4 volts dc
across the 6000 -ohm input impedance of the de amplifier. A voltage
doubler circuit on the output of the supergroup tuned amplifier provides
the same 4 -volt output, despite the lower input level available in the
supergroup control loop. A gain control potentiometer is provided in the
pilot amplifier feedback loop for manually adjusting the output level of
the regulator.

The de amplifier provides the necessary thermistor current by ex-
panding departures in the input signal from the reference voltage. As
indicated in Fig. 11, the amplifier consists of two silicon transistors
sharing a common emitter resistor, in differential configuration. Satis-

FIXED
BIAS

1

ALARM
RELAY

CONTACTS

4 VOLTS
EFFECTIVE

REFERENCE
VOLTAGE

PAIR

- INPUT

i\AA, -24V

Fig. 11 - Schematic of de differential amplifier.
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factory amplifier stability is provided by paired transistor units in the
differential circuit. Since the transistors share a common emitter resis-
tor, collector current is a function of the difference between the input
and the reference voltages.

The reference diode (about 8.5 volts) consists of three separate p -n
silicon junctions, one reverse -biased. Forward -biased junctions are
selected to compensate for the thermal characteristics of the reverse -
biased junction, providing stability of 0.005 per cent per degree F. The
complete dc amplifier contributes about 0.1 db change in regulator
level over the range 40°F to 140°F.

The envelope expansion provided by the differential amplifier is a
function of the effective reference voltage as well as transistor gain. A
reference voltage of about 4 volts provided more than the required 20 to 1
expansion for the gain range of the transistor. The reference voltage was
effectively reduced to 4 volts by shunting the reference diode with pre-
cision resistors. This reduced the pilot amplifier gain requirements.

Typical operation of the regulator in response to a change in the
level of input signal may be summarized as follows. Assume a small
step -type decrease occurs in the input signal. This step is transmitted
without delay through the transmission amplifier and through the
control circuit to the input of the direct current amplifier. The direct -
current amplifier immediately responds to the step -type decrease in its
input by increasing the current through the thermistor heater. Be-

cause of the direct -current amplifier expansion characteristic, the
change in thermistor heater current will represent a much greater poten-
tial change in the gain of the transmission amplifier. The thermistor
begins to change its bead resistance but, because of its thermal inertia,
the change cannot be made immediately. As the gain of the transmission
amplifier changes, the input to the direct -current amplifier is increased
toward its former value. Thus the thermistor current is reduced to a
value which represents the change in gain of the transmission amplifier.
When equilibrium is reached, a small servo -type error signal remains in
the regulator output. This same error signal at the input of the direct -
current amplifier causes the required change in amplifier gain that com-
pensates for the original decrease in signal level.

The thermistor provides sufficient delay for a smooth, exponential -
type response free from excessive overshoot or hunting. Thermistor time
response is, of course, speeded up by the closed -loop expansion. The
transient response for small changes is completed in two to three seconds;
for large non-linear changes, ten to fifteen seconds. This contrasts with
the 60 -second open -loop time response of the thermistor.
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The intended operating range of the supergroup regulator is ±6 db
from normal level; that of the group ±4 db from normal. A typical
regulation characteristic is shown in Fig. 12. The lower limit is readily
adjustable by the maximum thermistor current delivered by the direct
current amplifier. The upper limit reflects zero thermistor heater current
or minimum transmission amplifier gain.

3.3 Tandem Operation

Tests were conducted on 9 supergroup regulated amplifiers of the
final design in tandem. The frequency response was obtained by modulat-
ing the pilot at the input to the first regulator and recording the envelope
response at the output of the last (ninth) unit. The resulting data is
plotted in Fig. 13. It will be noted that a peak gain enhancement, limited
to about 3 db, occurs at about two cycles per second. The comparable
time response for 9 in tandem to a small step disturbance is shown in
Fig. 14. This response is compared, for reference, with that of a com-
pletely damped system. Overshoot is about 50 per cent, which is approxi-
mately that predicted by the model (Fig. 0).

Five group regulators in tandem measured about 3.5 db of gain en-
hancement, with time response producing overshoot 50 per cent of the
original step. The additional gain enhancement of the group circuit is due
to the sharper cutoff characteristics of the group pilot bandpass filter.
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Fig. 13 - Measured frequency response of nine supergroup regulated ampli-
fiers in tandem.

3.4 Trial Results

Several experimental regulator circuits were installed in Li receiving
terminals to gain field experience. Later, a more extensive trial was
undertaken in which 50 prototype regulators and amplifiers, 20 super-
group and 30 group, were installed in terminals covering a wide geo-
graphical area from Chicago to California.

Performance data was obtained over a one-year period using automatic
trunk testing equipment which sets up connections and measures voice -
channel net loss on an automated basis. The data indicated substantially
improved net loss stability, and led to the decision to incorporate regula-
tion in the L600 and L1860 terminals.

IV. OTHER TRANSMISSION CIRCUITS

4.1 Amplifiers

Several transistor feedback amplifiers have been developed for use in
the new terminals. These fall in two main categories: transmission
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amplifiers and pilot amplifiers. The transmission amplifiers are designed
for constant gain in the band of interest, resistive input and output
impedances to match the external circuit, and power capabilities to
handle the expected loading with low nonlinear distortion. The pilot
amplifiers arc designed for large stable gains at one frequency. Since
there is much similarity among the various types in each category, only
one of each will be described.

Diffused silicon npn transistors are used in all amplifiers. This type
was chosen because of its adequate high frequency performance for this
application, the permissible junction temperature which is higher than
germanium transistors, and its anticipated low cost in quantity produc-
tion.

Printed wiring boards are used for all amplifiers to reduce variations
in wiring and assembly, insuring good reproducibility. Input and output
transformers have manganese -zinc ferrite cores which have been de-
veloped to yield the same performance as obtained with earlier designs
requiring up to 100 times as much volume. The transformers were
designed for mounting directly on printed wiring boards.
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4.1.1 Receiving Group Amplifier

Each receiving group requires an amplifier with a nominal gain of
38 db. The gain is adjusted by the pilot -controlled regulator over a
range of ±4 db from nominal. The transmission level at the output is
-5 db, referred to zero transmission level. Good linearity is required
at levels up to the peak loading of 12 voice channels.

The schematic is shown on Fig. 15. Hybrid bridge feedback is used at
both the input and output to control the impedances. Local emitter
feedback is provided on the second and third stage to improve the
linearity at high output power, and to control the maximum value of
loop gain. A silicon junction voltage -limiter diode is used to stabilize the
bias circuit. The supply voltage is nominally 24 volts dc.

Two equal outputs are obtained from the output hybrid transformer.
One is the regular output, and the second output is divided between the
pilot -controlled regulator, and the group test jack used for monitoring.

As described earlier, the regulator controls the gain of the amplifier
by controlling the direct current supplied to the heater of an indirectly
heated thermistor. The thermistor element resistance forms the shunt
portion of the feedback network.

The output transistor has a collector dissipation of about 0.35 watts.
To obtain a junction temperature which would not jeopardize long life,
a 23A transistor is used which has a fluted heat radiator attached to the
case. A production model of the amplifier is shown in Fig. 16, which also
shows the pilot amplifier described in the next section.

The gain characteristics are shown on Fig. 17. The forward gain in
the 60-108-kc band is over 75 db, making the minimum feedback about
35 db. Measurement of the loop gain and phase shift characteristics
indicate that a phase margin of at least 30° and a gain margin of 10 db
was realized.

4.1.2 Pilot Amplifier

The schematic of the pilot amplifier for the 92-ke group pilot is shown
in Fig. 18. This amplifier provides about 47 db of power gain to raise the
pilot signal to the level needed, after rectification, to drive the dc ampli-
fier in the group regulator. A second output is used to supply the pilot
alarm circuit. The antiresonant circuit in the feedback path reduces the
gain more than 25 db at frequencies more than 30 kc from the pilot.

The gain control has a range of 6 db and is used to adjust the output
level of the regulated group amplifier. Since the pilot amplifier is in the
control loop of the regulator, gain variations in it would directly affect
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RECEIVING GROUP AMPLIFIER 92KC PILOT AMPLIFIER

Fig. 16 - Receiving group module with side cover removed: monitoring jacks
and thermistor on left, group amplifier in center, and 92-kc pilot amplifier on right.

the output level. Variations are reduced by over 35 db of feedback at the
pilot frequency, and by local feedback on the first two transistors. The
loop gain and phase shift characteristics are shown on Fig. 19. The feed-
back circuit from collector to base of the third stage is antiresonant at
the pilot frequency, increasing the forward gain at 92 kc, but reducing it
at other frequencies at the same rate that the feedback circuit reduces
the amplifier gain.

4.1.3 Computer Program

A special computer program"' has been developed for computing the
performance of these amplifiers. It serves as an aid to the design and to
indicate the effect of variations in parameters on the performance. The
program solves up to 23 nodal equations representing the amplifier
parameters and schematic. Subsidiary programs are used to convert
transistor and transformer measurements to the hybrid parameters used
in the program.

4.2 Modulators

4.2.1 Choice of Element

The modulators and demodulators in the earlier group banks and in
the lowest 8 supergroups employed copper -oxide varistors for the modu-
lating devices.n These have some obvious disadvantages such as high
shunt capacitance, requiring a low -impedance circuit for their use in
group and supergroup modulators. This in turn leads to instability with
temperature and aging, causing small deviations in loss. However, the
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device has low noise, produces low harmonic distortion, and has per-
formed satisfactorily in general. With the increased use of silicon devices
in applications formerly filled by copper oxide, the demand for copper -
oxide devices is decreasing and it may not be long before it is uneconomi-
cal to provide them for modulators.

With these considerations in mind and after preliminary tests of silicon
diodes, it was decided to use silicon diodes in the modulators for the
new terminals.

An examination of available types of diffused junction silicon diodes
led to the selection of the 432A diode. This diode has less than 4 pf
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reverse capacitance and a recovery time of less than 4 nanoseconds.
With a forward current of 10 milliamperes, the ac resistance is less than
20 ohms. The characteristics are sufficiently uniform so that it is eco-
nomical to select quads having carrier balances of greater than 35 db.

4.2.2 Modulator Performance

When used in the conventional ring modulator circuit shown on Fig.
20, the diode has yielded satisfactory performance for both group and
supergroup modulation and demodulation stages. An impedance level
of 1,000 ohms is used to terminate the ring section. This makes the inser-
tion loss of the diodes almost negligible when the carrier level is sufficient
to produce a forward voltage of 0.8 volt. The carrier is supplied at an
impedance level of 40 ohms.

A group carrier level of +15 dbm is standard on existing terminals
and this has been continued on the new ones. With the silicon diodes,
the level can be decreased to 10 dbm or increased to 22 dbm before the
modulator loss to the wanted sideband increases 0.2 db. Reducing the
level below +14 dbm increases the harmonic distortion to an undesirable
degree. Noise tests have shown the silicon modulators to have a noise
figure about 2 db larger than the copper -oxide modulators, but the
conversion loss is substantially less.

When the generator and load impedances terminating the ring and its
transformers are resistive, the modulator loss is constant with frequency
over the group and supergroup bands. When one of these terminations
is a bandpass filter, the impedance departs from an ideal resistance,
especially due to the effect of the filter impedance at the frequency of

DEMODU-
LATOR
INPUT

SUPERGROUP
CARRIER

Fig. 20 - Schematic of supergroup modulator or demodulator.

DEMODU-
LATOR

OUTPUT
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the unwanted sideband. Without impedance correction this introduces
loss distortion in the passband of the wanted sideband. The inductors
and resistors shown on Fig. 20 perform the necessary impedance match-
ing for the supergroup modulators and demodulators. A similar circuit
is used in the group modulators and demodulators.

The final design of modulator circuits and bandpass filters together
have passband loss distortion substantially equal to that of the filters
alone with resistive terminations.

4.3 Filters

A study of the original L-1 multiplex terminal' showed that over 50 per
cent of the space occupied by the terminal was required for filters to
separate the frequency spectrum, select carriers and pilot frequencies.
Therefore, to achieve a new equipment arrangement it was essential
that development work on the filters be undertaken to substantially
reduce the size, and if possible, the cost. However, a reduction in the
quality of the system to achieve a size and cost reduction could not be
tolerated; that is, the same discrimination and distortion requirements
were imposed on the new filters.

In the original filters, for example, slug -tuned air core inductors with
large molded silver mica capacitors were used. Also, a method of double
shielding in the series arm of the filters was incorporated which placed
the parasitic capacities to ground across specific shunt branches of the
structure. These large air core inductors with sufficient space about them
to give a good stable low value of capacitance to ground made the filters
quite large. These filters proved to be very stable with temperature and
aging and produced practically no modulation in the system.

To obtain a substantial size reduction it became evident at the start
that all component apparatus had to be miniaturized, particularly the
large air core inductors. Also, the use of double shielding should be
eliminated, if possible.

Of the many types of filters required in the terminals only a few typical
ones are described in the following sections to illustrate the trend in
components, method of assembly and shielding.

4.3.1 Components

An investigation of available component apparatus with satisfactory
tolerance and size revealed that only capacitors and resistors were
available in production for miniaturization of filters. A development
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program had to be undertaken on crystal units, inductors and trans-
formers to realize size reductions that would be comparable with capaci-
tors and resistors.

Several types of small ferrite core adjustable inductors have been de-
veloped which have good temperature coefficient characteristics, low
dissipation factors and have an adjustment range of several per cent.
The ferrite core inductors do introduce measurable modulation in the
system but it has a negligible effect on the over-all performance. Several
small -size ferrite transformers have been developed for use in amplifiers,
modulators and filters in the system.

Several types of small size shielded crystal units were developed for
use in filters. The units were required to have a low dissipation (high -Q)
and good temperature coefficients. A method was developed for encap-
sulating the quartz crystal plate in an evacuated cold welded container,
eliminating the use of glass containers and additional shielding.

A comparison of the old and new style components used in the fabrica-
tion of typical filters is shown in Fig. 21. One can readily see that with
such a size reduction in component apparatus with substantially the
same electrical characteristics, the filter designer had an excellent chance
to make sizable reductions in volume.

ORIMII4L DESIGN NEW DESIGN

Fig. 21 - Comparison of old and new style components.
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4.3.2 Group Bandpass Filters

With component apparatus available that can be mounted by its
leads, it was decided after investigating various methods of assem-
bly and wiring to use printed wiring techniques. Printed wiring provides
good uniformity and consistent capacitance between leads and to ground,
from components in production. Also, with printed wiring it was found
possible to obtain low ground resistance paths and satisfactory shielding
between various portions of a filter using shielded inductors. To provide
adequate shielding from the filters to various other parts of the terminal
the filters were inserted in drawn metal containers with soldered covers.

In packaging filters for the system the number of different sizes was
kept at a minimum. Also, an arrangement was made to provide some of
the filters with a moisture -resistant seal where necessary.

The five group bandpass filters were designed to operate in a 75 -ohm
unbalanced circuit with alternate filters paralleled, i.e., numbers 1, 3 and
5 in one group and numbers 2 and 4 in the other. Each group at its
paralleled side was connected to the opposite port of a hybrid coil with
an impedance compensating network shunted across each group to
improve the impedance at the line and modem side of the filter. Each
filter passes a 48-kc band, the five bands extending from 312 kc to 552
kc.

The schematic of the filter, together with the insertion loss character-
istic of a typical group filter, is shown in Fig. 22. This characteristic is
adjusted in a visual test set by tuning the slugs in the inductors of the
filter under test until it is identical to a reference filter. The volume re-
duction of this filter over the old design was 30 to 1 and the cost reduc-
tion about 3 to 1. Each of the filters and the compensating networks
plus hybrid coils were assembled in a metal container 1H- X 2H X 4+i,
exclusive of terminals and studs. These six units were assembled on the
rear of the group bank equipment shelf and wired together with small
coaxial cables. Fig. 23 shows the internal arrangement and external ap-
pearance of the filter.

The performance of this new miniature filter was similar to the origi-
nal larger filter except for modulation, which was poorer but entirely
satisfactory for system performance.

4.3.3 Supergroup Bandpass Filters

The new supergroup bandpass filters with the exception of Super-
groups 1 and 3 are identical in size and schematic to the group band
filters. All supergroup band filters have a band width of 240 kc. The
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680

ten supergroup bandpass filters were designed to operate between 75 -ohm
impedances with alternate filters paralleled, numbers 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9
in one group and 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 in the other. Each group at their par-
alleled side is connected to opposite ports of a hybrid coil with a com-
pensating network shunted across each group for impedance and dis-
tortion improvement. In order to meet the discrimination requirements
for the high -frequency filters it was necessary to use a special grounding
arrangement. Also, to meet the crosstalk requirement between the upper
supergroup filters it was necessary to use small coaxial jacks instead of
terminals on the filters with all connections made with coaxial cabling.
Fig. 24 shows a typical schematic and insertion loss characteristic of a
supergroup filter except 1 and 3, connected in parallel with other super-
group filters.

In the frequency range above 2 me it has not been possible to obtain
as good a distortion characteristic across the useful band of 240 Ice with
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these miniature filters as the original filters. This was due to the poorer
"Q" in the ferrite inductors. Development work is progressing in this
frequency range to improve the "Q" and temperature coefficient of the
small ferrite inductors.

Supergroup filters number 1 and number 3 were designed as minimum
inductor asymmetrical LC filters with sharp discrimination on one side
of each of the filters. This was necessary to attain a high discrimination
over the frequency range 312 kc to 552 kc. These filters are larger in
size to accommodate the larger high -Q ferrite inductors and a few more
inductors and capacitors which were required to meet the sharp dis-
crimination. The internal arrangement and external appearance is shown
in Fig. 25. The schematic and typical insertion loss characteristic of
Supergroup No. 3 are shown in Fig. 26.

To equalize the distortion across supergroup bands 1 and 3 to less
than 0.5 db, equalizers are provided which insert the correction at cor-
responding frequencies in the basic supergroup band, 312-552 kc.

4.3.4 Crystal Filters

In practically every communication system, extremely narrow band
elimination and bandpass filters are needed to remove extraneous noise
or frequencies from a spectrum so that pilot frequencies may be inserted
and picked -off further along in the system to control gain or shaping.
In this system crystal filters were used for this purpose because of their
extremely high Q, good temperature characteristics and stability.

Fig. 25 - Mechanical construction of supergroup filter no. 3: right, printed
wiring side; left, component side.
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Two such typical crystal filters are the 92-kc band elimination and
bandpass filter. The 92-kc band elimination had to suppress a narrow
band about 92 kc, pass the voice -frequency channels either side of 92
lie with practically no distortion, have a good return loss over the 60 to
108-kc band and operate over the central office temperature range. The
schematic of filter which was found to be most economical for this job
together with its insertion loss characteristic is shown in Fig. 27.

The schematic of the crystal bandpass filter which selects this 92-kc
pilot frequency is shown in Fig. 28 with its typical insertion loss. It was
designed as a lattice section to operate from a 135 -ohm balanced im-
pedance to a 1,000 -ohm unbalanced impedance.

The internal arrangement and external appearance of these filters are
shown in Fig. 29.
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4.3.5 Carrier Supply Filters

In the carrier supply portion of the terminals only "LC" filters are
used because of the load carrying requirements and the availability of
high -Q ferrite inductors for those moderately narrow band filters. Also,
from cost consideration it proved to be more economical to use LC rather
than crystal filters.

The channel carrier supply filter has to operate in parallel at the out-
put of the harmonic generator and provide 45-db and 75-db discrimina-
tion 4 kc and 8 kc respectively, either side of the selective harmonic.
The schematic of the filter used to meet this requirement with a typical
loss characteristic is shown in Fig. 30.

The group carrier supply filters connected to the output of a 12-kc
harmonic generator have to meet requirements similar to the channel
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Fig. 28 - Schematic
bandpass filter.

carrier supply filters
filters together with

The filters for the
identical individual

All of these filters
in the same manner

92.4 92.5

and insertion loss characteristic of the 92-1:c crystal

in a higher frequency range. The schematic of these
a typical loss characteristic is shown in Fig. 31.
supergroup carrier circuit were constructed as two
filters with a transistor amplifier between them.
were constructed with the same type of components
as the other filters of this system.
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Fig. 29 - Mechanical construction of the 92-kc bandpass filter (upper photo)
and elimination filter (lower photo). Component side of board at left, printed
wiring side at right..

4.3.6 Group Connectors

At branching points it is frequently required to transfer a group of 12
channels from a receiving terminal to another transmitting terminal.
This can be done at the basic group frequency, 60-108 kc, by the use of a
bandpass filter. This filter must furnish the discrimination needed to
suppress portions of adjacent groups which are not suppressed by the
group bandpass filters.

A new group connector, the B-2, has been developed with less attenu-
ation distortion than that of the earlier design, now known as the B-1.
Discrimination of more than 70 db is provided at frequencies below 59.7
kc and above 108.6 kc. A typical passband and discrimination frequency
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Fig. 30 - Schematic and insertion loss of channel carrier supply filter.
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characteristic is shown on Fig. 32. The envelope delay distortion in the
band, 64-104 kc, is about 100 microseconds. For applications such as
data transmission requiring constant delay, a delay equalizer can be
provided.

The filter used in the connector employs special wide crystal filter sec-
tions which give a high degree of selectivity at the band edge. The sche-
matic of this filter is shown in Fig. 33.

A model of the new connector is shown on Fig. 34. In addition to the
filter, an attenuator is supplied to adjust the loss of the connecting cir-
cuit, and space is available for adding a delay equalizer.

4.4 Supergroup Connector

When it is desired to transfer an entire supergroup from a receiving
terminal to another transmitting terminal, this can be done at the basic
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Fig. 31 - Schematic and insertion loss of group carrier supply filter.

supergroup band, 312-552 kc, with the use of filters and an amplifier.
This equipment is known as the C-2 supergroup connector, replacing
the earlier C-1 version. A block schematic is shown on Fig. 35.

The bandpass filter has been designed as a minimum inductor struc-
ture using high -Q ferrite inductors and has over 80-db discrimination at
frequencies below 304 kc and above 560 kc. The passband distortion is
less than +0.2 db. A delay equalizer is being developed to equalize the
delay distortion of this filter for data transmission. When this is not
required it can be replaced by a pad.

Two pilots at 308 and 556 kc, respectively, occur in certain super-
groups on certain systems. To prevent interference, these are suppressed
by a crystal band elimination filter. Crystal units are used because of
the high degree of selectivity required and are mounted in a tempera-
ture controlled oven.

A transistor amplifier provides the gain needed to compensate for the
loss of the filters and equalizer. The transmitting group intermediate
amplifier and associated low-pass filter are used for this purpose.

The filters and equalizer preceding the amplifier have been designed to
occupy the space in the receiving bay which is provided for the five re-
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ceiving group amplifiers. When a supergroup connector is used, these
are not required, and the supergroup connector filters may he installed
as shown on Fig. 36, without modifying the bay wiring.

The amplifier and low-pass filter are located in the transmitting termi-
nal in place of the corresponding equipment for the transmitting group
bank.

V. AUXILIARY CIRCUITS

5.1 Alarm Circuits

Several types of alarm circuits are provided to alert office personnel
to conditions requiring their attention. Three of these indicate a service
interruption : fuse failure, carrier supply, and loss -of -pilot. A fourth in-

dicates when a regulator nears the end of its effective range. This may in-

dicate an incipient trouble condition.
The fuse alarm is a standard circuit in which a blown fuse closes the

alarm circuit through a bus provided for this purpose. The carrier supply
alarms are described in a companion paper.4
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Fig. 34 - B-2 group connector. Upper: internal construction of filter. Lower:
assembly with cover removed

5.1.1 Pilot Alarm

The loss -of -pilot alarm indicates that the pilot has disappeared, or
become too weak for satisfactory regulation. When this occurs, the op-
eration of a miniature relay in the receiving group or supergroup module
transfers the thermistor heater winding to a fixed current source instead

312-552 KC
BANDPASS

FILTER
DELAY

EQUALIZER

308,556 KG
BAND

ELIMINATION
FILTER

231 C
AMPLIFIER

552 KC
LOW-PASS

FILTER

Fig. 35 - Block schematic, C-2 supergroup connector.
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Fig. 36 - Receiving terminal portion of C-2 supergroup connector. Units are,
left to right: supergroup receiving amplifier, bandpass filter, pad or delay equal-
izer, band elimination filter to suppress pilots.

of the regulator. This maintains the amplifier at a mid -range value of
gain instead of maximum gain which would interfere with service on
adjacent groups or supergroups. The relay also closes a contact to the
alarm circuit. A portion of the received pilot current is amplified and
rectified and used to hold the relay in the normal, operated condition.
A weak pilot or no pilot will cause the relay to transfer. A short time
delay is introduced to prevent transfers on momentary interruptions.

5.1.2 Range Alarm

With the use of automatic regulation, it is expected that the previous
practice of making manual measurements of pilot levels each day can be
discontinued. To monitor the performance, an additional alarm circuit
has been provided which continually measures the gain of the regulated
amplifier. When the gain is greater or less than the effective range of the
regulator, an alarm is actuated.

This condition could be caused by malfunction of terminal equipment
or by an out -of -limit pilot being received from the transmission system.
A sudden loss of pilot will actuate the pilot alarm and prevent the range
alarm from occurring. In general, the range alarm indicates an operating
condition which is marginal and should be corrected, although service
may still be satisfactory.

From its nature, the range alarm lends itself to time-shared operation.
It is not essential that the condition be discovered immediately; a delay
of several minutes can be tolerated. This makes it feasible to measure
the gain of each amplifier in a terminal in turn, repeating the cycle con-
tinuously. A scanning circuit, as described in a later section, was de-
veloped to facilitate measurements of pilot level. By incorporating
means for measuring amplifier gain this scanner has been made to serve
both purposes.
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The shunt resistance of the amplifier feedback circuit is supplied by
the thermistor element. There is a direct correlation between this re-
sistance and the gain of the amplifier. The resistance can be measured
conveniently by supplying a small direct current and measuring the volt-
age. The amplifier portion of the circuit is shown on Fig. 15. Blocking
capacitors isolate the measuring circuit. Filtering is also required to pre-
vent noise and crosstalk from entering the amplifier through the meas-
uring circuit.

A differential dc amplifier, the 234B amplifier, has been designed to
amplify the de voltage across the thermistor element. One output of this
amplifier drives a meter to display the gain reading. Two additional
outputs operate an alarm relay when the gain is outside the effective
regulating range.

The connection between the amplifiers and the differential amplifier
is by means of the scanner circuit described later. To simplify the scan-
ner, the group amplifier measuring current is transmitted by a simplex
system on the group test balanced pair and the shield. At the output of
the scanner, the de signal is separated from the group test voltage by a
transformer.

In order to have a means for registering an alarm condition without
interrupting the scanning, a magnetic latching relay has been provided
for each supergroup shelf. Each shelf accommodates one supergroup
amplifier and the associated five group amplifiers. The relay is latched
by a pulse from the alarm relay in the 234B amplifier when an end -of -
range condition is detected. It remains latched, lighting an alarm lamp
on the shelf, until it is reset manually.

5.2 Pilot Measuring Circuit

The group pilot at 92 kc and the supergroup pilot at 424 kc are used
to control the group and supergroup regulators as described above. They
are also used for maintenance, in measuring gains or losses of portions
of the equipment, and as an indication of the performance of the trans-
mission system.

A special pilot measuring circuit has been developed to measure these
two pilots at the receiving terminal. The operation has been reduced to
its simplest form: the signal is patched into the measuring circuit and
the deviation from normal level is indicated on a specially calibrated
meter.

The group pilot requires a three -stage common -emitter transistor am-
plifier before rectification. The supergroup pilot is at a lower level and
requires an additional two -stage pre -amplifier. All three amplifiers have
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considerable feedback to stabilize the gain against variations. The pilot
bandpass filters are crystal filters designed to have a stable passband
loss, as well as a stable frequency characteristic. These precautions are
needed to achieved the desired accuracy.

After rectification, the difference between the rectified pilot and a de
reference voltage is used to drive a meter. The meter displays the devia-
tion from normal pilot level and has a range of ±1 db.

5.3 Scanner Circuit

A scanner circuit has been developed to provide easy access to the re-
ceiving group test outputs and to the second outputs of the supergroup
amplifiers. The equipment has been designed to accommodate all the
regular and spare amplifiers on three receiving bays (three L600 multi-
plex terminals or one L1860 multiplex terminal).

The circuit contains wire spring relays arranged to make the following
connections: the test output from any selected supergroup amplifier to a
supergroup test jack, the test output from one of the associated five
group amplifiers to the group test jack, and the corresponding thermistor
terminals to the range alarm circuit. Relay walking circuits are included
so that the scanning can be automatic, measuring each amplifier in turn
in the three bays and then repeating the cycle. About 15 minutes is re-
quired for the complete cycle.

Digital display lamps are included in the meter assembly shown on
Fig. 37, to indicate which bay, supergroup, and group are being meas-
ured. The meters show the deviations from normal for group and super-
group pilot and for the gain of the two amplifiers.

The control panel for the scanner is shown on Fig. 38. Any group or
supergroup can be selected manually and held connected, or scanning
can be initiated by depressing the proper key.

The pilot meters indicate the pilot deviations when the test jacks are
patched to the pilot measuring circuit. Signals at the other frequencies
in the group and supergroup bands can also be measured by connecting a
suitable measuring circuit to the test jacks.

VI. PERFORMANCE

Extensive tests have been made on several L600A Multiplex trans-
mitting and receiving bays and performance has been at least equal to
the objectives in all respects affecting voice transmission and voice
channel data transmission. In the rapidly developing field of wideband
data transmission, firm objectives for group and supergroup bands have
not yet been established. The performance of L1860A multiplex will be
tested when the first installation is completed in early 1963.
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Fig. 37 - Meter display unit for receiving terminal.
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The addition of transmitting group amplifiers has resulted in lower
noise levels. With a transmitting group bank patched to the receiving
bay at the group bank output, and with an A5 channel bank connected
to the receiving group output, channel noise, as measured on the 3A
Noise Measuring Set,l2 indicated about 15 dbrn at the +7 dh level with
"C" message weighting (equivalent to 2 dba at zero level). With white
noise loading on all channels in the supergroup except three adjoining
channels, the noise level in the center quiet channel increased to about
16.5 dbrn when the loading was -15 dbm per channel at zero trans-
mission level.
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Fig. 38 - Central portion of receiving bay showing unequipped Supergroup
No. 1 shelf, scanner control panel, pilot measuring unit, and writing shelf.

Temperature tests on 26 receiving groups equipped with regulators
showed that with constant input pilots, the variation in output pilot
levels averaged less than ±0.2 db from 40° to 120°F. Similar tests on 8
supergroup receiving amplifiers showed about twice as much variation.
When the input pilot levels were varied ±4 db for the groups, the out-
puts remained within ±0.25 db. For ±6 db variation in supergroup in-
put levels, the outputs changed less than ±0.35 db.

All equipment on both the transmitting and receiving bays was de-
signed to operate from 24 volts dc. Tests showed satisfactory operation
with supply voltages from 22 to 26 volts, and marginal operation from
20 to 28 volts. At higher voltages, some parts of the circuit overheat and
reliability will be decreased. Below 20 volts, some of the relays in the
scanner and alarm circuits did not operate.

VII. EQUIPMENT FEATURES

One of the major problems that has been created by the large use of
the Ll and L3 carrier telephone terminals is that of interbay cabling. In
many offices, the available overhead cable racks have become over-
loaded, forcing the addition of more racks where possible. Some of the
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congestion has been caused by changes in circuit assignment of the
equipment. Generally this reassignment required new cabling and when
the new cables were run, the old cables were quite often left in the racks
rather than risk disturbing working circuits by attempting removal.

Several steps have been taken to relieve this problem: new and smaller
cables have been developed for use in the system, a group distributing
frame has been developed to reduce recabling requirements, the equip-
ment arrangements have been designed to combine many functions in
one bay thus reducing interbay cabling, the floor plan layouts have been
changed to provide arrangements which will keep interbay cabling runs
within reasonable lengths.

7.1 Cables

Previously a large number of cables were required between the various
bays in an L multiplex terminal. Not only were these large in number
but also relatively large in size. The shielded pair cables connecting the
channel banks to groups have been reduced to one-half the diameter by
the use of the new 761A cable rather than 720 cable, as shown on Fig.
39. A significant reduction in size was achieved by the use of miniature
coaxial cable, 0.1 inch in diameter. The miniature cable is one-fourth
the diameter of the 724 cable previously used. With the smaller size
comes a much smaller bending radius which has made it possible to

720
761 A

Fig. 39 - Size comparison of 40 shielded pairs of 761A vs 720 cable.
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place this cable into tight areas. However, the transmission loss of the
miniature coaxial cable limits its use to runs of less than 100 feet.

7.2 Bay Layouts

The earlier terminals required one bay for each supergroup bank and
one bay for each two group banks. The group carrier supply required
one bay to supply each 10 group banks. In conjunction with the active
equipment units an additional bay containing jacks was required to
provide a means for testing and emergency patching. This bay was
located in a central test area, and all the input and output leads of the
equipment were cabled to this location.

In planning the new design it became apparent that large savings in
cabling could be realized by combining many functions in one bay. With
the use of transistors, ferrites, and other new devices, the necessary re-
duction in size of the apparatus and equipment units has been realized.

One bay, 11 feet 6 inches high, 19 inches wide, is required for each di-
rection of transmission for the group and supergroup equipment for 600
channels. All of the needed carrier supplies are also accommodated on
the same bays. In the earlier designs this much equipment required more
than 20 bays.

In addition to providing the standard features, these same two bays
contain all of the automatic gain regulators and the testing, maintenance,
and alarm circuitry, most of which was not available in the earlier equip-
ment. The transmitting bay for the L600 multiplex is shown on Fig. 40
and the receiving bay on Fig. 41.

One of the major considerations in designing the bays was to minimize
options and include as many units in the basic bay as was economically
and functionally feasible. This means that units such as the group bank
shelves are usually provided whether the initial circuit layout requires
all of them or not. This technique of providing a complete bay package
makes it possible to have the greatest flexibility of circuit changes and
additions with the shortest possible installation intervals. By providing
the framework and hardware for an entire 600 channels in the bay the
necessary plug-in units can be added as growth dictates. The cost for
carrying the initially unused shelves can be justified by the savings
possible by having the units factory -wired and the savings in time and
convenience in having the equipment available when needed. The plug-in
equipment is omitted until needed.

7.3 Plug-in Unit and Bay Hardware

The active circuits, which affect transmission, are contained in modu-
lar plug-in units mounted in the same shelves with the patching jacks.
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The necessary gain adjustments are contained in these plug-in units, are
accessible from the front of the bay, and can be adjusted on an in-service
basis. The active spare transmission units, scanner, carrier supply, car-
rier distribution equipment, and alarm units mount in the bay or bays
of transmission equipment they serve.

7.3.1 Receiving Modules

The group and supergroup receiving modules each consist of ampli-
fiers, networks, filters, and miscellaneous apparatus assembled in a
drawer -like metal chassis of the plug-in type. The physical appearance
of the two units is quite similar except for the front face plate. The
group module with one side cover removed is shown on Fig. 42. This is
the reverse side from that shown on Fig. 16. The metal chassis, which
houses the apparatus, consists of an I -shaped aluminum extrusion for
the basic shell, a die cast front plate, a rear plate perforated for ventila-
tion and two removable side plates. The apparatus units contained in
the shell are mounted to the web of the extrusion by screws. The units
are then interconnected by soldered wires. Any unit, however, can be
removed independently by disconnecting the wires and removing the
mounting screws.

The front plate contains jacks for testing, a potentiometer for adjust-
ing the regulated output power and an alarm lamp which indicates loss
of pilot. The connector plug is attached to the front plate and is cabled
up through the shell to the individual apparatus units.

The module is locked in place on the equipment shelf by means of a
captive screw located on the face plate and a tang located at the rear
of the shelf which engages the rear plate. No other guides are required
on the chassis or shelf for alignment purposes. This entire package, with
all its circuitry, is only 5 inches high, by 21 wide and 15 inches long.
Each shelf contains one supergroup module and the associated 5 group
modules. The receiving bay contains 11 shelves, one of which holds the
spare group bank equipment.

7.3.2 Transmitting Modules

The transmitting group assemblies consist of an amplifier and a modu-
lator housed in a single apparatus can which connects to the equipment
shelf through a multiple -contact plug. Five group amplifiers and one
intermediate amplifier are mounted on one shelf as shown on Fig. 43.
The amplifiers can be extracted by using a special tool which inserts in
the slot on the front face. The associated group bandpass filters are
mounted in the rear.
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Fig. 40 - Transmitting bay, L600 multiplex.
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Fig. 41- Receiving bay, L600 multiplex.
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Fig. 42 - Receiving group module with cover removed (reverse side from that
shown on Fig. 16). Differential dc amplifier and :Alarm circuit on right.

The supergroup modulator, demodulator, and bandpass filter units
are mounted on flat plates which slide into a shelf framework shown on
Fig. 44. The same basic design is used for both the transmitting and re-
ceiving bays. Interconnections between these units are made by the use
of miniature coaxial cable equipped with jacks.

7.3.3 Other Equipment

The remaining equipment units located in the bays are primarily flat -
panel construction packaged to utilize the 15 inches depth. These units
are the fuse, concentrator, pilot measuring circuit, scanner and control
panel, the alarm and auxiliary concentrator panels.

Fig. 43 - Transmitting group bank. Plug-in unit on left is group intermediate
amplifier. Others are 5 group amplifiers and modulators. Group bandpass filters
are in rear.
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Fig. 44 - Supergroup modulators and bandpass filters.
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7.4 Group Distribution Frame

With the continuous growth in the toll plant it frequently becomes de-
sirable to transfer groups of circuits from one system to another. For
example, when a new microwave or cable system is completed, some cir-
cuits are transferred to it from existing systems. This provides capacity
for growth on the existing systems as well as on the new system.

Most toll offices now have a main distribution frame where all indi-
vidual voice circuits in the office are connected to the voice frequency
patch bays and through them to the channel banks. The individual cir-
cuits can be transferred by changing the connections on this frame.
When whole groups of twelve voice channels were to be transferred it
has been the practice to make the transfer by changing the cables be-
tween the channel banks and the group equipment, rather than trans-
ferring twelve pairs in the main distribution frame. When the reassign-
ments involved group connectors, no alternative existed except to re -
cable the connection from the connectors to the group equipment.

A study of the history of circuit reassignments indicated that each
channel bank or group connector was reassigned on the average of once
in three years although there are wide variations. Several possible meth-
ods of providing a convenient means for making these transfers were
studied. All involved running all channel bank and group connector
cables to a common location in the office and fanning out from there to
all the group equipment. At the common location, some form of cross -
connection must be provided.

Providing distribution frames for the group connections permits in-
stallation of channel banks and group connector filters without pre-
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Fig. 45 - Group distributing frame for cross -connecting up to 1200 groups,
cabling side.
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Fig. 46 - Group distributing frame, cross -connection side.

determining to what group equipment each will be connected, simplify-
ing engineering and installation planning.

Tests of crosstalk indicated that unshielded pairs could be used for
the cross -connections provided the whole frame was shielded from external
disturbances. Wire -wrapped connections to terminals were used instead
of pin -type connectors to conserve space and shorten the length of the
cross -connections.

The frame shown on Fig. 45 can accommodate up to 1200 channel
bank connections for one direction of transmission. The other direction
is accommodated on a second bay. The cabling is run on both sides of
the terminal strips and terminates on the reverse side of the terminal
strips. All cross -connections are made on the front of the terminal strips.
A close-up of one terminal strip is shown on Fig. 46. The insulated tub-
ing over each pair facilitates locating a desired pair and reduces the
risk of interfering with adjacent pairs when changes are made. Wire -
wrapping and unwrapping tools are used.

The installation of group distribution frames involves recabling every
channel bank or group connector in the office, but once this is done, fur-
ther reassignment can be made with a minimum of effort.

7.5 Office Layout

To capitalize on the features discussed, new floor plan layout ar-
rangements are desirable. These layouts are designed to keep cabling
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runs to a minimum and combine certain functions by groupingihe
The grouping is significant especially when certain units are shared by
two or more bays. The scanner and pilot measuring equipment, spare
supergroup equipment, and alarm equipment will serve up to three re-
ceiving bays while the carrier supplies will serve three transmitting bays
and three receiving bays. The method of locating the bays in this man-
ner will keep the cable runs, between the shared equipment, within the
100 -foot loss limitation of the miniature coaxial cable. These bays are
designed for front -side maintenance, making it possible to mount them
back-to-back or next to a wall.

VIII. CONCLUSION

New group and supergroup terminals for long -haul telephone circuits
have been developed which incorporate many new features to improve
performance. The use of transistors and associated modern components,
together with new materials, has permitted a great reduction in size
and the promise of increased reliability. The equipment has been de-
signed to reduce installation effort and minimize office cabling. The
addition of group and supergroup regulation in the receiving terminals
will make possible new high standards of transmission stability.

The improved performance and lower installed cost of the new termi-
nals should assure a wide use for several years.
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Carrier Supplies for L -Type Multiplex
By W. G. ALBERT, J. B. EVANS, JR.,

J. J. GINTY and J. B. HARLEY
(Manuscript received October 24, 1962)

This article describes the carrier and pilot supply equipment of the L -
type multiplex. Also discussed is the modernized carrier supply for the
A -type channel banks described in an earlier paper.

A short review of previous carrier equipment and recent developments
in carrier application is followed by a general discussion of the design
approach. Finally, specific circuits and equipment units are described.

I. INTRODUCTION

The L -type multiplex operates by frequency -division and thus re-
quires a source of carrier power for each channel or group of channels
transposed from one frequency band to another. Specifically, this means
a carrier source for each channel, group, and supergroup modulator.
These carrier frequencies must be resupplied at the receiving terminal
also; and since the system is single-sideband with carrier suppressed,
they must be resupplied with extreme frequency accuracy to prevent
undue frequency shift in the channels. This is accomplished by accu-
rately synchronizing these carriers to a received pilot which is derived
from the carrier supply at the transmitting end.

II. REVIEW

2.1 Old Carrier Supply

Since a synchronized carrier supply tends to be expensive, it has been
designed conventionally as centralized equipment so as to spread the
cost over a great many channels. This was appropriate when the emphasis
was placed on large installations. The old equipment (hereafter called
"electron tube" equipment) was designed before large-scale application
of carrier techniques to short -haul trunks The new equipment recog-
nizes this use of carrier and is designed to be economical for small -density
installations without unduly penalizing the large.

279
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Fig. 1 is a simplified schematic diagram of an electron tube carrier
supply. All carrier frequencies are multiples of 4 kc, the frequency spac-
ing of the channel's. These carrier frequencies are produced by driving
two harmonic generators with separate 4-kc sine wave sources desig-
nated A and B. Only one of the harmonic generators is permitted to
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operate at any time, the other one being disabled by the transfer cir-
cuit. The working harmonic generator feeds two similar banks of channel
carrier filters via a hybrid transformer. Each pair of filters selects a
carrier frequency and feeds it to as many as 30 channel modems. The
figure is simplified, in that the even and odd harmonics actually come
out of the harmonic generator on two different busses, and the filters
are divided into even and odd sets, each fed by a hybrid.

The group carriers are all odd multiples of 4 kc, and are obtained in
a manner similar to the channel carriers, except that duplicate filters
are used rather than a hybrid, and distribution amplifiers are needed
because of the power levels required by the group modulators.

For the supergroup carriers, the 124-kc harmonic component is
filtered and fed to another harmonic generator which produces the
supergroup carriers as multiples of 124 kc. Although not shown in Fig. 1,
the equipment also generates 92-kc group pilots and 64-kc line pilots by
the same techniques discussed above.

This electron tube carrier supply represents a highly centralized de-
sign. The interdependency of the "channel" carrier supply on the one
hand, and "group" or "supergroup" carrier supplies on the other, is at
once apparent; the latter will not operate without the former. Also,
since the group and supergroup supplies serve up to 3000 channels, they
are made extremely reliable by built-in redundancy. This redundancy
is reflected all the way back to the 4-kc harmonic generators, which
are duplicated and protected by the automatic transfer circuit.

The resulting protection of the 4-kc harmonic generators is also avail-
able to the channel carrier supply, even though it is not as necessary
for its 360 channels as it is for the 3000 previously mentioned. This
bonus protection comes at a price: each time a 360 -channel mark is
passed in the office -growth pattern, a new pair of harmonic generators
complete with automatic transfer must be installed.

2.2 Recent Developments in Carrier Application

The electron tube equipment just described has been usefully and
economically applied on a large-scale basis, mainly in multiplexing for
1860 -channel L3 coaxial systems' and for 600 -channel TD -22 microwave
radio channels. * In the meantime, however, frequency -division tech-
niques have been applied successfully to shorter and shorter trunks,

* The distinction should be emphasized between a voice or telephone channel,
which is roughly 4 kilocycles in bandwidth, and a radio channel, which is many
megacycles in bandwidth and carries many telephone channels.
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and to smaller and smaller installations. A single N carrier' 12 -channel
terminal in an office, for example, is entirely practical on an economic
basis.

Similarly, the "ON" carrier terminal has been applied as a 96 -channel
multiplex for the MT and TL short -haul microwave radio systems.' The
channel capacity is limited due to the loading effect of the transmitted
carriers. The L -type multiplex, however, can be used to stack 240 or
more channels for transmission on these radio systems, since carriers
are not transmitted. The cost of the electron tube L -type equipment
usually makes this prohibitive, unless the L carrier supply is already in
the office and unused taps are available. The nature of the short -haul
radio route tends to make this favorable circumstance improbable.

Thus, we see that the L terminal approach (single-sideband) has been
technically but not economically attractive for the low density applica-
tion of frequency -division techniques. Yet the low density carrier -derived
trunk is today very common, and is becoming more so all the time. This
fact has been paramount in setting the detailed design objectives of
the new multiplex carrier supply (hereafter referred to as "transistor
carrier supply"), and in addition has led to the development of the
L60A and L12OA packages.*

III. OBJECTIVES

The technical performance objectives of the transistor carrier supply,
like those of the electron tube type, are set by the nature of the modu-
lators it supplies. A carrier power considerably higher than the signal
power is generally required by the modulators to enhance their line-
arity and to stabilize them against variations in carrier power. Thus,
the essential requirements for the carrier supply are frequency accuracy
and sufficient power, with a fairly lenient requirement on amplitude
stability.

In the case of carrier supplies for channel modulators, these require-
ments are somewhat modified because of an additional objective: the
channel modulator should have a specific amplitude limiting character-
istic. To allow limiting at the proper signal level, the channel modu-
lator is supplied with carrier power considerably reduced with respect
to that supplied a group or supergroup modulator. Since the channel

* This paper describes the L600A and L1860A carrier supplies, as well as channel
carrier supplies. The L60A and L120A circuits are similar, but the channel carrier
supply is integrated with group and supergroup supplies in one package.6
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modulator is thus made more sensitive to carrier level variations, the
channel carrier supply must be more stable. This is more fully described
in Section 5.2.

The essential requirements discussed above do not differ from those
satisfied by the electron tube carrier supply. However, additional ones
were established: lower cost, easier maintenance, miniaturization, and
general modernization. Finally, a very specific objective formed early
in the design was decentralization of the carrier supply, and integration
with the equipment it serves. This represents an important step in
making the new multiplex attractive for small installations, and is also
consistent with the general desire to reduce the volume of interbay
cabling. The decentralization objective must, of course, be tempered
with the continuing need for economy in large density installations.

IV. NEW MULTIPLEX CARRIER SUPPLY

4.1 Design Approach

In accordance with the decentralization objective, the transistor
carrier supply consists of two basic equipments: the channel carrier
supply, which is located with the 30 channel banks it serves (three
bays) ; and the group and supergroup supply, which mounts in one of
the six multiplex bays it serves.

It may be inferred from the above that the multiplex is still not com-
pletely integrated, since the channel banks and the rest of the multiplex
tend to be independent. This is as it should be, since most offices do not
terminate all channels at voice -frequency, but pass some through the
office at group or supergroup frequencies. In the case of the transistor
multiplex, it is no longer necessary to install parts of a channel carrier
supply merely to drive group and supergroup carrier supply equipment.

Although the group and supergroup supply is common to /six bays
(three transmitting and three receiving), each of these bays has its own
local group carrier distributing amplifiers and busses. This reduces the
number of cables from the group carrier supply proper from one per
modulator to one per frequency, thus effecting a cable reduction of
50 to 5. Although it is primarily a cable -saving device, the local distri-
bution approach also reduces the power requirement on individual
transistor output stages by about 8 db by virtue of distributing a given
carrier via six secondary amplifiers rather than one.

Channel bank bays not containing a carrier supply could benefit by
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a 10 to 1 reduction of interbay cables if local distribution arrangements
were provided for them. The arrangement chosen, however, (no local
distribution busses) obviates the need for amplifiers completely, except
for the one associated with the harmonic generator. This is possible be-
cause of the modest power requirement of a channel modem as compared
with that of a group or a supergroup modulator, as mentioned before.
Thus, the design is an economical and reliable one, and the required
cables normally feed three adjacent bays, and so do not enter the cable
racks.

4.2 Reliability

The question of carrier supply reliability is an interesting one, and
must be discussed together with maintenance and transmission hits,
these three subjects being intimately related.

The electron tube carrier supply, being common to as many as 3000
channels, was developed to satisfy an extreme reliability requirement.
Consequently, it has much redundancy and automatic switching. For
example, each 360 channels of carrier supply is duplicated and auto-
matically protected, largely because it contains equipment for group
and supergroup supplies for up to 3000 channels. In the new design,
the carrier supply amplifiers are not automatically protected, or dupli-
cated on a one -for -one basis, unless they serve more than 360 channels.
This is because the group and supergroup carrier supplies are inde-
pendent of the channel carrier supply, and also because the inherent re-
liability of the transistor amplifiers is expected to be substantially better
than that of the electron tube amplifiers.

The new transistor amplifiers are plug-in, and are thus readily re-
placed in case of failure. Amplifiers serving 360 channels or less, though
not duplicated, are protected by spares common to several bays. These
spares are activated and provided with alarms so as to be readily
available if needed.

Amplifiers common to more than 360 channels are automatically
protected on a one -for -one basis. The switches used for this are not
hitless, but are activated only upon a failure. They are not used for
routine maintenance, since this is performed on working units on an
in-service basis. Thus, the need for frequent switches has been removed,
rather than incorporating an expensive hitless arrangement.

4.3 Description

The transistor multiplex equipment (L600A or L1860A) is used as all or
part of the terminal equipment for several types of line facility. For
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present purposes, these facilities may be considered to have either an L1
or an L3 line frequency assignment. The line frequencies and the re-
quired carrier frequencies are depicted in Fig. 2. Here an L1 system is
assumed to include a 600 -channel (ten -supergroup) facility-for ex-
ample, a TD -2 radio channel. An L3 system is considered to be an L3 co-
axial line or a TH radio' channel, 1860 channels (31 supergroups) in
either case. For the L3 system, an additional two steps of modulation are
required to place the two upper mastergroups at line frequency.* These
additional steps of modulation are provided by L3 mastergroup equip-
ment which works with, but is not a part of, the transistor multiplex.
The master group equipment is presently of the electron tube type.

The transistor multiplex for the L1 system is called "L600A multi-
plex," while that for the L3 system is called "L1860A multiplex."' Fig.
3 shows the L600A multiplex carrier supply. The channel carrier supply
makes use of harmonics of 4 kc as in the old supply, with differences in
the protection features and isolation from the other carrier supplies as
previously discussed. In addition, a single set of 12 filtersf is used for
all 360 channels, thereby reducing the number of filters required by a
factor of two.

* An L3 mastergroup consists of fen or eleven supergroups.
I Carrier supply filters are described in a companion paper?
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The balance of the carrier supply has its own pair of 4-kc harmonic
generators, fed from additional taps on the 4-kc primary frequency
distributing bus.* These generators are used to derive only four fre-
quencies: 12, 124, and (not shown) 64 and 92 kc. The former two fre-
quencies form basic frequencies for the group and supergroup carrier
supplies, respectively, while the 64 and 92 kc represent line pilot (as

* A new 4-kc primary frequency supply has also been designed, and is described
in a companion paper.8
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required) and group pilot respectively. The equipment unit supplying
the above four frequencies is called the "intermediate frequency supply."*

The 12-kc filters and amplifiers are duplicated. A relay selects either
output to feed the harmonic generator (saturable inductor), and auto-
matically switches to the other output in case of a failure. It should be
noted that the group carrier frequencies are derived as harmonics of
12 kc rather than 4 kc. This results in easing the discrimination require-
ments on the group carrier filters, with attendant filter economies. The
group carrier filters feed primary distributing amplifiers, which distribute
the five frequencies to six bays. From there, the local (secondary) dis-
tributing amplifiers feed the carriers to all group modulators in the
particular bay.

The operation of the supergroup carrier supply is generally similar,
except for detailed differences in the distribution amplifier arrangements,
the different base frequency (124 kc), and the different mode of genera-
tion of the upper four carriers in the L1860A application, these carriers
not being multiples of 124 kc.

V. CIRCUIT DESIGN

5.1 Introduction

The individual carrier supply circuits consist of harmonic generators,
filters, single -frequency drive amplifiers, and wideband distributing
amplifiers. The passband characteristics of the latter are such that a
single group (or supergroup) amplifier will handle any group (or super-
group) frequency.

Since the same basic saturable -inductor harmonic generator is used in
several parts of the carrier supply, its operation is described only in
connection with the group carrier supply.

The channel carrier supply description includes a discussion of the
translation of system objectives to a requirement on drive amplifier
stability. This setting of requirements, although obviously necessary
for all circuits, is given only once as an example.

5.2 Channel Carrier Supply

The channel carrier frequencies, harmonics of 4 kc from 64 to 108 kc,
are derived from the channel harmonic generator circuit by means of an

* As described later, the intermediate frequency supply for the L1860A provides
an additional frequency of 80 kc.
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amplifier, pulse -forming network, and filter circuit. Distribution of the
carriers is accomplished through a 30 -tap capacitive distribution circuit.

Amplitude stability of the channel carrier supply is of prime impor-
tance if the system is to meet the transmission requirements of Direct
Distance Dialing and future data systems. For most modulators, it is
customary to supply carrier power at a much higher level than the
signal power. This has two beneficial effects:

1. Variations in carrier amplitude with typical modulators are re-
flected as loss variations in the transmission path by only about one
part in ten; i.e., a 1-db change in carrier power results in only 0.1-db
change in transmission. This effect is called a "stiffness of 10:1."

2. High order (c t my) products which frequently overlap to pro-
duce interchannel crosstalk are reduced.

The channel modulator, however, performs one additional function
which changes the requirements and calls for much lower carrier -to -
signal power. This additional function is power limiting, and is discussed
below.

In single-sideband suppressed carrier systems, the system load de-
pends on the number and power of the talkers active at any one time.
Provision must be made to limit automatically the power of each talker
so that overload of the system will not occur if, during the busy hour,
an inordinate number of loud talkers is present at one time. Power
limiting also protects the system from test tones accidentally applied
at too high a level.

To achieve the necessary limiting, the carrier power provided to the
channel modulators is 0 dbm* per modulator. This gives the desired
limiting characteristic as shown in Fig. 4. Undesirable modulation
products due to the low carrier power are reduced to acceptable levels

* db above one milliwatt.
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by the channel bank filters, and the limiting effect on loud talkers does
not reduce intelligibility or even impair naturalness to any appreciable
extent. The low carrier power does, however, reduce the "stiffness" to
a ratio of approximately 2:1 and thus imposes tight requirements on
channel carrier stability.

The requirement on amplitude stability for the channel carrier ampli-
fier may be derived in the following manner.

The 4000 -mile requirement for message system net loss stability in
order to satisfy the needs of Direct Distance Dialing will be taken as:

1. Sudden step variations in level shall be less than ±0.25 db.
2. Average drift variations (bias) of the losses of a group of trunks

from design value shall be less than ±0.25 db with a distribution
grade (standard deviation) from this average of less than 0.75 db.

If one allocates one-half of the bias to the line and one-half to the
terminals that make up the 4000 -mile channels, the bias (X) of any one
terminal will be given by

Vrt, X = 0.125:db

where n is the number of links in tandem, and random distribution of
link biases is assumed. If it is further assumed that the maximum number
of links (n) in tandem is five, then

X = 0.056 db.

What appears to be a stringent requirement on the amplifier is re-
laxed due to two things: the modulator stiffness, though not great, is
2:1, and the harmonic generator has its own limiting action which
produces an additional stiffness of 5:1. Thus the requirement derived
above is relaxed by some 10:1, and each amplifier should therefore
exhibit an amplitude stability of 0.56 db.

Fig. 5 shows the amplitude stability of the 4-kc drive amplifier vs
variations in temperature and office battery voltage. The loss variation
of a typical channel carrier filter vs temperature is of the order of
0.2 db over the expected temperature range (40 to 120 degrees fahren-
heit).

Fig. 6 is a simplified circuit schematic of the amplifier. Qi is a 16A
diffused -silicon transistor used in the common -emitter configuration.
This is followed by Q2 a 20C transistor in a phase splitting circuit which
drives Q3 and Q4 , two 16A transistors used as emitter followers. These
drive the output stage consisting of Q5 and Q6 , two 20G transistors in a
class B output circuit. The transformer L1 provides series feedback
around the amplifier to stabilize the circuit for variations in the µ path.
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5.3 Intermediate Frequency Supply

The intermediate frequency supply circuit is used to generate the
basic frequencies required for the group, supergroup, and pilot supply
circuits. The harmonic generators and filter circuits are duplicated and
feed dual inputs to the group and supergroup circuits. Also included
are the 64- and 92-kc pilot supply circuits. The pilot supply circuits con-
tain amplitude stabilizers, since any change in transmitted pilot level
would be interpreted (by regulators or maintenance forces) as a change
in line or terminal gain. The stabilizers reduce pilot level variations of
several db to a small fraction of a db.

The stabilizer is essentially a zero -gain circuit in which the pilot is
amplified by two common -emitter stages, symmetrically clipped by
diodes, and filtered to reject harmonics. The output power is held to
within a few hundredths of a db for input variations up to ±4 db.

The stabilizers for each pilot frequency are duplicated and switched.
Resistive primary and capacitive secondary busses distribute the pilots
to the appropriate circuits.

The L1860A intermediate frequency supply is the same as described
above, except that 80 kc is produced as well as 124 kc for the supergroup
drive frequencies. The 64 kc is not required, as the L3 line pilots are
produced by L3 pilot supply equipment.

5.4 Group Carrier Supply

Five carrier frequencies are required to translate the basic group
spectrum (60-108 kc) to the five assigned positions in the frequency
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Fig. 7 - 12-kc harmonic generator circuit and waveform.

band of 312 to 552 kc; these carrier frequencies are 516, 564,
and 612 kc, corresponding to groups one to five respectively. These
frequencies are generated by the 12-kc harmonic generator circuit.
The 12-kc amplifier which drives the harmonic generator is almost
identical with the 4-kc amplifier previously described.

The harmonic generator circuit, shown in Fig. 7, consists of a high -Q
series LC circuit C1, Li tuned to 12 kc, a saturable inductor L2 a differ-
entiator circuit C2, and an impedance correcting network R1, C4, and
R2 , 123 .

Pulses from the harmonic generator circuit are formed in the follow-
ing manner. Initially, inductor L2 is in a nonsaturated state and has a
high impedance with respect to the series circuit L1, C1. This allows
current to flow through L1, CI , and charge capacitor Cz . When the
charge is sufficiently large, inductor L2 saturates, becoming a very low
impedance with respect to the rest of the circuit. Capacitor C2 rapidly
discharges through L2 and the load, producing a pulse of short dura-
tion* each half -cycle of the 12-kc drive frequency.

Fig. 8 shows the group primary distribution circuit consisting of a fil-
ter and pad circuit, a 232A amplifier, and a primary distribution circuit.

The 232A amplifier, shown in more detail in Fig. 9, is a two -stage

* Selection of pulse width is treated in Appendix I.
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transistor circuit. The input stage utilizes a common -collector circuit
while the output is a common -emitter stage. Local feedback, both shunt
and series, is used in the output stage Q2. Potentiometer R9 provides a
gain control to vary the gain of the amplifier between 22.5 and 27.5 db.
Voltage regulation diode CR1 provides stabilization of the output stage
against battery variations. Transformer T3 connects the output of the
amplifier to the primary distribution bus.

The primary distribution bus (Fig. 8) supplies the group carrier fre-
quency to six working taps, one test tap, one alarm tap, and one spare
tap. The six working taps supply six group secondary distributing cir-
cuits, one located in the same hay, the others in five other hays. Inductor
L1 is used to cancel the capacitive reactance of the tap capacitors and
present a good resistive load to the 232A amplifier.

The group secondary distribution circuit, shown in Fig. 10, consists
of a 230A amplifier and a distributing bus. It receives the group carrier

IN

C3

Fig. 9 - 232A amplifier circuit.
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Fig. 10 - Group secondary distribution circuit.

frequency from the primary circuit and distributes it locally to the
group modulators or demodulators as required. The amplifier is a single
stage of power amplification required to raise the power to distribute
locally in the bay. The circuit is a common -emitter stage employing
both shunt and series feedback. Gain control is in the shunt feedback
path to adjust the gain between 9.5 and 14.5 db. Stabilization of the
gain of the amplifier against battery voltage variation is attained by
use of a zener diode (CR1).

The distribution bus has 16 taps: 13 working, one test, one alarm,
and one spare. The group 5 spare tap feeds a Supergroup 1 modulator
or demodulator.

5.5 Supergroup Carrier Supply

Like other parts of the carrier supply, the supergroup carrier supply
is intended for use in both L600A and L1860A terminals. In the case
of the supergroup supply, however, certain parts are optional, having
application to a specific terminal.

When used with the L600A terminal, a 124-kc harmonic generator
with appropriate filters makes available seven frequencies ranging from
1116 kc (SG3) to 3100 kc (SG10) as shown in Fig. 11. An eighth super-
group frequency, 612 kc (SG1), not a harmonic of 124 kc, is furnished
by the group carrier supply. One supergroup requires no carrier (SG2),
and two supergroups share one carrier frequency (SG6, SG9).
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In an L1 860A multiplex, four other frequencies shown in Fig. 11 are
required which are not harmonics of 124 kc. These frequencies are
obtained by mixing 1040 kc with the frequency used also for supergroup
5, 6, 7, or 8. An additional harmonic generator with an input frequency
of 80 kc is made available as a source of 1040 kc. The 80-kc and 124-kc
inputs required for the supergroup supply are provided by the inter-
mediate frequency supply as previously described.

Both harmonic generators,* like the 4- and 12-kc generators, make use
of saturable inductors to generate the pulses from which the supergroup
frequencies are derived. Consider the 2356-kc frequency, for example.
The small size of the saturable inductor limits the output of this fre-
quency to +4 dbm at the output of the first section of the filter shown
in Fig. 11. The harmonic generators are driven by an amplifier which
will be referred to as the "drive" amplifier. The design of the drive am-
plifier is very similar to that of the power amplifier of the distribution
module described later. The output of the amplifier is stepped up in
voltage in the double -tuned circuit which couples the amplifier to the
saturable inductor. The selectivity of this circuit causes the saturable
inductor to be driven by a symmetrical wave, thereby equalizing the
spacing between positive and negative pulses to insure predictable am-
plitude of the desired harmonics. Bandpass filters are used to select
harmonics corresponding to the desired supergroup frequencies; these
suppress adjacent harmonics by about 70 db.

Each distributing bus of the supergroup carrier supply drives eight
modulators and/or demodulators at a level of +19 dbm. Even though
supergroups 6 and 9 share the same carrier frequency (1860 kc) these
supergroups are supplied from separate amplifiers and distribution busses.
Uniform operation of the amplifiers, resulting in lower power transistor
junction temperature, and uniform test procedures outweigh the econ-
omy to be gained by doubling the output of a single amplifier at 1860 kc.

A distribution amplifier is shown in Fig. 12. An operating power gain
of 37 db is required to raise the +4 dbm level of harmonic output to
+29 dbm while overcoming an average 12 db loss in the gain control,
second half filter and pad. Amplifiers meeting these requirements are
referred to as distribution amplifiers. These are designed for plug-in
connection to simplify the stocking of spare amplifiers, and have suffi-
cient bandwidth so that the single design suffices for all supergroups.

The distribution amplifier is subdivided into two separate amplifiers:
a preamplifier and a power amplifier. This arrangement allows some

* These operate similarly to the 12-kc harmonic generator described under
"group carrier supply."
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selectivity to he introduced between the two amplifier sections to filter
out noise generated in the preamplifier and falling in the transmission
band. To obtain this selectivity, the harmonic selection filter previously
referred to is arranged as a two-part filter. The part preceding the pre-
amplifier provides selectivity against harmonics, while the part following
the preamplifier provides selectivity and also filters out noise.

The preamplifier is transformer -coupled with two transistor stages
having an insertion power gain of 18 db. A frequency shaping network,
part of the common emitter bias circuit of the amplifier, provides
equalization over the supergroup carrier frequency range. The shunt
(C1, R1) and series (C2, R2) feedback of the first stage are proportioned
to control the impedance terminating the filter. The low output imped-
ance of the common -collector second stage terminates the input side of
the second half of the filter through transformer T3 .

The power amplifier is a similar two -stage broadband amplifier with
an operating power gain of 20 db. The first stage drives a class AB com-
mon -collector push-pull power stage. Under normal operating conditions
the output power delivered by the amplifier is less than its power capa-
bility. By operating the push-pull output stage as a class AB stage a
saving in emitter current is realized. Any reduction of current in the
power transistors is important, as there is a corresponding reduction of
transistor junction temperature. The junction temperature is kept
within proper operating limits by attaching the common -collector power
transistors through an aluminum block to the chassis frame.

The distribution circuit combines a tuned impedance transformation
circuit with a capacitive type distribution bus. Tuning is provided to
reduce harmonics. The distribution bus is designed to furnish +19 dbm
to each of eight modulators and/or demodulators. Resistive loads are
provided to terminate unused bus taps.

When the supergroup carrier supply is part of an L1860A multiplex,
supergroups 9 and 10 are not required. Supergroups D25, D26, D27, and
D28* are added and require, as previously mentioned, a source of 1040
kc for their formation.

The four added supergroup carriers (2652, 2900, 3148, and 3396 kc)
are obtained by mixing 1040 kc with the carrier frequencies of Super-
groups 5 through 8 (1612, 1860, 2108, and 2356 kc). The 80-kc harmonic
generator required to generate 1040 kc differs from the 124-kc harmonic

* In the L3 carrier system, supergroups 25 through 28 were formed using two
stages of modulation. In the application of L multiplex to L3 carrier systems,
new carrier frequencies have been made available so these supergroups could be
handled just as any other supergroup; for example, SG5 or SG8. The new super-
groups are identified by the letter D, D25 through D28. New and old systems are
compatible.
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Fig. 13 - Modulators for directly formed supergroup carriers.

generator only with respect to frequency -selective components. The
same drive amplifier may be plugged into either harmonic generator,
and the protection and alarm circuits of both generators are identical.

The four modulators required to generate the new directly formed
supergroup frequencies are identical; Fig. 13 shows the modulator for
supergroup D28. A transistor modulator was chosen to secure some
power gain, and this modulator is balanced to minimize interaction
between 1040 kc and the supergroup frequencies with which it is mixed.

5.6 Protection and Alarm Features

A protection and alarm system is provided for the group and super-
group supplies, (1) to actuate office alarms whenever any carrier power
falls below a preassigned level, (2) to light a lamp to identify the unit
which has failed, (3) to provide automatic switching to a second source
of input to the harmonic generator in cases of failure of either source,
and (4) to provide a major alarm when all circuits associated with a
harmonic generator fail.

With the exception of the channel carrier supply, which uses the 4-kc
primary frequency directly, inputs to all L multiplex carrier supplies
require frequency multiplication of the 4 kc in the intermediate supply.
For maximum reliability, therefore, parallel circuits are provided. It
would take a simultaneous failure of both amplifiers to disable the group
and supergroup carrier and pilot supplies. Alarms are provided for
each circuit to detect a failure.

The 12, 80, and 124-ke outputs of the intermediate circuit are each
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double -fed through separate drive amplifiers and relay contacts to the
group and supergroup harmonic generators. In each case the relay
contacts select the output of only one amplifier to drive the harmonic
generator. The relays are controlled by the output of the associated
"drive" amplifier. The relay control circuit of the L600A supergroup
supply, which is typical, is shown in Fig. 14. This figure has been sim-
plified by the omission of contact protection and other circuit refine-
ments not essential to the understanding of the circuit. It will be seen
from this figure that a portion of the output of each drive amplifier is
rectified for the operation of a relay. These relays (K1 and K2) are held
operated as long as the outputs of their respective amplifiers do not fall
below a preassigned level.

The output of the no. 1 drive amplifier is shown connected to the
harmonic generator circuit through contacts of relay K4. Assume this
drive amplifier fails; its associated relay K, releases, applying current
to the polarized relays K3 and K4. The contact springs, which move in
the direction of the arrow when positive voltage is applied at (x), con-
nect drive amplifier no. 2 to the harmonic generator. A second circuit
closed by the release of K1 lights the amber alarm lamp DS3, causing

through pulse transformer The build-up of current
in the primary of T1 causes a pulse of secondary voltage which passes
through the diode gate CR5 to the minor alarm circuit.

When the trouble has been cleared and drive amplifier no. 1 is re-
connected, relay K1 pulls up, extinguishing the amber minor alarm
light. To avoid a service interruption at this time, relay K3 in the ab-
sence of current through its windings, holds its last operated position
by means of a permanent magnet latch. It would take a current of the
opposite polarity, as caused by the failure of drive amplifier no. 2,
to cause the relay contacts to return to their original position. Amplifier
no. 1 is not restored to service, but is connected to the green ready lamp
DS', which doubles as a standby load. Amplifier no. 2 continues as
the working amplifier until it fails.

Failure of both drive amplifiers, causing release of the K1 and K2
relays, permits current to flow through resistor R3 and the winding of
the major alarm relay K5. Operation of the major alarm relay lights the
red major alarm light DS5 and sends a pulse of current to the major
alarm circuits through pulse transformer T2. It will be seen that the
break contact of this relay supplies current to the minor alarm lamps
of the supergroup distribution modules. These are locked out, since
they would convey only misleading information.

The group and supergroup supplies each require an amplifier ahead
of the distribution bus for each frequency. The output of each of these
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distribution amplifiers is monitored by a full -wave rectifier and level -
sensing relay similar to that already described. The supergroup distri-
bution amplifier alarm circuit, which is typical, is also shown in Fig. 14.
The make contact of relay K6 of this circuit prevents operation of the
major alarm relay K5. To operate the major alarm relay K5, all distri-
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bution amplifier outputs must fail. When any distribution amplifier
fails, the relay of its alarm circuit releases, lighting the amber minor
alarm light DS6 and causing current to flow in the primary of the pulse
transformer T3. The secondary pulse passes through the diode gate to
the minor alarm circuit. The major and minor alarm pulses referred to
are converted to relay closures for operation of the standard office alarms
by a centrally located office alarm amplifier. The principal advantage of
the pulse alarm system is that each trouble sends but one pulse to the
office alarm amplifier. In effect, every branch of the alarm circuit has
an instantaneous automatic reset.

The control circuit for the 12-kc (group) and 80-kc (directly formed
supergroup) supplies will not be described, as these control circuits are
basically the same as those of the L1860A supergroup carrier supply.

Since the channel carrier supply is located with the channel banks
rather than with the group and supergroup multiplex, the channel
carrier alarms are arranged to couple independently to the standard
office alarm system.

VI. EQUIPMENT DESIGN

6.1 Introduction

To complement the new carrier supply circuits, a completely new
equipment approach has been conceived. This consists of an efficient
modular packaging technique and, even more fundamentally, a de-
centralization of the equipment.

The old carrier supply design, because of the dictates of cost, com-
ponent sizes, and reliability requirements pertaining to large offices, had
been considered common equipment, analogous to the office battery
supply. Separate bays were required for the pilot supply, channel, group,
and supergroup carrier supply equipment. These bays were all dependent
on the harmonic generator which was located in the channel carrier
supply bay. Because of this and the stringent cable loss and crosstalk
requirements, considerable constraint was placed on office layouts of
L -terminal equipment. However, since floor space savings were not the
primary objective of the old design, it was more than adequate. When
we reflect on the large telephone office expansion of the past decade as
well as the predictions of further increases, we realize that a reduction
in the size of the carrier supply equipment and interbay cabling is now
necessary.
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6.2 Bay Arrangements

The philosophy of decentralization, as applied to the transistor car-
rier supply designs, consists primarily of combining the carrier and
pilot generators, amplifiers, and distribution facilities with, or in the
immediate vicinity of the associated transmission equipment. The
common portion of the carrier supply for three transmitting and three
receiving multiplex bays is located in the first transmitting bay. This
is shown in Fig. 15.

Since channel banks are located in the equipment area of the office
and the group and supergroup bays of the transistor multiplex in the
maintenance or patching area, separate, independent harmonic genera-
tors have been provided. This permits the elimination of the major
part of the interbay cabling and replaces it with intrabay wiring, re-
sulting in large savings in the cabling costs as well as needed relief for
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Fig. 17 - Carrier test panel.
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offices with cable congestion problems. A cable comparison between the
old and the new carrier supply is shown in Fig. 16.

The carrier and pilot supply equipment required for the group and
supergroup multiplex bays is divided into the following units: inter-
mediate, * group, and supergroup. Each unit is factory assembled, wired,
and tested and mounted as part of the shop -wired bay, thereby reducing
costly installation effort. Each design has been patterned specifically
for use in floor -saving back-to-back bay lineups. Active equipment is
connected into the bay circuits on a plug-in basis which permits rapid
service restoration and planned growth with minimum investment in
equipment for the initial channels.

In addition to the inherent reliability obtained through careful system
design and selection of high quality components and connectors, alter-
nate units are automatically switched into service in the event of a
failure affecting more than 360 channels. Consistent with the current
protection philosophy, for circuits common to a lesser number of chan-
nels, monitored spare units are provided as a standard part of the equip-
ment.

The extensive use of in-service testing as well as convenient test
facilities have greatly eased the maintenance burden. An example is
a new carrier test panel, shown in Fig. 17, which permits measuring all
carriers on a switch basis. Supplementary outlets are also provided to
obtain a 64- and 92-ke frequency for test set calibration.

Up to this point the carrier supply equipment described has been
primarily for the groups and supergroups. Of equal importance is the
channel carrier supply, which has also been miniaturized to the extent
that it is now a part of the channel bank bays. A standard three -bay
layout is shown in Fig. 18.

This new arrangement includes the channel bank equipment, carrier
supply, and fusing for 360 channels and facilities for mounting the
primary frequency supply (in place of one channel bank) when required.
The channel banks are the transistor A5 type, which have been in regular

* The intermediate supply is here taken to include the pilot supplies.
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production since the Fall of 1960.9 By dispersing the carrier supply
over two bays and increasing the fuse panel capabilities, ten channel
banks are mounted in each hay. Since a majority of the connections are
voice connections to 4 -wire patch bays and since channel banks are
often provided singly, channel bank bays are not shop -wired. The chan-
nel modem units are removable. Consistent with this and the over-all
multiplex design philosophy, active units of the channel carrier supply
are plug-in. This supply is independent of the group and supergroup
carrier supply, generating and distributing all channel carriers locally.

To summarize, fourteen 11'-6" bays of carrier supply equipment were
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formerly required to provide channel, group, and supergroup carriers
for 1860 channels. If the new transistor carrier supply were concentrated
it would occupy slightly over one-half a bay. The part this plays in the
future growth and planning for L multiplex facilities is quite apparent.
Often miniaturization has resulted in higher equipment costs with the
counter -balance being the floor space saved. Such is not the case with
the multiplex equipment where lower unit costs were also achieved.

6.3 Apparatus Mounted in Plastic

The various equipments that comprise the carrier supply have been
packaged in a manner consistent with the approach used in the asso-
ciated transmission equipment. However, because of the wide range of
carrier and pilot frequencies and the power requirements, some design
latitude was necessary. A further design consideration was the relatively
low demand of most of the carrier supply units as compared to most of
the transmission units. This generally eliminates the use of mass produc-
tion techniques since they become inefficient and therefore uneconomical
in such situations. To counteract this, a process developed by the
Western Electric Company and nicknamed "AMPLAS" was selected
for much of the packaging.

Fundamentally, this process consists of hand- or machine -inserting
components, by their pigtails, into a soft CAB* mold. A thermosetting
epoxy material is poured into the mold and hardened. The CAB mold
is stripped away from the assembly, leaving the epoxy board holding
the components. Pencil wiring is used for interconnections with each
connection individually soldered; however, mass soldering techniques
are contemplated for the future.

Figs. 19 and 20 show the apparatus and wiring sides respectively of a
typical carrier supply board. Based on experience to date, this packaging
method has proven to be very economical.

In view of the similarity in construction of many of the specific car-
rier supply designs it would serve no useful purpose to describe them all;
therefore, only a representative sample will be discussed in more detail.

6.4 Group Carrier Supply

The function of this unit is to generate, amplify, and distribute the
five group carriers to secondary or local bay distributing facilities which
in turn supply group carriers for 1860 channels. A photograph is shown
in Fig. 21.

This is a completely shop -assembled, wired, and tested package. All
* Cellulose Acetate Butyrate.
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Fig. 19 - Amplas board - apparatus side.

Fig. 20 - Amplas board - wiring side.
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active units are plug-in and in the case of the 12-kc amplifiers alternate
units are automatically switched into service in the event of a failure.
The lower shelf of this two-tier assembly contains a drawer -type chassis
that includes the two 12-kc amplifiers, harmonic generator, alarm boards,
and monitored spare distribution amplifiers. This arrangement provides
for relatively easy replacement of even the passive components. Visual
alarm indications previously described are provided on the front face
to aid in making a quick determination of equipment troubles.

The upper shelf contains the five group distribution modules. Each
module, complete with filter, amplifier, and distribution bus, is connected
into the circuit by means of a plug. In this instance, the plug-in feature
was used to facilitate the intra-panel wiring with the ability to replace
defective modules coming as an added benefit.

A view of a module with the cover removed is shown in Fig. 22. Note
the open chassis, which permits all shop connections to be made with
a minimum of effort. The previously described AMPLAS-type board
is used for the distribution bus.

Each module contains a 232A amplifier, shown in Fig. 23. This ampli-
fier is used in any of the five group modules and can be replaced without
removing the complete module. The rather large heat sink provided for
the power transistor is connected directly to the front face in order to
transfer heat quickly to the front radiating surface.

The complete group carrier supply is provided as a unit for the L600A
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Fig. 22 - Group carrier primary distribution module.

multiplex bay; however, it is possible to provide a partial supply if
desired by merely omitting modules.

6.5 Supergroup Carrier Supply

The design of the supergroup carrier supply presented one of the more
challenging equipment undertakings since, in addition to miniaturiza-
tion, it was necessary to have maximum flexibility for the ten -super-
group L600A application as well as the thirty-one supergroup L1860A

application.
The complete supergroup carrier supply unit generates, amplifies,

and distributes the supergroup carriers directly to the modulators and
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Fig. 23 - 232A amplifier.
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demodulators. The shelf arrangement, shown in Fig. 24, is capable of
providing all the necessary supergroup frequencies for any standard
L600 application. The frequencies not required for a particular circuit
arrangement need not be provided, but they can easily be added at a
future date with a minimum of installation effort.

The three shelves are designated A, B, and C. The A shelf contains
the 124-kc harmonic generator and the distribution modules for two
carrier frequencies. The B and C shelves are primarily for mounting the
remaining regular and spare distributing modules. For L1860A, a differ-
ent A shelf containing the 80- and 124-kc harmonic generators and one
distributing module is provided. Also a fourth shelf is added to provide
distribution facilities for the four additional carriers required to directly
form the upper supergroups.

Each shelf is a separate shop -wired unit with outside connections
made through miniature coaxial plugs and jacks. Following the general
multiplex pattern the amplifiers are plug-in, with harmonic generator
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Fig. 24 - Supergroup carrier supply.

amplifiers protected on an automatic switch basis. The distribution
amplifier, shown in Fig. 25, is identical for all frequencies; in fact, it
contains the preamplifier and power amplifier on a common frame.
The three transistors of the power amplifiers are mounted on a single
triangular aluminum block which is in solid contact with the chassis to
facilitate heat transfer.

All test outlets, adjustments, and output connections are located on
the front surface for ease of maintenance. Each module contains a visual
alarm indication to aid in quickly locating a defective unit. As the in-
stallation grows, additional outputs serving up to 1860 channels may
be obtained from connectors located on the side distribution panels.

6.6 Channel Carrier Supply

The channel carrier supply is comprised of two separate major units:
the channel harmonic generator and filter unit and the channel carrier
distribution unit. In an ideal arrangement these will be located at the
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Fig. 25 - Supergroup carrier distribution amplifier.
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top of adjacent bays. The channel carrier supply, as mentioned earlier,
is located with the channel banks in the equipment area.

The generator and filter assembly departs from the module arrange-
ment and follows the door -type structure of the A5 channel banks. It
contains the amplifier, harmonic generators and filters necessary to
supply channel carrier frequencies to 360 channels. The working am-
plifier is plug-in, and space is available for a spare monitored amplifier.
Currently it is recommended that one spare amplifier be provided for
each five regulars. All maintenance is from the front since these bays
may be located in back-to-back lineups.

The distribution unit presented a design problem which is becoming
increasingly common in this age of miniaturization when the component
size reductions are not followed by equivalent cable reductions. This
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Fig. 26 - Channel carrier distribution unit.

will continue to plague us, because cable size reductions involve circuit
as well as mechanical problems. In the distribution assembly, shown
in Fig. 26, the same number of channel modems as in previous designs
is supplied; however, the old design required about one bay of mounting
space as opposed to 12 inches for the new design.

Means have been provided for the installer to connect 360 shielded
pairs of wire to a terminal strip which terminates all distribution bus
outputs. A screw -type adjustment similar to that used on the A5 channel
bank and E6 repeater is available to facilitate adjusting the bus level
as additional taps are used. Formerly this required a soldering operation.
An additional feature is the jacks provided on the front of the panel
for measuring the levels of the twelve distribution busses.

VII. CONCLUSION

A laboratory model of the carrier supply has been on field trial at
Dallas, Texas, since March, 1962, with satisfactory results. The first
commercial L600A installation, on a TJ microwave route in New Jersey,
was cut into service in sections from July through September, 1962.
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APPENDIX

Selection of an appropriate pulse width for the harmonic generator
circuits was investigated early in the design of the new multiplex car-
rier supply. In the old carrier supply this choice was somewhat restricted
since the 4-kc harmonic generator supplied all of the channel and group
carriers and was chosen primarily on the basis of generating sufficient
power for the channel carrier supply, thus eliminating the need of chan-
nel carrier amplifiers. As a result, group carriers exhibited a negative
slope -versus -frequency characteristic.

With the decentralization of the carrier units in the new multiplex
and the specialized harmonic generators for the channels, groups, and
supergroups, different pulse widths could be selected to best fit each
application.

If one considers a continuous series of pulses as shown in Fig. 27* with
a period T = 1/fR , amplitude A and pulse width P and, further, that
each pulse is perfectly rectangular, one can completely specify the
harmonic content of any given pulse width P in the frequency interval
of interest. From Fourier analysis, one can then define the wave func-
tion as:

* The pulses feeding the "even" channel carrier filters may be represented
directly by the described pulse train. Other pulses in the carrier supply may be
synthesized by linear superposition of two pulse trains with amplitudes of opposite
signs.
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where

and

CO

= E (an cos nwt + bn sin nwt)
n=1.

Aa = - sin nP (P in radians at fR )

= -A (1 - cos nP).
nir

TABLE I

(a) Channel and Intermediate Supply
Amplitude of Harmonic Relative to Fundamental Pulse of

Unit Amplitude and Frequency of 4 kc

PulseWidth(µa) 1 2 3 4

Harmonic
Frequency
(kc) 64 0.0079 0.0155 0.0225 0.0286

108 0.0078 0.0148 0.0200 0.0231

(b) Group Carrier Supply
Amplitude of Harmonic Relative to Fundamental Pulse of

Unit Amplitude and Frequency of 12 kc

Pulse Width (ps) 2 3 4

Harmonic
frequency
(kc) 420 0.0176 0.0088 0.0132 0.0154

612 0.0117 0.0080 0.0062 0.0123

(c) Supergoup Carrier Supply
Amplitude of Harmonic Relative to Fundamental Pulse

of Unit Amplitude and Frequency of 124 kc

Pulse Width (Ass) 0.1 0.5 1.0 2.0

Harmonic
Frequency
(kc) 1116 0.0241 0.0694 0.0241 0.0454

1612 0.0237 0.0281 0.0460 0.0316
2108 0.0230 0.0056 0.0110 0.0210
3100 0.0210 0.0027 0.0053 0.0104
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In terms of the pulse parameters, the peak amplitude of any harmonic
"n" is given as:

An = 2A- sin mrfRP (P in units of time consistent with fR).
nor

Table I shows an evaluation of the above expression for various pulse
widths for both the channel (and intermediate), the group, and the
supergroup carrier supplies. The numbers in Table I represent the rela-
tive amplitudes of the harmonics with respect to the pulse amplitude

For the channel carrier supply a pulse width of 4 Asec was chosen as
a good compromise between slope and amplitude. For the group supply
1 Asec was selected and 0.1 Asec was used for the supergroup carrier
supply.
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A Phase -Locked Primary Frequency
Supply for the L Multiplex

(Manuscript received October 30, 1962)

By 0. P. CLARK, E. J. DRAZY, and D. C. WELLER

The carriers and pilot tones of the L multiplex are all derived from a
single source of 4 kc. The new primary frequency supply provides this
primary frequency. It is designed to operate phase -locked to a pilot tone
derived from an incoming carrier system and hence to have no frequency
error with respect to that tone. The unit features a high degree of frequency
stability, even in the absence of the pilot; it features more reliable perform-
ance and lower maintenance as well as marked size reduction compared
with the older equipment.

I. INTRODUCTION

In single-sideband suppressed -carrier transmission systems, of which
the L -type multiplex is a modern example, it is necessary to supply, at
each terminal, sequences of harmonically related carrier frequencies to
power the various modulators, and also to provide line pilot frequencies
for system regulation. Because the accuracy requirements for these
frequencies are severe, it has proven most economical and technically
satisfactory to derive them all from a single highly accurate and stable
source which, in the case of the L -type multiplex, has been named the
primary frequency supply. The means by which the ensemble of carrier
and pilot frequencies is derived therefrom are described in a companion
article.'

II. REQUIREMENTS - GENERAL

To provide flexibility within and promote orderly growth of the com-
munications plant, it is desirable that newly designed equipment operate
compatibly with and serve as electrical replacements for older counter-
parts, where such exist. This compatibility must, however, be achieved
without limiting the performance capabilities of the new equipment to
those representative of the older. The predecessor of the primary fre-
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Fig. 1 - Primary frequency supply interfaces.

quency supply was the 4-kc supply of the L telephone terminal,' together
with various physically separate, but functionally associated synchroniz-
ing and distributing circuits. Since it was evident that there were many
installations where combinations of old and new equipment would occur,
compatibility assumed great importance. Fig. 1 shows the electrical
interfaces between a fully loaded primary frequency supply (as well as
its functional predecessor) and the remainder of the multiplex equipment.
Three output frequencies are provided, (i) the basic 4 kc, corresponding
to the channel separation of the multiplex,* (ii) 128 kc, required for car-
rier generation in associated L3 coaxial system terminals, and (iii) 64
kc, which may optionally be used for synchronization, as described later.
All carrier and pilot frequencies of both the L -type multiplex and the
L3 coaxial system are integral multiples of the basic 4 kc.

With compatibility and replaceability postulated, minimum perform-
ance requirements, equivalent to those of the older equipment, are es-
tablished. At this point, the execution of a prudent design requires con-
sideration of probable future applications of the equipment which might
increase the severity of these requirements, and, where economically

* Alternatively, some of the 4-kc output taps may lie used to supply a reference
frequency for carrier generation in other carrier systems.
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feasible, provision either of performance consistent with these anticipated
applications, or means for future improvement without complete rede-
sign. Such anticipated applications include, among others, increasingly
sophisticated systems for data transmission, stereophonic program trans-
mission, and establishment of a system -wide frequency standard. In
addition, the rapid growth of intercontinental toll facilities via sub-
marine cable and, as seems likely, via satellite -borne systems, demands
conformance with accepted international standards of performance.'

In addition to satisfying the performance requirements arising from
the considerations outlined above, the design of the primary frequency
supply must comply with constraints of space, environmental conditions,
and available power supply, and, because of the large number of depend-
ent message channels - as many as 3600 - must guarantee a very
high order of reliability and provide easy access for maintenance and
repair.

2.1 Frequency Accuracy

The frequency accuracy requirements of the primary frequency supply
are of two kinds, absolute and relative. Absolute accuracy is a state-
ment of the difference between the nominal and actual frequencies of a
given supply measured in terms of real time; relative accuracy is a state-
ment of the difference in actual frequencies of two supplies. Both re-
quirements must be stated in terms of allowable drift per interval of
time; for the moment this will be loosely defined as the normal main-
tenance interval, the duration of which will be determined later. Since
all derived frequencies are generated by frequency multiplication, the
fractional accuracy requirement for any carrier or pilot applies also to
the primary source.

The absolute requirement stems from the necessity for a proper "fit"
of the derived carrier and pilot frequencies to the transmission charac-
teristics of the highly selective filters to which they are applied. Of these
frequencies, the most critical is the 92-kc group regulating pilot,4 not
only because of the high selectivity of the corresponding filters, but also
because of the serious effects of such errors on system performance.
The tolerable error at this frequency has been established at one cycle
per second. Rounded off, this is one part per 105 per maintenance inter-
val.

Relative frequency accuracy is the measure of the difference between
the primary frequency and its derivatives within a given multiplex
terminal to those within its associated counterpart at the far end of a
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transmission facility. The consequence of inaccuracy of relative fre-
quency is frequency translation error, in which all components of a
message are displaced in frequency by an equal number of cycles, with
resultant destruction of their normal harmonic relationship and hence,
loss of fidelity of the recovered information.

The channel most susceptible to this type of degradation is that which
occupies the highest line frequency produced by the L3 coaxial terminal
when it is used in conjunction with (and with its carriers derived from)
the L multiplex. The corresponding "virtual" carrier frequency is
8.284 X 106 cycles per second. The more susceptible of present services,
such as program and voice -frequency telegraph, suffer impairment due
to frequency errors in excess of two cycles per second. These considera-
tions lead to a relative frequency accuracy requirement of 2 parts per
8.284 X 106, or, rounded off , 2 parts per 107 per maintenance interval.
Comparison of this requirement with that for absolute frequency ac-
curacy reveals that the relative accuracy requirement is the more severe
by more than an order of magnitude, and is therefore controlling.

In order to satisfy the relative accuracy requirement without corre-
spondingly increasing the absolute requirement to values which were
economically impractical at the time of the design of the older 4-kc
supply, so-called "synchronous" operation was adopted. This was ac-
complished by designating a selected supply as the "master" and trans-
mitting, as a pilot, an integral harmonic (64 kc or 308 kc) of its output
frequency. At controlled terminals the corresponding locally generated
harmonic is compared with the incoming pilot, and correction auto-
matically effected. In the older L -type telephone terminals, the cor-
rection is via an electromechanical servo loop. Although this system is
theoretically capable of perfect correction, its sluggish nature, together
with the effects of static friction, result in a usual relative error of about
two parts per 107, which is marginal.

It is important to remark here that multiplex terminals often receive
synchronizing and message information over different transmission
paths. Increasing emphasis on system security points up the desirability
of minimizing service degradation in those cases where the synchroniz-
ing path may be interrupted while the message path remains intact.
In the older 4-kc supply, the static friction of the mechanical elements

* At present, the "master" supply is located in New York City; actually, it is
in turn controlled by the Bell System Primary Standard of Frequency at Murray
Hill, N. J., the accuracy of which is one part in 109, indefinitely (achieved by
periodic correction).

From this master are controlled very nearly all of the multiplex terminals in
the continental United States. As many as nine synchronizing links may be inter-
posed between the master and the most remote terminal.
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of the synchronizing servo has provided a useful "memory" to prevent
any substantial change of frequency during such interruptions.

The new primary frequency supply is, therefore, required to have the
capabilities both of synchronizing and of being synchronized by existing
4-kc supplies, and of satisfactory operation on a free -running basis for
appreciable intervals of time. Despite the value of the frictional "mem-
ory" of the electromechanical servo of the 4-kc supply, maintenance
problems led to its abandonment in favor of an all -electrical servo which,
during normal operation, maintains a constant phase relationship be-
tween the locally generated and incoming pilots, and so completely
eliminates relative frequency errors. The free -running accuracy require-
ment is satisfied by making the free -running frequency accuracy of each
primary frequency supply sufficiently great (and, therefore, the required
frequency -control range so small) that the requirements of the preceding
section are fulfilled even though control is relaxed due to pilot interrup-
tion. This requirement becomes 1 part in 107 when allowance is made for
two oppositely drifting supplies. Present state-of-the-art permits quite
economical realization of this accuracy for one -month intervals; at some-
what greater cost the interval can be extended to six months. The
requirement, therefore, was established as lying between the above
limits, taking the following into account:

1. Relatively few supplies will be loaded with full 1800 -channel sys-
tems; in these cases it appears most economical to shorten the main-
tenance interval, rather than burden all systems with the added cost of
unneeded accuracy.

2. The probability of the most susceptible services' occupying the
least favorable carrier frequency slot is small.

3. The possibility of "network" interconnection of synchronizing pilot
is being studied. If adopted, this will make the probability of pilot failure
almost negligible.

To meet this objective, two distinct phase -locked frequency supply
circuits are provided, either of which supplies the useful output at any
given time. A minimum of components - all passive - appear in the
common path following the combining circuits. The latter employ hy-
brid circuitry, and are so designed that either input can be open- or
short-circuited without materially affecting transmission from the al-
ternative supply via the conjugate input. Failure of the working supply
initiates a transfer to the alternate supply, and simultaneously provides
a minor alarm and visual indication so that repairs can be effected.
The phase -lock of the two supply circuits, together with proper phasing
of the hybrid transformers in the combining circuits and the high switch-
ing speed all help to minimize transmission disturbances due to the
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transfer. Minor alarms and visual indications are also provided to in-
dicate failure of the non -working supply circuit, failure of the incoming
pilot, and end -of -range of the automatic frequency and phase -control
circuits. The latter function is performed by meter -relays, which also
serve as indicators during adjustment of the centering of the phase
control range. Complete failure of any of the three output frequencies
results in a major alarm.

Routine maintenance consists of observing and adjusting to a mini-
mum the voltage applied to the varactor diode to effect phase -lock.
This has the effect of matching the natural frequency of the controlled
oscillator to the frequency of the controlling master oscillator and hence
minimizing the frequency deviation that would result were pilot control
lost. One -month maintenance intervals are expected to be sufficient for
newly -installed equipment, with increases to three or six months after
aging of the oscillator crystals.

Test jacks are provided to permit the oscilloscopic examination of sig-
nificant waveforms in the digital circuitry. To correct malfunctioning
circuitry, the plug-in circuit containing the defective elements will be
removed and replaced by a spare. Field repair of defective plug-in
circuits will not be attempted.

2.2 M echanical, Environmental and Power Supply Requirements

The primary frequency supply is designed to mount in a standard
nineteen -inch relay rack, in a space 51 inches high by 15 inches deep.
The ambient temperature limits are 38° to 120°F. Performance must be
unaffected by a mechanical shock having 3-g acceleration. Available
power supply is -21 to -28 vdc.

III. TIMING OSCILLATOR

The basic timing oscillator of the primary frequency supply is crystal -
controlled and operates at a frequency of 1.024 mc. This choice of fre-
quency is, as required, a binary multiple of 4 kc, and is high enough to
permit use of a crystal cut which is favorable to stability, yet not so
high as to require an inordinate number of frequency dividers. A modi-
fied Pierce circuit' is used, as shown in Fig. 2. The frequency of the os-
cillator is controlled, over a range of ±25 parts per 107, by the capaci-
tance of the varactor diode, which is effectively in series with the quartz
plate. The capacitance of the varactor diode is, in turn, governed jointly
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by the frequency -control voltage and the setting of the frequency ad-
justment potentiometer. The five -stage buffer amplifier isolates the
oscillator from the connected load, and permits the oscillator proper to
operate at a low level, which is favorable to stability.

The crystal is a piano -convex AT cut quartz plate, operating in the
fundamental mode. It is mounted in an evacuated cold -welded metal
enclosure and, together with the varactor diode, is housed in an oven
which is provided with a stepless oscillating closed -loop temperature
control system which maintains the temperature constant within
±0.15°C for all anticipated ambient conditions. A monitoring thermis-
tor is provided so that the oven temperature can be checked at any time.

IV. DIGITAL FREQUENCY DIVIDERS

Although the inputs and outputs of the primary frequency supply
are signals of sinusoidal waveform, the advantages of digital techniques
for the necessary frequency division, switching, alarm, and frequency
and phase comparison functions led to their adoption for the internal
circuitry. Among these advantages are:

I. Economies resulting from the use of identical digital circuits for
various logic functions.
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Fig. 3 - Logic circuits.

( b)

2. The relative ease with which the 77 -to -1 division, necessary for
operation with a 308-kc pilot, could be achieved.

3. The go -no-go nature of digital circuits, which contributes to ease
of maintenance.

4. The inherently excellent time precision which can be realized with
this type of circuitry.

The three basic transistor logic circuits used in the frequency divider
units are shown in Fig. 3. A 12 -volt supply with a transistor node re-
sistance (RN) of 2370 ohms is used for all logic functions. The value of
the load resistor RL is selected to limit the maximum collector -to -emitter
voltage to 6 volts. The majority of logic functions are performed by the
Transistor -Resistor -Logic (TRL) of Fig. 3(a). When an increase in
switching speed is required from this circuit, a capacitor is used in parallel
with the base resistor RB . Since silicon transistors are used, reverse bias
for the base circuit is not required. The Transistor -Diode -Logic (TDL),
Fig. 3(b), is used to perform fast gating functions where as many as
eight input signals are received. The two series diodes in the base cir-
cuit develop the required reverse bias to insure turnoff of the transistor.
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This method of obtaining bias proves more efficient than providing a
special power supply when relatively few TDL circuits are required as
in this equipment. The Univibrator (U) logic circuit, Fig. 3(c), is used
to generate a pulse of controlled length from a positive -going pulse of
any duration greater than 0.1 microsecond. The length of the pulse is
determined by the time constant of R and C.

The signals received by the digital frequency dividers from both the
timing oscillator and the pilot amplifier are sine waves. It is necessary
to convert these signals to logic type signals before they can be used.
This conversion must be accurate within 0.1 microseconds. The sine
wave to logic pulse converter used to perform this function is shown in
Fig. 4. Qi is an emitter follower, with temperature stabilization of its
bias circuit provided by CR1 and CR2 . Q2 provides high switching cur-
rent to Q3 which is operated as a common -base amplifier. The base
voltage E on Q3 is set to a value that yields a symmetrical square wave
at the collector of Q3 for a sine wave input at Qi . The square wave is
converted to logic level by coupling through C to Q4 with a dc restorer
diode CR3 .

The binary frequency division is performed by a three -stage transistor
circuit (see Fig. 5). Qi and Q2 form a flip-flop circuit with diode -capaci-
tor steering for the input signal. The negative edge of an input square
wave is used to change the state of the flip-flop circuit. A buffer ampli-
fier, Q3 is used to minimize the loading effects of associated logic cir-
cuits on the flip-flop counter stage. The maximum delay through the
binary counter stage is 0.05 microsecond.

The method of using the divide -by -256 unit with the timing oscilla-
tor, pilot amplifier, and digital discriminator to obtain 64-kc pilot phase -

Fig. 4 - Sine -wave to logic pulse converter.
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IN

Fig. 5 - Binary counter circuit.

lock, and generate the basic frequencies for the carrier supply, is shown
in Fig. 6. The 64-kc "clocked" pulses for the digital discriminator are
generated by diode gate no. 1, which receives gating pulses from the
first four binary counter stages, and the clocking pulses from the tim-
ing oscillator. The digital discriminator' compares the phase of the 64-kc
clocked pulses with that of the 64 -lie pilot and generates a dc voltage
proportional to their phase displacement. This de voltage is applied
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across the varactor diode in the timing oscillator to change the timing
frequency for proper phase -lock. Diode gate no. 2 receives gating pulses
from the first seven binary counter stages and the clocking pulses from
the timing oscillator. The 8-kc clocked pulses generated by diode gate
no. 2 are used to drive the eighth binary counter stage and the digital
discriminator, when 308-kc pilot phase -lock is required. Driving the
eighth binary counter with clocked 8-kc pulses to obtain a 4-kc square
wave minimizes the delay variations that may occur through seven
binary counter stages.

In those cases where the timing oscillator is to be phase -locked to a
308-kc pilot, it is necessary to use a divide -by -77 unit to generate an 8-kc
frequency that can be compared in phase with the 8-kc frequency ob-
tained from the divide -by -256 unit. The method of using the divide -by -77
unit with the timing oscillator, divide -by -256 unit, digital discriminator
and 308-kc pilot signal is shown in Fig. 7. The diode gate in the divide -
by -77 unit receives gating pulses from seven binary counter stages and a
616-kc clocking pulse generator.

The code for the diode gate to obtain a divide -by -77 is as follows:
64 + 0 + 0 + 8 + 4 + 0 + 1 = 77. When the 77th pulse enters bi-
nary counter number 1, the diode gate "AND" condition
and sends a positive pulse to the univibrator. The univibrator immedi-
ately (within 0.2 microseconds) initiates the resetting of the seven binary
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Fig. 7 - Divide -by -77 unit for 308-kc phase -lock.
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Fig. 8 - Phase -lock control loop.

counter stages to zero. This resetting operation is performed within one
microsecond. The 8-kc output from the divide -by -77 unit is used by the
digital discriminator to phase -lock the timing oscillator in the same
manner described for the 64-kc pilot phase -lock system. Doubling the
308-ke frequency before dividing provides an 8-kc instead of a 4-kc
frequency for the digital discriminator, doubling the effective sensitivity.

V. PILOT PHASE -LOCK

The characteristics of the pilot phase -lock circuit are given in con-
ventional automatic control system terms by Fig. 8. The digital dis-
criminator and filter perform the phase error detection and develop an
amplified de voltage proportional to the phase error. This de voltage is
applied across a varactor diode, causing its capacitance to change and,
in turn, produce a change of timing oscillator frequency. The maximum
rate of oscillator frequency change is 25 cycles per second. A de voltage
change of 0.15 volt across the varactor diode will cause the oscillator to
change frequency one cycle per second.

The response of the digital frequency divider is enough faster than
that of the crystal controlled oscillator that its characteristic may be
omitted from the control circuit analysis. The sensitivity of the digital
discriminator has been made as high as possible to eliminate the need
for an additional de amplifier between the filter and timing oscillator.
The steady state error is less than 0.15 microsecond for 64-kc pilot op-
eration and less than 1.2 microseconds for 308-kc pilot operation. The
corresponding carrier phase error is dependent on the frequency of the
carrier. A maximum time of 0.8 second is required for the timing oscilla-
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tor to phase -lock with the pilot frequency. If the pilot is interrupted, the
discriminator will generate an average dc voltage of 4.0 volts, correspond-
ing to zero phase error and the timing oscillator will generate a frequency
very close to its last calibrated free -running frequency.

The circuit of the digital discriminator, filter, and the varactor por-
tion of the timing oscillator is shown in Fig. 9. The digital discriminator
is very similar to the binary counter stage described in Fig. 5. An addi-
tional "set" circuit for the pilot is provided at the base of Q2 and a
metering relay is connected between the collectors of Qi and Q2 . When
the symmetry of the square waves at the collectors of Qi and Q2 deviates
beyond a prescribed amount, corresponding to an oscillator frequency
change of one part in 106, the meter relay provides an alarm signal.

The digital discriminator functions in the following manner. Assume
the positive going edge of the pilot wave form (see Fig. 9) occurs at to

the pulse received from the divide -by -256 counter occurs at t1, x1 = X2
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Fig. 9 - Digital discriminator and filter circuits.
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and yi = y2 = 0. In this condition the output of the discriminator is a
symmetrical square wave developing an average of 4.0 volts, the po-
tential used to calibrate the timing oscillator. If the pulse from the
divide -by -256 unit arrives early, Q2 is turned off early, resulting in an
output voltage higher than 4 volts. The varactor circuit is arranged so
that a higher discriminator voltage results in a lower voltage across the
varactor. This lower varactor voltage results in an increased capacitance
to the oscillator circuit, causing it to run slower. As it runs slower, the
time yi , approaches zero, and phase -lock is obtained. A similar set of
events occurs if the pulse from the divide -by -256 arrives late with y2
approaching zero.

VI. AUTOMATIC GENERATOR SWITCHING AND ALARM UNITS

Two separate frequency generators, with automatic switching to
either, are provided in the primary frequency supply, as shown in Fig.
10. Either generator A or generator B may be selected manually to per-
mit maintenance on the idle generator or selected automatically in case
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the carrier signal disappears at the distribution bus. The heavy lines in
Fig. 10 show the signal path through generator A with a similar path
available through generator B. Only one pilot amplifier with its own
alarm is provided for the two generators, since the timing generator
will hold adequate frequency for a short period of time. Two minor alarm
circuits are provided with each generator. A meter -relay unit (Sensitrol)
is used to monitor the oscillator frequency and a logic circuit is used to
detect the operation of the divide -by -256 unit. If a fault is detected by
either of these alarm circuits, a minor alarm is initiated but no action is
taken by the automatic switching circuit. A fault detector circuit at the
distribution bus monitors the presence of the 128-kc, 64-kc, and 4-kc
signals. If any of these three signals disappears for longer than one milli-
second, the switch control circuit will automatically effect a transfer to
the idle generator. If the signals do not reappear at the fault detector
within 0.1 second after a transfer, a major alarm is initiated. Transmis-
sion "hits" are minimized during manual transfer of generators by op-
erating the two generators phase -locked to each other. A generator
phase -lock circuit that detects which generator is in use and phase -locks
the idle generator to the active generator is incorporated as part of the
logic switching circuits.

VII. OUTPUT CIRCUITS

The outputs of the 4-kc AND gates are connected to a hybrid coil
such that either can pass signals to the load and transmission from one
side is not effected by either an open or a short circuit steady state con-
dition of the gating transistor on the other side. Thus, 4 kc is supplied
to the distribution bus despite failure of one side.

Combining of the 64 and the 128-kc outputs is done in the same way.
The square -wave outputs of the combining circuits are reduced to sine
waves by filters to insure compatibility with both old and new harmonic
generating equipment to which these signals are supplied.

VIII. RELIABILITY

A calculation of the reliability of the primary frequency supply has
been made, using failure rate estimates for the various components.
Though this calculation is necessarily approximate in the absence of
statistical data on the components, it has been useful in striking a bal-
ance between the common and redundant sections of the equipment.
It also has been influential in determining the allocation of spare plug-in
units.
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The summation of component failure rate weightings for each sec-
tion of the equipment results in a "mean time between replacements"
for the redundant portion of the supply - oscillator counters and most of
the alarm and control circuits - as well as the common equipment.
These quantities were 23,000 hours and 250,000 hours, respectively.

Failure of one side of the supply, of course, does not result in interrup-
tion of any of the output signals except in the rare case where the other
side had failed previously and had not yet been repaired. Thus, in order
to combine these statistics and obtain a single statement of the reli-
ability of the supply it is necessary to consider maintenance. Suppose,
for example, that spare packages for the unit are available in each office
so that only 1 hour is required to repair a defective oscillator. The mean
time between coincident failures of the redundant sections is the square
of the mean time between replacements (23,000') divided by the repair
time or 530 X 106 hours. If spares are stocked in regional centers so
that a week is required, a coincident failure would occur once in 3 X
106 hours on the average. Even under these conditions the reliability of
the primary frequency supply is controlled by the common equipment
and hence is equal to about 230,000 hours or 26 years.

The mean time between coincident failures is materially reduced when
longer repair times are assumed. Thus, the plan for providing spares is
based on keeping this interval less than a week.

It is of interest to note that had the primary frequency supply been
designed without redundant sides the mean time between failures would
have been approximately 3 years. Hence, an improvement of nearly
10 to 1 has resulted from the use of redundancy.

IX. EQUIPMENT FEATURES

Reliability has played a key part in the choice of equipment features.
It has dictated that (1) certain functional units be plug-in for ease and
expedition of replacement and to facilitate repair at maintenance
centers, (2) special care be taken to minimize the operating temperature
of the components. The number of circuits that had to be accessible as
plug-in units made it desirable that a drawer structure be used. The
use of a drawer also made it possible to provide thermal decoupling
between the power regulators and the remainder of the components;
further, it has minimized the chance of inadvertent removal of the plug-in
units, since they are not accessible with the drawer in place.

Figs. 11 and 12 show the complete unit. In the area beneath the
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Fig. 11 - Front panel showing alarm and phase indicators and controls.

drawer are a terminal block for external connections and the bus equip-
ment and the jacks. Power regulation units are outside the box. The unit
is shown equipped for 308-kc synchronization.

Figs. 13 and 14 show the counter plug-in units. Each three -transistor
binary cell occupies a 14 X 5 inch printed wiring board. Six of these
are mounted in the frame of the unit; and soldered interconnections
are made at the edges of these to a 4 X 5 inch board. The associated

FIG. 12 - Drawer -type construction makes plug-in units accessible but con-
serves front panel space.
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Fig. 13 - Keyway in edge of plug-in unit, location of plug and shape of unit
insure proper positioning and orientation.

gate and reset circuits are included on another 4 X 5 inch board. When
these eight boards are fastened in the frame no components are visible
on the outside of the resulting package.

The various plug-in units are "keyed" so as to prevent their insertion
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I

Fig. 14 - Counter units use sandwich -type construction.
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in the wrong locations or orientations. Typical units are shown in Figs.
15 and 16.

X. CONCLUSION

Calculations, verified by tests, have indicated that a unit -to -unit delay
range equal to 0.08 microsecond when synchronized to 64 kc, and 0.18
microsecond when synchronized to 308 kc, may be expected among
accurately adjusted supplies. Any one unit is expected to display a de-
lay variation less than 0.05 microsecond over a 24 -hour period, and a
gradual change due to crystal aging, not in excess of 0.3 microsecond
for 64-kc synchronization or 2 microseconds for 308-kc synchronization.
The total phase difference, at 64 kc, between the two sides of a supply
is therefore less than 10 degrees.

The maximum frequency error that would result on loss of synchroni-
zation is not expected to exceed one part in 107. Routine adjustment of
the oscillators not more frequently than once per month is expected to
guarantee this accuracy.
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Fig. 15 - This unit contains two printed -wiring boards interconnected at the
plug.
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Fig. 16 Each plug-in unit occupies an individual cell in the drawer. This
affords good shielding between units so that individual covers are not required.

In addition to this indicated frequency and phase stability, the re-
quirements outlined in Section II as to compatibility with old and new L
multiplex and reliability have been met with margin. An over-all size
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reduction of more than 6 to 1, compared with the equivalent units of the
old system, was also achieved.
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Telephone Switching and the Early Bell
Laboratories Computers

By E. G. ANDREWS

(Manuscript received October 11, 1962)

This article summarizes the salient features of seven relay -type computers
designed and built at Bell Telephone Laboratories. Emphasized are features
derived from telephone technology and the role played by the Bell Laboratories
designs in advancing the computer art.

I. INTRODUCTION

Various papers, some of them listed in the references, have presented
material on two interrelated subjects: (1) automatic data processing as
applied to machine switching in the Bell System, and (2) work on digital
computation as it grew out of telephone technology and as it was applied
to seven relay -type digital computers designed and built at Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories between 1939 and 1950. Together, these papers tell
an important story of Bell System contributions to the field of auto-
matic digital computation. It has been felt for some time, however, that
a single account of the pertinent facts and developments would be of
interest and value. Thus, this paper makes no claims of presenting new
material; rather, it is an attempt to bring together many diverse ac-
complishments and to show their relationships so that a single paper
will be available for convenient reference.

II. THE PANEL SYSTEM

Bell Telephone Laboratories and its pre -1925 predecessors, the West-
ern Electric Engineering Department and various American Telephone
and Telegraph Company groups, have been engaged with problems of
automatic data processing for almost 60 years. The basic reason, of
course, is that any automatic telephone switching system must process
digital data, beginning with the signals and dialed digits originated by a
customer in placing a call.

In the period from about 1903 to 1916, several types of automatic dial
341
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systems were developed, built, and soon abandoned. Starting about 1914,
however, two successful systems incorporating central control features
were developed: the panel machine switching system' used in the United
States and the power -driven rotary system used in several European
countries. These systems were probably the first in which the familiar
electromechanical relay assumed a dominant role in the design. More
specifically, the relay opened new possibilities of automatic control. As
a consequence, many of the principles of modern computer design were
incorporated into telephone switching at a very early period.

The relay, for example, made possible the efficient conversion from
one numbering system to another. This was important because it was
realized early that the decimal system of notation was wasteful of equip-
ment in the machine handling of numbers. One of these conversions was
incorporated into the relay call indicator, subsequently known as the
panel call indicator,' used in transmitting called numbers from panel
offices and displaying them on lamps at a manual office. At the panel
switching office, each decimal digit was converted to a four -pulse code,
each pulse having one of two possible signal levels. At the manual office,
this special panel call indicator code was converted back to decimal form

the first two digits of a customer's telephone number were translated into
three digits of an entirely different numbering base, namely 5, 4, 5.
(That is, the first digit ranged from 0 to 4, the second from 0 to 3 and
the third from 0 to 4.)

The relay also eased the problem of circuit logic. It became easier, for
instance, to instrument a system to cope with the all -trunks -busy con-
dition. In other words, upon receipt of an overflow signal, the panel sys-
tem would automatically change its switching program. This kind of
operation is popularly called conditional transfer in modern computers.

Panel switching also provided storage or memory facilities on both a
high-speed and low -speed basis. Revertive pulses* were stored in high-
speed relay registers; office -code routing information (two -digit codes)
was wired in and made available by a slower -speed rotary selector. Both
serial and parallel types of operation were employed: serial operation in
such circuits as those for revertive pulse counting and call indication,
and parallel operation, for example, in reading information on routing.

* In the revertive pulsing arrangement, a switch control sends a start signal
to a distant selector, which then begins to advance blindly. Each time the se-
lector advances to a new position, it sends back a pulse (hence the term rever-
tive) to the switch control. When the selector reaches the desired position, the
switch control sends a stop signal. A revertive pulse counting circuit was in-
vented by E. C. Molina in 1911. This circuit was an improvement on an earlier
counting circuit used in a rotary system developed by F. R. McBerty.
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In the 1920's, the valuable bistable flip-flop circuit' came into use,
called the "W and Z" relay combination in telephone switching. In ad-
dition, the decoder type of office -code translator' used the direct -access
type of table look -up, replacing in some applications the earlier cyclic
look -up operation. Also, Boolean algebra for optimizing logic circuitry
was being studied, beginning in the late 1930's, by G. R. Stibitz, C. E.
Shannon, W. Keister, and others.

In brief, then, many of the more important computer operations and
concepts were, in the 1920's and 1930's, already incorporated into the
panel switching system, and, as the value of the new circuits was recog-
nized, into other systems as well. It might be asked, therefore, why auto-
matic digital computers were not developed simultaneously. In the period
from 1925, for example, this writer heard many of his colleagues say with
firm conviction that relay circuit techniques could be used to carry out
arithmetical operations commonly performed with desk -type adding
machines. The reasons are the traditional ones of economics and failure
to see a compelling need. But more importantly, no one had taken the
initiative to make a thorough study of all aspects of such a project.

III. (MODEL 1)

In 1937 G. R. Stibitz, who had been employed at Bell Laboratories as
a research mathematician since 1930, started to make some significant
observations. He noted that Bell Laboratories employed a staff of girls
using hand -operated calculating machines for solving the many types of
filter network design problems resulting from the introduction of major
improvements in voice transmission systems. He found upon closer
examination that the bulk of the computing involved addition, subtrac-
tion, multiplication and division of complex numbers. Stibitz thereby
established one of the prerequisites for a new computer development,
namely, he saw a need for it.

Stibitiz also knew that another area at Bell Laboratories had for many
years been working on dial switching systems as described above. He
noted that many of the design techniques therein employed were directly
applicable to the design of an automatic computer. He also noted that,
for computation, decimal codes would be even less desirable than for
switching. Thus, he initially decided in favor of the true binary code
for representing numbers. This was a new and revolutionary idea in the
computing field, even though small numbers had previously been used
in binary form in the panel system decoder and in some European sys-
tems. Having made this fundamental decision, he then proceeded to
design a relay -type computer. Stibitz thereby satisfied another pre-
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requisite for a new computer development, namely, he demonstrated that
it was a feasible undertaking.

Briefly, in the original paper design this computer was pictured as
having a control board which accepted information from a bank of keys
and which displayed output information - that is, the answers - on a
bank of switchboard -type lamps. It handled seven -digit decimal num-
bers with the decimal point at any desired position. The arithmetic unit
used an ingenious scheme for making the decimal -to -binary and binary -
to -decimal conversions. The devices used were primarily telephone -type
relays and slightly modified Strowger-type step-by-step switches.

Stibitz's design was a convincing demonstration that the development
of such a computer should be undertaken and that it was an economi-
cally feasible project. It was decided that the scope of this computer
should initially be limited to handling the four complex number comput-
ing operations. This limitation had the two -fold advantage of testing
out the principles of an automatic computer on a small but adequate
scale and of providing a machine that would perform useful services for
the Laboratories. From this time, the computer gradually assumed the
name of the "Complex Number Computer," generally shortened to
"Complex Computer."

Stibitz studied his design intently. He incorporated many improve-
ments, two of which led to marked simplification. One of these was that
he abandoned the provision for a variably located decimal point. All real
numbers, therefore, were converted by the human operator to numbers
between +1 and -1. It would therefore be necessary for the operators
to keep in mind the various scale factors and apply the proper resulting
scale factor to the answer. The other major simplification was directed
toward reducing the complexity of the necessary binary and decimal
conversion facilities. The solution was a hybrid type of code for number
representation now commonly used in modern computers and called the
"plus -three binary-coded decimal" or BCD. Each decimal 0 to 9 was
represented by binary numbers 0011 to 1100. This code provided most
of the calculating simplicity of the pure binary code and at the same
time preserved the decimal form, so that the thousands, hundreds, etc.
digits were always recognizable. Furthermore, the code facilitated the
inter -decimal digit carry operations, the complementing operation, and
the algebraic sign determination. The plus -three system significantly
lowered the cost of the arithmetic unit.

In November, 1938, the responsibility for development of the Com-
plex Computer was placed in the hands of Samuel B. Williams, whose
career had for many years been on the front lines of new telephone
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systems developments. As a consequence of his study of the project,
Williams showed that improved operating conditions could be obtained
by using push-button keys for the input and commercially available
teletypewriter equipment for the output. The wisdom of this choice was
to become apparent later. In the interest of simplifying the circuitry,
Williams also chose to use the new crossbar switch instead of the step-by-
step switch. The Complex Computer was the only one of the seven relay
computers built at Bell Laboratories to employ crossbar switches.

Of course, there were numerous smaller changes in design arrived at as
a result of frequent exchanges of ideas between Stibitz and Williams.
Perhaps the most important of these was the decision to use two identi-
cal calculator units, one for handling the real terms of the complex num-
bers, and the other for handling the imaginary terms. This arrangement
halved the over-all computing time with little extra development effort.

By March, 1939, the equipment design, under the direction of C. E.
Boman, was well under way, and in the following month construction
was started under the direction of A. J. Bendernagel. Construction was
completed by October, 1939. The test period which followed indicated
the need of the usual minor changes; these were soon completed, and the
computer was moved to its permanent location at the New York City
Bell Laboratories location at 463 West Street. The dreams of Stibitz and
Williams had now been realized. The Complex Computer was placed in
routine operation on January 8, 1940.

The Complex Computer as finally built is illustrated in the two ac-
companying photographs. Fig. 1 shows one of the three operator sta-
tions. These were located in three separated areas in the West Street
building. Thus, the first Bell Laboratories relay computer included a
feature that is desirable in many modern installations: multiple input
positions with the lockout facilities required for this type of operation.

Fig. 2 shows the computing equipment. The computer was an eight -
place decimal machine with two extra digits provided in the arithmetic
unit to compensate for excessive round -off errors when accumulating
many subtabulations. While this Complex Computer was specifically
designed to handle the four complex number arithmetic operations, the
users soon found that, with certain special variations, the computer could
be used advantageously for other types of problems.

IV. THE HANOVER DEMONSTRATION

But Stibitz and Williams had still more planning and designing to do.
It had been decided to demonstrate the principles of the computer to the
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Fig. 1 - One of the three operator stations of the Complex Computer.

public. Due to the nature of the device, it was further decided that the
demonstration would be most effective if carried out before a mathe-
matically minded audience. The scene chosen, therefore, was Hanover,
New Hampshire, on the occasion of the fall, 1940, meeting of the Ameri-
can Mathematical Society. Williams designed new equipment to pro-
vide a station at Hanover and new facilities for operating the computing
equipment remotely over a teletypewriter circuit.' The demonstration
was held at the meeting of September 11, 1940. Stibitz read a paper de-
scribing the machine, after which he and T. C. Fry showed how problems
could be introduced at the scene of the conference and transmitted to
the Complex Computer in New York. They were then able to point to
the teletypewriter, which typed out the answer within a minute.' Those
interested were invited to introduce their own problems and check the
results. The demonstration was also significant because, in employing a
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Fig. 2 - The computing equipment of the Complex Computer.
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data link between Hanover and New York, it foreshadowed the present
growth of data transmission services. During this demonstration, Wil-
liams monitored the computing equipment in New York, but it was
wasted effort. The system worked flawlessly.

With the advent of World War II, demands on the Complex Computer
increased, and many military projects moved a little faster toward com-
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pletion because of its contribution. As other computers were built, the
Complex Computer came to be called Model I. It was in daily use at
Bell Laboratories until 1949.

Table I lists many of the logical and physical design features of Model
I and of the five later models of computers. Two units of Model V were
built, so that a total of seven relay -type computers were built at Bell
Laboratories. Also, Model V could be expanded to a system of six com-
puters and ten problem positions, although the two units were built with
only two computers each and with either three or four problem positions.

Before discussing Models II through VI, however, it is well to gain
some perspective of the course of computer design at Bell Laboratories.
Model I was a real advance in applying electromagnetic techniques to
machine calculation, but of course by today's standards it would seem to
be little more than an elaborate desk calculator. Model II was improved
in many respects, but was essentially designed to perform only one type
of calculation. Models III and IV represented more significant advances
in that they were the first Bell Laboratories machines that in today's
sense could be called programmable, but only for restricted classes of
problems. Models V and VI, by contrast, were truly modern computers.
Although slower than the more recent electronic computers, they were
organized much like present machines. All five models, however, steadily
advanced the computer art and anticipated many features that even
today are just beginning to be widely used.

V. MODELS II -IV

Model II7 '8'9 was built for the National Defense Research Council, and
was placed in operation in September, 1943. A truly special-purpose
computer, Model II was designed to handle certain fire -control prob-
lems that took only a few months to solve. Afterwards, however, many
other tasks were found for it. Model II used the bi-quinary type of num-
ber representation with its self -checking features. It used a paper tape
input and output; the program was perforated on a tape formed into a
loop. The control unit recognized 31 instructions, which included the
addresses of the registers. Model II was retired from service by the U. S.
Naval Research Laboratory in early 1961.

Model III," the basic development of which was completed in June,
1944, was another computer built for the National Defense Research
Council and used for military fire -control problems. However, it handled
many types of problems creditably, and was to some extent a general-
purpose machine. Many features of Model III were new, of chief im-
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portance being its 100 per cent self -checking of all operations. The ma-
chine stopped positively on any kind of single failure and on most
combinations of two or more simultaneous failures.

A second and very significant feature of Model III was its calculator,
designed by E. L. Vibbard. This unit multiplied and divided by the prin-
ciple of finding partial products in a multiplication table. Other note-
worthy features were table -hunting, double -entry interpolation, and un-
attended operation. Also included was the feature now commonly called
indexing. In the Model III it was termed subscript notation, although it
did not have the full flexibility of modern computer indexers. In all,
Model III was possibly the most interesting of the Bell Laboratories com-
puters from the point of view of its design logic and of the ease of under-
standing its operations. In 1944 Model III was moved to Fort Bliss,
Texas, and was in use until 1958.

Model IV" looked like Model III and did the same kind of computing.
However, changes were included enabling Model IV to handle trigono-
metric functions from -90° to +360°. It was built for Naval Ordnance
and its basic development was completed in March 1945. In Naval circles
it was known as the Mark 22, and was in service until early 1961.

VI. MODELS V AND VI

As mentioned above, Models I through IV can be regarded as belong-
ing to an era of the past. Models V and VI, however, bridged the gap
between the beginnings of the art and the modern era of electronic com-
puters.

In size and flexibility, Model V12-16 was Bell Laboratories' most ambi-
tious project in computer development up to that time. Two were built.
One was delivered (1946) to the National Advisory Committee on Aero-
nautics, and the second was built (1947) for the Ballistics Research
Laboratory at Aberdeen, Maryland.

As mentioned earlier, Model V was a system having a maximum of six
computers and ten problem positions. Such arrangement permitted the
computers to function continuously. Problems were loaded into idle
problem positions, and a computer on completion of one problem auto-
matically picked up another. A problem position had one tape reader
for input data, up to five readers for the program of instructions, which
allowed considerable flexibility in introducing sub -routines, and up to six
readers for tabular data. Tables of logarithms, antilogarithms, sines,
cosines and antitangents were permanently wired into the machine.

The calculator of Model V included: floating decimal point, multiplica-
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tion by "short-cut" addition, automatic roundoff (but subject to cancel-
lation), the ability to recognize most indeterminate arithmetic opera-
tions, special facilities for trigonometric and logarithmic calculations,
and special auxiliary equipment for processing of various paper tapes.
Model V also included rather elaborate discriminatory controls. These
controls, as in the panel switching system application mentioned earlier,
are now referred to as conditional transfers. Model V operated around
the clock, and had an excellent record for low out -of -service time.

In recent years, the two Model V computers have had an interesting
history. The unit at Aberdeen was transferred to Fort Bliss and later
was given to the University of Arizona for educational and research
programs. The unit built for the National Advisory Committee on Aero-
nautics was given to Texas Technological College in early 1958. Unfortu-
nately, however, it was severely damaged in transit and was of no further
use except for spare parts for the University of Arizona machine.

Model VI," .18 after an extensive test period, was placed in regular
service in 1950. It was built for Bell Laboratories' own use in solving a
wide variety of research and development problems. In essence, Model
VI was a simplified version of Model V, having only one computer and
less elaborate discriminatory controls and problem positions. In other
respects, however, Model VI incorporated many improvements. It had
three storage tapes, one of which could have either numbers or instruc-
tions. It had a system of several hundred semipermanent subroutines,
each of which could be used for problems of the same type with differing
numbers of variables. The internal subroutine control adjusted itself
to the particular problem at hand. Model VI also had what is called the
"end of numbers" check signal, which eased such problems as deter-
mining the end of a line of coefficients in a matrix -type problem. Also,
Model VI had an automatic "second trial" feature that functioned during
unattended operation, thus improving reliability in the presence of a
trouble condition. After several years of service at Bell Laboratories,
Model VI was given to the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn. In 1960,
Brooklyn Poly retired this computer and gave it to the Bihar Institute
of Technology in Bihar, India.

VII. CONCLUSION

With this background of Bell Laboratories work in the computer field,

and of the telephone technology that prompted the developments, it is
possible to make a few comments concerning the extent of the total con-
tribution. Aside from their specifically mathematical aspects, these con-
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tributions are chiefly in the areas of machine accuracy and dependability,
and ease of programming, operation and maintenance.

On the score of accuracy, through 1951 only two errors were reported
as resulting from machine faults in Models III through VI. This enviable
record reflects the corresponding accuracy of telephone switching systems
and resulted partly from such telephone -derived features as self -checking
and second -trial functions. The dependability of the computers also
derived in large measure from the extensive heritage of experience in
designing switching systems. In particular, notice must be taken of the
U -type relay and its associated circuits. After many years of careful de-
sign, the U -type relay had become a symbol of the reliability of tele-
phone systems, and it was used to great advantage in all the Bell Labora-
tories relay computers.

Model V compared favorably with other contemporary computers in
ease of programming, and Model VI brought about an even greater
reduction of effort. With problems using repetitive subroutines, program-
ming effort with Model VI was near the minimum. In terms of operating
ease, no more than five minutes was required to load Model V with the
most complex problem it could handle, and even less time was required
with Model VI. Generous use of indicating signals aided in analyzing
machine stoppages, so that maintenance was thereby facilitated. For
both operation and routine maintenance, highly trained personnel were
not required.

These are the same factors stressed in telephone systems design, so
the above summary could be an apt description of almost any switching
system developed at Bell Laboratories. The similarity again stresses the
way in which telephone research and development have had an important
influence on computers.
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On the Theory of Linear Multi -
Loop Feedback Systems

By I. W. SANDBERG

(Manuscript received October 19, 1962)

It is well known that the concept of return difference plays a central role
in the classical theory of linear feedback systems developed by Black, Ny-
quist, Blackman and Bode. This concept, which relates to the influence of a
single algebraic system -constraint of the form f2 = -yfi where fl and f2 re-
spectively may be regarded as a controlling signal and a controlled signal,
retains its prominence in the subsequent signal -flow graph theoretic exten-
sions by Mason. It is particularly pertinent to the study of the stability of
the system, its degree of immunity from parameter variations, and the de-
termination of its transmission and driving -point properties.

This paper reports on a generalization of Blackman's equation and on
some generalizations of Bode's return difference theorems. Here attention is
focused not on a single constraint of the form f2 = , but instead on a set
of constraining equations.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the concept of return difference plays a central
role in the classical theory of linear feedback systems developed by
Black,' Nyquist,2 Blackman' and Bode.4 This concept, which relates to
the influence of a single algebraic system -constraint of the form 12 =
where fi and t2 respectively may he regarded as a controlling signal and a
controlled signal, retains its prominence in the subsequent signal -flow
graph theoretic extensions by Mason.' It is particularly pertinent to the
study of the stability of the system, its degree of immunity from parame-
ter variations, and the determination of its transmission and driving -

point properties.
This paper reports on a generalization of Blackman's equation' and

on some generalizations of Bode's return difference theorems.4 Here at-
tention is focused not on a single constraint of the form f2 = yf, , but
instead on a set of constraining equations. For this reason the results

355
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are applicable to systems which possess in the usual physical sense a
multiplicity of feedback loops. However it will become clear that the
results are not restricted to situations of this type.

In Section II we describe the basic system considered throughout the
paper. Section III presents an explicit expression for w(X), the trans-
mission or driving -point function to be studied. We then introduce defini-
tions, based on a simple topological characterization of the relation be-
tween the system input and output variables, of the loop -difference
matrix, the null loop -difference matrix, and the complementary loop -
difference matrix. The determinants of these matrices are of fundamental
importance in the subsequent discussion. In Section VI we derive a gen-
eralization of Blackman's interesting equation. The material in Sections
VII and VIII relates to generalizations of Bode's well-known return
difference theorems. Some applications and illustrations of the theory
are discussed in Section IX.

II. THE BASIC SYSTEM AND THE SET OF EQUATIONS a

We shall be concerned throughout with the transmission and driving -
point properties of the structure shown in Fig. 1, an arbitrary linear
time -invariant two -port network containing no independent sources.

The Laplace -transformed equilibrium equations which implicitly de-
fine the external properties of the two -port are of the form:

E (akjej + tiktij) = 0 (k = 1, 2, , K) (1)

where e; and i; respectively are branch voltages and currents and the
aki andflk; are functions of the complex -frequency variable.

We wish to focus attention on the influence of a prescribed subset of
the linear constraints implied by (1). This subset is assumed to be ex-
pressible as

4+P

1k = E 7ksfz (k = 1, 2, q) (2)

in which each ft is one of the e; or one of the if . It is convenient to
interpret these relations as corresponding to a set of q controlled (i.e.,

0

0 L

Fig. 1 - Two -port network.

0

0
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dependent) sources, where the quantity on the left-hand side of each
equation is a controlled -source output and each fi on the right-hand
side is a controlling variable. Thus we take the viewpoint that the two -
port network contains a controlled -source subnetwork characterized by
(2) even when the two -port does not contain devices such as vacuum
tubes or transistors with which controlled -sources are ordinarily asso-
ciated. We shall denote by a the set of controlled -source constraints (2).

Let the components of a q -vector 'F be the fa = 1, 2, , q) ar-
ranged in any one of the q! possible orders, and let the components of a
p -vector 4) be the controlling variables (i = q + 1, q + 2, , q p)
arranged in any one of the p! possible orders. Then (2) can be written
as = X4). We shall call the q X p matrix X the controlled -source
matrix or the matrix of controlled -source coefficients.

III. EVALUATION OF THE TRANSFER AND DRIVING -POINT FUNCTIONS FOR

THE TWO -PORT

Our primary concern here is the determination of the influence of a
(i.e., of the controlled -source subnetwork) on the transfer and driving -
point functions for the two -port network.

Let y2 = w(X)yi represent the relation to be studied in which y2
and yi respectively are response and excitation functions (each function
may be either a voltage or a current). If w(X) is a driving -point immit-
tance, y2 and yi respectively are a current and a voltage or a voltage and
a current at the same port.

Consider now an evaluation of w(X). With yi and the components
of 'F treated as independent variables, we apply the superposition
theorem to obtain t

y2 = dyi 131r (3)

where d and B are defined by the equation. In particular when X = 0,
= 0, and 112 = dyi . That is, d = w(0).

Similarly we can express  as

(1) = Ayi (4)

where the matrices A and C are defined by the equation. After pre -
multiplying both sides of (4) by X and using 'F = X4), we find that

'F = [1, - (5)

where 14 is the identity matrix of order q.
t We are assuming that y2 is uniquely determined by yi and NP. See the relevant

discussion in the next section.
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Fig. 2 - Basic flow -graph representation of the relation between yi and 1/2.

From (3), (5), and d = w(0)

w(X) = y2(yi)-1 = w(0) B[lq - XC]-IXA. (6)

IV. THE BASIC FLOW GRAPH

In order to express w(X) in terms of quantities that are related to
concepts of importance in the classical theory of linear feedback systems,
we first represent the relation between yi and y2 by the signal -flow
graph' in Fig. 2. The matrix equation associated with "node -group"
t is (4), and so forth. This topological characterization of the influence
of a plays a central role in the subsequent discussion. We shall call
A, B, C, and d "flow -matrices."

It is worth emphasizing at the outset that although the signal -flow
graph exhibits feedback in the sense that the outputs of the controlled
sources (i.e., the elements of Ar) influence the value of the controlling
variables (i.e., the elements of 4)), it is not necessary that feedback
exist in the network in the usual physical sense. For example, the
physical system may comprise simply a set of driving -point impedances
and the controlled sources may represent a certain subset of these
one -port elements. Feedback arises in the topological characterization
merely because of the form of the equations that we have chosen to
write.

Before proceeding it is important to note that for some choices of a
it may not be possible to characterize the two -port by equations of the
form (3) and (4) and hence by the flow graph in Fig. 2. The superpo-
sition theorem implies that when y2 and are uniquely determined by
yi and 'F, the relations are of the form (3) and (4); it does not imply
that such relations exist. The one -port network shown in Fig. 3 is one
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Y2

yi ei= r = X4)

Fig. 3 - Single controlled -source one -port.

of the simplest structures which illustrate the difficulty. For this net-
work, with w (X) the well-defined driving -point admittance, all four
flow matrices A, B, C, and d fail to exist.

There are much more sophisticated situations of this general type.
Nevertheless, almost all feedback networks of interest do not exhibit
this degeneracy. Furthermore when the difficulty does occur, it is
generally possible to consider the limiting form of a network for which
the degeneracy is not present. For example, if the one -port in Fig. 3
is modified by adding a series resistor, the flow matrices A, B, C, and d
become well-defined and the expression obtained for the driving -point
admittance reduces to (X) -I as the value of the series resistor approaches
zero.

With this motivation we state the

Assumption: It is assumed throughout that the relation between yi and Y2
can be represented by a signal -flow graph of the type shown in Fig. 2.

Consider now the definition of three matrices that are related to the
flow graph.

4 . 1 The Loop -Difference Matrix for the Branch X: F5 (X1)

The loop -difference matrix for the branch X is defined as follows.
Introduce an additional node -group P in the flow -graph of Fig. 2 by
replacing X with a cascade of any two branches X1 and X2 such that
X1X2 = X. Let the orders of X1 and X2 respectively be q X m and m X p.
Next, break the feedback loop by splitting P into a source node -group
P' and a sink node -group P" to obtain the graph in Fig. 4.

With yl set equal to zero, suppose that an arbitrary signal vector
S of order m, is applied to P'. The resulting signals at node -groups
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91 y2

Fig. 4 - Signal -flow graph for defining the loop -difference matrix and the null
loop -difference matrix.

'F, 4), and P" respectively are U. , CX1S. , and X2CX1S.. The vector
signal difference at P',P" (i.e., the signal at P' less that at P") is [1. -
X2CXdS.. We shall call [l. - X2CX1] the loop -difference matrix for
the branch X and denote it by Fa(X1), which indicates explicitly its
dependence on X1. When X1, X2 , and C are scalars, Fe (X1) becomes
independent of X1 and reduces to Mason's flow -graph definition of the
loop -difference for the branch X.

4.2 The Null Loop -Difference Matrix for the Branch X: Pg(X1)

This matrix is evaluated under the condition that y' is adjusted so
that y2 = 0. Specifically, if an arbitrary signal vector S, is applied to
P' in Fig. 4, the signal reaching y2 by way of the branch B is BXIS,
so that, if y2 is to be zero, y' must be -d-113X1S. . The total signal
arriving at 4) is -crABXIS,n CX1S. , and hence the signal at P"
is [X2CX1 - ci-IX2ABX1]S. . Thus the vector signal difference at P',P",
under the condition that yl is adjusted so that y2 = 0, is [lm - X2CX,
criX2ABX1]S.. We call El. - X2CX1 crX2ABX1] the null loop -

difference matrix for the branch X and denote it by Ea(X1). When A,
B, C, X1 , and X2 are all scalars, 11/40(X1) reduces to Truxal's definition'
of the null loop -difference for the branch X, and is independent of the
choice of Xi . It is convenient to write: F (X,) = [1.. - X2eXi], where

= C - crAB.

4.3 The Complementary Loop -Difference Matrix for the Branch X: F (X1)

The complementary loop -difference matrix, denoted by P5(X1), is
defined by the requirement that when an arbitrary S. is applied to
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P', )5, is the vector signal difference at P',P" under the condition
that yl is adjusted so that (yi + y2) = 0. This matrix is therefore ob-
tained from the expression for the null loop -difference matrix by setting
d = 1. That is, Fly (X1) = Elm - X2CX11 where C = C - AB. The comple-
mentary loop -difference matrix is of utility when d = 0. In such cases
the null loop -difference matrix is not defined.

It is evident that the concepts of loop -difference matrix, null loop -
difference matrix, and complementary loop -difference matrix need not
be restricted to the branch X in Fig. 2; they relate without ambiguity
to any branch in a signal -flow graph which possesses a single input node

and a single output node.

4.4 Circuit Interpretations of C, C, and C

It is important to note that the matrices C, C, and C possess very
explicit circuit interpretations. When the elements of 'F (i.e., the outputs
of the controlled sources) are treated as independent variables, the p -
vector of voltages and currents  is equal to C'F, Cam', and Cam' re-
spectively when yi is set equal to zero, yi is adjusted so that y2 = 0, and

yi is adjusted so that (yi + y2) = 0. The evaluation of these matrices
from the circuit is simplified considerably by the fact that the controlled
sources are treated as independent sources.

V. THE DETERMINANTS det F5(X1), det '5(X1), AND det Re(X1)

Our primary interest in the matrices Fe(X1), Pe(X1), and Ply (X1) is
with regard to their determinants. Here we wish to establish two ele-

mentary properties of these determinants which add to an understanding
of the character of the expression for w(X) presented in the next section.
Further properties of these determinants are considered subsequent to
the derivation of the expression for w(X).

Although the matrices Ea (XI) and E5 (X1)generally depend upon
the choice of X1, it is true that

Lemma I:
det Fe(X1) = det 1,1

det Pe(X1) = det FU( 1g).

The lemma is proved in Appendix A. It implies, of course, that the
determinants are independent of the choice of X1 . This property is
evidently shared by det Pe (X1)since F5 (X1)can be obtained formally
from Pe(Xi) by setting d = 1.
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Lemma I is often of assistance in evaluating the determinants.
For example, if the normal rank of X is unity, as is the case when a
contains a single equation, X can be written as X1X2 where X1 and X2
respectively are q X 1 and 1 X p matrices. In such instances the de-
terminants of the loop -difference matrix, null loop -difference matrix,
and complementary loop -difference matrix can be expressed respectively
as simply 1 - X2CX1, 1 - XtX, , and 1 -X2CX1. Similar simplifica-
tions can of course be exploited if C, e, or C is of unit normal rank.

With the result stated in Lemma I as motivation, we shall throughout
the remainder of the paper denote det F5(X1), det Pa (X1), and det

(X1) respectively by det F5 , det F , and det F .

Recall that the components of 'F and 4) respectively are the con-
trolled variables and controlling variables arranged in any definite
orders. Thus the matrices X, F5(X1), and Ea(X1) are not uniquely
defined by the details of the two -port structure and the set of controlled -
source constraints a. Nevertheless,

Lemma II: det F5 and det E are invariant with respect to the ordering of
the components of 'F and O.

In other words, the determinants are uniquely defined by the details
of the two -port and a. The proof of this important result is straight-
forward: Let 4)' and W' respectively denote vectors obtained from fi and
'F by any reordering of the components. Then 0' = U. and 'F' = VW,
where U and V are nonsingular matrices. In terms of 4)' and W' the
controlled -source constraints read W' = X'4)1 where X' = VXU-1, and
the equations corresponding to (3) and (4) are

y2 = dYi = (1y1 + (7)

(1)' = A'yi C'F' = UAy + UCV-11V. (8)

Finally, note that for all d 0

det [1,, - X'(C' - d-1A'B')] = det [1, - VXU UCV-1 - rl 'UABV ')
I

det [1, - X( C - (/ 'AB)].

VI. GENERALIZATION OF BLACKMAN'S EQUATION

At this point we are in a position to state and prove the following
generalization of Blackman's classical result.

Theorem I: If w(0) 0,

w(X) = w(0) det
det Fv.
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6.1 Proof

Consider equation (6), which for convenience is repeated below:

w(X) = y2(y1)-' = w(0) + B[1, - XC]-1XA. (9)

Recall that adj (M), the adjoint of an arbitrary square matrix M of
order q, is defined by

M adj (M) = aclj (M)M = 1, det M.

Thus w(X) can be expressed as

w(X) = w(0) B adj (1 - XC)XA[det (1, - XC)]-1

= ( 0 )
[det [1 - XC] w(0)-113 adj (1, - XC)XA

det [1, - XCI

Since det Fa = det [1,, - XC], we must prove that det [1, - XC]
w(0)-113 adj (1, - XC )XA = det Pa or, more explicitly, that

det [1, - XC] w( 0)-13 adj (1, - XC)XA
(10)

= det [1 - X(C - w(0)-1.AB)].

We first prove the following result which will be used also in a later
section.

Lemma III: Let G and H respectively be nonsingular matrices of orders
n and m, and let I and J respectively denote matrices of orders n X m
and m X n. Then,

det[G 111-1J]det H = det[H JG-1]ilet G.

The proof follows from the lemma established in Appendix A which
states that det [1 + DE] = det [1. + ED] for arbitrary matrices D

and E respectively of orders n X m and m X n. Taking D= G -1I and
E = WI we have: det [1 det H det G = det [1,

det G (let H. Moreover, det [1 G -1I11 -1J] det G = det
[G and det [1. 11-1JG-II] det H = det [H JG-11].

The identity (10) is a direct consequence of the following corollary
of Lemma III.

Lemma IV: Let G, I, and J respectively denote matrices of orders n X n,
n X 1, and 1 X n. Then,

det[G IJ] = det G J adj(G)I.

To establish this result, consider Lemma III with H = 1 and m = 1.
Clearly when G is nonsingular, det [G IJ] = (1 + JG-1) det G =
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0

(a) (b)

2 E- w(X)

0

Fig. 5 - (a) Network with the open -circuit transfer impedance from port 1
to port. 2 equal to w(X); (b) modified network with driving -point impedance
W (X) .

det G J adj ( G)I. A continuity argument of the type used in Ap-
pendix A shows that Lemma IV is valid also when G is singular.

Expression (10) can be obtained from Lemma IV by taking
G = (14 - XC), I = XA, and J = w(0)-113. This completes the proof
of Theorem I.

6.2 Remarks Relating to Theorem I

When w(X) is a driving -point impedance function, the null loop -
difference matrix is evaluated under the condition that the current at
the terminal pair at which the impedance is defined is adjusted so that
the voltage at the terminal pair is zero. Thus, in this case, the null
loop -difference matrix is equal to the loop -difference matrix evaluated
from the network when the terminal pair is shorted. Similarly when
w(X) is a driving -point admittance function, the null loop -difference
matrix is equal to the loop -difference matrix evaluated from the network
when the terminal pair is open -circuited.

The conceptual and computational simplifications mentioned in the
last paragraph are not valid if w( X) is a transfer function.t However,
by introducing an additional controlled source, the evaluation of the
open -circuit transfer impedance or short-circuit transfer admittance
of any three -terminal network can be reduced to the evaluation of a
driving -point function. This reduction is illustrated in Fig. 5 for the
transfer impedance case.

f Of course we assume here that w(X) is not both a transfer function and a
driving -point function associated with the two -port in Fig. 1.
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6.3 Relation of Theorem I to Earlier Work

The expression given in Theorem I reduces to Blackman's classical
result' when it is applied to the driving -point immittance case in which
a characterizes a single unilateral amplifier, and the equation is expressed
in terms of physically -defined open -circuit and short-circuit return dif-
ferences.

A particularly succinct derivation of an equation of this form (for
the single amplifier case) was subsequently presented by Bode4 who
exploited the properties of the determinant of the network immittance
matrix. In addition Bode introduced the useful concept of return differ-
ence with respect to a two -terminal element. Signal -flow graph interpre-
tations of Blackman's expression were later considered by Masons and
by Truxal.6 Our proof of Theorem I is a generalization of Truxal's work.

Exploiting a suggestion by Bode,4 Mulligan7 has stated an entirely
different generalizationt of Blackman's equation for cases in which a
multiplicity of nonreciprocal elements are to be considered. His result is
an explicit expression obtained by repeated application of Blackman's
original result.

6.9 Generalization of Bode's Relation between Feedback and Impedance

Theorem II: Let det F'5 denote the determinant of the loop -difference matrix
for the set of controlled -source constraints a, evaluated under the condition
that ?fit = . Let w(X) - w(0) not vanish identically in X. Then
del F'5 is a linear fractional function of n that vanishes inn if and only if

= w(X).

The proof is based on Lemma IV: From the signal -flow graph obtained
from Fig. 2 by adding a branch from y2 to yt with transmission Tr%
it is clear that

det = det {1,, - X[C + AB( 77 -

Using Lemma TV,

det Fi5 = det [1,, - XC1 -B adj (1, - XC )XA(77 -

Thus the equation det = 0 implies that n = w( X), assuming that
t Subsequent to preparing this paper and soliciting comments from colleagues,

it came to the writer's attention that a result similar to Theorem I is contained
in the recently published book by Yutze Chow and Etienne Cassignol: Linear
Signal -Flow Graphs and Applications, John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1962.
They consider the situation that corresponds here to the special case in which 5
is a set of equations of the form fk = ykfk+q (k = 1, 2, . . . , q) . Their proof is con-
siderably different from ours.
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B adj (1q- XC)XA = w(X) - w(0) does not vanish identically in X.
Of course when w(X) is a driving -point impedance function, the

condition yl = triy2 corresponds to adding an impedance -n in series
with the one-port.4

6.5 The Expression for w(X) when w(0) = 0

Theorem I does not apply when w(0) = 0. In fact, in all such instances
the null loop -difference matrix does not exist. The following corollary
which involves the complementary loop -difference matrix is of assistance
in these cases.

Corollary I: If WO) = 0,

W(X)
det Re - det F5

det Fe

This result is readily established: Here d = 0 in the flow graph of Fig. 2.
Suppose that the branch d is replaced with one having unit transmission.
Then the ratio of y2 to yi for the resulting graph is w(X) + 1. However,
using Theorem I and the definition of RD , w(X) 1 = det &Wet Ffyr.

VII. THE MATRICES Fa, AND E55, , AND THE NOTION OF A "RESIDUAL SET
OF EQUATIONS" OBTAINED FROM a

In this section we generalize the definitions of the loop -difference
matrix and the null loop -difference matrix and then introduce the notion
of a "residual set of equations" obtained from a, in order to both
facilitate and provide a firm general basis for the subsequent derivation
of some fundamental properties of det F5 and det P5 . The complemen-
tary loop -difference matrix need not be considered separately since
it is merely a special case of the null loop -difference matrix. The ma-
terial presented in this and the next section is in many respects a gen-
eralization of Bode's classical theory relating to return difference with
respect to a single element.4

7.1 The Matrices Eno and Eno

The relation between yi and the quantities 41, 'F, and y2 clearly
remains unchanged if the signal -flow graph shown in Fig. 2 is replaced
with the graph in Fig. 6, where Xo is an arbitrary q X p matrix. Let
the loop -difference matrix and null loop -difference matrix for the branch
(X - Xo) in Fig. 6 be defined in the same manner as for X in Fig. 2,
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Y 2

Fig. 6 - Signal -flow graph for the definition of Fwiy, and PH 0 .

367

and let ao denote the "reference set" of equations obtained from (2)
when the controlled -source matrix X is set equal to Xo . We introduce

Definition I: The matrices Fah and Faso respectively denote the loop -
difference matrix and the null loop -difference matrix for the branch (X - X0)
in Fig. 6. When Xo = 0, we write: F50 = Fa Eno = . The determi-
nants det Fah and det Pago respectively are referred to as the determinant
of the loop -difference matrix and the determinant of the null loop -difference
matrix for the set of controlled -source constraints with respect to the
reference set ao

The branch (X - X0) in Fig. 6, which corresponds to the matrix
relation 'F' = - x0)4., may be interpreted as characterizing a set
of controlled sources which focuses attention on the departure of the
elements of X from those of Xo or, equivalently, on the departure of a
from ao .

We wish to prove

Theorem III: Let det Fa la-a0 and det Ia_ao respectively denote the
determinants obtained from det Fa and det F5 by replacing each element of
X with the corresponding element of Xo . Then,

det Fah - det

det F5113_50

det Paao - det Pa,

det

Node -group in Fig. 6 can be eliminated to obtain the flow graph in
Fig. 7. For example, the branch transmission from 'F' to  in Fig. 7
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- cxo] c

1 2

Fig. 7 - Flow -graph obtained from Fig. 6 by eliminating node -group tr.

is the transmission of the subgraph in Fig. 8. From Fig. 7 it is clear that

det Faso = det - - CX0)-1C(X - X0)]. (11)

Thus,

det Fah = det [(I, - CX0)-1] det [1, - CX]

det (12)

Nov consider det Paao . Since

det det Pahw(X) = w(0)
dot Fa

w(Xo)
det Fno

= [d BX0( - det E;5a0 det

det Fa
(14)

where (12) has been used to obtain the last expression in (14), we have

det Pa = + d'BX,(1, - CX0)-'A] det Paa, det Fa la=a0 (15)

= Wet [1 - CX0] d -113X0 adj (1 - CX0)A1 det Faso . (16)

Although it is assumed in (13) that det Fa and det Fah do not vanish

O
iq

X0
-4-

C

(13)

Fig. 8 - Subgraph for evaluation of transmission from 'I" to 41) in Fig. 7.
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identically in the complex -frequency variable, it can readily be shown
with a continuity argument that the validity of (16) does not depend
upon these assumptions. According to Lemma IV, the expression within
the branches in (16) is equal to det [1, - tX0]. Therefore

det Fro - det
det F ja_ao

7.2 The "residual set of equations"

Recall that the set a is the collection of q equations:
4+P

fk = E (k = 1, 2, - q).
i -2+1

(17)

Let 61 denote an arbitrary subset of R0 , the set of all ordered pairs of
integers (j, i) such that 1 < j < q,q+1 p. Let E denote

a sum over all integers i such that (k,i)eca [i.e., such that (k,i) is an
element of R], and denote by 61.* the complement of 61 with respect to
610 . Then it is certainly true that

fk = fk' E (k = 1, 2, q)
61*

where

fk' = E -yk,f, (k = 1,2, , q) (18)

In accordance with the controlled -source interpretation of (17), the
Ai are the contributions to the controlled -source outputs associated
with the subset of coefficients {-yki I (k,i)eal. Let a  a denote the set of
r equations (r < q) obtained from (18) by omitting all equations of the
form fk' = 0. The set a a is referred to as a residual set of equations
obtained from

VIII. THEOREMS CONCERNING det Fa.6/ AND det Pw.45/

To each choice of 61 there corresponds a signal -flow graph characteri-
zation of the relation between yl and y2 of the type shown in Fig. 2
where the elements of the flow matrices analogous to A, B, C, and d
are independent of those literal coefficients 1.k i for which (k,i)E61, and
where the branch analogous to X is associated with the set of equations
a 61. Accordingly, each choice of 61 defines a set of controlled -source
interpretable equations j 61, a pair of determinants det F5.61 and det
tv.61 , and an initial state of the physical system [i.e., a system obtained
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by setting " 1 a = 0 for all (k,i) contained in (R]. The primary purpose
of this section is to derive some fundamental results that relate det
Fv.(111 and det F5.(5, respectively to det F5.61, and det Pw.di where (RI
and 0312 are any two subsets of ao . The set a610 = a is of interest
here only in that a  (RI and a (R are obtained from it in a prescribed
manner.

Our first objective is to relate dot F5.61 and det Pa.61 respectively to
det F5 and det Pa. Consider

Lemma V: Let A', B', C', and d' respectively denote the flow matrices in
Fig. 7 which correspond to A, B, C, and d in Fig. 2. Let 4), iv', A', B',
and C' be partitioned as follows:

1-41)11s
(D2 j(p - s)'

B' = [B1' B2'],

1. (q

11"" = (q - r)' A,- FAl's
LA2'_1(p - s)

C11 Cl2

C221 p - s)'
(q r)

and let all of the nonzero elements of (X - X0) be restricted to X, the
r X s submatrix standing in the upper left-hand corner. Then det Fo50
and del tvao respectively are equal to the determinant of the loop -difference
matrix and the determinant of the null loop -difference matrix for the branch
X in the flow graph of Fig. 9.

The proof follows at once from the expressions for det I'm and det
Eno in terms of d' and the submatrices of A', B' and C'. The details
are omitted.

Suppose now that the elements of AP and (I) are chosen so that all of
the coefficients -yki [(k,i) ca] are contained in the r X s submatrix in the

C'

Fig. 9 - Flow -graph relevant to Lemma V.

[
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upper left-hand corner of X, where s is the smallest integer for which
this is possible, and that Xo in Fig. 7 is obtained from X by replacing
the 7 ki[(k,i)ea] by zeros. It then follows from Lemmas II and V that
det Fee. = det F5.61 and det Eno = detPw.di . Thus a direct application
of Theorem III at this point proves

Theorem IV

det Fa
det Fa. ,j1 -

del Fa I -yki = 0
I (

(let
(let E5.dt

ki = 0
(k,i) eat

Note that det Fg.at and det Eg.61 are linear -fractional functions in each
of the -ykiRk,i)e011. This fact is often of assistance in evaluating the
determinants.

Now consider det

det

ki = 0 detand
(k,i)e61

yki = 0

Recall that these quantities are respectively the determinant of the loop -
difference matrix and the determinant of the null loop -difference matrix
for the branch X in Fig. 2 when -yki = Consequently it
follows from Lemma II, Lemma V, and the significance of a  CR* that:

det F5 yki = 0 det Fa.eitloyki = 0
(k,i)e61 (k,i)e61.

det F5.,51.1

det I -yki = 0 det Ea.dis
(k,i)ea

where
det F0.61. = 0

(k,i)E61.
and

det E.

yki= 0
(k,i ) F02.

det

7ki = 0
(k,i)eat

7kl =
0

,i) .

(19)

(20)

Tki 0
respectively

are equal to det F5.61. and det P5.61. evaluated from the flow graph or
directly from the circuit under the condition that -yki = 0 for all (k,i)
contained in 61. Theorem IV and identities (19) and (20) imply
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Theorem V: Let 611 and 612 denote two arbitrary subsets of (Ro . Then

det F5.612. yki = 0
del Fa. (R, (k,i)eat2
det 612 det = 0

(k,i)Eal

det Fa. 612 yki = 0
det Pa.a, (k,i) 01.2

det Pg. 2 det yki = 0
(k,i)edid

We wish now to focus attention on the particular situation in which
al and 612 are disjoint. We shall prove

Theorem VI: Let 0% and 61.2 be any two disjoint subsets of Sto . Then

detF.1_
det . cal yki = 0

(k,i)e612

det F5. m2 del Fa. ale

det Egati _
det Pv. (RI ykiyki

= 0

= 0
( k,i) eCit2

det l 5. 2det Pg. Gt -yki = 0
(k,i)eal

Consider Theorem V. Observe that here a(Ri and a.(R2 respectively
can be regarded as residual sets of equations obtained from a 61.2* and
a al... Formally, in accordance with the notation introduced earlier,
a.6l1 = (a 612*)  all and a 612 = (11*) (R2 . Using Theorem IV

Hence

det Fa. det F5.612.-
det Fs.e2. Tki = 0

det

det Fa.6,12.

(k,i)eai

-Ai = 0
( k,i ) 6612

'Yu = 0
- det FwAtiki = 0

(k,i)e612 (21)
(k,i)effti U 612

= det Fa. c1 = 0
(k,i)E612.
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Next let 6l = ( 611 U (R2)* and note that r5  013 = (aGII*)613
= ( a  dim  613 . Again using Theorem IV

det Fe. - det Fw.01,. - det Fe.a2.
61 ,

1

.

det F5.611. 'Yki = 0 det Fg.6/2. -yki = 0
(k,i) 013 (k,i)e(R3

Thus

det Ftf.61, "yki = 0 = det
(k,i)soRi U (R2

= det F6.012.

Yki= 0
(kMECRI U 612

yki= 0
(k,i)e(Ri U (R2 .

(22)

Finally, from (21), (22), (19) and the fact that (21) remains valid
when the subscripts 1 and 2 are interchanged, it follows directly that

det Fw.612* Tki = 0 det 'Yki = 0
(k,2) et% (k,i)c(R2

det F5.610 7ki = 0 det 1.612 yki = 0
(k,i)e(Ri (k,i) eati

when sal and (R2 are disjoint. It is obvious at this point that a similar
argument suffices to establish the second identity stated in the theorem.

It is worth stating explicitly the following direct corollary of Theorem
VI.

Corollary II: Let N1 and N2 be two arbitrary disjoint subsets of { 1, 2, , .

Let ai and 52 respectively denote the subsets of equations obtained from a
by including only those for which keN1 and keN2 . Then

detF51
det F51 yki = 0

keN2

det F52 det F52

del EN
det E

yki = 0
keN1

7ki=keN20
det det Yki = 0

EN1

The corollary is of utility in evaluating det F, and det Fv. when
det Fe, and det Pa, are known, since

det F5, -yki = 0 and det Ea, -yki = 0
keNI keN1

are often considerably easier to evaluate than det Fa, and det Ea, .
Of course similar remarks apply to Theorem VI. Frequently Theorem V
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also is useful in this respect. These results are generalizations of a theorem
due to Bode.'

The following factorization theorem can be obtained by repeated
applications of Theorem IV.

Theorem VII: Let [al , 612 , , (Rai denote any collection of disjoint
subsets of (Ro such that UL1 (Ri = (51.0 . Then

del F5 = det 1det 7ki = 0
i (k,i)eal

)1

det = det Pg.cgill det
i =2

-rk 0
(k,i)eCR'

where (Ri' = u 3 1 IR; .

Observe that det Fa is expressed as a product of ordinary loop -differ-
ences" when each 1314(i = 1, 2, , n) contains a single element.

IX. SOME SIMPLE APPLICATIONS OF THE THEORY

The first three examples relate to a specific vacuum -tube circuit that
has been considered by Truxal.6 He presents a detailed classical flow -
graph analysis.

9.1 An Application of Theorem I

To illustrate the application of Theorem I we shall compute the
driving -point impedance at port 2 of the circuit shown in Fig. 10 when
port 1 is short-circuited. The pertinent linear incremental model is
shown in Fig. 10. It is assumed that A1 = /12 = 20, rp1 = 7.7,2 = 10, and
R1,2 = R LIR ( R 1,1 R)-1 = 200.

Here we choose as the set a the two equations

ea = Alegi

eb = 1.12e02

Let 'I' = [ea , eb] and 1 = [egi , ed, where the superscript t indicates
transposition. Hence X = diag ,1221. It is a trivial matter to show that

w(0) - 440Rk + 4200
4.2Rk + 441

Recall that C is defined here by 43 = CV' where the elements of 'F are
treated as independent variables and port 2 is open -circuited. Similarly

= CV' when port 2 is short-circuited. An elementary analysis yields:
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Fig. 10 - Circuit diagram for the example.

-2.1Rk -2.1Rk -
4.2Rk + 441[ 4.2Rk + 441

4202+ 2.1)- i3[ -Rk((3 Rk(2$ - 2.1)
4.2Rk 4.2Rk ± 441

-Rk -21Rk
[ 22Rk + 210 22Rk + 210

-Rk(20/3 + 1) - 200$ 21Rk
21

- 1)

22Rk + 210 22Rk + 210

375

(23 )

The determinants det F5 = det [12 - CX] and det Pg = det [12 - OX]
can be evaluated in a particularly simple manner by exploiting the fact
that they are known at the outset to be linear -fractional functions in
Rh . We find that

det F5 -

det -

(88.2 - 840fl)Rk + 441
4.2Rk + 441

(462 - 8400$)Rk + 210
22Rk + 210

when 121 = /42 = 20. Therefore

w (ding [20,20]) = w(0)
det
det Fa

=200 (46.2 - 8400)Rk ± 21
(88.2 - 840$)Rk + 441

(24)

9.2 An Application of Corollary I

In this section let w(X) be the (port 1 to port 2) open -circuit voltage
transfer function for the circuit in Fig. 10, and let a, W, and  be
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chosen as in the last section. Our objective here is to evaluate the trans-
fer function in accordance with Corollary I which is obviously relevant.

Since C and det Fw have already been evaluated, consider the de-
termination of the pertinent flow matrices A and B. By inspection of
the circuit, A = [1,0]' and a simple calculation yields

-2Rk -2(Rk + 210)
1_4.2Rk + 441 ' 4.2Rk + 441

It follows that

det F = det [12 - (C - AB)X]

86.2Rk + 441
4.2Rk + 441

det

2Rk - 20(420)
4.2Rk + 441

Rk(40# + 42) + 8400f3 (46.2 - 40,3)Rk ± 441
4.2Rk + 441 4.2Rk + 441

(928.2 - 84013)Rk + 441 + 160,0000
4.2Rk + 441

Therefore from Corollary I, (24), and (25)

840Rk 160,0000
w(cliag [20,20]) - (88.2 - 8400)Rk + 441.

(25)

9.3 An Application of Corollary II

Consider the model in Fig. 11. Here let a denote the set of equations

= ,uiegi

RL,

rp

( I -13) R§..- .4 egg

/3R

ea = A2eo2

ek = Rkik

ea =Alegi eb =g2 eg2

Lk

eg, = -ek

rp 2

Fig. 11 - Linear model for the network in Fig. 10 when port 1 is short-circuited.
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and let al and a2 respectively denote the subsets

ea = /11eg1

ek =

eb = 122eg2

Truxal shows' that det F52 = 1 - [ -0.2 + (40/21)0]/4 when the
network parameters have the values given in Section 9.1. We wish
to determine the corresponding expression for det F51 using Corollary II.

By inspection of Fig. 11

det F51 iiRk=° = 1, clet 11'2') = 1 + 1 Rk
105

Thus

det 1- (88.2 - 840,3)Rk + 441
4.2Rk -1- 441

which of course is identical to the right-hand side of (24).

9.4 A Flow Graph Demonstration of Corollary II

Corollary II can be demonstrated by considering the flow graph in
Fig. 12. Let the determinants of the loop -difference matrices for the
branches Y1 and Y2 respectively be denoted by det F51 and det F52 .
Straightforward evaluation shows that

det F = det 1 - Y1[C1 + 1,i - Y2C2)-1Y2L])

det F52 = det ln - Y2[C2 L(1,, - YiCi)-lYIK]}

gi Y2

Fig. 12 - Flow -graph relating to the validity of Corollary IT.
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where n and m respectively are the number of rows of Y2 and the number
of rows of Y1.

The corollary implies that

det - Y1[C1 -I- K(1. - Y2C2)-1Y2L] } det [1. - 'Vied
det {1 - Y2[C2 ± L(1. - Y1C1)-'1'11(]) det [17, - Y2C2]

which can readily be verified independently with the aid of Lemma III.

9.5 Foster's Results Via Theorem I

As a final illustration of the theory we shall outline briefly an alterna-
tive proof of Foster's well-known results concerning the realizability
of two -element -kind one -ports.

Let an arbitrary passive RC one -port containing only resistors and q
parallel -RC combinations with capacitance and resistance values re-
spectively ck and (ack)-1 (k = 1, 2, , q) be characterized by the
driving -point admittance function y(s a), where a is real and posi-
tive. Let a denote the set of capacitor volt-ampere constraints: ik =
sc1e1 (k = 1, 2, , q) and consider the evaluation of y(s + a) in
accordance with Theorem I (some of the flow matrices in Fig. 2 may
not exist if a = 0).

lerom Theorem I and Lemma I, y( s a) can be expressed as

det [1, -
det [14 - sCICCd

where C1 = diag [(c1)4, (c2)4, , (0. Observe that here -C and
-0 are passive open -circuit resistance matrices. A moment's reflection
shows that A = Bt. Hence -C = -C D where D is a nonnegative
definite matrix of unit rank. With the aid of (26) and the following
theorem it becomes a simple matter to show that

sak
g(8) = go + +

k=1 S bk

where go , coo >= (); ak , bk >= 0 (4; = 1 , 2, ,cl

Theorem VIII: Let P and Q denote two nonnegative definite hermitian
matrices of order n; let Q have unit rank. Then

ri < p2 < r2  < p < r
where , p2 , , pn) is the set of eigenvalues of P and r1 , r2 , , r,,

is the set of eigenvalues of (P Q). Further, if p j(j = 1 , 2, , n) is an
eigenvalue of P of multiplicity m j(m 1), then pi is an eigenvalue of
(P Q) of multiplicity at least (mj - 1) and at most (mj + 1).

(26)
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The discussion in Appendix B shows that Theorem VIII is representa-
tive of more general results that can be proved by remarkably simple
arguments centering about Lemma IV. Eigenvalue inequalities of the
type discussed in the Appendix are ordinarily deduced from the extremal
properties of eigenvalues.8

APPENDIX A.

Proof of Lemma I

Since XIX2 = X, Lemma I is a direct consequence of the following
result.
Lemma A: I f D and E respectively are n X m and m X n ma-
trices, det [ln + DE] = det + ED].
We prove first that the lemma is true when D and E are square matrices.
Let D and E be p X p matrices. Then, if D is nonsingular,

det [1,, f) -E] = det [B-1(1 fok)13] = det [1, ED]. (27)

If fi is singular, it has a zero characteristic root, and hence there exists
a positive number an such that D 0-1, is nonsingular for all real
satisfying 0 < o- I

< vo . Thus when 0 < I o- < 0-0 ,

det (15 0-1,)k] = det[lpk(i5 + alp)]. (28)

Both sides of (28) are polynomials in a- of at most degree p. Further-
more these polynomials must be identical since they agree throughout
the real interval (0, 0-0). Therefore (28) is valid when a = 0.

Consider now the cases in which D and E are not square. Let
p = n,

=

11,

D 0

0 0 I m
=

n

rE 0 in

LO 0_n
and let the symbol 4. denote a direct sum of matrices. Observe that
det [1, DE] = det + DE) -j- 1,] = det [1. + DE], and that
det [lp ED] = det [(1, + ED) 1.] = det Elm + ED].

This proves the lemma.

APPENDIX B.

On the Eigenvalues of a Sum of Matrices: an Application of Lemma IV

In the following discussion M* and p(M) respectively denote the
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complex -conjugate transpose and the rank of an arbitrary matrix M.
Our principal result is

Theorem A: Let la, , a2 , , a,,} denote the set of eigenvalues of the hermi-
tian matrix A, where the first p eigenvalues vanish if A is of nullity p, and

-(apd-i)-1C - (ap+2)-' G C -(a)-1.
Let B denote a nonnegative definite hermitian matrix of unit rank and
order n; and let

det [1,,, s(A B)]k = lim det [1 sA]

Then - cc < k .0 and the set of eigenvalues of (A + B) can be written
as {c1 , c2 , , c,i} where

1. if 0 < k < 0 , the first p eigenvalues vanish and - (ap+i)-I
(cp+0 1 (ap+2)-1 -(a)-1

2. if -cc < < 0, the first p eigenvalues vanish and -(cp+1)-'
(ap+1)-1 (cp+2)-1 (ap+2)-1 --1 -1

3. if A; = 0, the first (p 1) eigenvalues
(cp+2)-1 < ---(ap+2)-1 C --(cp+3)-1 < -5 --(cu)-I

4. if k = 0, the first (p - 1) eigenvalues vanish and -(ep)'
(ap-Fi)-1< -(cp+0-1 < -(ap+2)-1 < < -(a)-1 -(c)-1.

Proof:
The statements relating to the number of vanishing eigenvalues of

(A + B) are a direct consequence of (i) p(A) = p(A B)
when 0 < I k < cc, p(A) = 1 p(A B) when lc = 0, and

p(A) = p(A B) - 1 when k = co

Consider now the real rational function in s:

y(s) - det [1 s(A B)]
det [1, sA]

It is well-known that there exist two unitary matrices P and Q such
that PAP -1 = diag [al , a2 , , ad and Q(A B)Q-1 = diag [c1 , c2 ,

, c] where the at and c, are real. Hence

y(s) = II (1 + sc1)(1

Consider the evaluation of y(s) in accordance with Lemma IV. Here
B can be written as DD* where D is an n -vector. Thus
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y(s) = 1 + sD*[1,L sAF'D

= 1 + sD*P-1[diag(1 sai , 1 sa2 , , 1 + sa.)]-'PD

= 1 + sH*diag[(1 , (1 + SO2),-1 , (1 sa)-11-1

s I hi 12= 1 + E (29)
i=i 1 + sat

where H = PD = [h1 , h2 , , k]'. The theorem is obviously true

when EL, I hi 12 = 0. Assume therefore that ELI I hi 12 > 0.

Observe that y'(s) > 0 for all real s such that I y(s)I < 00 , and that
the poles of y(s) are simple. Thus the interval on the real -axis of the
s -plane between two adjacent poles contains one and only one zero of
y(s). Note that when lim, y(s) = k > 0, the right -most critical
point of y(s) is a zero and that this critical point is a pole if - 00 <
k < 0. Similarly the left -most critical point is a zero if k = 00 or - 00 <
k < 0; it is a pole if 0 < k < 00 . The inequalities stated in the theorem
follow directly from these observations. The equal signs make provision
for possible coincident nonzero eigenvalues of A and (A + B). Note
that (29) implies that -00 < k < 00 .

The following corollary of Theorem A appears to be useful in the
study of linear dynamical systems.

Corollary A: Let A and r3 denote two hermitian matrices of order n, with
A nonnegative definite. Let {al , a2 , , (1) in which a1 < a2  < an
denote the set of eigenvalues of A; and let I,-1 , -2 'en) in which el

< 'On denote the set of eigenvalues of (A + Then

(74_0 Ci [1 ± (3 i it]

t, eii+ [1 i (n - a)]

where a = 1(7 , a = (7 - g) in which ? and "&" respectively are the
rank and signature of B.

Proof:
Consider Theorem A and assume that A is nonnegative definite. Then

either k > 0 or k = 00 [i.e., either p(A B) = p(A) or p(A B) =
p(A) 1]. Thus in either case, since the ci and at are nonnegative here,

al < c1 < a2 < e2  < an < en (30)

We may express B as ELI. Bt - D=.+1 Bt where the Bi are rank 1
nonnegative definite hermitian matrices. It is certainly true that ti does
not exceed the corresponding eigenvalue of A + E7=1Bi and is not less
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than the corresponding eigenvalue of A - . Hence by an
a -fold application of inequalities of the type (30) we obtain the upper
bound on ti stated in the corollary. If B in Theorem A were a nonposi-
tive definite matrix the inequalities in (30) would be reversed, and
hence a i3 -fold application of the inequalities suffices to establish the
lower bound on ti .

Our final result relates to eigenvalue multiplicities.

Theorem B: Let A and 13. be matrices of order n. Let A be similar to a di-
agonal matrix and let the rank of B be unity. Then if a is an eigenvalue of
A of multiplicity m(m > 1), a is an eigenvalue of (A B) of multiplicity
at least (m - 1). Further, if in addition A and B are hermitian, a is an
eigenvalue of (A + of multiplicity at most (m 1).

Proof:
Consider

g(s) - det [ln s(A
det [1n +

Since fi is of unit rank and A is similar to a diagonal matrix, the lemma
can be used, as in the proof of Theorem A, to show that g(s) has only
simple poles. This proves the first part of the theorem which is essen-
tially equivalent to the statement that if the dimensionality of the null -
space of Van A] is m, then the dimensionality of the null -space of
[a1n - (A + B)] is not less than (m - 1) [assuming that the Jordan
form of A is diagonal and El is of unit rank]. It is not difficult to produce
proofs of the result which are based on this interpretation.

If A and B are hermitian, g'(s) is either positive for all real s such
that g(s) I < 00 or is negative for all such s (we assume that g(s) 1),
since B must be either nonnegative definite or nonpositive definite. Thus
g(s) can have only simple zeros, from which the second part of the
theorem follows at once.
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On Overflow Processes of Trunk
Groups with Poisson Inputs and

Exponential Service Times

By A. DESCLOUX

(Manuscript received November 30, 1962)

Recurrence formulas for the Laplace transforms and the moments of the
interoverflow distributions are obtained under the assumptions that the
traffic offered is random (Poissonian) and that the service times are inde-
pendent of each other and have a common negative exponential law. Under
the same assumptions, it is also shown that the distribution of the nonbusy
period of a group of c trunks is identical to the interoverflow distribution of
a group of c - 1 trunks and that the distribution of the number of consecu-
tive successful calls is essentially a mixture of geometric distributions.
Processes obtained by superposing two or more overflow processes from
independent trunk groups are not of the renewal type because interoverflow
intervals are no longer independent. It is shown here that the correlation
between two consecutive interoverflow intervals of a composite overflow process
is always positive.

I. INTRODUCTION

When telephone networks are engineered, the loads offered to the
alternate routes cannot usually be assumed to be random (Poissonian)
and, in these cases, it is of considerable practical interest to determine
the characteristics of the traffic overflowing the trunk groups. In this
paper we shall be mainly concerned with the interoverflow distribution,
the term used here to designate the distribution of the time intervals
separating consecutive epochs at which calls find all trunks busy (over-
flow). We shall first show that the distribution of the nonbusy periods of
a group of c trunks is identical to the interoverflow distribution of a
group of c - 1 trunks and then obtain new recurrence formulas for the
Laplace transforms of the interoverflow distribution of a single trunk
group under the assumptions that: (a) the load submitted to the group
is random; (b) the service times are independent of each other and are

383
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all distributed according to the same negative exponential law; and (c)
the requests which are placed when all the trunks are busy are either
canceled or sent via some alternate route. As we shall see, these formulas
are much simpler than the expressions obtained by C. Palm (cf Ref. 1,
pp. 25-26, and Ref. 2, pp. 36-40) and are well suited to the computation
of the moments. Then, under the same three assumptions, we shall also
obtain the generating function of the probability distribution of the
number of consecutive successful calls or, in other words, of the number
of calls which are placed during a time interval whose end points coincide
with two consecutive overflows. From the form of this generating func-
tion we can then infer that the distribution of the number of consecutive
successful calls is essentially a mixture of geometric distributions.

In the remaining part of the paper we consider processes obtained by
superposing (pooling) overflow or, more generally, renewal processes.
In particular, it is shown that for processes obtained by superposition
of two or more overflow processes, the covariance between the lengths
of two intervals determined by three consecutive overflows is always
positive.

FORMULAS FOR THE MOMENTS OF THE INTEROVERFLOW

DISTRIBUTION.

Consider a group of c trunks and assume that :
i. the calls are placed at random (Poisson input);
ii. the service times are independent of each other and of the state

of the system and are distributed according to the negative exponential
law with mean 1; and

iii. calls arriving when all trunks are busy do not wait but are either
canceled or overflow to some other route (loss system).

Under these assumptions, the epochs at which overflows occur con-
stitute a renewal process. We note also that if at some instant t the c
trunks are busy, then the distribution of the time that elapses between
t and the first overflow occurring after t is the same as the distribution
of the intervals separating successive overflows. The cumulative distribu-
tion, Pc ( ), of these intervals will be called the interoverflow distribution.

Before proceeding, we recall the following definitions of the busy and
nonbusy periods: a busy period is a time interval during which all the
trunks are continuously busy, and a nonbusy period is a time interval
separating two consecutive busy periods. Under the present assumptions,
the distribution of the busy periods is the negative exponential law
with mean 1/c.
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Now, let yc(  ) be the Laplace transform of the derivative of Fc( ).
Then, as shown in Ref. 1, pp. 25-26, and Ref. 2, pp. 36-40,

'Ms) = D6(8)/Dc-F1(s) (1)

with

Dn(s) = 1 + t (71.)a-'s(s + 1) (s + j - 1)
1-1 .1

and a the demand rate. (Note that D(s) = c( -8,a) with c(  ,a) the
Poisson-Charlier polynomial of degree n and parameter a.)

The roots r1 , r2 , , re+i of Dc+1( ) are all negative and distinct so
that:

c+1

Fc(t) = E - exp (-34], ri = -si, i = 1, , c 1

where the coefficients ki , i = 1, , c + 1 are given by the relations:

kis,. IT (s; - s,) = a`+1/),( -s,), i = 1, 2, , c 1.
10 i

We shall now derive the distribution of the nonbusy period. To this
end, let us consider a busy period starting at time 0, say, and let T be
the epoch at which the next following overflow occurs. We distinguish
now between two cases:

1. At least one call is placed during the busy period under considera-
tion. In this instance, the conditional density function, f1(  ), of T has
the following expression:

f1(t) = (c + a) exp [- (c a)tl.

2. No call is placed during the busy period under consideration. In
this case, the interval T is made up of three independent subintervals,
namely, the busy period, the nonbusy period that follows it, and the
period that elapses from the time at which all the trunks are made busy
again to the occurrence of the first overflow. Since the distribution of
this last subinterval is also fie(  ), the conditional density function,
f2(  ), of T is then:

f2(t) = + a)
r,

J. I.
exp Oidlic(v - u)FAt - Oduclv

where Itc() is the density function of the nonbusy period and Fc'( )

is the derivative of Fc(  ).
Cases (1) and (2) occur with probabilities respectively equal to
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a/ (c + a) and c/(c a) and we have therefore:

t
F,(t) = a exp [- (c a)t] c i

L0 0

exp [-(c a)u]hc(v - u) F:(t - v) dudv.

Taking the Laplace transform on both sides of (2) yields:

(2)

a-as) = (c + a + s) -Ye(s)cojs) (3)

with goe( ) the transform of he( ). Hence, solving for (pc( ) , we find

coe(s) = (c + a + 8)/c - (a/c)Pas)]-1
(c a + s)De(s) - aDe+i(s)

cDc(s)

Since (cf Ref. 2, p. 38 and p. 83)

aDe÷i(s) = (c + a + 8)De(s) - cDe_i(s)

it follows that:

coc(s) - D
De(s)

which is the same as (1) with c replaced by c - 1. This shows that the
nonbusy period distribution of a group of c trunks is identical to the
interoverflow distribution of a group of c - 1 trunks with the same
demand rate and average service time. (Note also that, under the present
circumstances, the nonbusy period distribution remains unchanged if
the calls finding all trunks occupied are allowed to wait.)

We have, therefore:

co,(s) = 7c -1(s)

and (3) can be rewritten as follows:

7c(s) = a[c a + s - c7c-1(s)]-1. (4)

It is interesting to note that this recurrence formula is considerably
simpler than the one obtained by Palm,' namely,

"Ye(S) = 1)[1 - 7c -1(S) 'Yc-1(s 1)FI. (5)

The latter, however'', is valid for arbitrary recurrent input while (4) was
obtained under the stronger assumption that the input is Poissonian.
As one may expect, (4) can easily be obtained directly from (5). Indeed,
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the recurrences (cf Ref. 2, p. 38 and p. 83)

aDc÷i(s) = (c + a + s)De(s) - cDc_i(s)

and

imply that

7,_1-1(s + 1)

Dc+1(s) = Ws) [Di(s) - IV:Ms + 1)

Dc(s + 1) Dc+i(s) - De(s)
Dc_i(s + 1) Dr(s) - Dc -1(s)

1 (c ± a + s)Dc(s) - cDr-1(s) Dc(s)
a Dr(s) - Dc_i(s) Dc(s) - De_1(s)

1 (c ± a ± s) - c-yc_i(s)
a 1 - Tc--1.(s)

1

1 - 7,_4(s)

Equation (4) then follows by substituting this expression in

1 - 1 + 1 - 7c-1(8)
'MO 7,10 +

which is Palm's recurrence in the reciprocal form.
Equation (4) can be used to obtain recurrences for the moments of

the interoverflow distribution. Indeed, writing au(c) for the nth moment
of Fc(), we find upon taking the nth derivative on both sides of (4) :

d"
CI S7° -Ye

s) = -1 )"1.4 (C) = a -dn [c + a + s - cyc-i(s)].-o
ds"8-0

= Yn(fgi, , fgn)

where 17(fgi , , fg) is a multivariable Bell polynomial (cf Ref. 3,
p. 34-35 and p. 49) with:

= ( -1)kk!a-k

fh = 1 + - 1)
gk = (-1)k±icilk(c - 1), k > 1.

Since

kt.(0) = n!a-n, n = 0, 1, 2,

these relations can be used to compute the moments of the interoverflow
distribution recurrently. In particular, we have:

aµ1(c) = 1 + - 1) = Ei,c-1(a)
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where Ei,c(a), which is known as the first Erlang loss function, is the
probability that a call is placed when all trunks are busy and is
therefore cleared from the system. For n = 2, 3 and 4 we have the follow-
ing recurrences:

aµ2(c) = 2a/112(c) + c122(c - 1)

aµ3(c) = 6a1/13(c) 6011(c)µ2(c - 1) + ci.13(c - 1)
a21,4(c) 24a2/214(c) + Mac Ju12(c)122(c - 1) + 6c2A22(c - 1)

+ 8 ac 111(c)1.13(c - 1) + ac A4(c - 1).

Finally we note that repeated use of the first of these relations yields
the following expression for the second moment:

p2(c) = 2 E /212(c - n)
n =0 an

with (c)0 = 1 and (c)n = c(c - 1) (c -n 1).

III. DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE SUCCESSFUL CALLS

In this section we consider a group of c indexed trunks with calls
always assigned to the free trunk having the lowest index. The calls
which find the first m trunks busy will be referred to as m -overflows,
and those which are placed when at least one of the first m trunks is
free will be said to be m -successful. (c -successful calls are simply said to
be successful.)

We shall designate by F,n(.) the cumulative distribution of the time
interval separating two consecutive m -overflows and by 13,(t,n) the
probability that exactly n - 1 calls are m -successful during a time inter-
val of length t whose end points coincide with two consecutive epochs
at which m -overflows occur.

Taking the average service time as unity, we have then the following
recurrence:

Pc(t,n) dFc(t) = e-tPc_i(t,n) dFc_1(t)

ft (1 - e-u)13,(t - u,n - k)Pc_i(u,k) dFc(t - u) dFc_1(u). (6)
k=1 0

Indeed, let us assume that a c -overflow occurs at time 0. Then the event
"the first c -overflow after time 0 occurs in the interval (t,t At) and
there are n - 1 successful calls during (0,t)" can be split as follows:

i. The first c -overflow after time 0 occurs during (1,1 + At); the call
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being served by the cth trunk at time 0 does not terminate before t;
and the number of (c - 1) -successful calls is equal to n - 1. The proba-
bility of this event is equal to

C`Pc_1(t,n)6.Fc_1(t) o(Lit).

ii. The first (c - 1) -overflow after time 0 occurs during (u,u + Au),
u < t; the first c -overflow after time 0 occurs during (t,t + At); the
call being served by the cth trunk at time 0 terminates before u; and
the number of (c - 1) -successful calls during (0,u) is equal to k - 1,
while the number of c -successful calls during (u,t) is equal to n - k - 1,
k = 1, , n - 1. The probability of this event is, in first approxima-
tion:

(1 - e-u)Pc(t - u,n - k)Pc_i(u,k)AFic(t - u)Afec_i(u).

Equation (6) is then obtained by summing up these probabilities and
then passing to the limit (Du -> 0, At -> 0) and integrating with respect
to u (0 <u t).

Now write:

xc(x,w) = E x. e'"Pc(t,n) dlec(t).
n=1 0

Then (6) implies:

Ac(x,w) xc_1(x,w + 1)
1 - Xc_1(x,w) Xc_1(x,w + 1)

which is of the same form as Palm's recurrence (5). (Note that while
(5) holds for arbitrary recurrent input, (7) is valid only when the input
is Poissonian.)

Clearly, Xc(x,w) can be written as a ratiot:

Nc(x,w) - Dc(x,w)
(8)

Dc,..1_1(x,w)

Substituting this expression in (7), we find that

Dc4.1(x,w) - Dc(x,w) Dc(x,w) - Dc_i(x,w)
Dc(x,w + 1) De_i(x,w + 1)

(7)

(9)
Do(x,w) - Do(x,w)

Do(x,w + 1)
f The method used here to solve (7) is formally identical to the one used in Ref.

2 to solve Palm's recurrence (5).
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Setting Do(x,w) = 1, which is not a restriction of the generality, we
obtain, using (9) :

Do(x,w) [Do(x,w) - 1]1),(x,w + 1), r >= 1. (10)

We note that:

X0(x,w) = e -"x dF0(t) = ax f exp [-t(a w)] dt -f
so that: Do(x,w) = (w a)/ax.

Solving now (10) recurrently, we find:

ax
w ± a

1

An(X,W) = 1 +E m [a(1 - x) w (k - 1)].

From this, it follows that the probability generating function, Hc( ),
of the number of successful calls between two consecutive c -overflows, is

H0(x) - X,(x'0) 1 Dc(x,0)
x x Dc_Fi(x,0)

with

An(x,o) = + (m) fi [a(ax k=1
1 X) + (1c - 1)].

These relations can be expressed in a simpler manner. Indeed (cf
Ref. 2, p. 83):

axD.+1(x,0) = (m a)Dm(x,0) - mD,_4(x,0)

and, with the notation Nm(x) = (ax)"T,(x,0), we have, therefore:

Hc(x) = a .Arc(),
iv c+ikx)

where:

and

No(s) 1, N1(x) = a

N,+i(x) = (m a)Nm(x) - cam N:-i(x). (11)

The polynomials N,() have the following properties which are im-
mediate consequences of (11):

i. N,(x) > 0 for x 0, m = 0, 1, 2, .

ii. the degree v = v(m) of N,(  ) is the integral part of m/2.
iii. The coefficients of x°, x', , x" in N,(x) are alternately positive
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and negative. Taking (ii) into account, it then follows, as x tends to
00, that N,(x) tends to 00 if v(m) is even and to - 00 if v(m) is odd.

Repeated application of (11) yields:

(m ± a - 2)N7.1.1(x) fax[m(m ± a - 2) ± (m ± a) - 1)]

- (n/ + a) (m + a - 1) (m + a - 2))/1r,_1(x) (12)

(m + a) (m - 1) (m - 2) (ax)2Nm_3(x) = 0.

Using (12) and the properties (i)-(iii) of the polynomials N,(  ), it
is easily shown by consideration of the signs that N,() has v(m)
distinct roots which are positive and separated by the v(m) - 1 roots
of N,_2(  ), m = 4, 5, . Let now x1 < x2 <  < xv0+0 be the
roots of N.14(  ). Then the generating function He  ) is of the form:

p(c-F1)
X

He (x)= yo + E yti(1 -
i=1 xi

where 'yo = 0 if c is odd and 'yo > 0 if c is even, and where the constants
yi , i = 1, , v(c + 1) are strictly positive.

Consequently, f the distribution of the number of successful calls is
a mixture of v(m) distinct geometric distributions when c is odd; when
c is even, the distribution of the number of successful calls is a mixture
of v(m) + 1 distributions, one of the latter being the distribution with
probability mass 1 at the origin and the remaining ones being distinct
geometric distributions.

Finally, we note that the recurrences

axD,.+1(x,w) = (m w a)Dm(x,w) - mD,_1(x,w)

and

D,+1(x,w) = D,(x,w) [Di(x,w) - 1.]1),(x,w + 1)

allow us to write (7) in the simpler form

Xc(x,w) = ax[c + a w - cXe_1(.1*,w)]-1

Hence, we also have

1-/c(x) = a[c a - czlie_1(x)]-1

which may be used to compute the moments of the distribution of the
number of consecutive successful calls recurrently.

f Since H.() is analytic for I x I < 1, it follows that the roots xi , x2 , ,

x,.(c.f.i) are all larger than 1.
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IV. COVARIANCE BETWEEN LNTEROVERFLOW INTERVALS

Under the assumptions made here, the overflow process of a single
trunk group is of the renewal type. The processes obtained by super-
posing two or more such processes (called here composite overflow
processes) do not, however, have this property because successive inter -
overflow intervals are no longer independent. We shall now prove
that the correlation between two consecutive interoverflow intervals
of a composite overflow process is always positive.

Let us consider n trunk groups G1 , G2 , , Gn(n 2), of sizes c1 ,

c2 cn respectively, and let Ai be the (random) load offered to Gi .
Let us now place ourselves at an overflow epoch and suppose that the
overflow call in question comes from group G1 . Let also U and V be the
two consecutive interoverflow intervals separated by the overflow under
consideration. Then, by an argument similar to one used by Cox
and Smith,' it follows that:

Pr [U u, V ?_-; 2)] = [1 - (u)]

. (13)
. [1 - (v)] fi f - Ficx) dx

i=2 u+v

where Fi( ) is the cumulative interoverflow distribution of G i (con-
sidered by itself) and

= f0

[Equation (13) implies that the process obtained by superposing con-
tinuous renewal processes is itself a renewal process if and only if all
the distributions Fi(  ) are negative-exponentials. An overflow process
is therefore of the renewal type if and only if n. =

Under the present assumptions we have :2
c j-1- 1

F i(x) = E aii[l - exp ( x > 0
j=1

F i(x) = 0, x < 0

where aq > 0, si; > 0,j = 1, , ci ± 1,i = 1, 2, , n, and

E ai; = 1
j=1

ci+i aii
= Jli .

j=1 Sij

Upon substituting (14) into (13) we find that:

(14)
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Pr [U u, V > v]

1 pi
e= al; exp ( -so) g al; exp ( -so))

r ci-1-1

II ai; exp ( -sifs) dx
i=2 u+v L

,

= au; exp ( -suu) E al; exp ( -si;v)

1ail
 11

Ci+

exp [-si;(u v)]]
i=2 j=1 sij

1 cl-I-1

=
MI

Eau exp( -so)] [ E al; exp (-81;v)
J=1 J=1

(15)

E*a2J2a3J3  aninexp [-(`s212 + s373 +  + s.1.)(11 + v)]
3212s313 Snit,

where the summation E* is to be extended over all (n - 1)-tuples
(j2, , j.) arising when multiplying out

n ci+i

i=2 L J

From here on we shall use the letter J as a generic symbol for any one
of these (n - 1) -tuples.

Integrating now (15) with respect to u and v yields:

Cf
with:

and

Pr [U u, V v] du. dv =Ml E* mi(J)Ri2(J)

) a252 an.in = (j2, .in)
8252 snit,'

ci+1 al;
RI(J) =

SiE1=1 '1 I S212 ± 

We also note that:

+ s.J) J = (j2, ,,in)

ul = f [1 - Fi(u)][fl fe° 1 F i(x) dxii du
0 i=2 u

1

= E* mi(J)  Ri(J).
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When the overflow call separating the two intervals U and V is from
group Gi, i 1, we define Mi, mi(J) and Ri(J) to have the meaning
corresponding to M1, mi(J) and R1(J), respectively. Let also Pi be the
probability that the separating call is from group G. Then with A denot-
ing the average length between successive overflow calls and Cov(U,V)
standing for the covariance between U and V, we have:

Pi= 2_, , * ?ni(J) ni(J)

and

Cov(U,V)Di= E E* micenni2(J) -
1V-1 i

We note now that :

Pi E* mi(J) Pi(J) - iTi-1 MiL !Lt
= E _ E* )10J - 2i.t2 + 9 iE E*

2 =

Therefore, since:
ek+1

E* mi(J) = E [akj exp (
j=1

160 i

(16)

we obtain, upon substituting this last expression in (16):

PiCov(U,V) = E* n1.(J)[Ri(i) - O. ( 17)
i=1 /II

In order to complete the proof, we have to show that the equality
sign in (17) cannot hold when n > 1. This, however, is an immediate
consequence of the fact that the si/s occurring in F1() are then all
distinct.

V. SOME ADDITIONAL PROPERTIES

It is stated in Ref. 4 that the processes obtained by superposing n
identical renewal processes tend usually to renewal processes with
negative -exponential distributions as n tends to infinity. To get an idea
about the speed of that convergence, we shall examine how fast the
correlation between two consecutive intervals, U, V, determined by
three consecutive arrival epochs tends to zero (arrival epoch = epoch
at which a renewal occurs in any one of the n processes).

Let F(.) be the cumulative distribution function of the intervals
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separating pairs of consecutive renewal epochs from the same process.
Under some mild restrictions, namely that F() and its first derivative
are continuous in some closed interval [O, 6], S > 0, it can be shown that:

lim n3Cov( U,V) = (18)

where 7, a constant, is strictly positive if F'(0) > 1, strictly negative
if F'(0) < 1, and zero if F'(0) = 1. [Here F'(0) has to be understood
as being the right-hand derivative of F() at 0.] Further:

Cov(U,V) = 0(n-4), n--* 00, when F'(0) = 1. (19)

Let Var(X) stand for the variance of X and p(X,Y) for the coeffi-
cient of correlation of X and Y.

We have here Var( U) = Var( V) and

lim n2Var(U) = cr

where CI is a strictly positive constant.
We have, therefore:

lhn n  p(U,V) = k (20)
ri

where k, a constant, is strictly positive if 1,"(0) > 1, strictly negative
if F'(0) < 1, and zero if F'(0) = 1. Further:

p(U,V) = 0(n-2), n 00, when F'(0) = 1. (21)

We proceed now with the proof of (18) and (19). Assuming that
EU = EV = 1, we have:

Cov(U,V) + n-2 = f cc' f [1 - F(u)][1 - F(v)] exp [(n - 1)H(u v)1

dudv
with'

H(x) = log f [1 - F(t)] dt.

Let now u = (y z)/2, v = (z - y) /2. Then:
Cov(U,V) + n-2

lowexp [(n - 1)H(z)] fz1 - F z+ 111 -1,z
2

dzdy.
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We note, however, that:

x log f'
x- (i+,)

[1 - F(t)] dt = - 10(xl-') 1, 0 E <

so that:

Cov(U,V) n-2
0

exp [(n - 1)H(z)]

. 1[1 _ 111 -F lidz  dy
0

f ( n-1)- 0+. )

0

exp [(n - 1)H(z)] [z - F'(Oz)z2 0(z3)1dz

0<0<1, 0 E <

Upon expanding exp (n - 1)H(z) and making the substitution t =
(n - 1)z, we find:

Cov(U,V) + n-2

1 ci Pi (0' t/n - 1) - 1
(n - 1)2 Jo 2

12 -t' 0(n 2 )}[t - F'(0t/n - 1) t2
t30(n,-2)n - 1 n - 1

where 0 0' 1.

We can therefore conclude that:

Cov(U,V)
1 2F1(0) 3[F"(0) - 1] 1

(n - 1)2 (n - 1)3 + (n - 1)3 - n2

=
F1(0) - 1
(n - 1) 3 + 0(n-4).

This relation implies (18) and (19)
Finally, we shall state the following three properties:
i. If F() is the uniform distribution, then Cov(U,V) < 0 for all

values of n (> 2).
ii. For any given n( 2), it is always possible to choose F() in such

a way that the correlation between U and V vanishes while the variables
U and V are not independent.

iii. Let n = 2 and assume that:
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X <

a < x <
a

where ap - p) = 1.
Then Cov( U,V) = 0 if and only if

6pa(1 - a)2 8(pa)2(1 - a) + 2(pa)2(pa - 1) - 1 = 0
When this condition is satisfied, p(U ,V) = 0 although U and V are
dependent.
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Solar Cell Degradation under 1-Mev
Electron Bombardment

By W. ROSENZWEIG, H. K. GUMMEL and F. M. SMITS
(Manuscript received July 23, 1962)

The effect of radiation damage on the important parameters of solar cells
has been evaluated for groups of blue -sensitive n -on -p, normal p -on -n, and
blue -sensitive p -on -n cells using 1-Mev electrons. The outer space short
circuit current, maximum power, junction characteristic, and spectral
response are presented quantitatively as a function of radiation flux along
with the bulk minority -carrier diffusion length.

The rate of change of inverse squared diffusion length with flux is found
to be 1.22 X 10-8 for the p -on -n cells, as compared to 1.7 X 10-40 for the
n -on -p. The degradation of the spectral response is consistent with the meas-
ured diffusion length for both types of cells if one assumes a total effective
front layer of 1 µ thickness for the p -on -n cells.

As a result of the less rapid degradation of their minority -carrier life-
time, the n -on -p cells exhibit a greater resistance to radiation than the
p -on -n cells. Comparing only the two types of blue -sensitive cells, after pro-
longed bombardment, the flux ratios required to achieve equal values of
short-circuit current and maximum power are 17 and 9.5 respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

The high-energy electron and proton radiation in the Van Allen Belt
produces defects in semiconductors which cause a reduction in solar
cell power output. This raises immediately the problem of assessing the
expected useful life of the power plant of a satellite that passes through
this radiation belt. The life is the time for which the power plant is
capable of delivering the electrical power necessary for successful
operation of the satellite.

For an evaluation one has to determine the maximum power point
under outer space solar illumination after various amounts of bom-
bardment by protons of differing energies and by electrons of differing
energies, with various thicknesses of shielding over the cells. Such

399
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information may then be synthesized to yield the expected performance
for a given Van Allen Belt spectrum under given shielding conditions.
An attempt at a direct experimental investigation of these relations
has the disadvantage of being exceedingly complex and involved. How-
ever, the complexity of this problem can be significantly reduced by
recognizing that the solar cell performance is strongly dependent on the
minority -carrier lifetime in the bulk of the material. This minority -
carrier lifetime is ordinarily the most radiation -sensitive parameter in a
semiconductor, and a solar cell will, practically speaking, be useless
due to minority -carrier lifetime degradation before any of the other
determining parameters are significantly affected by radiation.

The performance of a given type of solar cell after irradiation is deter-
mined almost entirely by the minority -carrier lifetime remaining after
the irradiation, rather than by the type of radiation responsible for the
lifetime degradation. The different radiations might cause degradations
that lead to differences in temperature dependence of the solar cell per-
formance. However, such differences, if present, can be expected to be
unimportant for most practical applications.

These considerations imply that relative damage rates can be estab-
lished for protons and electrons of various energies, from which the
radiation damage due to the complex particle spectrum in the Van
Allen Belt can be related to the radiation damage under any one mono -
energetic radiation.

The problem can thus be divided into two broad studies. One is the
detailed study of the solar cell characteristics, i.e. short-circuit current,
maximum power, etc., as a function of exposure to a conveniently
available monoenergetic radiation. The other is an investigation of the
relative damage rates for the various radiations, from which a mono -
energetic flux can be derived which is equivalent in radiation damage
to the complex Van Allen spectrum.

With the over-all solar cell performance depending on a variety of
process variables, a statistical experiment is advisable for the first part
so that the effects of variations in solar cell structure are averaged.

For the investigation of the relative damage rates for the various
radiations it is desirable to study the degradation of the minority -
carrier lifetime, or of a quantity that is directly related to the minority -
carrier lifetime, such as the minority -carrier diffusion length. Since this
quantity is a bulk property of the material one is concerned with only
one variable. In addition, since all the solar cell parameters are smoothly
varying functions of the diffusion length, and the diffusion length varies
with flux in a known way [see (1) below], one can perform useful inter-
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polations and extrapolations on the values of the parameters to extremely
low and high radiation fluxes.

This paper is devoted to the first part of such an over-all evaluation,
i.e. the determination of the degradation of the important cell parame-
ters on bombardment with radiation of one kind. It describes an experi-
ment in which solar cell performance as a function of 1-Mev electron
irradiation was investigated for samples large enough to give good sta-
tistical results. For comparison blue -sensitive n -on -p solar cells, blue -
sensitive p -on -n, and normal p -on -n solar cells were studied.

First the details of the electron irradiations are given, followed by a
general description of the performance tests at the various stages of the
bombardment. The final sections summarize the results and give the
conclusions of the experiment.

II. ELECTRON IRRADIATIONS AND DIFFUSION LENGTH MEASUREMENTS

The evaluation of solar cell performance was carried out with a 1-Mev
electron Van de Graaff generator with the external beam scattered by a
total of 5.5 mils of aluminum and 5 inches of air. Groups of 16 or more
solar cells of the following types were used:

1. Blue -sensitive n -on -p cells produced by the Western Electric
Company. These cells were randomly selected from a lot of 10,000 cells
having an efficiency greater than 7.5 per cent under outer space light.

2. Normal p -on -n cells secured from a commercial source and rated
as 14 per cent efficient under tungsten light.

3. Blue -sensitive p -on -n cells secured from a commercial source
rated as 12 per cent efficient under outer space light.

To achieve uniform exposure for all cells, the solar cells were mounted
near the perimeter of an aluminum disc which was continuously rotated
during the irradiations in such a way that the cells passed through the
center of the beam. The electron beam intensity was calibrated with a
vacuum Faraday cup located on the beam axis at the same distance from
the beam exit window as that at which the cells were irradiated. The
irradiation duty cycle on the rotating wheel was measured by using a
prebombarded solar cell as radiation intensity monitor' measuring the
integrated exposure per turn referred to the center of the beam. The
purpose of the prebombardment was to keep the cell diffusion length
from changing during the measurement. The exposures were monitored
with the Faraday cup positioned near the edge of the wheel off the beam
axis.

The cells were irradiated in five steps to integrated fluxes of 1.8 X 10's,
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9.0 X 10's, 5.4 X 10'4, 2.7 X 10'5, and 1.8 X 1016 electrons/cm2. Before
the first and after each successive bombardment the cells were subjected
to optical and electrical measurements by methods described in the next
section. In addition to these measurements the minority -carrier diffusion
length was also determined for each cell by measuring the short-circuit
current response of the solar cells under a low intensity 1-Mev electron
beam filtered by 12 mils of aluminum placed directly over the cell?
Under this condition excess carriers are generated uniformly throughout
the bulk of the cell at a rate of 225 pairs/,u per incident electron. Except
at very short diffusion lengths as discussed below, the short-circuit
current thus obtained is proportional to the diffusion length.

These diffusion length measurements permit a correlation between
the results reported here and the radiation damage effects of other
radiations.

III. MEASUREMENT OF SOLAR CELL PARAMETERS AND OUTER SPACE
CALCULATIONS

The ultimate criterion for the performance of a solar power plant is
the power it can deliver after a substantial exposure to radiation,
regardless of the initial performance. This requires that the absolute
performance of the solar cells under outer space illumination be studied.
To permit the performance of such tests in the laboratory a solar cell
test facility has been developed which is described in detail elsewhere.'

Prior to bombardments and after each bombardment step, all cells
were tested in this facility. A set of control cells was kept with the cells
under study and received the same handling except for the bombard-
ments. These control cells were tested, interspersed among sample cells,
each time the sample cells were tested. In this way, the stability of the
test facility was monitored and corrections for small drifts could be
applied. The largest corrections necessary amounted to about 1 per cent.

In the test facility the quantum efficiency, defined as electrons
delivered into a short circuit per incident photon, is measured at eight
wavelengths between 0.4 and 0.95 11. Also, under a "white light" source
of intensity approximately equal to outer space sunlight, short-circuit
current, open -circuit voltage, and voltage across a 10 -ohm load are
measured. These quantities define the forward current -voltage charac-
teristic of the diode. Some additional tests, such as a reverse leakage
measurement, and the cell voltage for a 50 -ma injected forward cur-
rent in the dark are also performed.

The results of these measurements are automatically recorded on
IBM cards and processed on an IBM 7090 computer.
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The outer space short-circuit current is computed from the quantum
efficiencies. The remainder of the measurements are used to obtain the
output characteristics of the cell corresponding to the Outer space
illumination and the maximum power point. Averages of the results are
formed for each group. Generally, only these averages are quoted in
the following section.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the various measurements are presented in Figs. 1-11.
A plot of the mean diffusion length in microns as a function of the
integrated electron flux is given in Fig. 1. The limits placed around each
point indicate not the experimental error but the rms deviation from
the mean of the measured quantity for the given sample. It is to be
noted that the deviation for the n -on -p cells becomes smaller as the
flux is increased, indicating that the damage rates are quite similar for
the cells in the entire sample.
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The diffusion length is expected to decrease according to the equation

K(I)

in which (13 is the bombardment flux in cm -2, L is the diffusion length in
cm for that flux, and Lo is the initial diffusion length. Equation (1) is an
expression of the fact that the recombination rate of the excess minority
carriers at any point in the bombardment is proportional to the initial
number of recombination centers present plus the number introduced
during the bombardment, the latter being proportional to the flux.
The solid curve passing through the points for the n -on -p cells was com-
puted using (1) with Lo = 119 IA and K = 1.7 X 10-'0.

The experimental points for the p -on -n cells can be fitted, as shown
in the dashed curve, by assuming a sensitive thickness consisting of
the bulk diffusion length, as given by the solid line, and a one -micron
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thickness which represents the sum of the depletion layer and the
sensitive region of the front layer. The solid curve was computed from
(1) with Lo = 14Gµ and K = 1.22 X 10-8. Capacitance measurements
indicate a depletion layer thickness of 0.5 µ, leaving 0.5 µ for the front
layer, which appears reasonable.

It is instructive to plot the deviation of the degradation constants K
for the individual cells as compared to the median value. Such a plot is
shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the n -on -p cells show a tighter
distribution than the p -on -n cells. This suggests that there may be an
uncontrolled variable in the bulk n -type material which affects the
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sensitivity to particle radiation. This variable could possibly be the
oxygen content of the material.

For the three types of solar cells the predicted mean outer space
short-circuit current as a function of electron flux is given in Fig. 3.
The results show that the radiation resistance of n -on -p cells is higher
than that of p -on -n cells. The two types of cells reach the same short-
circuit current for more than a factor of fifteen in electron exposure,
which holds in spite of the fact that the n -on -p has initially a lower
short-circuit current. This may be understood, qualitatively, by noting
the greater rapidity with which the quantum efficiency, Figs. 4-6,
degrades at the red end of the spectrum for the p -on -n cells as compared
to the n -on -p. These curves also point out the significance of the spec -
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Crum of the light source used to evaluate short circuit current
degradation.

A better insight into the short-circuit current degradation may be
obtained from the plots in Figs. 7-9. These show the measured contri-
butions to the total short-circuit current for outer space sunlight falling
into the indicated wavelength intervals as a function of bombardment
flux. Since these contributions were measured by means of narrow -band
filters centered in the indicated intervals one can compare the results
with theoretical computations for monochromatic light.4 The solid curves
are the results of such computations carried out by means of (2) nor-
malized to the initial experimental short circuit current contribution.
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[
aixj

e
Ii --= iNi (i -eajzF) -I-- (2)

1 1 4/-7.1, + Kc
ai

Ii = short-circuit current contribution for the ith wavelength.
ai = absorption coefficient for the ith wavelength.
xF = the effective front layer thickness for the collection of carriers

produced by penetrating radiation.
xj = junction depth.
'Ni = normalization factor for the ith wavelength.
In (2), the first term within the large brackets represents the contri-

bution due to carriers collected from the total front layer, and the second
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the contribution from the bulk. The effective thickness x, is expected
to be independent of wavelength only as long as aix, << 1. Thus, a
comparison of the experimental points with (2) was made only for
wavelengths greater than 0.65 µ. This wavelength region is the one in
which the greatest changes are produced by radiation. The agreement
between the theoretical model and the experimental points is noted to
be good.

The predicted maximum power for outer space sunlight as a function
of flux is given in Fig. 10. The decrease in maximum power with bom-
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bardment is caused not only by the decrease in short-circuit current,
but also by the degradation of the junction. A measure of the amount
of this degradation is the decrease in the open -circuit voltage corre-
sponding to a fixed short-circuit current. Fig. 11 is a plot of the open -
circuit voltage corresponding to a short-circuit current of 50 ma as a
function of 1-Mev electron flux.

These results may be analyzed by noting that over a limited range,
the voltage -current relationship for the cell can be expressed by the
formula

I ecq 1"/ n k T) (3)

where I is the short-circuit current, n is some number equal to or
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greater than one, and /0 is a saturation current. /0 increases as the
minority -carrier lifetime decreases, causing the maximum power to
decrease even for a fixed short-circuit current. /0 varies as 7-74 with
m = or m = 1 depending on whether the saturation current is dif-
fusion limited or due to space charge recombination, respectively.

At sufficiently high fluxes the inverse lifetime is proportional to the
flux, so that the slopes in Fig. 11 yield the values 2.3 mnkT. The slope
for the n -on -p cells is 27 my/decade and for the p -on -n 30 my/decade.
Both of these values are consistent with the pair of values m
n r=-' 1. One can thus conclude that as far as the variation of diode
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characteristics with radiation damage is concerned, the solar cells
behave as ideal diodes with diffusion -limited saturation currents (at
current densities comparable to outer space short circuit currents).

Since the diffusion length variation with radiation follows a simple
functional relation, its study is very suitable for finding relative radia-
tion damage rates among different radiations. In essence, one needs to
measure the K -values, as defined above, for protons as a function of
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energy, and for electrons as a function of energy and shielding thickness.
The irradiation flux for each particle energy and shielding condition
can then be converted to an equivalent 1-Mev electron flux by multi-
plying by the ratio of the K -values. This ratio can be termed as the
"relative effectiveness" of the radiation with respect to the reference
radiation, 1-Mev electrons in this instance. Thus, for example, if R(E)
is the ratio of K for n -on -p cells as a function of proton energy to K
for 1-Mev electrons, and (1)(E) is the Van Allen Belt proton spectrum,
averaged over some satellite orbit and shielding condition, in protons/
(cm2sec Mev), then

CO

fR(E)(E) dE (3)

where (Pe is the equivalent 1-Mev electron flux density in electrons/
(cm2 sec). All the figures contained in this report may then have their
flux scales converted to time scales. It is to be noted, however, that such
a conversion is not the same for n -on -p and p -on -n cells, because the
ratio of proton to electron damage is different for n -type and p -type
material.

V. CONCLUSION

The effect of radiation on the important parameters governing the
performance of solar cells has been evaluated for three classes of cells
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using 1-Mev electrons. The outer space short-circuit current, maximum
power, junction characteristics, and spectral response have been pre-
sented quantitatively as a function of radiation flux along with the bulk
minority -carrier diffusion length. The importance of the latter quantity
is stressed as the unifying parameter which allows one to reduce fluxes
of other types of radiation to equivalent fluxes of 1-Mev electrons.

In addition to supplying detailed engineering information, the results
allow one to conclude the following:

The degradation in quantum efficiency at the longer wavelengths is
quantitatively explained by the decrease in bulk minority -carrier
diffusion length. The relatively small change in quantum efficiency at
the short wavelengths suggests that surface recombination velocity and
minority -carrier diffusion length in the front layer are not changed
significantly by the radiation. The decrease in maximum power output
is mainly due to the decrease in collection efficiency but to a smaller
degree also to a degradation of the junction. The latter varies under
forward bias with lifetime as an ideal diode with diffusion limited
saturation current at current densities comparable to outer space con-
ditions. The average relative fluxes required to achieve equal values for
some of the parameters after prolonged bombardment, comparing only
blue -sensitive cells, are shown in Table I.

TABLE I

Parameter
Flux Ratio

(n -on -p relative to p -on -n)

Maximum power 9.5
Short circuit current 17
Diffusion length 72
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A Further Discussion of Stimulated
Emission of Bremsstrahlung

By DIETRICH MARCUSE

(Manuscript received December 10, 1962)

In an earlier paper' we proved the existence of stimulated emission of
bremsstrahlung for electrons moving in the vicinity of nuclei. However, no
estimate of the available power was given at that time.

This paper extends the theory to the fourth order of perturbation theory,
which allows one to estimate the available power from this process. We find
that the available power increases proportional to the fifth power of the fre-
quency, and that one might obtain power in the order of one watt at a fre-
quency of 1000 gigacycles. The oscillation condition at these high frequencies
is met by the passage of many slow electrons through a dense assembly of
ions or atoms. Although these conditions are uncommon, stimulated emission
of bremsstrahlung may play a role at microwave frequencies in very high
current semiconductor experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

In an earlier paper' we showed that stimulated emission of bremsstrah-
lung exists. This statement has the following meaning. Bremsstrahlung
is the radiation which an electron emits by passing in the vicinity of a
nucleus. We demonstrated that the emitted power into a specific mode
of the radiation field is proportional to the energy density in that mode,
which shows that we have indeed stimulated emission of radiation. It
has to be expected that the emitted power can not be strictly propor-
tional to the energy density, but that it must depend on the energy
density in some nonlinear fashion. If this were not the case, the oscilla-
tion would not reach saturation and the energy density in the cavity of
the oscillator would build up indefinitely. If we knew the nonlinear
dependence of the emitted power on the energy density, we could predict
the power output of a practical device.

Since it is very hard to find an exact solution of the problem, we will
give an approximation by finding the next higher approximation of the
perturbation theory, which will give us a term proportional to the square

415
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of the energy density in addition to the already known linear term. This
approximation will allow us to calculate the available power for electron
currents which just barely exceed the current necessary to satisfy the
oscillation condition. For higher electron currents this approximation
will give not more than an order of magnitude estimate of the available
power.

The result so obtained shows that the available power is proportional
to f5 (f = frequency) and is very low below 10 gigacycles (gc). However,
the available power increases very rapidly, and a circuit designed to
satisfy the oscillation condition at 1000 gc would deliver power in the
order of one watt.

Since the use of a Coulomb potential appears to be an unnecessary
restriction, we use a potential V = e --"/r which is an approximation
to the potential of a neutral atom. The shielding effect of the electrons
orbiting around the nucleus is taken into account by the factor C7r. It
turns out that stimulated emission will occur if lit y/mv << 1 (with 2r1i, =
h = Planck's constant, m and v mass and velocity of the incident elec-
tron). This treatment neglects the interaction of the incident electron
with the bound electrons in the atom. It is conceivable that additional
emission or perhaps absorption of radiation may occur which is not in-
cluded in this analysis. The bound electrons will certainly decelerate the
free electron in flying through solid matter so that their presence poses
additional serious problems.

Finally, in Section VII we discuss the advantages of using periodically
distributed scattering centers. Periodic structures have the advantage
that the emitted power becomes proportional to the square of the number
of elements in the periodic arrangement. However, to utilize these at
frequencies of 100 gc or higher requires the use of monoenergetic elec-
trons, which are not easily available.

The utilization of stimulated emission of bremsstrahlung requires an
arrangement which allows slow electrons to pass through dense assem-
blies of atoms or ions. This effect, most likely, plays a roll in semicon-
ductor crystals to which high de currents or current pulses are applied.

The following sections II to IV outline the fourth -order perturbation
theory. Instead of the second quantized relativistic theory of the elec-
tron used by the authors of most textbooks, the problem is simplified
by using a nonrelativistic approximation and first quantization only.
The theory is presented with the purpose of showing the particular
approximation used in deriving (34).

The reader who is not interested in the derivation of the theory may
skip over sections II to IV and continue with section V. The expression
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for the available power in section V is derived under the assumption
that the incident electrons move parallel to the electric vector of the
stimulating radiation field.

II. PERTURBATION THEORY

We will use quantum electrodynamics to derive the equation for the
emitted power.

We simplify the problem by assuming that only one mode of the radi-
ation field exists. The interaction of the electron with the photon vac-
uum will be neglected. This is justified as long as we are only interested
in the stimulation effects and not in the spontaneous emission of brems-
strahlung. The state of the system including the electron and the radia-
tion field will be described by a state function 4(n,k); n designates the
number of photons in the radiation mode while lc refers to the electron
propagation vector, which is related to the momentum my of the elec-
t ron by

hit = my.

The system is described by the Hamiltonian

H = Ho + H .

(1)

(2)

Ho is the Hamiltonian of the electromagnetic field plus the free electron.
Hi is the interaction Hamiltonian, which is related to the interaction
energy between the field and the electron.

According to Heftier'

Hi = H1 + H2 ± V
2

H1 = -e pA , H2 = e A2

me 2mc2

(3a)

V = -Ze2 . (3b)

The meanings of the symbols used are explained in the list of symbols
at the end of this paper, Section VIII.

The vector potential is given by 3

2 N/27- c
A = (gel z q*Cisz) . (4)

VI.
It is assumed that the x -direction coincides with the direction of the
incident electron and the direction of the vector A, which means
that the electrons are incident parallel to the electric vector of the radia-
tion field. The symbols q and q* are the absorption and emission opera-
tors, respectively.
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We assume that box normalization is being used. That means that
the propagation constant k of the electron wave can assume only the
values

2Lk= = integer) .

The electron wave function is given by

1D k

r#= -V

(5)

(6)

Using the unperturbed wave functions of plane electron waves as
zero -order approximation corresponds to the Born approximation.
The state function cic. is the product of the photon state function and the
electron wave function 4'. The time dependence of the state function is
given by the Schroedinger equation.

dc1) = (Ho + H,)cF. (7)

It is more convenient to introduce interaction representation by mak-
ing the transformation

= exp Hot) 4) (8)

H = exp Ho)Hz exp - Hot)
ft

With these transformations (7) goes over into

dc13"

= H 43

The interaction energy is small compared to the energy of the noninter-
acting fields. We can therefore use an approximate iteration solution
of (10). (We write henceforth H instead of Hi)

43P(t) = 8430(0) = SO + 81 + 82 +  )4)0(0) (11)

where

So = 1

Sl (in=
f driff (71) 82

1
Ti

in 0 (-in)2fo
f. dro(T,o(T2)
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1
71 fT2

fo
S3 - (irk dT2 dT3Hi(Ti (T2)1/' (73)

0 0

fr3= f T, dr2 (1T:; dT4H &1)H (72)ff( 7-3)/07-4).

The operator S is called the scattering matrix. The probability of
finding a system, which at t = 0 is described by the wave function 430 ,

after time t in the final state described by tip is given by the absolute
square of the matrix element between these two state functions:

P= 1 (c DF*, &Do) 12. (12)

In order to evaluate the matrix element of the S -matrix it is necessary
to convert the operator products H' (71)H' (m) into matrix products.
This can be done with the help of a complete set of state functions which
are assumed to he eigenfunctions 4 of the unperturbed Hamiltonian Ho
with the eigenvalues

Er =
2m

kr + (13)

Making use of

107-)438) = exp (E, -E,)d(4),*,H43) (14)

which follows from equation (9), we obtain, for example, for S2

(ir) 2 3

HCD0) dT1 dr2
0 0

(43F*) 3340) E (4),* 1-14),)(4),*

exp pr.; (E - Er)Ti] exp (E, - lio)7-21.

(15)

Corresponding expansions hold for all the other Si . The summation
extends over all possible combinations of the products of all the free
photon and free electron states.

III. EVALUATION OF THE MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE S -MATRIX

It can easily he appreciated that for higher -order approximations the
matrix elements of Si become very complicated. Not only will an in-
creasing number of nonvanishing terms appear in the summation but
also the products of the individual matrix elements of H become in-
creasingly involved since each H according to (3a) consists of three
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terms, so that each term in the sum corresponding to Si will contain 3i
terms.

Luckily, however, not all of these terms give a contribution. Let us,
for the moment, assume that we are interested in the process of the emis-
sion of one photon. We see immediately that all terms containing only
products of matrix elements of V give no contribution, since V does not
change the photon number and since the scalar product of state func-
tions with different photon number is zero. Also, all those products dis-
appear which contain one term with the matrix element of H2 and all
others with V. H2 changes the photon number either by 2 or 0, so that
no state with one additional photon can result. These considerations, if
applied to all possible products, reduce the number of those terms con-
tributing to the matrix element Si considerably.

In addition we will make one more approximation. Since we are in-
terested in obtaining the nonlinear effects (nonlinear with respect to n),
we do not want to improve the approximation of the result given in Ref.
1 as far as the potential V is concerned. In other words, we have ob-
tained previously a result which was proportional to AV. By considering
all terms in the higher -order approximations which contain one factor
H1 and an arbitrary number of factors containing V, we could obtain
improvements in the previous calculation in the (symbolic) form

e'n( V + V2 + V3 +  )

However, these terms improving the previous approximation as far
as the potential V is concerned will not give any information concerning
nonlinear effects with respect to n. What we want instead is an approxi-
mation which results in

e6Vn(1 e2n e4n2 +  ).
Therefore, we will consider only terms containing one factor V and
neglect all those containing more than one.

Without going further into the details of the calculation, we will im-
mediately quote the results of the calculation of the matrix elements
which differ by one photon in the initial and final states. This fact will
be indicated by a subscript 1 on the matrix elements. The matrix ele-
ments for the operators H1, H2 and V are given by:

/h ,L,
(4)*(n ± 1, K),Hic13(n,k)) =

e 22-
rmuscz.kuicy,Oukz,±$ (16)VL3 m w

e
2h

(40*(n ± 2, K), H2I(n,k)) =
r- - -noKx,ko.,00.z.v (17)
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e2 h
(4)*(n,,C), H2(13(nA)) = 2 7.7, nk.1:S.,,o3.2,o

47r(4)* ( n,K), V40 ( n ,k)) = -Z
L3 K -k r ± -y2

With these matrix elements we obtain

(41F*, S301 = (1 mw co - k 2 ±I 1

(cDF*034o)1 - -

47 Zent V2Irh Kx - k
L2) 72

exp (E - VI] - 1
EF Eo

472 Ze5nI /27/i
(D) m2w3h w I x -k 12 +

2icot(Kr - k)
exp

- (EP - E')I1 - 1[fi,

i
(20b)

(20a)

EF EO

- 2i --1 (Kz + lc - Kze±i`" - ke'i")

4_71" _ _2 Ze5ni 2rli, h
(L3)I m1/40 w I it - Ic12 + 72

(5k2K. - 3k3 - Kz2k - Kz3){

i
exp Ti [(E, - Eo)t] - 1

EP - EO

(20e)

± 2i-t [2K2 - 2kKz2 2kKz(k - Kz) cos cot]}.

Of the two signs given in these equations, the upper sign refers to the
case of emission and the lower sign of absorption of one photon. The
value of K = I is also dependent on whether emission or absorption
of one photon is being considered

K = k 2e

with

/1we =
mv2
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The equations (21) follow from the conservation of energy EF = E0
with the help of (13).

The matrix elements (20b) and (20c) include the process of the virtual
emission and absorption of one photon. While the final state 43, differs
from the initial state 430 by one photon, states with two additional pho-
tons appear in the intermediate steps of the calculation leading to (20b)
and (20c). One may say, therefore, that these matrix elements corre-
spond to a process either by which one photon is being absorbed and two
photons are emitted, or by which two photons are emitted and one is
absorbed. The final state has gained a photon in either case. In contrast
to this, the matrix element (20a) corresponds to the simple emission
or absorption of one photon without virtual emission and absorption
processes taking place.

However, we have also to consider the case that two real photons are
emitted or absorbed. This process leads to transition probabilities which
are of the same order in e as the contributions which (20b) and (20c)
will give to the emission or absorption probability of one photon.

The matrix elements corresponding to the emission or absorption of
two real photons are given by :

431, *, 82 0)22
= 27r2 Ze4nticrz 1

(22a)
- 1

L6 9n2w2c Id -k 1 2 +

exp

7 2

[-
h.

(EF - Eo)ti

EF E0

472 Ze4nh (az - k)2= -(4)F*,S34)0) 2 L6 m2w3 I d - k 12 -1- 72

(22b)
exp (EF - Eo)ti - 1

EF E0

The subscript 2 on the matrix elements indicates that two photons
have been emitted or absorbed. In (22) d is the propagation vector of
the final electron with the energy

h2

EF = y--ma2 (n 2)&0. (23)

From EF = E0 follows

= k -V1 4 (24)

with e of equation (21b).
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IV. THE PHOTON CREATION RATE

We can now calculate the probabilities for the emission of one and
also for the simultaneous emission of two photons. More important
than the transition probability is the transition probability per unit
time. According to Heitler4 this is obtained by summing the transition
probability P over all possible values of the energy of the final state and
dividing by the time t.

F
w=1EP=1rPp clEF (25)

T t 0

pp is the number of states per unit energy. We keep the energy of the
radiation field fixed and allow the final energy of the electron to vary,
disregarding conservation of energy for the moment. It turns out that
conservation of energy is automatically assured since P contains a 5 -
function, as will be shown.

The number of states in the box of size L3 (box normalization) turns
out to be

PF h2(2,03 (26)

Icy is the magnitude of the electron propagation vector, which is either
K or a depending on whether we consider the one- or two -photon process.
c/S2 is the element of solid angle into which the electron is scattered.

The probability P1 for the emission of one photon is given by (12)
and (20)

Pi = I (4)r*, S2i'0)1 ((13F*, 834D0)1 T (4)F*, 84430)112. (27)

We neglect all terms of orders higher than e8. Two important terms will
occur in (27). One is

exp (EF - Eo)ti - 1
EF

- Zit exp LIT1(EF E°)t]

sin (EF - E0) tri

EF-Eo

= aritS(EF - E,).

The other one is

(28)
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2(exp [-i (EF - Eo)ti - 1)
li

exp (EF - Eci)ti - 1
-

EF - EO
27ri

EF. - EO

 exp 6i (EF - E0)ti

 6(EF - E0)

The limiting process

t= 27ri - o(EF - Eo) 

sin xk
lim - 7-3(x)
K-* X

(29)

can be taken since, even for relatively short times, we will have Eo ->> 1.

The somewhat daring calculation in (29) is suggested by Heitler4 and
1VIand1.6

The same calculations have to be performed with P2 , the probability
for the emission of two photons.

We see that P is proportional to t, so that w = 1/t( P) will be
independent of time. P is also proportional to a 6 -function which guaran-
tees the conservation of energy. If we write

we obtain

P = 27r - I K FO 12,5(E F E0)

27r
w = KFo 12/F ( 30 )

This equation was taken as the starting point of the previous paper
[Ref. 1, equation (1)].

We will not write down the explicit expressions for w1 and w2 but will
go immediately to the photon creation rate AN'. AN' denotes the num-
ber of emitted photons per second and, according to equation (15) of
Ref. 1, is given by:

AN' = (w1 2w2) NeN. . (31)

By substituting (30) and (27) and its equivalent for the two -photon
process in (31), we obtain :
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AN - 87Z2e8N
dSZ

K OCE
k)2

ea V MOM k 12 + 72)2

27e2NA - K.)[3(1c2 - 163) 5kic.(k - K.)]
-1- M20)3 ( I sc k 12 ± 72)2

2mw K(xx2 - k2) ± 1 cr(az - k)4
h - k 12 + 72)2 2 (1 d - k 12 + 72)2

1 130-a2(a2 - k)2 v
2 (1 -k 12 + 72)2 - CA T U.

Terms proportional to cos wt have been neglected in (32) since, if the
time average over one period of the oscillation is taken, no contribution
from these terms would result.

AN: is the number of emitted photons if we ask only for the probabil-
ity of photon emission and take the corresponding values for K and °-
and the upper signs. AN.' is the number of absorbed photons. In order
to obtain the net number of actually emitted photons, the difference
AN' = ANe' - AN.' has to be taken.

AN,' of equation (32) implies also that we are interested only in
a

those photons which are emitted while the electron is scattered into a
certain direction of space given by x or d into the solid angle dfl. In
order to get all the photons, we have to calculate

(32)

AN = f (AN: - ANa') (33)

It is interesting to note that the last two terms in (32), stemming from
the two -photon process, give only a negligible contribution to (33) and
can be neglected.

We obtain t

AN = ln8Z2e6NeN. 2 e2Nv2
(34)

N norif2 Ve + 172 ( - ith f 3

with n = 7/k << 1 and E = hilMV2 << 1. Equation (34) holds as long as

e2Nv2

ir
< 1. (34a)hp

Equation (34) is identical to equation (32) of Ref. 1 if n = 0 in the
limit N -* 0. [ln (2/e) - 1 has been approximated by omitting the 1.]
However, we now have obtained an expression for the photon creation

t All equations in this paper are written in electrostatic c.g.s. units.
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rate AN /N, which depends on the energy density hfN of the radiation field.
For increasingly larger N, the creation rate A/VIN becomes decreasingly
smaller. We therefore have the possibility of computing the available
power.

V. ESTIMATE OF THE AVAILABLE POWER

The power Pr radiated from a cavity is given by

Pr = 27rhf2NV (-1 - -1) . (35)
QL Q

The energy density hfN in the cavity will build up to the point where
the number of created photons AN equals the number of photons which
are radiated from the cavity and absorbed by its walls. We obtain for
the oscillation condition

AN 2irfV
(36)

N QL

Substituting (34) into (36), solving for N, and substituting into (35),
we obtain

272h2f5V ( 1 1
=

e2v2 QL (

1

7rm3v4 f 317

2 (37)4e2Z2QLNNe In vet

(c.g.s. units are being used).

Because of (34a), this equation holds if the expression in the brackets is
much smaller than 1 (but larger than 0).

As soon as the product NNe is large enough to make Pr >= 0, the cavity
oscillates. The oscillation condition is, therefore

irm3v4f 317
N, N > 2 (37a)

4e2Z2QL In Ve2 ± n2

It is understood that the power carried by the incident electron beam
must be substantially larger than the power calculated from (37).

The most surprising fact about (37) is its dependence on the fifth
power of the frequency. This means that at low frequencies the power
obtainable from stimulated emission of bremsstrahlung is small.

Table I illustrates the situation for a practical example. We assume
that we use bare nuclei with charge Z = 1. Correspondingly, we have to
take i = 0. Furthermore, we assume that the expression in the bracket
of (37) has the value of 0.1 and that QL = 104, Qi >> QL , v = 2 X 108
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J Pr 117,N. NaV

10 gc 10-10 w 1033 c1112 sec -1 1015 cm -3
100 gc 10-s w 1037 cm 2 sec-, 1018 cm -3

1000 gc 1 w 104° cm -2 sec -1 1021 cm -3

cm/sec corresponding to an accelerating potential of 10 volts. The cavity
volume is taken as V = 10 cm3.

The values for NeN given in Table I are the products of nuclei and
electron density current necessary to satisfy the oscillation condition
(37a). N/V in the last column of Table I is the density of nuclei
which results from NeN with V = 10 cm3 if Are is chosen to equal a
current density of 0.1 amp/cm2.

We see that the available power is very low at f = 10 gc and reaches
interesting values for f = 1000 gc. However, the required density of
nuclei (or ions) also increases very rapidly with increasing frequency.
Equation (37), which was used to compute the values for the available
power in Table I, is an approximation. It does not hold for NeN  -+ 00 .
However, it seems reasonable to believe that the results of Table I are
correct to the order of magnitude. We can not hope to obtain one milli -
watt of power if our theory predicts 10-10 w.

VI. USE OF NEUTRAL ATOMS AS SCATTERING CENTERS

We derived (37) under the assumption that the electrons are scattered
by a potential

= -he2 - .

According to the Thomas -Fermi statistical model of the electron6
2 71 ,,2z1n - _

k 112k /iv
(38)

Equations (37a) and (38) allow us to calculate the required minimum
number of atoms necessary to achieve selfsustained oscillations. It has
to be remembered, however, that we have completely neglected the
interaction of the incident electron with the bound electrons in the
scattering atom. The only way the bound electrons enter the picture is by
effectively shielding the Coulomb potential of the nucleus. In reality,
the incident electron will excite the bound electrons into higher energy
states and will also ionize some of the atoms. It might be that the process
of ionization is accompanied by either stimulated emission or absorption
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of radiation, just as the process of scattering is accompanied by a net
stimulated emission of radiation if the incident electrons fly more or
less parallel to the electric vector of the stimulating radiation field.'

For all practical cases we will have

e <n

and therefore we obtain as the oscillation condition from (37a)

f 'V
N,N 

4Z2e6( 2 ln/iv (39)
e2z1

Table II lists the product N eN. of (39), the atom density for an elec-
tron current of 1.00 ma/cm' and the velocity v as well as the correspond-
ing accelerating potential U as a function of frequency for three different
values of Z. The velocity is chosen so that n = 0.2 [equation (38)]. Z
is equivalent to the order number of the atom in the periodic table of
elements. We have again assumed QL = 104 and V = 10 ern'.

VII. DISCUSSION OF THE FEASIBILITY OF A BREMSSTRAHLUNG OSCILLATOR

The examples given in the last section show the problems involved
in building an oscillator utilizing stimulated emission of bremsstrahlung.
At low frequencies, where it is easy to satisfy the oscillation condition,
the available power is very low. The available power reaches useful
proportions in the region of 100 gc and becomes abundant at frequencies
higher than 1000 gc. However, the required number of scattering nuclei
or atoms becomes very high.

There is a possibility of using periodic arrangements of scattering
centers rather than the randomly distributed atoms or nuclei considered
here. The author has considered scattering by a string of nuclei (or
atoms) which are arranged on a straight line parallel to both the direc-

TABLE II

f Z

1

10

50

N,z/V U

10 gc
100 gc

1000 gc,

3 X 1027 om-2 sec-,
3 X 104° cm -2 sec-,
3 X 1043 cm2 sec -1

4.8 X 10°' cm-,
4.8 X 10" cm -3
4.8 X 10" ont-'

1 . 1 X 106 sec 345 volts

10 gc
100 gc

1000 gc

6.5 X 10" cm2 sec-,
6.5 X 10" cm2 sec-,
6.5 X 1012 cm -2 sec-,

1 X 1018 orn-3
1 X 102, cm -2
1 X 1024 cm -2

2.37 X 109 sec 1600 volts

10 gc
100 gc

1000 gc

2.2 X 10" cm2 sec-,
2.2 X 10" cm2 see-'
2.2 X 1042 cm2 sec'

3.5 X 10'7 onr°
3.5 X 1020 cm'
3.5 X 10" cm -3

4.05 X 108 sec 4660 volts
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tion of the incident electrons and the electric field vector of the stimulat-
ing radiation field. The result was that, if the distance between successive
atoms is d = v/f, the number N. of scattering centers entering (34), or
(39) in case of a random distribution, is replaced by N.2. Scattering by
periodically arranged atoms thus greatly enhances the effect.

However, if the atoms are not aligned in one straight line but rather
are in periodically arranged planes, N. has to be replaced by nN. , where
N. is the total number of atoms, while n is the number of planes. If 100
periodically arranged planes filled with scattering atoms were used, the
number N quoted in Tables I and II would be reduced by a factor of
100, and the corresponding atoms would have to be distributed over
these 100 planes. Using a frequency of 100 gc and atoms with Z = 50
would require a total number of 4 X 10's atoms or 4 X 10'7 atoms in
each plane. If a plane of 10 cm2 area is used, its thickness would have
to be of the order of 1000 angstroms.

There is a limit to the number of planes which can be used in practice.
This limit is set by the requirement that all electrons have to pass the
distance between all these planes in the same time interval. The spread
in electron velocities which can be tolerated decreases in inverse propor-
tion to the number of planes used.

One could use electrons moving in conduction bands of solids rather
than free electron beams and let them scatter from impurities in the
crystal. Since the concentration of ionized impurities in semiconductors
can be very high and since extremely high current densities can be
applied, it appears that stimulated emission of bremsstrahlung should
occur.

VIII. LIST OF SYMBOLS

A = (Ax , 0, 0) vector potential of the electromagnetic field
c = 3 X 101° cm/sec velocity of light
ax,k Kronecker 6 symbol equals 1 if ic = k and is 0

otherwise
energy of the physical system composed of RF

field and electron exclusive of the interaction
energy

e = 4.803 X 10-b0 electron charge (or base of natural Logarithm)
dyne cm

e = hf/mv2
n = 7/k
f frequency of the stimulating RF field
cl) state function of the physical system
7 shielding factor of the potential of the neutral

atom
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h = 27rh = 6.624 X Planck's constant
10-27 erg  sec

Ho Hamiltonian of the noninteracting system
Hi interaction Hamiltonian
i = -1 or sometimes used as subscript
k = kz propagation constant of the incident electron
K = V K.2 + K02. + K,2 magnitude of propagation constant of the scat-

tered electron after the emission of one photon
L length of the fictitious box used for box normali-

zation
m = 9.11 X 10-28 gram electron mass
n number of photons in box of volume L3
N = n/L3 photon density
N number of electrons per second per cm2
Nn total number of scattering nuclei or atoms
w = 2711
p = my = Iik momentum of the incident electron
p = ih,(49/ax) momentum operator
q absorption operator
q* emission operator
QL loaded Q of the resonant cavity
Qi intrinsic Q of the resonant cavity

radius of polar coordinate system
pp number of electron states per unit energy inter-

val
= .Vaz2 (7.1,2 az2 magnitude of the electron propagation vector

after the emission of two photons
S scattering matrix
t time
U acceleration voltage of the electron

velocity of the incident electron
volume of the resonant cavity, also used to de-

scribe the shielded Coulomb potential
Z number of elementary charges on scattering

nucleus
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Engineering of Ti Carrier
System Repeatered Lines

By H. CRAVIS and T. V. CRATER
(Manuscript received December 10, 1962)

The repeatered lines for the T1 carrier system (24 voice channels, PCM)
are cable pairs equipped with transistorized regenerative amplifiers. The
line signal is a train of 1,54,000 bipolar pulse positions per second. The
line engineering methods, which tell how to select cable facilities and where
to place repeaters, are based on the theory and measurements reported here.
Using typical cable data, specific examples are given of the design limits
imposed by the principal types of interference: crosstalk from other T1
systems and noise originating in central offices.

I. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

1.1 System Description

The Ti carrier system transmits 24 voice channels over two cable
pairs, one for each direction of transmission. The channels are time -
division multiplexed and encoded by PCM, so that the line signal is a
train of 1,544,000 bipolar pulse positions per second. Transistorized
regenerative amplifiers, powered directly over the transmission pairs,
detect the pulses and retransmit them along the line. The amplifiers
are placed in manholes or on telephone poles at a nominal spacing of
6000 feet, for 22 -gauge paper -insulated cable. This conforms to the com-
mon "H" loading spacing. General equipment features have been de-
scribed for an experimental system,' and further aspects of the T1 sys-
tem are described in another paper.'

In this paper we give the underlying theory for engineering the re-
peatered lines. The emphasis is on the principles that affect the system
layout. Although some specific objectives are developed, we have not
tried to list all of the factors that may affect a specific layout.

1.2 Repeatered Line Engineering

1.2.1 The Span as a Line Engineering Unit

A major departure in T1 line engineering, compared to previous short -
haul carrier systems, is the design of routes in units called spans, as corn -

431
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OFFICE REPEATER BAY
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-- SPAN ----

Fig. 1 - Spans.

pared to complete systems from terminal to terminal, or from one office
served by the voice circuits to another. Referring to Fig. 1, a span is a col-
lection of repeatered lines* between office repeater bays. A repeatered
line for a particular system (terminal to terminal) is made up by intercon-
necting span lines at the offices along the route. It is simpler to admin-
ister, operate, and maintain the large numbers of telephone circuits that
are needed in typical central office areas if the T1 lines are thought of as
composing the spans to which they belong, rather than identifying the
lines by their ultimate terminals. For example, any line in a span may
serve as a spare for another, irrespective of the terminals served by the
trunks using the spans. By building up the network on the span basis,

* Two regenerative amplifiers, with common power circuitry, make up a plug-in
package called a repeater. Each repeatered line consists of two pairs of wires, one
for each transmission direction, and the necessary amplifiers. Our "amplifier" is
the same functional unit called a "repeater" by Mayo3 and a "reconstructive re-
peater" by Aaron.4
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it is also easier to provide order wires for communication by maintenance
personnel along the lines, to plan the fault -location requirements,2 and
to supply dc power for the repeaters. Our point of view, then, is to assure
satisfactory pulse transmission in the lines of each span.

The prime markets for the T1 system are areas of high telephone de-
velopment, such as the large networks in metropolitan areas. The ma-
jority of systems will provide trunks, e.g., local, tandem, and toll con-
necting trunks, between central office buildings in these areas. Typical
cable lengths between buildings, corresponding to span lengths, are 2
to 10 miles. Terminal -to -terminal system lengths may be as great as 50
miles.

Message channels are needed in large numbers along T1 routes. Re-
peaters will be installed in a case suitable for location in manholes or on
telephone poles. Each case will mount 25 repeaters, that is, 50 regenera-
tive amplifiers as packaged. If the case is spliced into the main cable as
in Fig. 2(a), 25 amplifiers serve as many pairs in one direction of trans-
mission, and 25 the other; all 50 pairs are in the same cable, and this is
called one -cable operation. In Fig. 2(b), all 50 amplifiers serve as many
pairs for only one direction of transmission, and 50 more pairs in a second
cable sheath, spliced to a second case, are needed for the opposite direc-
tion; this is two -cable operation. * Each fully -equipped repeater case
thus serves the lines in both directions of transmission for 600 message
channels in one -cable operation, or in one direction for 1200 channels
in two -cable operation. To allow for flexibility in pair assignment and to
accommodate growth, pairs not immediately needed as T1 lines may be
used for voice -frequency circuits by plugging into the repeater case spe-
cial load coil cases or through connectors, which are interchangeable with
the repeaters.

1.2.2 Objective

In T1 lines fidelity of transmission is measured by the error rate, which
is the fraction of received pulse positions in which a pulse is present when
none was transmitted, or vice versa. The error rate objective for a
terminal -to -terminal line is based on two desiderata. First, the noise
power in a speech channel caused by line errors must be negligible com-
pared to noise and distortion from other sources. The performance of the
terminal then is controlling.2 Second, the distinctive, low-level noise
pulses in a speech channel which result from line errors must occur infre-
quently enough to be unobjectionable to the user. The second is more

* A repeater case is never spliced into more than one cable.
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Fig. 2 - One- and two -cable operation.
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difficult to satisfy than the first. Some tests conducted by W. L. Ross
indicate that errors occurring at a rate of 10-6 are very difficult to detect
by listening, and this rate has been made the system objective.'

The goal of line engineering is satisfactory transmission over the lines
of each span. The span objective is an error rate of 3 X 10-7; this allows
three span lines in a system to have the maximum error rate. Since most
span lines will have substantially lower error rates, the system objective
will almost always be met, even in long systems. The system error rate of
10-6 is a conservative figure; an error rate of 10-5 will not seriously im-
pair speech quality.

1.2.3 Further Requirements

Many aspects of the T1 system are novel; for example, the application
of PCM. We wish to explore the theory that is relevant to line engineer-
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ing, and then to reduce its results to manageable procedures for the lay-
out of lines. Studies of the existing plant and trunk forecasts will show the
numbers of voice channels needed between particular terminals and the
available routes and cables. Starting with these, the procedures must tell
how to lay out the T1 lines, or more specifically, how to choose the one -
or two -cable mode (Fig. 2), how to choose the cable and pair assignments,
and where to place the repeaters.

System layouts must come reasonably close to an economic optimum
in the installed cost of repeaters. Measurements of cable properties, such
as noise levels or crosstalk coupling losses, should not be necessary to
proceed with the design. It should be possible to arrive at a workable
layout without extensive calculation. In specific cases, the procedures
may allow a number of alternatives, and the selection can be assumed
to rest on the economics of the complete trunk plan.

1.3 Types of Cables

T1 carrier continues a trend in carrier telephone transmission toward
the greater utilization, in terms of bandwidth, of cable originally installed
in the outside plant for the transmission of voice frequencies. Prior exam-
ples are the N and ON systems.5,6 Each new system places its own de-
mands on the cable plant. A natural development is that additions to
this plant will be more and more influenced by potential carrier -frequency
applications.

The present system is specifically intended for use on paired cables
with paper strip, pulp or plastic conductor insulation. Load coils, build-
ing -out capacitors, and bridged taps must be disconnected from the
pairs intended for carrier use. Cables of layer or unit construction with
staggered pair twists will have satisfactory crosstalk properties, as will
be seen below, but cables with nonstaggered twists are not acceptable.
The preponderance of T1 applications will be on cables of larger sizes,
say 200 pairs or more, although smaller cables will occasionally be used.
A majority of installations, particularly in metropolitan centers, will
utilize underground cable in ducts. In the outlying sections of cities,
aerial cable is encountered; a field trial is presently under way to test
the system performance in such cables, especially as regards the greater
exposure to lightning and the wider temperature variations.

A considerable amount of 22 -gauge cable is in place along the trunk
routes involved; this gauge is therefore the design center for T1. Sec-
tions of gauges 19, 24, and 26 are also possible, and of mixed gauges
where necessary.
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More detailed cable characteristics that are desirable for T1 purposes
are mentioned in the following sections.

II. AMPLIFIER PROPERTIES AFFECTING LINE ENGINEERING

2.1 Required Signal -to -Noise Ratio

An ideal binary pulse detection system7,8 can operate with noise ampli-
tudes as great as half the received pulse amplitude. An error is made
only when the noise value at the sampling instant is more than this
amount and occurs with appropriate sign. A practical regenerative am-
plifier' as built for the T1 system cannot operate with such a low signal-
to-noise ratio. We assume that the probability of an error, that is, of
retransmitting a pulse when none is received or vice versa, is the proba-
bility with which the noise amplitude exceeds one-fourth of the received
pulse height. Production amplifiers are, of course, not all identical, and
the required signal-to-noise ratio is taken as 12 db with a standard de-
viation of 1 db, based on observations of a number of samples.

2.2 Operating Signal Range

In discussing signal levels and line lengths, a convenient short cut is to
replace the random pulse train, Fig. 3, with the periodic train of Fig 4.

BIPOLAR CONSTRAINT: SUCCESSIVE PULSES,
WHEN THEY OCCUR, MUST BE OF OPPOSITE
POLARITY

'POSITION I POSITION POSITION
1 2 3

riPROBABILITY (PULSE PRESENT
IN ANY POSITION)=1/2
DUTY CYCLE = r/T=1/2

TIME--

POWER SPECTRUM

1/2T 1/T 3/2T 2/T
FREQUENCY -b-

Fig. 3 - Random bipolar pulse train.
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he-- T -

TIME

DUTY CYCLE = r/T = 1/2

Fig. 4 - Continuous bipolar pulse train.

The random train, assuming balanced pulses, has no discrete frequency
components.4 The maximum of its power spectrum is at about half the
pulse repetition frequency, or 772 kc.* The continuous train has 81 per
cent of its power at this frequency and the balance at its odd harmonics.
The peak amplitude of the 772-kc component for the wave of Fig. 4 is
0.90 V, or 2.7 volts for V = 3 volts at the amplifier output. For engineer-
ing purposes, the received pulse height may be found by calculating the
peak amplitude of the received 772-kc component. Suppose, for example,
that the cable pair between the output of one amplifier and the input of
the next has 20 db attenuation at 772 kc. Then the pulse height at the
sampling point, viz., at the equalized preamplifier output,' is 0.27 volts,
increased by the preamplifier gain at 772 kc. We shall refer always to the
attenuation at 772 he and 55 F (degrees fahrenheit), when the term "loss"
is used.

The amplifier operates most effectively over a range of losses centered
at 31 db, the loss of 6000 feet of 22 -gauge paper insulated cable. In Fig.
5, the relative signal-to-noise ratio, at a constant error rate of about
10-6, is plotted against the loss, for the particular case of near -end cross-
talk interference. If we set a goal of 1 db departure from optimum, the
figure shows that the loss may be 27 to 35 db. A wider range of line losses
is made possible by building out shorter sections.' Each amplifier has a
buildout network at its input, selected on the basis of pair loss measure-
ments at the time the repeater case is installed. The networks simulate
the attenuation -vs -frequency characteristic of 22 -gauge cable pairs, and
are identified by their losses at 772 kc. For practical reasons, networks
are supplied only in multiples of 2.4 db, as explained below.

The size of the loss steps for the networks is dictated by the loss range
allowable for line and buildout together, 27 to 35 db, and by the varia-
tions due to temperature and to pair -to -pair differences. The increase in
attenuation from 55 F to 100 F, the maximum temperature expected for

* The maximum is at 711 kc; the spectrum level at 772 kc is 98 per cent of this
maximum.
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40

underground cable, is 1.3 db for 6300 feet* of 22 -gauge cable. A com-
parable decrease in attenuation occurs when the temperature drops from
55 F to zero F, the minimum expected for underground cable. The stand-
ard deviation of pair losses is 0.6 db for this kind of section; therefore,
the one per cent highest loss pair has an additional 1.5-db loss. So far we
have accumulated a variation of ±2.8 db. If the buildout networks are
made in steps small enough to have the line plus network loss 31 ± 1.2
db, i.e., steps of 2.4 db, the desired range of 31 ± 4 db is achieved. Thus,
networks of loss 0, 2.4, 4.8, . . . db are needed. In the experimental sys-
tem,' coarser steps of buildout loss were used. The list of networks for
the commercial system has been filled in with the intermediate steps,
to a maximum of 26.4 db. Line sections shorter than 32.2 db are built
out to 31 ± 1.2 db. Generally all amplifiers in one direction in the same
repeater section are equipped with the same buildout.

In making the preliminary layout, section losses are calculated from
plant records showing the cable lengths and types. The average losses of
common exchange cables are listed in Table I.°,1°.il For T1 calculations,
we use the "engineering loss," which is the average loss increased by a
small amount to account for month -to -month variations in cable produc-

* Maximum "H" loading spacing.
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TABLE I - AVERAGE CABLE LOSSES, 772 KC, 55 F

Gauge Insulation Capacitance,
microfarads/mile Loss, db/mile

19 polyethylene 0.066 11.8
19 polyethylene 0.083 15.1
19 paper strip 0.066 15.2
19 paper strip 0.084 19.1
22 polyethylene 0.083 21.9
22 paper pulp 0.082 26.5
24 paper strip 0.072 29.5
26 paper pulp 0.079 39.2

tion. For 22 -gauge cable with average loss of 26.5 db per mile, as an ex-
ample, the engineering loss is 27.0 db per mile, or 32.2 db per 6300 feet.
When a section is composed of mixed gauges of cable, or of high- and
low -capacitance types of the same gauge, a "junction loss" is added to
the engineering loss. The junction loss is based on the reflection loss at
the junction, suitably reduced if only a short section of different gauge
is present. It is not more than 0.3 db for common cable types.

2.3 Minimum Section Loss

The amplifier output and input impedances are not perfectly matched
to the characteristic impedance of the cable pairs over the band of fre-
quencies needed for pulse transmission. As a result, reflections of pulses
may travel back from an amplifier input to the output circuit of the
previous amplifier and interfere with the regeneration of pulses there, in-
creasing the error rate. Experience has shown that this is serious only for
amplifiers separated by less than 9 db of cable loss, a situation that may
arise adjacent to central offices (cf. Section 4.5). For this reason, central
office amplifiers are equipped with fixed pads of 100 ohms impedance and
3 db loss, at both input and output. These pads also reduce reflections
from cable plugs and terminating cable discontinuities at the cable vault.
Further, a minimum line loss of 6 db is required between the central
office main distributing frame and the nearest outside repeater point.
Sections not adjacent to central offices must have a minimum line loss of
9 db; in practice, these sections are normally long enough to meet this
limit without special consideration. Operation with these minimum sec-
tion losses* also helps in fault locating,' during which the amplifier is
especially sensitive to interference from reflections.

* The two highest buildouts (Section 2.2) of 24 and 26.4 db were originally pro-
vided to complete the series. With a minimum line loss of 9 db, these buildouts are
not used.
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III. SOURCES OF INTERFERENCE

3.1 General Remarks

In the experimental system,4 a choice of fundamental importance was
made : the transmission of bipolar pulses (see Fig. 3) with timing wave
extraction at half the pulse repetition rate. A simplified model of crosstalk
was assumed in Ref. 4 to estimate the relative effects of crosstalk on the
timing wave that is derived at a disturbed amplifier, for various pulse
transmission schemes. Experience with the experimental and prototype
systems has confirmed the value of the earlier choice. In this paper, we
deal with the effects of interference on the pulse detection process. In
practical installations, errors due to additive interference at the decision
point of the amplifier, rather than those due to timing wave jitter, limit
the accuracy of transmission of the pulse train.

We have stated the performance criterion in Section 1.2.2 in terms of
amplifier error rate. For ideal pulse detection, this rate may be found if
we know the amplitude of the received pulses and the amplitude dis-
tribution of the interfering voltage at the point where the regeneration
decision is made. As an experimental observation, the T1 amplifier op-
erates closely enough to this ideal amplitude -sensitive fashion that we
may base error rate calculations on this model (cf. Section 2.1). In this
section the major sources of interference are identified, and in Section IV
the limits placed on repeatered line layout by the controlling sources are
derived.

Internal sources of noise are principally thermal noise and disturbances
introduced by the power supply. It is apparent that voltages from these
sources are too small to enter into line engineering.4 For example, the rms
thermal noise voltage in a band from zero to two megacyles per second,
at a temperature of 300 degrees Kelvin and resistance 100 ohms (the
characteristic impedance of 22 -gauge cable at 772 kc) is 2 microvolts.
The signal level (see Section 2.2), or received pulse height as equalized,
at the end of a line section of 32.2 db loss is 0.066 volts, more than 90 db
above the rms noise.

External sources induce voltages directly into the repeatered lines and
indirectly via crosstalk coupling paths. * For example, central office noise
affects T1 lines principally via crosstalk paths from noisy non -T1 pairs.
Also, atmospheric static, lightning and radio transmitters induce voltages
in exposed parts of the wire plant such as open wire extensions or sub-

* The term "crosstalk" refers to voltages induced in Ti pairs from nearby con-
ductors. The resulting interference is not in general audible speech or even "bab-
ble," as in voice -frequency usage.
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scriber drops, which, in turn, may join pairs in T1 cables. A further
interference problem is the coordination of T1 with other transmission sys-
tems on cable pairs or other conductors in the same sheath. The possi-
bility of mutual interference exists between T1 and other systems with
similar frequency bands, particularly type N carrier (48 to 256 kc), type
L carrier (308 to 8320 kc) and type A2A television (baseband to 4500 kc).

3.2 Controlling Types of Interference

To proceed in an orderly fashion, we must know the relative import-
ance of the several sources of interference and then develop line en-
gineering procedures which assure us of satisfactory operation under the
most adverse amounts to be expected, of the controlling types of noise,
in any combination. At this point, we draw heavily on experience in field
trials of the experimental and prototype T1 systems, the former between
Summit and South Orange, New Jersey,' the latter between Newark and
Passaic, New Jersey, as well as on data gathered at Bell Telephone
Laboratories and in operating telephone company areas. The conclusion,
in brief, is that crosstalk from other T1 systems in the same cable and
central office noise are the forms of interference that require specific en-
gineering measures to combat.

Other sources do not seem at present to cause serious levels of inter-
ference. If future applications warrant it, these other sources may be
taken into account in line engineering by methods similar to those given
here for office noise and intersystem crosstalk. The effects of atmospheric
electricity will be better known quantitatively after the aerial cable trial,
mentioned in Section 1.3. To date, no instance of interference from radio
transmitters has occurred. With regard to other transmission systems,
coordination with type N carrier is excluded in existing plans for T1,
primarily to avoid crosstalk to type N. Studies are now being made of
T1 interference to or from type L carrier or type A2A video systems in
the same cable sheath. The latter two systems operate on coaxials and
shielded pairs, respectively, in the cores of some paired cables.

3.3 Crosstalk from Other T1 Systems

Near -end, far -end, and interaction crosstalk must be considered. Pre-
liminary measurements" by the Outside Plant Systems Engineering
Department at Bell Telephone Laboratories showed that interaction
crosstalk coupling losses are extremely high in multipair cables. For this
reason, this kind of crosstalk has not been dealt with further.
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3.3.1 Near -End Crosstalk

Near -end crosstalk was recognized as a significant problem in one -
cable systems during the development and testing of the experimental
system.' Referring to Fig. 2(a), the high-level outputs of one set of
amplifiers are coupled to the inputs of another set via near -end crosstalk
paths, the most damaging of which are in the cable near the repeater
case. It was primarily to lessen the effects of near -end crosstalk on ampli-
fier timing that the bipolar pulse train of Fig. 3 was introduced. Its
power spectrum peaks at about 772 kc (see Section 2.2), whereas a uni-
polar pulse train contains relatively more energy at higher frequencies,
as well as certain discrete components. A secondary advantage is that
the absence of a dc component in the bipolar case eases low -frequency
transmission requirements.

The nature of near -end crosstalk interference has been studied with
the laboratory setup'4,15 of Fig. 6, in which crosstalk from random bi-
polar word generators is added to the input of a test amplifier to deter-
mine its effect on error rate. The disturbing word generators have inde-
pendent random pulse train outputs; a typical one is shown in ideal form
in Fig. 3. Each generator is timed by its own crystal oscillator. The signal
word generator of Fig. 6 can be set to give a fixed repetitive pattern or a
pseudo -random pattern in which every eighth position and the position
following it are, respectively, a forced mark and a forced space. Patterns

RANDOM
BIPOLAR WORD
GENERATORS
(UP TO 5.,

r

CROSS -
CONNECT

TERMINAL

NEAR-ENDCROSSTALK

303
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ADDER AMPLIFIER

ALL PAIRS
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SIGNAL
BIPOLAR
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OUTPUT

CE)
VARIABLE

GAIN/LOSS RECEIVED
ERROR

DETECTOR
GENERATOR SIGNAL

VARIABLE LENGTH
-22-GAUGE CABLE PAIR

FOR TRANSMISSION

Fig. 6 - Laboratory setup for near -end crosstalk tests.
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with very long runs of spaces must be avoided, as they may lead to self -
oscillation in the receiving amplifier.3 In the present paper, our conclu-
sions are not significantly affected by the choice of pattern for the
received signal.

In Appendix A, a theory is developed for predicting the interfering
power that arises when n systems operate in a cable. A knowledge of the
mean value of this power, and of its standard deviation as we select
combinations of n pairs, allows us to develop line engineering procedures,
as is done in Section IV. As further pointed out in Appendix A, the lab-
oratory tests have shown that the near -end crosstalk interfering voltage
has a Gaussian amplitude distribution, out to several standard devia-
tions." This is the reason we may calculate error rates in Section IV us-
ing only the rms value of the interference.

It is largely a result of experience with frequency -division carrier sys-
tems that many measurements of crosstalk losses in multipair cables
have been made at selected frequencies in the band of interest. The
near -end crosstalk coupling loss between typical cable pairs varies ir-
regularly with frequency, as illustrated in Fig. 7. In fact, measurements
across the frequency band on one pair combination are almost valueless;
the statistical properties must be found by measuring a large number of
pair combinations.9 In Table II, we have summarized data available on
coupling losses at 772 kc in cables with staggered pair twists. Losses are
given for pairs in 100 -pair splicing groups, to correspond to pair selections
in actual cables planned for T1 use. Using these data with the theory of
Appendix A, as explained in Section 4.2, line engineering tables have
been compiled to aid in the layout of one -cable systems.

100

90

80
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60 I
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4 5 6 8

103
2 3 4 5 8 8

IN KILOCYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. 7 - Near -end crosstalk loss vs frequency.
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TABLE II - NEAR -END CROSSTALK COUPLING LOSSES AT 772 KC
FOR 22 -GAUGE CABLES WITH STAGGERED PAIR TWISTS,

100 -PAIR SPLICING GROUPS

Cable Construction Mean, db Standard Deviation,
db

Unit
Pairs in same group 82 11

Pairs in adjacent groups 90 9
Pairs in alternate groups 103 7

Layer
Pairs in same group 75 9

Pairs in adjacent groups 83

These data apply, without correction for length, to sections at least 1000 feet
long. The data were taken on sections about 6000 feet long.

3.3.2 Far -End Crosstalk

Far -end crosstalk coupling paths are always present among cable pairs
in the same transmission direction. Three situations, illustrated in Fig. 8,
are critical in T1 engineering. In Fig. 8(a), there are lines for the same di-
rection of transmission in which the amplifiers are slightly misaligned.
This may happen in one- or two -cable operation when repeater cases are
spliced into the main cable at different points along the main cable. In
Fig. 8(b), a greater misalignment is shown. This can occur when systems
are added along a two -cable route, and there is not enough space at exist-
ing repeater locations to accommodate the additional repeater cases. It
may be necessary, for example, to use the next manhole along the line for
an underground installation. In parts (a) and (b) of the figure, the most
damaging far -end crosstalk exposures, shown by arrows, are in the cable
between an amplifier output and the nearest amplifier input. In Fig. 8(c),
we have a junction, where lines from different systems enter the same
cable; the figure shows only one direction of transmission. If LA and LB
are unequal, say LB > LA , signals from the "A" amplifier output inter-
fere more seriously with the "B" system than vice versa, by way of the
coupling path shown.

The theory of far -end crosstalk is developed in Appendix B. As in the
near -end case, we find the statistical properties of the interfering power
when n systems are present in a cable. The assumption that the crosstalk
voltage has a Gaussian amplitude distribution again allows us to estimate
error rates based on interference power. The theory is applied to the
layout of two -cable systems in Section 4.3, and to junctions in Section
4.4.
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3.4 Central Office Noise

In a telephone switching office, a variety of devices and circuits create
transient and repetitive currents with energy spread over a wide fre-
quency band. The more common sources are relays and switches that
interrupt direct or alternating currents, rectifier power supplies and ac
power wiring, and lines carrying ringing signals and other plant and test
tones. Carrier wiring inside the office, e.g., from main distributing frame
to carrier equipment bays, can be isolated from these disturbances by
shielding and by physical separation. Office noise can also find its way
into carrier lines by secondary induction. That is, voice -frequency pairs
within the office are exposed to office noise, and a number of these pairs
may enter cables which contain carrier pairs in the outside plant. The
noise voltages are coupled from the voice -frequency pairs into the carrier
pairs by crosstalk, chiefly near -end and far -end.

ARROWS SHOW CRITICAL FAR -END
CROSSTALK COUPLINGS

-.ILIA 14-

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8 - Far -end crosstalk situations: (a) sections with repeaters almost
aligned, LM small; (b) sections with greater misalignment of repeaters, LM large;
(c) junction.
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Such secondary couplings are important in T1 lines only in the vi-
cinity of central offices, as the noise on the noncarrier pairs, which is ef-
fective in the T1 band, is rapidly attenuated further out. In Appendix C
some of the properties of office noise are described, and in Section IV a
simple application of these facts is made to arrive at line engineering
methods.

IV. DETAILED ENGINEERING OF REPEATER SECTIONS

4.1 Error Rate Objectives for Repeater Sections

In engineering a repeater section one has to take account of errors due
to crosstalk and office noise so as to produce a sufficiently small contribu-
tion to the span error rate objective (Section 1.2.2) of 3 X 10-7, while
achieving nearly maximum economy in the use of repeaters.

The error rate caused by a combination of crosstalk and office noise
is very nearly the sum of the error rates caused by the two kinds of in-
terference separately (Appendix C). It is therefore possible to set an error
rate objective for noise and one for crosstalk, and to find the separate
design limits (cf. Section 4.5) that will meet these objectives. We have
set the objective for error rate due to office noise in one section at 10-7;
assuming two sections in a span to be fully exposed to noise, this assigns
two-thirds of the span error rate. The remainder is assigned to crosstalk.
Because of the extreme sensitivity of error rate to small differences in
crosstalk loss or section loss, error rates due to crosstalk will vary radi-
cally from one section to the next. The section objective is an error rate
of 10-7 for the worst one per cent amplifier. This means that in a five -
section span about 95 per cent of the lines will meet the span objective.
This is a reasonable performance level. Marginal lines may be set aside
for use as spares, and the investment in still poorer lines may be salvaged
by reusing the repeaters elsewhere and returning the cable pairs to voice -
frequency use.

4.2 One -Cable Systems

4.2.1 Design Section Loss

We have mentioned in Section 3.3.1 that one -cable installations are
subject to near -end crosstalk effects. We must limit the number of sys-
tems installed in a given cable, or the repeater section loss, or both, to
stay within the error rate objective of Section 4.1. The quantitative
limits are obtained as follows.
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Suppose a repeater section has cable loss L db. Then the received
pulse height at the preamplifier output is equivalent to S G - L
dbm,* where S is the peak value of the 772 kc signal component at the
transmitting amplifier output (cf. Section 2.2) in dbm, and G is the
preamplifier gain at 772 kc. Let P. be the instantaneous noise power
in dbm which is exceeded with probability e. Then, for a required signal-
to-noise ratio of A db (cf. Section 2.1), the error rate will be e when
S + G -L - A - P, = 0. For near -end crosstalk, the interfering
voltage has a Gaussian amplitude distribution (cf. Section 3.3.1). If its
rms value for n interfering systems is equivalent to P. dbm, then

P. = P. + 20 log y(e (Ibm (1)

where y( e) is the (positive) quantity such that

e = (27)-]/2 exp (-t2/2) dt. (2)

Actually, 8, L, A, and P. are statistical quantities. The mean value
of S is S = 10 log (2.7)2/100 30 = 18.6 dbm, and its standard devia-
tion is as = 0.5 db, owing to variations in the amplifier output circuits.
The mean pail' loss, L, is a design parameter to be found here; we use a
standard deviation al, = 0.6 db for L about 30 db. The mean amplifier
signal-to-noise ratio A, as mentioned in Section 2.1, is 12 db, with

= 1.0 db. As to P its mean value, introducing the mean Pn as in
(34), is

PE= P. + 20 log y(e)

= 48 -m + + 10 log (n/25) 20 log y(E)

where m and a are the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of the
near -end crosstalk coupling losses at 772 kc, in db. The standard de-
viation of Pe which is the same as that of P. , is underestimated by
the theory of Appendix A. A value of ap. = Gp. = 3.2 db has been
determined experimentally."

Accordingly, we now define another statistical quantity, the margin
at error rate E,

(3)

31.=S+G-L-A-P.. (4)

Substituting in (4) the values given, with G = 23.7 db, and y = 5.2
for e = 10- as in (2), we find

* dbm = decibels relative to one milliwatt.
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ME = 18.6 + 23.7 - L - 12 - 48 + m - U - 10 log (n/25)

- 20 log 5.2

= m - 0. - L - 10 log (n/25) - 32.

Also,
2m42 0.82 + al!

or

(5)

= (0.5)2 (0.6)2 + (1.0)2 + (3.2)2

am, = 3.4 db, (6)

the standard deviation of M. The random variable M, is a measure of
system performance which depends upon the statistical variations of
signal level, pair loss, required amplifier signal-to-noise ratio, and near -
end crosstalk interference. If, for a particular choice of the variables on
the right side of (4), M. is positive, the amplifier operates at an error
rate less than 10-7; if M, = 0, the rate is 10-7; and, if M, is negative,
the rate exceeds 10-7. Assuming that M, has a normal distribution, 99
per cent of the amplifiers will operate with error rate less than e( = 10-7
here) provided that

ME -2.330M, = - 8.0 > 0 (7)

using (6). If we have equality in (7), i.e., if we place the one per cent
point of the cumulative distribution of M, just at zero db, we will meet
the error rate objective. Then from (5) and (7), rearranging, we have

L ± 10 log (n/25) = m - - 40. (8)

This equation gives upper bounds on both L and n. That is, the mean
section loss, L, and the number of systems, n, must both be kept low
enough so that the left side of (8) does not exceed the right side. If it
does, we violate the error rate objective. Conversely, we may regard (8)
as placing a lower bound on m - a, derived from the properties of the
cable, for a given L and n.

As an example of the use of (8), assume n = 200 and 22 -gauge unit
cable, with pairs for the two transmission directions in adjacent splicing
groups. Although Table II gives m = 90 db and a. = 9 db, we shall
use the more conservative value m = 84 db. With this 6-db allowance
we recognize that crosstalk measurements at 772 kc have been made
on only a few of the many sizes and types of cable in the plant, and
that some cables may have lower crosstalk losses than given in the
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table. For n = 200 systems, (8) shows that L must not exceed 26
db. If we accept this value of loss at 100 F, the loss at 55 F is 25 db.
The latter figure, then, is the design section loss for this type of 22 -gauge
cable. That is, it is the maximum loss allowable for one -cable operation
with 200 systems. For an engineering loss (Section 2.2) of 27 db per
mile, a length of 4900 feet has 25-db loss, so this is the maximum dis-
tance allowable between repeater points for such an installation.*

We do not have data comparable to Table II for cable gauges other
than 22. To estimate the near -end crosstalk losses for other gauges, we
note that the near -end crosstalk coupling ratio varies, for the lengths
and frequencies involved here, directly with the attenuation in db
( Appendix A). For example, to estimate m for 19 -gauge cable with
average loss 19.1 db per mile, as in Table I, we use the corresponding
m in Table II, and add 10 log (19.1/26.5) = -1.4 db. For 19 -gauge
layer cable, adjacent splicing groups, then, m = 83 - 1.4 = 81.6 db.
Lacking more specific information, we may assume the standard de-
viation figures in Table II to hold for other gauges.

A value of L from (8) which leads to a design section loss greater than
32.2 db simply means that the section loss may be 32.2 db, as we cannot
exceed this value in any circumstances (Section 2.2). Using (8), with this
limitation and with the correction for gauge described above, engineering
tables have been prepared that give the design section losses for the
various types of cable to be found in the field, for any number of systems.

4.2.2 Selection of Cables and Pairs

We would like to be free to assign systems to cable pairs as they
are available along spans, without selecting individual pairs within the
cable sections. Such assignment is possible with voice -frequency cir-
cuits, but T1 systems need more careful consideration. For one -cable
operation, the two directions of transmission must be assigned to groups
of pairs with a satisfactory range of near -end crosstalk coupling losses.
More exactly, we wish to be sure that the mean loss and the standard
deviation of losses are in accordance with Table II, or better,t in de-
signing sections according to (8).

In large cables of unit construction, pairs are stranded into units of
* Amplifiers in one -cable sections are also exposed to far -end crosstalk from

coupling paths among the pairs in the same transmission direction. To simplify the
exposition in this section, the far -end crosstalk interference power, which adds to
that due to near -end crosstalk, has been neglected. The far -end power may be
calculated using the results of Section 4.3. When this is done, the result is equiva-
lent to reducing the 6-db allowance slightly.

t I.e., a greater mean loss, or smaller standard deviation.
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25 or 26 pairs for 19 -gauge, 50 or 51 pairs for 22 -gauge, and 100 or 101
pairs for 24- and 26 -gauge cables. The units are identified by position
and color coding. Measurements" on a 900 -pair, 22 -gauge cable with
paper pulp insulation, as in Fig. 9, show that the mean near -end loss
at 750 kc for pairs in adjacent units, e.g., one pair in unit 1, the other
in unit 2 of Fig. 9, is 13 db greater than for pairs within the same unit.
The mean loss for pairs in alternate units, such as units 1 and 3 of Fig.
9, is 30 db greater than the within -unit value, and even greater differ-
ences are possible for pairs in, say, diametrically opposite units of a
cable of this size. The standard deviations of the losses are not so dra-
matically changed by pair location, but are usually smaller for the more
widely separated units. Similar remarks apply to cables of layer con-
struction.

The common splicing group in large multipair cables is 100 pairs, i.e.,
two 50 -pair units or four 25 -pair units. For orderly administration of the
outside plant, T1 pairs are assigned by splicing groups. There are three
principal ways in which pairs for the two directions of transmission may
be chosen, as given in Table III. The table also contains examples of
the three configurations that apply to the unit cable of Fig. 9. If pairs
for both directions are in the same splicing group, the design section
losses from (8) are undesirably low. Placing the two transmission di-
rections in adjacent groups increases the near -end crosstalk loss, and
a reasonable number of systems can be operated in the same sheath
with full repeater spacing. Going over to alternate -group separation,

50 -PAIR OR
51 -PAIR UNIT

Fig. 9 - 900 -pair, 22 -gauge unit cable.
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TABLE III - ASSIGNMENT OF SPLICING GROUPS IN ONE-CA131.E
OPERATION

451

Short Description Explanation

Example for Unit
Cable Fig. 9

Design Section Loss in
db, 22 -gauge Unit Cable

E -W Pairs
in Units

W -E Pairs
in Units

25 Sys-
tems

SO Sys-
tems

100 Sys-
tems

Same group Pairs for both direc-
tions are in the same

1 &2 1 &2 24.0 21.1 18.2

100 -pair splicing
group.

Adjacent group Pairs for the two direc-
tions are in separate
groups that are next
to one another.

1 & 2 4 & 5 32.2 30.7 27.9

Alternate group Pairs for the two direc-
tions are in separate
groups that have no
units or layers touch-
ing.

1 & 2 6 & 7
or

8 & 9
etc.

32.2 32.2 32.2

there is a further increase in near -end crosstalk loss, and in the al-
lowable number of systems. Therefore, to accommodate more systems
in a given sheath, we may reduce repeater spacings or assign the systems
to groups of pairs with greater separation.

It is not always possible, merely by examination of the usual outside
plant records, to be sure that pair separation is maintained over a span
length. In specific instances, especially where older cables are involved,
it may be necessary to open some splices to determine the splicing pattern
and to make rearrangements. If enough measurements for statistical
validity can be made, it may be helpful to measure the near -end losses
at or near 772 kc. In placing new cables where it is likely that Ti systems
will be installed, modern splicing practices will be followed, including
complete color -coded pair -to -pair splicing, as is possible with poly-
ethylene -insulated cables." This will generally make rearrangements or
measurements unnecessary.

4.2.3 Staggered -Repeater Operation

Situations arise in planning T1 installations where one -cable opera-
tion is needed, but the crosstalk properties of the cable are not up to
the requirements outlined above. For example, it may be doubtful if
the pairs are in separate 100 -pair splicing groups and inconvenient to
open up enough splices to find out. In such cases, staggered -repeater
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operation, as shown in Fig. 10, may be possible. Pairs for both trans-
mission directions are in one cable, but the repeater cases are installed at
staggered points so as to reduce near -end crosstalk interference. For
example, the outputs of the amplifiers at repeater location A no longer
face the inputs of those at B directly through the near -end crosstalk
paths, but are first attenuated by L1 db, the loss between the two loca-
tions. In effect, the mean near -end crosstalk coupling loss is increased by
L1, and we are able to meet the interference objective, even though
the same cable is unsuitable for one -cable operation as in Fig. 2(a).

The optimum layout for staggered -repeater operation is that in which
all losses L1, L2 , L3 , etc. are exactly the same and are equal to half the
design section loss. In a practical layout, it may not be possible to
locate repeater cases in this way. Suppose the design section loss for
one -cable use, without repeater staggering, is D db. If we require that
each loss L1 , L2 , etc. (Fig. 10) be at least 10 db, then we have a mini-
mum near -end loss improvement of 10 db. The design loss D. , between
amplifiers in the same direction, is thus D + 10, or, if this number
exceeds 32.2, D. = 32.2. Of course, L1 , L2 etc. must each he less than

- 10.
At a constant value of design section loss, more systems may be in-

stalled in a given cable with staggered -repeater operation than in the
usual one -cable mode.

SYSTEM 1

SYSTEM 11

REPEATER
LOCATION A

SYSTEM

SYSTEM fl

REPEATER
LOCATION C

REPEATER
LOCATION B

K

REPEATER
LOCATION E

REPEATER
LOCATION D

L -4.- 1_2 4.- L3 -

Fig. 10 - Staggered -repeater operation.
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4.3 Two -Cable Systems

The general far -end crosstalk exposure of Fig. 11 is analyzed in Appen-
dix B. The mean interfering power, Q. , at the preamplifier output of
amplifier 2, due to crosstalk from amplifier 1, is given by (47), and the
standard deviation of this power, uQ,, = by (44). By selecting the
values of L, L1 and L2 , we may determine limiting conditions for various
layouts.

For example, let L = L1 = 32.2 db, and L2 = 0. This is the far -end
coupling arrangement in an ordinary repeater section of maximum loss,
with repeater locations aligned. Let us further assume that we have
paper -insulated, 22 -gauge cable with the properties listed in Table IV
( Appendix B). As a worst case, suppose that there are 50 systems in
the same cable unit, all but one of which may be regarded as interfering
with the remaining one, or, closely, n = 50. The mean interfering
power Q50 , and its standard deviation, a Q,0 , are calculated in Appendix
B as -33.2 dbm and 5.2 dbm respectively.

Our calculation of error rate due to this interfering power is quite
similar to that for near -end crosstalk, Section 4.2.1. As in (1), the power
level exceeded by the interfering voltage with probability e = 10-7,
assuming again that the interference has a Gaussian amplitude distribu-
tion, is PE = Q + 20 log 5.2 = Q. 14.3. The mean over various
selections of n crosstalk couplings is thus PE = -33.2 + 14.3 = -18.9
dbm. We may find the mean margin ME by substituting in (4) the values
S = 18.6, G = 23.7, L = 32.2, A = 12, and P, = -18.9; the result is
ME = 17.0 db. For the standard deviation of ME we take only that due
to P or 5.2 db, as contributions from the variances of S and A are
small. Thus 99 per cent of the amplifiers will have a margin at least

L 4'1

FAR -END
CROSSTALK

PATH

L,

AMPLIFIER

Fig. 11 - General far -end crosstalk exposure.

_AMPLIFIER
2
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- 2.33 X 5.2 = 4.9 db, again assuming a Gaussian distribution for
M..

The effect of far -end crosstalk is more severe for an equivalent ex-
posure in 19 -gauge cable of lower loss per mile. Specifically, if we assume
that the cable loss is 15.9 db per mile, and also that its crosstalk proper-
ties are the same as those used for the 22 -gauge cable, the 99 per cent
margin is 2.9 db for a 32.2-db section.

Neither of these values is quite as favorable as the 6-db reserve margin
called for in our near -end crosstalk calculations (Section 4.2.1). As the
32.2-db section of 19 -gauge cable, more than two miles in length, is
rather an extreme case, we conclude that the line loss of ordinary re-
peater sections for one -or two -cable operation is not seriously limited
by far -end crosstalk.

The calculation above relates to far -end interference within a single
group of 50 systems in one cable unit. A different situation is shown in
Figs. 8(a) and (b). Here we have far -end crosstalk between two groups
of systems in two -cable operation, when the repeater locations for the
two groups are different. This may come about, for example, when the
number of repeater cases at each location is limited by manhole space,

systems. In Figs. 8(a) and (b), we have far -end
between one set of amplifier outputs, and the inputs of another set,
separated by a line section of loss LM . To apply the theory, we allow L1
of Fig. 11, which corresponds to LM of Figs. 8(a) and (b), to vary from
small values to 32.2 db, and again find the 99 per cent margin, M99 =
M. - 2.33 o,,,, for L2 = 0 and L = 32.2 db. For purposes of illustra-
tion, we select the cable properties as follows. A 600 -pair, 22 -gauge unit
cable may have 400 systems in outside units surrounding 200 systems in
interior units, in two -cable operation. We therefore use n = 400 inter-
fering systems. The other cable parameters are taken from Table IV,
choosing the adjacent -unit value, nth = 77 db. This is pessimistic, since
many of the far -end crosstalk coupling paths are between more widely
separated pairs, in this instance. When we calculate M99 on this basis, we
find a variation with L1 as shown in Fig. 12.

For low values of L1, Fig. 11, the output of amplifier 1 is coupled to
the input of amplifier 2 by a short far -end crosstalk path. This corre-
sponds to the situation of Fig. 8(a), with Lm small. We see from Fig. 12
that L1 must be less than 0.05 db in order to have M99 at least 6 db. We
conclude that splices of apparatus cases to the main cable should be
within 10 feet. Greater distances are tolerable for numbers of interfering
systems less than 400.

The curve of Fig. 12 clearly shows that higher values of L1 less than
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24 db will not provide the necessary margin. For sections spaced as in
Fig. 8 (b ), then, we find that the interfering amplifier output must be
at least 24 db from the disturbed amplifier input. This requirement
cannot be met for sections limited to a maximum loss of 32.2 db. The
reason is that interference in the opposite direction, i.e. from the 200 -
system group into the 400 -system group in our example, also requires a
minimum spacing, which we can estimate to be about 3 db less, or 21 db.
This leads to a 45-db section loss. We conclude that misalignment of
sections as in Fig. 8(b) is ruled out. More lenient spacing requirements
result for cables of higher loss per mile, but the amount by which sec-
tions may be offset is still controlled by far -end crosstalk.

4.4 System Junctions

In an extensive area with T1 systems connecting several central
offices, junctions such as those in Fig. 13 will occur. In the figure, systems
connect office A with office C, and C with B, but for simplicity no
through systems from A to B are included. The controlling far -end
crosstalk exposures are in the cable sections incoming to amplifiers in
office C, i.e., in cable section 3 for the two -cable case, Fig. 13(a), and
in the incoming pairs of cable section 9 for the one -cable case, Fig. 13(b).

Assume in Fig. 13(c) that L. > LA , and that there are n interfering
systems in the A branch which join systems from the B branch at the
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Fig. 13 - System junctions: (a) junction of two -cable systems; (b) junction of
one -cable systems; (c) schematic showing losses.

junction. The far -end exposure has loss Lc , which corresponds to L1 ,
Fig. 11. For L in Fig. 11 we have LB ± Lc , the loss in the signal path
of the disturbed systems. For L2 of Fig. 11 we have LA , the loss in the
disturbing pairs between the disturbing amplifiers and the junction.

The 99 per cent margin M99 is again given by

M99= - 2.33 0-m, = - 2.33 cr j, n
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where j is the number of cable reels in the exposure, or C, section. We
may find M. as in (4), with Ag = 18.6, G = 23.7, L = LB + Lc , and
Pc = (2 + 14.3 as before. The necessary value of (2 , the mean far -
end disturbing power in dbm, is obtained from (47) for j = 1, 2, 3, .
reels, or from (48) when the exposure section is shorter than one reel in
length. When the required substitutions are made, again using the data
of Table IV, and defining A as the maximum loss difference LB - LA
which will keep M99 at least 6 db, we find that A varies with Lc , the
exposure section loss, as in Fig. 14. The number of systems, n, is a
parameter in this figure. The curves are plotted on the assumption that
systems entering the junction from the A side have at least adjacent -

unit separation in the exposure section from systems entering from the
B side, i.e. a mean equal -level far -end crosstalk loss at 772 kc, mio , of
77 db is used.

The value of A from Fig. 14 is the maximum permitted when far -end
crosstalk is controlling, e.g., for an exposure as in cable section 3, Fig.
13(a). Other limits must also be taken into account. For example,
suppose n = 200 systems are in the A branch, and the exposure length
is Lc = 10 db. The value of A from Fig. 14 is 13.4 db. If LA = 12 db it
would seem that LB as much as 12 + 13.4 the
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Fig. 14 - A versus Lc , 22 -gauge cable.
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total loss of the disturbed section, LB ± Lc , would then be 25.4 ±
10 = 35.4 db, more than the maximum possible loss of 32.2 db. For one -
cable operation with design section loss less than 32.2 db, the restriction
is based on this loss rather than 32.2 db; further, the margin M99 is
affected by both near -end and far -end crosstalk interference power.
Similarly, if the junction forms an entrance into a central office, the
section losses LA ± Lc and LB + Lc are limited as described in Section
4.5.

The curves of Fig. 14 may be used for mean far -end losses other than
77 db by adding mio - 77 db to the indicated values of A, since A varies
directly with this loss. For example, if there are 25 systems entering a
junction of exposure length Le = 10 db, and they are spliced into the
same cable unit as the disturbed systems, we may estimate mi. = 63,
so that A = 19.2 + 63 - 77 = 5.2 db.

4.5 Sections Near Central Offices

Repeater sections that terminate in central offices, and others in which
switched telephone pairs share a cable sheath with the Ti lines, are
subject to office noise interference (Section 3.4). The fundamental in-
formation for engineering these sections is in Appendix C. As shown
there, the signal-to-noise ratio, and hence the error rate, of an amplifier
is determined by the difference between two losses. The first of

these is the loss in the path by which the noise reaches the amplifier in-
put. It is convenient to imagine that the noise originates at the office
termination of the switched voice -frequency pairs. Thus, the noise path
loss is a sum, in general, of a crosstalk coupling loss and a direct trans-
mission loss. For the latter, it is adequate to substitute the loss at 772
kc of the pairs over which the noise travels. The second loss we need is
that in the signal path, exclusive of the buildout network loss (Section
2.2), office pad loss (Section 2.3), and office cable loss. This is simply the
cable loss incoming to the amplifier. In Fig. 20, error rate is plotted as a
function of the difference in noise and signal path losses. An error rate
of 10-7 is attained if this difference is at least 52 db. As explained in
Appendix C, the error rates of Fig. 20 prevail under very severe noise
conditions, so that we adopt this objective.

Fig. 15(a) shows the incoming T1 pair in a simple entrance section.
For the office amplifier, the signal path loss is L1, the pair loss between
the nearest outside amplifier and the main frame. The noise path loss,
for the near -end crosstalk coupling path A, may be taken as 75 db (see
Appendix C). We therefore must have 75 - L1 > 52, or L1 S 23 db.
For the first outside amplifier, the signal path loss is L2 and the noise
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path loss is L1 + 75, for the near -end path B. We thus have L1 + 75 -
L2 > 52, or L2 L1 + 23. Notice that L1 must be less than 9.2 db before
any reduction in L2 is needed, as L2 cannot exceed 32.2 db. Sections
farther from the office are not affected, owing to the increasing loss in
the noise path.

In Fig. 15(b), one direction of T1 transmission is shown in an arrange-
ment where the Ti lines do not enter the office, but are exposed to dis-
turbing pairs which do enter it. The amplifier operating with signal loss
L4 has a total noise path loss, for path C, of L6 + Lf where Lf is the
mean equal -level far -end crosstalk coupling loss at 772 kc for the cable
section between points X and Y in the figure. [The distance from X to
Y in feet may be substituted for / in (49), to approximate Lf .] The
losses L4 and L6 must satisfy the relation L6 + Lf - L4 > 52. For
near -end path D, we have a noise path loss of L7 + 75, for the amplifier
that operates with signal loss L5 so we require L7 + 75 - L5 > 52, or
L5 < L7 + 23. For one -cable operation, with oppositely -directed ampli-
fiers at the same points as those in Fig. 15(b), a similar set of inequalities
applies, relating to noise paths not shown in the figure.

A third arrangement is that of Fig. 15(c), in which the Ti lines are
cross -connected at the main frame, for flexibility in installing a terminal
at the office later. For noise path E, we have L9 + L - (L9 + L10) 52,

or Lf - L10 52; here Lf is the far -end coupling loss for the entire L6
section. For near -end path F, we find L10 + 75 - Li' > 52, or L11
23 + L10 . For one -cable operation, a comment similar to that above
applies.

In arriving at the section limits due to office noise, we have not in-
cluded a 6-db safety margin, as was done for near -end crosstalk in Sec-
tion 4.2.1. The reason is apparent from Fig. 16, in which curves of error
rate vs section loss are shown for (a) an end section, as in Fig. 15(a),
designed with L1 = 23 db, and (b) a one -cable section for which the de-
sign loss is 23 db. In the latter case, the error rate on the curve is that of
the one per cent poorest amplifier; notice that this amplifier will not have
an error rate greater than 10-7 until the section loss is 6 db more than
the design section loss, or 29 db. The error rate due to crosstalk increases
catastrophically beyond the 6 db margin. Since a section error rate of
10-6 is probably tolerable, while an error rate of 10--5 is not, there is as
great a margin of safety for noise as for crosstalk. The steep slope of the
curve of crosstalk error rate vs section loss in the critical error rate re-
gion necessitates considerable care in design.

In one -cable systems, the sections near offices are subject to interfer-
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Fig. 16 - Error rates (a) in an office repeater due to switching noise and (b)
in a one -cable section with design loss 23 db (poorest one per cent).

ence from near -end crosstalk, as discussed in Section 4.2, and also to
office noise. For any such section, two losses may be found: the design
section loss for one -cable operation (Section 4.2.1), and the maximum
loss permitted by operation in the presence of central office noise. If we
always choose the lesser of these two losses, we are assured of meeting
the span error rate objective of Section 4.1. This simplifies the design,
and we incur only a very small cost penalty in the number of repeaters
needed.

The assignment of the T1 lines to cable pairs for either one- or two-
cable operation may effectively isolate them from office noise disturb-
ances, and the restrictions above may be relaxed. For example, in Fig.
15(a) the carrier pairs may be part of a splicing group in which the non -

carrier pairs do not enter the office, but are cross -connected to outgoing
pairs at the main frame. The prime source of office noise in the carrier
systems is then coupling from noisy pairs in the same sheath which do
enter the office, but are found in a different splicing group, with cor-
respondingly greater crosstalk coupling losses to the carrier pairs. A
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similar situation occurs when an entire splicing group, say a 50 -pair unit,
is initially equipped for T1, and the integrity of the group is maintained
by unit -to -unit splicing, at least in the repeater sections near the office.
Still another favorable case, for a layout like Fig. 15(b), is that in which
the T1 pairs are in a group containing pairs spliced to an entrance cable,
but to a complement of the entrance cable that does not enter the office.
As described in Appendix C, noise measurements in these more favorable
situations have shown that the effective crosstalk coupling losses in the
noise paths are increased by 10 db. For example, in Fig. 15(a), we would
use a loss of 85 db for near -end path A, instead of 75 db. As a result,
there is no restriction arising from office noise, since the calculated
maximum section loss exceeds 32.2 db.

Recalling the minimum line loss requirement for end sections of 6 db
(Section 2.3), we find that these sections will lie in the range of 6 to 23
db, or, for 22 -gauge cable, 1200 to 4500 feet. The advantage against
office noise is great enough that the carrier wiring inside the office need
not be physically separated from other wiring, e.g., by special cable
racks or hangers. In most installations, the noise exposure inside will not
be as great as that for which we have made allowance, by shortening the
sections, in the outside plant.

V. CONCLUSION

In Sections II, III, and IV, we have given in piecemeal fashion the
limitations on line layout that arise from the amplifier properties, and
those that are needed to meet the error rate objective (Section 1.2.2) in
the presence of interference. We conclude with a general description of
how a system layout is made, taking into account these limitations.

Let us assume that the local trunk forecasts have shown the numbers
of circuits needed and their allotment among various interoffice routes.
These routes define the T1 spans. As far as possible, forecasts are made
for a long growth period; each span must be designed for the ultimate
number of T1 lines it will contain, rather than for the initial number of
systems installed. A survey of the cable maps and circuit assignment
records will show what cables and pairs are available for carrier use.
With the present 25 -repeater case, counts of 50 pairs must be cleared in
each cable, for a minimum of 50 systems in two -cable operation or 25
systems in one -cable operation. * At this point, the decision as to the type
of operation for each span may be made. When cables with assured

* As mentioned in Section 1.2.1, pairs may be equipped with through con-
nectors or load coils instead of repeaters, when they are not needed immediately
for carrier systems.
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splicing characteristics (Section 4.2.2) are available, one -cable operation
is attractive. Otherwise, and especially when very large numbers of sys-
tems are to be placed in a span, two -cable operation may be used. Splic-
ing rearrangements and installation of new cable particularly suitable
for carrier may also be considered at this stage.

A preliminary layout of each span is now made. Tentative repeater
locations are selected so that repeater section lengths fall within the basic
limits of 32.2 db, for two -cable operation, or the design section loss (Sec-
tion 4.2.1) for one -cable. For simple spans directly between offices, sec-
tion losses near the offices may readily be kept within the minimum and
maximum limits of Section 4.5. Some estimates of office cabling losses
are made at this point, as the office equipment bays are not yet installed.
In two -cable operation, the outgoing section near an office is not limited
in the same way as the incoming section, and they may be designed in-
dependently. It is quite possible to have the two directions in two -cable
systems in different types of cable, or even along different routes.

When junctions occur, some revision of the preliminary layout may be
called for, to meet the limits of Section 4.4. A common situation is a
junction of two systems near an office, so that the section carrying inputs
from both systems is subject to the end -section limits (Section 4.5) as
well. Usually there is enough latitude to find a satisfactory layout with-
out changing the fundamental plan. In exceptional cases, staggered -re-
peater operation (Section 4.2.3) may provide an alternative.

During the early stages of planning, a detailed examination of the
cable routes, including manholes (for underground cable) and pole lines
(for aerial cable) is essential. The results will show if some repeater loca-
tions must be shifted for traffic or other practical reasons. Further, it
may be necessary to enlarge some manholes, or build auxiliary manholes,
when many repeater cases are to he installed. Again, the necessary lay-
out changes can most often be made well within the design limits.

For the convenience of operating telephone company engineers, the
theoretical material developed here has been summarized in tables, e.g.
for design section loss (Section 4.2.1). Along with the tables, general
procedures for line layout, similar to those above, are given. Experience
so far has shown that this information enables these engineers to plan
line layouts in a simple and straightforward way, and that the resulting
lines meet the transmission objective of Section 1.2.2. Unusual situations
will arise in the field, as with any new system, that are not covered by
the engineering information already supplied. As more experience is had
with such situations, the theory here can be applied to them, and addi-
tional experimental data collected, with the goal of making the tables
and recommendations more complete.
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APPENDIX A

Near -End Crosstalk

Consider two pairs in a cable section of length l and propagation con-
stant -y, terminated in the characteristic impedance Zo at each end. A
current /0 is applied to one pair at one end. Let the mutual impedance
unbalance at a distance x from this end be Z(x) per unit length and the
admittance unbalance be Y(x). Then it can be shown" that the in-
cremental crosstalk current dI on the disturbed pair at the transmitting
end, due to an incremental length of cable dx at distance x is given by

dI _F ZOY d
x. (9)

Io L 16 4Z0 e

The mutual impedance unbalance Z is due to inductance unbalance. The
admittance unbalance Y is due primarily to capacitance unbalance. To
a first -order approximation these effects are independent of frequency.
At the frequencies of interest here Zo may be assumed to be a constant
resistance. Equation (9) may therefore be written

/0

in which C(x) is a real function of x, independent of frequency, which

dI = iwC(x) e--27x dx (10)
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will be called here the unbalance function.'' The statistical properties to
be ascribed to C(x) are as follows. Consider a large number of similar
cables of length 1. Each has, among others, two pairs, numbered 1 and 2,
which are always similarly located with respect to each other. For each
cable there is a C(x) for these two pairs. The following assumptions are
made for C(x):

(i) When the length 1 is large enough, any kind of average for C(x)
over all values of x for one cable is equivalent to the same average taken
at one value of x over all cables.

C(x) is normally distributed in amplitude, with mean zero.
Most of the following discussion does not depend on assumption (ii).
In view of the first assumption, the autocorrelation function S(r) and
the power spectrum G(s) may be defined as follows:

S(r) = ave [C(x)C(x (11)

G(s) = 4 f 8(r)cos 27sr dr. (12)
0

The response R(w) is defined as the ratio of the total near -end crosstalk
current to the current /0 , and is obtained by integrating (10) :

R(w) = iw f0 C(x) e-2" dx
0

or

R(w) = iw f C(x) e-2" ( cos 2(3x i sin 213x) dx (13)
0

in which CY and # are the attenuation and phase constants respectively.
Since # is nearly proportional to frequency at video frequencies, R(w)
will fluctuate rapidly in a random way with frequency. The in -phase and
quadrature components of R(w) tend strongly to be normally distributed
with mean zero regardless of the distribution of C because they are sums
of many random components.

The "average" behavior of R(w) is most easily examined by comput-
ing the average value of IR12. Denote this function by p(w). Then

/

P(w) = ave {c02 C(x)C(y) exP [-2(« i13)x
0 0

- 2(a - 1,0)y] dy dx} .

The averaging may he clone inside the integral and (11) used to give
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p(w) =
w2

o o

s(x-y) exp [-2a(x y) -20(s - y)] dy dx. (14)

Let x y = u, x - y = v. Equation (14) becomes

p(w) u
_2 u
_t s(v) e-2au-2iPv dv du
2 0 -u

2 21 21-uwf e-2au-2ifiv dv du.
z 1 J --21-1-u

Making use of the fact that S(v) is even and changing variables in the
second integral leads to

1 u2 j. (e-2au e2au-4a1 f A S (v) cos 213v dv du.
o ci

This can be integrated by parts to give
2 ri

2p(w)(e- au - e2au-dal) S (u) cos 2,8u du.
2a o

It will be seen shortly that at video frequencies S(u) is extremely small
values of

unity. Using this fact and (12), we haver' for 1 greater than a few feet,
2

p(w) = (1 - e-4cd) G(0/70- (15)

Over the video range 13 is approximately proportional to frequency and
may be replaced by 2irf/c where c is the propagation velocity in miles
per second. The length factor 1 - C4a1 is unity for frequencies and
spacings prevalent in T1 applications so (15) becomes

2

p ( ) =
8«

G(2f/v). (16)

The function p(w) has been found empirically by averaging many cross-
talk measurements to increase 15 db per decade over the range 100 kc
to 10 me (above the latter frequency its behavior is unknown). There-
fore, since a is approximately proportional to the square root of w,
G(2f/c) is nearly constant over this range. This yields some information
concerning S(r). This function is required to take its maximum value
at the origin.

If we assume the function

S(r) = S(0)e-k21r1 (17)
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then G is given by

e -

.
G(x) = 4S(0) -k9r cos 27rxr dr

48(0)k2-
42r2x2 k22

Consequently G(2f/c) is given by

4SG(2f/c) ( 0 )k2c2- (18)
167r2f2 k2c2

The departure of p(w) from the 15-db per decade line is of the order of
the measurement inaccuracy, about 1 db. The value of k2 can be esti-
mated by assuming G(2f/c) falls off 1 db at 10 me from its value at the
origin. Assuming c = 1.2 X 105 miles per second, this leads to the result

1/k2 = 5 X 10-4 miles. (19)

Consequently the correlation function 8(r) has decreased toe1 times
its value at the origin when r is about 2.6 feet; in other words, the cross-
talk unbalances at points further apart than this are essentially uncor-
related. The object of staggering pair twists is to make this correlation
range small, i.e., to increase k2 , since as (18) shows, the crosstalk power
is inversely proportional to k2 in the frequency range of interest. It ap-
pears that further improvement in near -end crosstalk by this means will
be difficult to achieve.

Having found the average behavior of the crosstalk function IR(w)I
with frequency, it is worth while to look at its amplitude distribution.
For the ensemble of cables pictured earlier, the average value of 1R(w)12
for a particular pair combination is given by (16), but a given cable will
generally have a different value, and the distribution of these values
enters into crosstalk calculations. The distribution of IR(w)I may be
investigated by dealing with the real and imaginary parts of R(w),
denoted by X(w) and Y(w), respectively. Let

x2 y2
M22 , X Y = mi2.

Since X and Y are normally distributed, the joint probability distribu-
tion p(x,) of X and Y is given by

p(x,y) = (270-1(m11m22 - m122)-1

exp { -m22x2 - m11y2 + 2m12xy (20)

2(m11m22 - m122)
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From this the desired distribution of [RI (X2 /72 1/2.
) can be obtained.

From (13), for a long cable section,

X = -w e C(x) sin 20x dx
0

CO

Y = w f e-2" C(x) cos 20x dx.
0

Multiplication and averaging leads to the results
w2

MI = c cos 213uf 8(v) dv du
2 o -

(4a)-1,02 f c-2au S(u) cos 213u du
0

.. r. u

m22 - - i e-2" cos 2,8u i 8(v) dv du- -
o

co

+ (4a) -1w2 f et S(u) cos 2flu du
o

M12 = c sin 2#14, f0 S(v) dv du .
0

Substitution of an estimate of S(r) such as is given by (17) and (19)
shows that m11 is approximately equal to m22 and m12 may be neglected
over the range 100 kc to 10 mc. Equation (20) then becomes

2

p(x,y) = (2 i1)-1exp [ -x±
2m11

The probability that the point (X, Y) lies in the differential area dx dy is
given by p(x,y) dx dy. By making the change of variable x = r cos 0,
y = r sin 6 the probability density of IR! may be found to be

p1(r)
= - exp [- r2in hmin , (r 0).

mn

The phase angle 0 is uniformly distributed over (0, 2/r).
The discussion of near -end crosstalk may be summarized as follows.

For a given pair combination in a reel of cable which is long enough
so that e -Ica is small in comparison to unity, the magnitude of the
near -end crosstalk response R(w) to a one -volt sinusoid of frequency
co/27r has the probability density

prob (r < IRI < r + dr) = p1(r) dr =
21 e_r21(,,)

dr. (21)
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Over the frequency range 100 kc to 10 me, p(w) for multipair cables is
given quite accurately by

p(w) = kwi (22)

in which k is a constant which varies from one combination of two pairs
to another.

The statistical properties of the values of k corresponding to the
many possible combinations of two pairs in a cable may not be pre-
dicted from this theory but must be estimated from measurements of
crosstalk loss. The analysis up to this point permits only the prediction
of the statistical properties of measurements made at different fre-
quencies on a single combination of two pairs. Let L(w) be the crosstalk
loss in db for a particular pair combination at a frequency co/27. Then
L(w) is a random function of frequency, with an amplitude distribution
and therefore a mean and standard deviation at each frequency. It will
he convenient in what follows to use the probability density of 1R12
rather than of 1R1; this is found from (21) to be

prop ( u < I /1)12 < (10 = p2(u) --1 CuiP(u)

For a given k corresponding to a particular choice of disturbing and dis-
turbed pairs, the expected value of the crosstalk loss L(w) in db as a
function of frequency is given by

(L(w)) = -(10 loglin
= -10 log e ( In IR12).

From (21),

(23)

(In IR12) - 1
In ue-u/P(') (lit

P(co)

tp( 1) + In p(w)

in which 4,(x) is the derivative of the logarithm of the gamma fune-
tion,18'19 and 4,(1) = -0.577. Using (22), (23) becomes

(L(w)) = -104,(1) log e - 10 log k - 15 log w. (24)

The variance of L(w) is given by

(L2(w)) - (L(w))2 = 1024/(1) log2 e

from which the standard deviation a is found to be

a = 10 log eV#'(1) = 5.56 db. (25)
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Equation (25) shows that the standard deviation of the loss in db is
independent of frequency. If the same pair combination in many differ-
ent cables is tested at a given frequency, or in other words if the loss in
db is measured at one frequency on many pair combinations having the
same value of k, the standard deviation of all the readings will be 5.56
db at any frequency in the range of 100 kc to 10 mc. The average value
at any frequency w will be given by (24).

In practice, crosstalk loss measurements have been made at relatively
few frequencies, often at only one frequency which is of particular inter-
est in a given application, but on many pair combinations. The mean
value of the losses in db of all the pair combinations decreases 15 db per
decade in the band from 100 kc to 10 mc. The standard deviation is
always greater than 5.56 db, due to the contribution of the variation
in the value of k from one pair combination to another. Measurements"
of near -end crosstalk loss in a 22 -gauge cable of unit construction yielded
standard deviations of about 9 db for pair combinations in which both
pairs were in the same unit, 7.5 db for combinations in which the two
pairs were in adjacent units, and 6.5 db for combinations in which the
two pairs were separated by one unit. The distribution of the loss in db

tion is usually assumed in making calculations.
In order to complete a picture of near -end crosstalk which will be

adequate for repeatered line engineering, it is only necessary to find the
distribution of the k's which together with the distribution

\ 1
P2(U) =

koP
exp - (u/kwi)

will give the empirically obtained normal distribution of crosstalk losses.
The latter distribution is assumed to have a mean loss of m db at a
reference frequency wo and a standard deviation of a db at all frequencies.
At an arbitrary frequency w, the probability density of loss L(w) in db
is given by

prob (x < L(w) < x dx)
2

- /- exp -Rx - m, - 15 log -) 2a2]
V 2ra wo

Since L(w) = -10 log jR(w) 12, the density of IV is given by

prob (x < IRIS < dx)

10 log e

N/27 ur
COexp - R10 log x m - 15 log - 20-21
wo
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If we set C = (10 log e)-' the density becomes

1
2C20-2

V2 7Ccrx exP - [(in x mC In
2 coo

It is convenient to redefine le in (22) so that

p(co) = k ((4)1
WO

471

(26)

Now what is needed is a probability density pk(x) for k such that

1

-Cf exP 2
In X ± MC - 3- 111 L')2 2C20-21Vax co,/

r.,
1

T
0) 3(-

= Pk(u) u(co/ coo)3
exp - (coo)] du.

However, an accurate solution of this equation is not necessary. The
lognormal distribution itself is only a convenient approximation to the
actual distribution. For pk we require a function which is a probability
density, whose convolution may he expressed in elementary functions,
which possesses at least two arbitrary parameters, and which, applied to
the right side of (24), permits the calculation of the first and second
moments of (L(w)). A satisfactory function is

pk(x) = -r(v)xle-xx(v > 0, x 0).

If we now redefine k in (24) to agree with (26), and denote expectations
relative to pk(x) by E, then

E(L(w)) = m - 15 log (wo-w-)

= -10 log e [0(1) 1/.(v)] + 10 log X - 15 log (±-1 .

wo

Similarly the variance in db may be calculated for each distribution to
yield

EL(W)>)2 - (E(L(W)))2 = (10 log e)2 [4/(1) + iv( v)] cr2.

Consequently we set

4/( v) = (10 log e)-20.2 - (1)

10 log X = in + 10 log e [CO 1P(v)].

The results so far may be summarized as follows. Suppose the dis-

(27)
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tribution of near -end crosstalk losses between two groups of pairs in a
given type of exchange cable is found empirically to possess a mean of
m db and a standard deviation of a- db at a frequency coo . Then for each
combination consisting of a pair in each group, the probability density
of IR(012, the squared amplitude ratio of crosstalk voltage to trans-
mitted voltage, is

_a

2

l(Wrprob (x < R(co)1 < x1cdx) =- - exp -xk-1 dx. (28)
wo wo

The distribution of the k's for all the pair combinations is given by

prob (x <k < x -1- dx) = pk(x)dx=T(v)x°-1eardx (29)

in which X and v are given by (27). In (28), the average value of 1R(w)12

is k(W/WO)1.
We may now calculate the mean and standard deviation of the inter-

ference power at the preamplifier output when there are n systems in
operation. Let r(f) be the Fourier transform of the preamplifier impulse
response, and W(f) the average power spectrum of the pulse train at
the amplifier output watts per inter-
ferer coupled to the disturbed amplifier by a near -end crosstalk path
whose power ratio at frequency f is just kg/MI. If the expected value
of the interference power due to this interferer is denoted by we(k), then

u)c(k) = k r f.ir(1)12W(f) d
0

The actual interference power will be close to this value because in sum-
ming IR (0.)12 over a range of frequencies the variation tends to be
averaged out. The standard deviation of we for a given value of k is
taken to be zero.

The total interference power is the sum of many contributions wc(k)
with k's chosen at random from the distribution given by (29), in which
X and v are determined from the mean m and standard deviation a in
db of the crosstalk loss distribution. The distribution of interference
power due to n interferers depends upon the distribution of the random
variable which is the sum of n values of k chosen at random, say len . This
is the nth convolution pk(n)(x) of pk(x) and is given by

n,
pk(n)(x) - (30)r(

The mean and standard deviation of the interference power we in dbm
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at the preamplifier output may now be determined. From (30) one finds

ave (10 log kn) = 10 loge [Cm') - In A]

ave (100 log' kn) - [ave (10 log kn)12 = (10 log e)24/(nv).

The mean interference power in dbm at the preamplifier output is there-
fore given by

ran = ave [10 log wc(kn)] + 30

= 30 + 10 log e [11/(ny) - Cv) - tk(1)]

- 'in + 10 log { fe° Ir(f)12 W( f) G -f-0)1 df} .
0

The standard deviation is

op = 10 log e w(nor. (31)

The value of v must be determined from (27).
The quantity

30 + 10 log
J

Ir(f)12 f) (-'91df} - 10 log e tp(1) (32)
fo

is the interference in dbm at the preamplifier output due to one amplifier
when m = 0 at frequency fo = w0/27r. This frequency will be taken to be
half the repetition frequency of the pulse train, or 772 kc. The pre-
amplifier response in db is given in Fig. 17. The expression for W(f) may

30

20
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0

-10

-20

2 4 6 8 2 4 6 8 2 4 6 8 2 4 6 8 2
10 102 103 104
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Fig. 17 - Preamplifier response.

4 6 8
105
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be written' as

2 V2f
TV( f)

0- sine (7f/4f0) (1 - cos . (33)
10072f 2 /0

This assumes rectangular pulses of height V volts base -to -peak, 1/4fo
seconds long at an impedance level of 100 ohms, with probability
for pulse and 4 for space, each time slot being independent of pre-
ceding ones. It also takes into account the polarity constraint that each
pulse is of opposite polarity from the preceding one; see Fig. 3. When
V = 3 volts is substituted in (33), and (32) is integrated numerically,
the result is 39.4 dbm. The mean interference power in dbm at the pre-
amplifier output due to n interfering amplifiers is therefore

= 39.4 + 10 log e [1,G(nv) - #(v)1 -m

in which m is the mean crosstalk loss in db at 772 kc and I, is to be de-
termined from the standard deviation a of crosstalk loss in db by

ti/( v) = 0.2(10 log e)-2 - (1)

= 0.05300.2 - 1.645.

For engineering calculations, a convenient approximation to P is

.13 = 48 -m + 10 log (n/25). (34)

This equation, based on well-known properties of the 1P -function,"'" is
valid within 0.2 db for u between 6 and 14 db.

These results for 15,, are in good agreement with experiment, but (31)
has been found to yield too small a value for apn . This may be traced
to the neglect of the variance of wc(k) and the use of its average value
only. The exact analysis has not been attempted, but an experimental
value of ap is used in engineering (Section 4.2.1).

A crucial point in the application in Section 4.2 of these results on
near -end crosstalk is the Gaussian amplitude distribution of the inter-
fering voltage. This was established experimentally16 with the setup of
Fig. 6, as follows. A fixed crosstalk output was obtained by choice of
the connections at the cross -connect terminal. The variable gain in
the crosstalk path (see Fig. 6) was adjusted to cause an error rate of
1.2 X 10-6, a convenient value for measurement, in the receiving Ti
amplifier. The interfering power for this condition was taken as a refer-
ence value. Next, the interfering power was varied from the reference
level, by changing the gain setting, and the variation of error rate ob-
served. The resulting points, for 3 and 25 interferers, are plotted in Fig.
18. Quite similar results were found for 1, 6, 12, and 50 interferers.
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The solid curve of Fig. 18 is the theoretical result that would be ob-
tained if the crosstalk had a Gaussian amplitude distribution and a
power level such as to cause an error rate of 1.2 X 10-' in the reference
condition. As a Gaussian signal exceeds an amplitude of 4.85 times its
standard deviation (rms value) with probability* 1.2 X 10-6, we have
plotted y = 4.85 on the upper horizontal scale of Fig. 18, to coincide with
0 db on the lower scale. For a value of power G db greater than the
reference, the value of y is 4.85 X 10-G/20. For example, if the gain is
set to give 2 db less power than in the reference condition, or G = -2, the
Gaussian interference must exceed 4.85 X 102/20 6.1 times its rms value
to cause an error, an event with probability 1.1 X 10-9.

Measurements of the near -end crosstalk amplitude distribution out to

* This is the "double -tail" probability, or twice the value e in (2), for a given
number of standard deviations, y, because the data were taken with a one -out -of -
eight pulse pattern as the transmitted signal, and most errors are insertions of
pulses. The probability of such errors is 2e.
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two or three standard deviations have been made with a conventional
amplitude distribution analyzer. These measurements confirm the
Gaussian distribution to a probability level of 10-2 or so. The con-
firmation we have described for the lower probabilities that occur for
five or six standard deviations is essential in line engineering calculations
with error rates as low as 10-7.

APPENDIX B

Far -End Crosstalk

Consider again two pairs of propagation constant -y (f) in a cable sec-
tion of length 1, which are terminated in their characteristic impedance
Zo at each end. A current /0 of frequency f is applied to one pair at one
end. Let the mutual impedance unbalance at a distance x from this end
be Z(x) per unit length and the admittance unbalance be Y(x). Then it
can be shown" that the incremental crosstalk current dI on the dis-
turbed pair at the receiving end, due to an incremental length of cable
dx at distance x, is given by

dI (ZoY Z
16 4Z0

e-11 dx. (35)

At frequencies of interest we may make the approximation that Z, Zo
and Y are independent of frequency. Equation (35) may then be written

dl/I0 = icoC,.(x)erids

in which CT(x) may be interpreted as the unbalance per unit length.
It is convenient to deal with "equal -level" crosstalk loss, that is, with
the ratio dI/I,. = iwC,.(x)dx where I,. is the current on the disturbing
pair at its receiving end. If we define F(f) as the response of the dis-
turbed pair at the receiving end of the cable to a sinusoid impressed on
the disturbing pair at the sending end which is large enough to produce
unit amplitude at the receiving end, then

P(f) = iarf f C,.(x)dx. (36)

The quantity of immediate interest is the expected value of IF12.

From (36), and setting (Cr(x)Cr(y)) = Sr(x - y) we get
ri

(IF(Di2) = f (1 - x)S,.(x)dx.
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If l is very much larger than the range over which St(x) is non -negligible,
the above equation becomes

(iF(D12) = 22/ f Sr(x) dx. (37)

This result shows the well-known 6-db per octave average slope of the
response with frequency and the proportionality to cable length!'

From (36) we expect the function OF(f) to be normally distributed
with mean zero since Cr(x) has mean zero. This would be true even if
Cr were not normally distributed, provided that 1 is large compared to
the range over which Cr is self -correlated. Thus for a particular pair
combination, OF(f) will have a value in the range (x, x dx) with
probability

(2r) -1µ-1(f) exp - [x2/2112(n]idx,

where IA is the standard deviation. From this the probability density of
IF(f)12 is found to be

(27rx)- 4A4 exp - (x/2/22).

The first moment of this distribution is /.4.2(f), which may therefore be
equated to the right-hand side of (37). It is convenient to set

2 f Sr(x) dx = -k.
o coo'

Then i22(f) = klw2/wo2 and kl is the expected value of the power on the
disturbed pair at the receiving end, per watt of received power in the
disturbing pair, at a frequency wo . As in the near -end case, k is a random
variable, a particular value being associated with each pair combination.
We assume that the value of k possessed by a pair A in combination with
pair B is independent of its value in combination with any other pair.
For the probability that k for a pair combination chosen at random lies
in the range (u, du) we assume

Pk( ii)
F(p)

v--1
C

ate (v > 0, A > 0). (38)

The probability that the equal -level far -end crosstalk response I F(f)12
of a pair combination chosen at random at a frequency f lies in the
range (x, x dx) is therefore given by

X" r° cooP(x) dx = dx
I")

u exp (-Au - wo2x/2w2u1)coV2irlux
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The equal -level far -end crosstalk loss in db is given by -10 log IF 12.

For the above distribution we have the mean loss

m1 = -(10 log e)[0(v) + 01+ 10 log X + 10 log 20 - 10 log 1,1 o2

and the standard deviation in db

0-1 = (10 log e) (v) G)11.

A repeater section is usually made up of several reels spliced together.
For a given pair in a cable section of j reels the far -end coupling is there-
fore made up of j couplings in parallel, each having a value of k chosen at
random from the distribution (38). Each coupling may be thought of as
a lumped capacitance which may be positive or negative and is equal to
the integral of Cr(x). The currents therefore add linearly. The density of
the resultant current, relative to the received current is, therefore, the
j -fold convolution of the density function of i-1F(f), i.e.

Xv[r(p)]-1 f uP-1 (wo/wV2r/u) exp (-Au - COO2X2/2W2U0
du.

0

Multiplying by exp izx and integrating over x first, we get for the char-
acteristic function 43(z)

43(z) + (w2z2/2,002)]-11,.

Taking the jth power of this function merely replaces v by jp and we see
that the convolution is given by

woP;(x) - fr( Jo . exp( -Xu - wo2x2/2w2u1) du. (39)
0 V27,-//,

For this distribution we have for the mean loss in db and the standard
deviation in db

mj = -(10 log e) [1,G(,jP) (0]

+ 10 log X + 10 log ;w()--2 - 10 log 1
20.)

= (10 log e)[11/ (1-))14

(40)

(41)

We may now apply these results to the general far -end crosstalk situ-
ation of Fig. 11. Suppose that the cable section in which the far -end
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exposure takes place has loss L1 and length L1/K miles, where K is the
loss in db per mile, and that it consists of j reels of length 1 miles, i.e.,
j/ = L1/k. The ratio of the power at the input of amplifier 2 to that
arriving at the exposure section on the disturbing pair at frequency f,
for a pair combination giving the mean dbm power, is

1(2//X)(f/f0)2 exp PUP) + IP (2) - 2a(f)(Li/K)1

where a(f) is the cable loss in nepers per mile. Taking into account the
preamplifier characteristic r(f), the power spectrum W(f) of the ampli-
fier output signal as in (33), and the loss, L2 , of the section of cable from
amplifier 1 to the exposure, the total interference power at the preampli-
fier output for one disturber is

(2L1/XjK) exp Hjp) G1)1 (ilio)2W(/) Ir(f)12

exp [-2a(f)(Li L2)/K] df.

The interference power in dbm for this mean interferer is

Qi = 10 log (.2LI/X jK) + 10 log e[0( jv) j)1

+ 30 -I- 10 log f (mow( f) ircor

exp [-2a( f)(Li L2)/K] df.

The standard deviation of Qi is given by (41).
To determine the interfering power for n interferers, we can obtain

from (39) the density for the square of the current and find its n -fold
convolution. To obtain an approximate result we may use the Edson-

Alford formula," which gives an approximation to the distribution of the
power sum expressed in db, of n quantities whose distribution in db is as-
sumed to be Gaussian. The increase in the mean power in dbm for n in-
terferers as compared to one interferer is

ai, = 5[1og (n3 exp ea;) - log (exp ecri n - 1)] (43)

and the standard deviation is

cri,.= 6.593 [log (exp C2cr! n - 1) - log n]i (44)

where C = 1/(10 log e). Performing the numerical integration in (42)
with the assumption that a(f) = a(fo)(f/fo)1, we find that the integral

(42)
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is very closely given by 7.0 - (L, L2). Thus the mean interfering
power in dbm for n systems is

Q. = 10 log (2/4/XjK) + 10 log e [O(jP) gi)]
+37.0 - (LI + L2) +

with standard deviation a in as in (44).
The values of X and v in (45) must be determined by substituting in

(40) and (41) the measured mean, , and standard deviation 0-2, ,

of the equal -level far -end crosstalk losses at a single frequency (fo is
convenient) for a cable made up of jo reels of length 10 miles each. If the
loss m50 is measured at fo , we find that

10 log X = tnA, + 10 log e [0( jop) #(1)] + 10 log 2/0. (46)

Substituting (46) in (45),

On = 10 log (Li/jK10) - Tajo + 10 log c [11/(jp) - igioP)]

+ 37.0 - (L1 + L2) + a,,n 

Instead of Li/jK/0 , the equivalent expression //lo may be used.
Equation (47) gives the mean interfering power, Q , strictly speak-

ing, only when the exposure section is made up of j reels, for j = 1, 2,

3, . For exposure sections of arbitrary loss L1, and an assumed reel
length of l miles, we may use j = Li/ Kl, which will not in general be
an integer. The results for Q. and a-;,, will be interpolations between
their values for the nearest integer j's. For small values of L1 when we
would have j < 1, we cannot apply the convolution results (40) and
(41) ; instead, the one -reel distribution applies. Thus, for L1/Kl < 1, we
have, putting j = 1 in (47),

Qn = 10 log (L1/K/0) - nth + 10 log e [11/(v) - joy)]

+ 37.0 - (L1 + L2) + .

The standard deviation of Q. is Gri,n 
To illustrate (47), suppose we have n = 50 systems in 22 -gauge paper

cable with L = Li = 32.2 db and L2 = 0 in Fig. 11. If we take 900 feet
as the reel length, the 32.2 db section will contain j = 7 reels. For the
cable crosstalk parameters, we use the data of Table IV, choosing nz.i0
63 db for pairs in the same unit. Other measurements21 on a single reel
of cable gave a standard deviation al of 11 db. Substituting = 11 in
(41) shows that P = 1, and we adopt the value v = 1 for convenience
(al = 11.2 db).

(45)

(47)

(48)
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TABLE IV - FAR -END CROSSTALK DATA13

Type of cable:
Length:
Number of reels, jo :
Reel length, to :

Loss per mile, K:
Mean equal -level far -end crosstalk

coupling loss, at 772 kc, :

Estimated parameter v (see text)

22 -gauge, paper -insulated, 900 pairs
6106 feet
9
6106/(9 X 5280) = 0.13 miles
26.5 db per mile (772 kc, 55 F)
(a) for pairs in same unit, 63 db
(b) for pairs in adjacent units, 77 db

1

From (41), we find that oz = 9.8 db; putting this in (43), a7,50 =
25.0 db. The mean interference power 050 is then = 33.2 dbm, from
(47). Further, its standard deviation o-42,0 = 5.2 dbm, using (44).

APPENDIX C

Central Office Noise

The operation of electromagnetic relays in telephone offices produces
electrical transients which propagate down the pairs.22 Through cross-
talk in the cable, these disturbances may appear on pairs not connected
to switches. The energy distribution of this noise is very broad, reaching
frequencies well in excess of two megacycles. The transients are of several
types and are quite complex. If T1 lines were operated at a lower signal
level they would cause bursts of errors, each burst lasting less than a
millisecond and containing from one or two to several hundred errors.
Since the noise is primarily due to switching, the error rate is strongly
dependent upon office activity, being highest during the busy hours and
disappearing in the early hours of the morning. Since a crosstalk path is
involved, the levels of the noise transients reflect the approximately log-
normal distribution of crosstalk loss and vary widely.

Because of the complexity of the office noise phenomenon, it is neces-
sary to lean heavily on experimental results. The feature of the noise
which is of most interest in T1 carrier work is the error rate which it
produces in the office amplifier, as a function of the length of the repeater
section. The error rate is predictable from the amplitude distribution of
the noise at the output of the linear preamplifier, that is, at the point in
the amplifier at which the decision is made whether a pulse has been re-
ceived or not. The amplifier may be assumed to make an error if the noise
amplitude is greater than one-fourth the pulse height (Section 2.1). The
error rate to be expected on a typical office repeater section has therefore
been studied by means of a sampling and comparison device which is
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connected to an otherwise idle pair at the main frame. A noise sample
increases the count on a register by one if the amplitude is greater than a
preset level.

Since the repeater section is always built out to full length (Section
2.2), the signal pulse shape and amplitude at the preamplifier output are
always the same, within the allowable ±4 db limits. The noise, on the
other hand, is attenuated by whatever buildout is used. Since the build -
out loss is a function of frequency and the noise transients are quite
variable in structure, the relation between section loss and error rate
must also be found experimentally. The noise may also be attenuated by
pair loss* in the disturbing pair if the amplifier is not in the office but near
it. Since the buildouts are designed to imitate pair loss, the effect on the
error rate of adding pair loss in the noise path is the same as the effect
of shortening the repeater section.

In some cases the noise exposure occurs via far -end rather than near -
end crosstalk. The dependence on the crosstalk mode may be estimated
from the relative near -end and far -end crosstalk losses. Again, if the dis-
turbing pairs are in a different unit or layer of the cable than the T1
pairs, the loss in the crosstalk path is greater than if both are in the same
unit, and this may be taken into account in engineering end sections.

Since both crosstalk interference and impulse noise are generally pres-
ent in sections near offices, the error rate due to any combination of the
two must be determined.

To summarize, the following questions must be answered in order to
estimate the restrictions which should be placed on repeater sections ex-
posed to office noise:

(a) What is the worst noise level to be expected in cable pairs entering
an office?

(b) How does noise error rate depend upon section loss, distance of
the repeater from the office, crosstalk mode, and segregation in the
sheath?

(c) If office noise and crosstalk separately produce error rates R1 and
R2 , what error rate will both together produce?

Considering the first of these questions, amplitude distributions for
positive noise voltages were measured at the output of a TI preamplifier on
several pairs at their main frame terminations in one office. Curve 1 of
Fig. 19 is for the median pair. The ordinate is the normal probability
scale, while the abscissa gives the instantaneous level at the output of the
preamplifier in dbm, with no buildout in the amplifier. Thus a level dis-

* Noise in the disturbing pair is found in both the longitudinal and metallic
modes. At Ti frequencies the losses in the two modes may be taken to be the same
for the present purpose.
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Fig. 19 - Noise amplitude distribution at preamplifier output with 9.6-db
buildout (curve 2) and without (curve 1).

tribution which was normal in db would appear as a straight line. Of sev-
eral offices involving step-by-step, panel, and crossbar switching ma-
chines, this office gave as high a noise level as any. We have, therefore,
taken curve 1 of Fig. 19 to be representative of noise levels in noisy offices.

Considering the second question, if section loss is decreased, the noise
level is reduced by the presence of the buildout. Curve 2 of Fig. 19 shows
the effect of the 9.6 db buildout on the noise distribution of curve 1. The
effect is quite closely the same as the introduction of the same amount of
flat loss. Thus reducing the section loss or moving the repeater away
from the office affects the noise level by the number of db represented by
the change, measured at 772 kc.

For calculations based on Fig. 19, we assume that the mean near -end
coupling loss is 75 db at 772 kc, a figure that is typical for pairs in the
same unit or layer of large cables." In the case of far -end coupling, the
approximation

te:'-vi 63 - 10 log (1/6106) (49)
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may be used; L1 is the mean equal -level far -end crosstalk coupling loss
at 772 kc for a cable of length / feet (cf. Appendix B). To this loss is
added the direct loss of the pair between the office and the disturbed
amplifier.

The additional loss in the crosstalk path due to segregation of T1 pairs
in a unit or layer of the cable containing no switched pairs can be
estimated from the relative mean crosstalk losses. Near -end crosstalk
loss in unit cables is about 8 to 13 db greater in mean value for pairs in
adjacent units than for pairs in the same unit. Far -end crosstalk loss is
about 10 to 15 db greater for pairs in adjacent units than for pairs in the
same unit. These are metallic -to -metallic losses, whereas longitudinal -
to -metallic couplings may be dominant. Some noise data is available
which indicates about a 10-db reduction of office noise for pairs in an
idle unit in the sheath as compared with pairs in working units. This
estimate has been used for both near -end and far -end noise coupling.

Curve 1 of Fig. 19 may now be translated into a curve of error rate as
a function of the difference between loss in the noise path and loss in the
signal path. For example, the curve shows that a noise level of -1.5 dbm
at the preamplifier output is exceeded with probability 10-6. Therefore,
the amplifier error rate will be 10-6 when the signal-to-noise ratio at
this point is 12 db (Section 2.1), i.e. when the signal level is -1.5 +
12 = 10.5 dbm. The signal level (Section 2.2) at the preamplifier output
is S G - L, where these symbols have the same meaning as in Section
4.2.1. Substituting S = 18.6 dbm and G = 23.7, we find that the mean
pair loss, i.e. the loss in the signal path, is L = 31.8 db for a signal level
of 10.5 dbm. We have assumed a mean loss in the noise path of 75 db
in Fig. 19. The difference between noise path loss and signal path loss is
thus 75 - 31.8 = 43.2 db. In Fig. 19, error rate 10-6 is plotted above
the abscissa 43.2 db. Correspondingly, each abscissa of Fig. 19 is in-
creased by 43.2 + 1.5 = 44.7 db to obtain a point of Fig. 20. When the
losses in the noise and signal paths for a particular amplifier are known,
the error rate in the presence of severe office noise may be read from

Fig. 20.
Finally, the error rate resulting from a combination of crosstalk and

noise must be examined. This requires choosing a mathematical repre-
sentation of the office noise amplitude probability density pm and finding
its convolution with the normal distribution, which applies to crosstalk
voltage amplitudes.

A convenient representation for this purpose is:

-OW
Pn(x) - (a4 (50)
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Fig. 20 - Error rate as a function of loss difference.

This function fits typical noise curves quite well. The fit is not as good
for the rather extreme case of curve 1 of Fig. 19, which shows a relatively
higher probability of very large amplitudes, but it is satisfactory for the
present purpose. For large values of the ratio of the random amplitude
variable X to the standard deviation a we have

Prob
(X 1 1

a r 3u3 7u 7 11u"

For an error rate of 10-7 all terms except the first can be ignored and we
find u = 114.5. The probability density of the amplitude of the cross-
talk interference at the preamplifier output is given by

1
-71x ) - e 1262 (51)

lira

If Y is the crosstalk interference amplitude variable, solving the equa-
tion

Prob
Y > u = 10-7

yields u = 5.2. Thus an error rate of 10-7 will occur if the error threshold
(one-fourth the pulse height) is 5.2 times the rms crosstalk interference
or if it is 114.5 times the rms office noise. We are interested in the error
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rate if these amounts of noise and crosstalk interference occur in the
same amplifier. This may be calculated by finding the distribution of the
sum Y + X of the two variables. Let

5.2a - -fy .
114.5

By working with the characteristic functions corresponding to the
probability densities of (50) and (51) it may be shown that

Prob (X -I- Y >= 5.2a) = 2.31 X 10-7.

Thus the error rate due to the sum of the two types of interference is
approximately the sum of the error rates due to the two interferences
separately. For practical purposes, design requirements for office noise
and crosstalk may therefore be considered separately.
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Delay Distributions for One Line with
Poisson Input, General Holding Times,

and Various Orders of Service
By L. TAKACS

(Manuscript received December 14, 1962)

At a telephone exchange, calls appear before a single trunk line in ac-
cordance with a Poisson process of density A. If the trunk line is busy, calls
are delayed. The call holding times are identically distributed, mutually
independent, positive random variables with distribution function H(x). In
this paper the distribution function of the delay and its moments are given
for a stationary process and for three orders of service: (i) order of arrival,
(ii) random order, and (iii) reverse order of arrival.

I. INTRODUCTION

Let us suppose that in the time interval (0, ) calls appear before a
single trunk line at times Ti T9 Tri ' where the interarrival
times r - (n = 1, 2, ; TO = 0) are identically distributed,
mutually independent random variables with the distribution function

1 - e -x.
F(x) = if x 0,

if x < 0, (1)

that is, the input is a Poisson process of density A. If an incoming call
finds the line free, a connection is realized instantaneously. If the line
is busy, the call is delayed and waits for service as long as necessary (no
defection). The holding times are identically distributed, mutually in-
dependent, positive random variables with distribution function //(x)
and independent of the input process. Such a service system can be
characterized by the symbol [F(x),H(x),1] provided that the order of
service is specified. In this paper three orders of service are considered:
(i) order of arrival (first come -first served), (ii) random order (every
waiting call, independently of the others, and of its past delay, has the
same probability of being chosen for service), and (iii) reverse order of
arrival (last come -first served).

487
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We are interested in finding the distribution function of the delay for
a stationary process and for the three orders of service. We shall prove
that if Xa < 1, where a is the average holding time, then there is a unique
stationary process.

Throughout this paper we shall use the notation

If( s) = f e-"dH(x) (9?(s) 0) (2)
0

and

ak = Xk dH(x) (lc = 0, 1, 2, ).

In particular, al = a is the average holding time.

II. THE STATIONARY PROCESS

(3)

Let us denote by E the queue size at time t = Tn - 0, i.e., the nth
incoming call finds tn calls (either waiting or being served) in the system.
Denote by x the time needed to complete the current service (if any)

at time t = T - 0. If = 0 then x,, = 0. The vector sequence

n= 1, 2, ,

is a Markovian stochastic sequence and has the same stochastic behavior
for each order of service. We shall prove that if Xa < 1 then there exists
a unique stationary distribution, whereas if Xa >= 1 then a stationary dis-
tribution does not exist. If Xa < 1 and (E1, xi) has the stationary dis-
tribution, then every (tn , xn) has the same distribution as the initial
distribution. For the stationary process, let us introduce the following
notation

and

= = Pi (j = 0, 1,

Pfx. S x, = = P;(x) (x 0,j =

ii,(s) = f- e-- dp,(x) oz(s), =

We shall prove the following theorem, due to D. M. G. Wishart:1
Theorem 1: If Xa < 1, then the stochastic sequence an , x.), n = 1, 2,
 , has a unique stationary distribution which is given by Po = 1 - Xa

and

 ) (4)

1, 2, ) (5)

1, 2, ). (6)
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00

U(s,z) = E vs)?
1-1

(1 - Xa)Xz(1 - z) (NY(s) - Nif(X(1 - z))
z - N1f(X(1 - z)) s - X(1 - z)

for 92(s) > 0 and I z I 5 1.
Proof: If we express the distribution of (fin+i xn+i) with the aid of

the distribution of (En xn), and assume that both (En -F1 , xn+i) and
, xn) have the same stationary distribution, and if we form Laplace-

Stieltjes transforms, then we obtain that Po and II;(5) (j = 1, 2,  )
must satisfy the following system of linear equations:

CO

Po = Polo) + E m(x)R,(x)ik,

11,(8) - x[T(x) - T(01
8 - ,=1

{P0 E rik(s)NF(x)r} ,

(7)

(8)
- - 11,-1(8)]

for j = 2, 3,  and

- X

5 - X

x[w(x) - T(')] rik(s)Ro)1L-

00

Po + E Ho) = 1. (9)
j-1

To prove (8) we use the following two facts: First, the probability that
during a holding time no call arrives is given by

( X ) = f e-xx dH( s).

Second, let p and 0 be mutually independent, positive random variables
with distribution functions Plp < x} = P(x), and P{0 = F(x)
defined by (1). Write A = {0 < p}. Then

P{A }E {c -3('e)1 A = fo'4 for e-(X-P)8-XY dydP(x) - Xfil(X) - Ins)]
s - X

where

n(s) = f e 82dP(x).
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Forming generating functions in (8) we obtain

[s - X(1 - z)]U(s,z)
U(X *(X» - U(X,z) (10)

= XzU(X,z) xzE*(x) -,P(s)] {P0 + ' 40) - z j '

If s = X(1 - z) in (10) then we get

U(X,z)-1-
U(X,*(X)) - U(X,z)}- O. (11)RI(X) -11'(X(1 -z))l{Po + - z

The comparison of (10) and (11) gives

Az[4,(s) -11,(X(1 - z))]
U(s,z) - U(X,z). (12)

[s - X(1 - z)][4,(X) -11,(X(1 - z))]

By the first equation of (8), U(X,*(X)) = Po[1 - NII(X)], and if we put
this into (11) we get

U(X, z) - P0(1 - z)F1'(A) - - z))] (13)
z - 11(X(1 - z))

Thus by (12) and (13)

U(s,z) - XPoz(1 - z)[1lf(s) -111(X(1 - z))]
[z - 11,(X(1 - z))1[8 - X(1 - z)]

Since by (9) Po + U(0,1) = 1, it follows from (14) that Po = 1 - Xa.
Thus if Xa Z 1, then the assumption that a stationary distribution
exists leads to a contradiction, i.e., a stationary distribution cannot exist
if Xa 1. If Xa < 1, then there exists one and only one stationary
distribution which is given by Po = 1 - Xa and by (14). This proves

(7).
Remark. From (7) we obtain by inversion that for x z 0

1);(x)zi

(1 - Xa)Xz(1 - z) f e-xa--.)uw(u x) - H(u)] du.
z -11'(X(1 - z)) Jo

Hence for x

(14)

(15)

Pi(x) = X 0[1 - H(u)] du. (16)

Accordingly if (. , x.), n = 1, 2, , is a stationary sequence, then we

have for x z 0 that
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xP{ )6, x 1 En .__ 1} =-1 f [1 -H (u)] du, (17)a 0
i.e., if an incoming call finds the line busy, then the distribution function
of the time needed to complete the current service is given by

-1-1 f z [1 - H(u)] du if x 0,
H*(x) = a o

{

0 if x < O.
(18)

Finally we also remark that the stationary distribution of t , n = 1, 2,
, is given by the following generating function

E , (1 - x«)(1 - z)*(x(i - z))U(z) (X(1 - z)) - z
This follows from (7), because U(z) = Po + U(0,z).

(19)

III. THE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF THE LENGTH OF A BUSY PERIOD

A busy period is defined as a time interval during which the line is
continuously busy. The stochastic law of a busy period is obviously
independent of the order of service. Every busy period (except the
initial one, if the line is busy at time I = 0) independently of the others
has the same stochastic law. Denote by G(x) the probability that the
length of a busy period (other than the initial one, if any) is and
define

-y(s) = f e-"dG(x) (N(s) 0). (20)

In Ref. 2 it is proved that y(s) is the root with smallest absolute value
in z of the equation

z = N11(s ± X(1 - z)). (21)

By Lagrange's expansion (cf. Ref. 3, p. 132) we obtain that

7(s) =
An -1 f e(k+8)xXn-1 aln(X) (22)

n=1 n! 0

where H. (x) denotes the nth iterated convolution of H(x) with itself.
From (22) it follows by inversion that

= E
\n-1

x dH(u).
n=1 n! 0

If X« < 1 then G( 00 ) = 1, whereas if X« > 1 then G( co) < 1.

(23)
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In the case of Xa < 1 the rth moment of G(x) is defined by

rT = f xr dG(x) (r = 0, 1, 2, ). (24)

If Xa < 1 and a, is finite then F0 , rl , , Fr are also finite and we
have r0 = 1, ri = a/(1 - Xa), and

(n p)!
= n! (1 - Xa)'+'+'

(25)

for n = 1, 2,  , where

li h 1"=(26n! ai as an -1-1
)

j1L/21  j!(21)11(3 ph ((n + 1) pin 
i 2+  -1-nin=n

If, in particular, H(x) = 1 - e-xl" (x >= 0), then a,. = r!ar and

ani-v n! n! n - 1
ii!i21jni v! v - 1

)

11+2i2+-Fn7n=n

71+ Pa .

Formula (26) can be proved as follows. If we define

u = s + X[1 - 7(s)],

then by (21) s = u - X[1 - '(u)], whence by Bfirmann's theorem
(cf. Appendix) for n = 0, 1,  we have

d' 'u F e (12,y+1 d" 1

dun \s/ i du",, ..-0 1 - X 1 - 4,(u))7,

-Fl

dsn+' 8=o (27))
14.4

and the nth derivative can be calculated by using Faa di Bruno's formula
(cf. Appendix). On the other hand

(Azds) = 1 - Ay'(0) = 1 + xr

and

(28)

(dn1.4+1

dSn÷ 8-0 = ----
x7(71+1) (0) ( _1)721/41, (n = 1, 2,    ). (29)

Comparing the above formulas we obtain r for every n.
Finally we remark that, by (25)

F2 - (1 - xa)3
(30)
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- a3 3Xa22r ,
(1 - Xa) 4 (1 - Xa)5'

- 2 3
1 OXa2a3 1 oX a2F4 - (1 - Xa)5 + (1 - Xa)6 (1 - Xa)7

IV. THE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF THE DELAY
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(31)

(32)

Let us denote by in the delay of the nth call. If the order of service is
specified then the distribution function of nn is uniquely determined by
the distribution of an Xn ). If , xn), n = 1, 2,  , is a stationary
stochastic sequence, then nu has the same distribution for every n. In
the case of the stationary process write P { n. < s} = W(x) and

E{e-""} = St(s)

for each order of service. Define
co

Wn = f xn dW(x) (n = 0, 1, 2,  ). (33)

In each case Wn is finite if an+i is finite. For each order of service

Xa2- (34)2(1 - Xa)
For service in order of arrival

Xa3 X a22
2

117.2 - 3(1 - Xa) 2(1 - Xa)2 (35)

for service in random order

2Xa3
x2a22

- (36)
TIT" 3(1 - Xa) (2 - Xa) (1 - Xa)2(2 - Xa)

and for service in reverse order of arrival

Xa3
x2a22

W2 - 3(1 - Xa)2 + 2(1 - Aa)3
(i) Service in Order of Arrival. This case was first investigated by F.

Pollaczek4 and A. Y. Khintchine.5 Cf. also D. V. Lindley.6
Theorem 2: If Xa < 1, if the process is stationary and if service is in

order of arrival, then the distribution function of the delay of a call is
given by

00

TV(x) = (1 - Na) (xco'HA*(
h=,)

(37)

(38)
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where Hk*(x) denotes the lc-th iterated convolution of

1

H*(x) = a

0

J
[1 - H(u)] du if x 0,

if x <0,

with itself; 110*(x) = 1 if x > 0 and Ho*(x) = 0 if x < 0.

Proof: Evidently
00

(39)

Iv(s) = Po E pi(x)*Hi_,(x)

where H;(x) (j = 1, 2, ) denotes the jth iterated convolution of
H(x) with itself; Ho(x) = 1 if x > 0 and Ho(x) = 0 if x < 0. The
symbol * denotes convolution. Hence

a(s) = + E = +U(s,*(s))
`(s)j-1

where U(s,z) is defined by (7) and Po = 1 - Xa. Thus

0(s) - 1 - Xa

1 -X1 - xlf(s)
S

(41)

(42)

whence (38) follows by inversion. Formula (38) was found by V. E.
Bene§.7

If a+1 is finite then W. is also finite and is given by

wn = E xv!
zn

(1 - Xa)P
(43)

where Y ,, is defined by (26). For,

("S2(s)
s=0

Wn = -1) d (n = 0, 1,  ) (44)
d

and the nth derivative of 2(s) can be obtained by Faa di Bruno's
formula (cf. Appendix).

In this case W1 is given by (34), W2 by (35), and

Xa4 X
2
a2a3 3X 3 a23

W3 - (45)
4(1 - Xa)  (1 - Aa)2  4(1 - Xa)3

Remark. Let T(x) = W(s)*H(x), i.e., T(x) is the distribution func-
tion of the sum of the delay and the holding time of a call for a stationary

process. Define
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Tr. = f xn dT(x) (n = 0, 1, 2, ). (46)

If an+1 is finite then Tn is also finite and is given by T1 = + a and

Tn = Wn (n = 2, 3, ) (47)

where Wn is defined by (43). Conversely, if we know T, for j = 1, 2,
, n then we can obtain Wn by the following formula

Wn - (-1)n n
Xa

! ( - 1 ) jX177.1
(n = 1, 2, ) . (48)

An [
i=i

3!

Formulas (47) and (48) follow from the relationship

- Xa)sdT(x) = 2 (1
S2(s) - + (1 - -) Ws). (49)

X

Finally we also note that the rth binomial moment of the stationary
distribution of the queue size, i.e., that of IPA defined by (19), is given
by

.

XrT
=Br

r

r!
= 0, 1, ). (50)

For we can easily see that

whence

= fc
--as (X)i

0

Br = fo- (xx
!

r dgico _ .

r
XrT,.

(ii) Service in Random Order. The case of exponentially distributed
holding times was investigated by many authors (cf. Ref. 8), the case
of constant holding time by P. J. Burke,' and the general case by J. F.
Kingman.'° The following theorem is due to J. F. Kingman.'°

Theorem 3: If Xa < 1, if the process is stationary and if service is in
random order, then the distribution function of the delay of a call has
the following Laplace-Stieltjes transform:

g(s) = (1 - Xa) {1 -X
f

f17(,)
Pip[-

f1
dv

u v - xli(s + X(1 - v))1

[1 ±
u - xlf(X(1 - u))] du} (53)u - 1

(51)

(52)
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where -y(s) is the root with smallest absolute value in z of the equation

z = 41(s ± X(1 - z)) (54)

and is given by (22).
Proof: Under the condition that j( j = 1, 2,  ) calls are waiting in

the system when a service is about to start, denote by Wi(x) the prob-
ability that the service of a given call among the j calls starts within
time x if time is measured from this instant. Define

Of(s) = Cs' dWi(x) (N(s) > 0). (55)

The distribution functions 147;(x) (j = 1, 2,  ) can be obtained by
using the following relationships: W1(x) = 1 and

14;(x) = -I- (1 - 1) E [f e au (Xu)1 dH(u)1*Wi+k_1(x) (56)
k.=0 0 k!

for j = 2, 3,  and for x > 0. To prove (56) we take into consideration
that if the given call will be chosen for service among the j waiting calls,
then its service starts immediately; if the given call is not chosen for
service at this time then it must wait during the holding time of the call
chosen for service, and if during this holding time k new calls arrive,
then there is an additional delay which has the distribution function

Forming the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of (56) we obtain
the following system of linear equations for the determination of 125(s)
(j = 1, 2, -  ) : S21(8) = 1 and

is -4(8) = 1 + (j - 1) Est,+k_,(s) f c-(x+s)x (x.r)k (57)
co co

k=-.0 0 lc!

for j = 2, 3, . The solution of this system is given by J. F. Kingman's)
in the following form:

1 1 (I,,
S2; (s) = f exp [-

7(8> f,, v - lif(s + X(1 - v) )1

11,1-1

u - 1,(s + X(1 - u)) du

where y(s) is defined by (22). By integrating by parts (58) can be
written in the following equivalent form:

(58)

1

qi(s) 1 -(j- 1)
1.),(s)

[
1

CV - dv

fu V -Nif (S + X(1 - V)) U5-2 d'it.

(59)
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Now the distribution function of the delay is given by

W (x) = Po + ki[fx -x" (")k
5=1 =0 0 k!

dPl(u)]* W.i+k(x). (60)

For, if a call arrives and finds the line free, then its service starts without
delay. If an arriving call finds j (j = 1, 2,  ) calls in the system, then
its delay is composed of the time needed to complete the current service,
and if during this time k new calls arrive, then there is an additional
delay that has the distribution function Wi+k(x). Forming the Laplace-
Stieltjes transform of (60) we get

k)

f=1 k=.0 k!

oo oo oo

e-(X-1-8)r lAXU(S) = Po E E
Putting (58) into (61), we obtain

Cl(s) = Po + f expo [ - v - ± X(7(s) 1 - v))1

U(s + X(1 - u), u)
u[u - \Ks X(1 -u))]

where Po = 1 - Xa and U(s,z) is defined by (7). Thus

S2(s) = (1 - Xa) {1 + X- f
S y (s)

 exp [ - v -'1'(s - 0)1
u - 1 u - 1

[u - NII(X(1 - u)) u- (s X(1 -u))

dPi(x)1 S2).4.k(s). (61)

du

(62)

(63)

whence (53) follows by integrating by parts and by using the fact that
7 (s) satisfies (54) in z.

If a+1 is finite, then W. is also finite and can be expressed by

J
xr diVi(x) = (-1),

rti(s)
o dsr

(64)

for r = 1, 2, , n and j = 1, 2, , and by

U jk =
854-k U(s, z)

(65)
asp azk 8-0, .-1

for j + /: < n. By using the following formulas we obtain (34) and (36) :

fo-xdW;(s) - a(j 1) (66)2 - Xa
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2a2(j - 1)(j - 2) (6 - Xa)a2(i - 1)
fx' X2 dW ; (x) -

0 (2 - Xa) (3 - 2Xa) (2 - Xa)2(3 - 2Xa)

and further Uoo = X«, U10 = Xa2/2, U20 = Xa3/3,

and

Xa 2(1 - Xa)

2
X a2

X2a3 Xot2 X3a22u11 = - -
6 2 4(1 - Xot) '

X3a3 3X2a2
UO2 -

3(1 - 11/4a) 2(1 - X«)2

x4a22

(67)

(iii) Service in Reverse Order of Arrival. The case of exponentially
distributed service times was investigated by E. Vaulotu and the general
case by J. Riordan12 and D. M. G. Wishart." Now we shall prove

Theorem 4: If Xa < 1, if the process is stationary and if service is in
reverse order of arrival, then the distribution function of the delay of a call
for x > 0 is given by

W(x) = (1 - Ace) + A E ax(Ax)'-' ix
[1 - Hi(u)] du (68)

5=1 ji

where H; (x) denotes the jth iterated convolution of H(x) with itself.
Proof: Denote by G(x) the probability that the length of a busy

period in the queueing process considered is < x. G(x) is given by (23).
Then we can write that

W(x) = Po + (1 - Po) [ix Cm' (X
!

)k dH*(u)1*Gk(x) (69)
k=o o lc

where Gk(x) denotes the kth iterated convolution of G(x) with itself;
Go(x) = 1 if x _>_. 0 and Go(x) = 0 if x < 0; H*(x) is defined by (18)

and Po = 1 - X«. For, if an arriving call finds the line free, which has
probability Po , then its service starts without delay; if the line is busy,
which has probability 1 - Po , then its delay is composed of the remain-
ing holding time of the call being served, which has the distribution
function H*(x), and if during this time interval k new calls join the
queue, then there is an additional delay that has the same distribution
function as the total length of k independent busy periods. Thus we
obtain (69). Forming the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of (69) we obtain
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Q(s) = Po + (1 - Po) E mor (xx)k - H (x)] dx
a k=o o h'.
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-1 11/(s + X(1 - y(s)))
(70)

= (1 - Xa) + X
s X[1 - y(s)]

where -y(s) is defined by (22). Since -y(s) satisfies (21) in z, we get from
(70) that

Si(s) = (1 - Xa) X[1 - y(s)]
s X[1 -y(s)] 

By using Lagrange's expansion (cf. Ref. 3, p. 132) we obtain

II(s) = (1 - Xa) +X

(-1.)'A' [P(s X)])
j=1 j! ds" (s

whence (68) follows by inversion.
If an+1 is finite then 1V. is also finite and we have for n = 2, 3,

that

(71)

(72)

W = E (n - 2
(73)(n - 1) ! (1+ -v Xa)"-1.+1'

Y n

where Y, is defined by (26). If n = 1 then TV is given by (34). For,

TVn = ( -1)n 0712(8))\ / (n = 0,1,2,  ). (74)

we use the notation u = s M1 - y(s)] and s = u - X[1 - *On
then we can write that

Ws) = (1 - Xa) + X 1 - 4,(u)
(75)

whence by using Biirmann's theorem (cf. Appendix) we obtain for
n = 2, 3,  that

Tv7, -
1

n - 1 dun
1 X

1 -1, (u) (76)

and the nth derivative can be calculated by Faa di Bruno's formula
(cf. Appendix).
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In this case W1 is given by (34), TV2 by (37) and

Xa4 3X2a9a3 3X3a23
W3 - (77)

4(1 - Xa)3 2(1 - Xa)4 2(1 - Xa)5.

Remark. If Po(t) denotes the probability that the line is free at time
t given that it was free at time t = 0, then we can write that

TV(x) = 1 - [Po(x) - Po( 00)1 (78)

where Po( 00 = 1 - Xa.
If G*(x) denotes the probability that the length of a busy period is
x for the dual process [H (x) ,F (x) , 1], i.e., when the interarrival times

and holding times are interchanged, then we can write that

TV (x) = 1 - [G* ( 00) - G*(x)1 (79)

where G* ( 00 ) = X«.
(iv) A7 Extreme Case. Suppose that in the stationary process the

service of a particularly chosen call starts when and only when no other
calls are in the system, i.e., its service is delayed until it becomes the
only call in the system. Denote by W*(x) the distribution function of

Theorem 5: If Xa < 1, if the process is stationary, and if a particularly
chosen call will be served only when no other calls are in the system, then the
distribution function of the delay of this call is given by W*(0) = 1 - Xa
and for x >

dW*(x) - (1 - Xa)X[1 - G(x)],
dx

(80)

where G(x) is the distribution function of the length of a busy period and
is given by (23).

Proof: Denote by Gn(x) the nth iterated convolution of G(x) with
itself. Now we have

00 0o

w*(x) = P [fx e-Xu (XU)k dPi(u)1 * (81)

For, if the particularly chosen call finds the line to be free, then its
service starts without delay; if it finds j calls (j = 1, 2,  ) in the system
and if during the remaining part of the current service k (k = 0, 1,  )
more calls arrive, then its delay is composed of the remaining holding
time of the call being served at its arrival and an additional delay which
has the same distribution as the sum of j k mutually independent
random variables each of which has the same distribution as a busy
period.
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Denote by SZ*(s) the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of W*(x). By (81)

Q*(s) = Po E H (s+ X - XT(s))[7(s)])
j=11

= Po + U(s - x-y(s), y(s)) = Po 1 -
(82)

1 - -y(s)1
s '

where Po = 1 - Xa and -y(s) is given by (22). We obtain (80) by inver-
sion.

If an+i is finite then

Wn* = diV*(x) (83)

is also finite and is given by

X(1 - Xa)Uni-i1V* - (it = 1, 2,  ) (84)n + 1

where rn+L is defined by (25). This follows immediately from (82). In
particular we have

1171* =
Xa2

2(1 - Xa) 2 (85)

Xa3 X2a22W2* - (86)3(1 - Xa)d (1 - Xa)4'

Aa4 5X2a2a3 15X"a2"W$* - (87)4(1 - Xa) 2(1 - Xa)5 4(1 - Xa)' 

APPENDIX

A.1 Burmann's Theorem

(Cf. Ref. 3, p. 128.) Suppose that the first N derivatives of f(z) and
the first N - 1 derivatives of g(z) exist at z = 0. If s = u/g(u) and
g(0) 0, then

f(u) = AO) sn (dn i(v)Ig(v)/) o(sN). (88)
n! dvn-i

A.2 Faa di Bruno's Formula

(Cf. Ref. 14, p. 33.) If z = f(y) where y = g(x), then the nth deriva-
tive of z = f(g(x)) with respect to x at x = 0 is given by the following
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TABLE I

j2 if j4

1 1 1

2 1 0 1

2 2 2 0
3 1 0 0 1

3 2 1 1 0
3 3 3 0 0
4 1 0 0 0 1

4 2 1 0 1 0
4 2 0 2 0 0
4 3 2 1 0 0
4 4 4 0 0 0
5 ] 0 0 0 0
5 2 1 0 0 1

5 2 0 1 1 0
5 3 2 0 1 0
5 3 1 2 0 0
5 4 3 1 0 0
5 5 5 0 0 0

it

1

0

0

0
0

.... .in

/41/

334

3i

116
1./
/ 6

X12

formula

(inf(g(x)) dRY)-E Yll ,

dXn )x=0 v=1 ( alr Y=u(0)

where

(89)

Y,, = n![g(1)(0)]h[g(2)(0)1j2 [g(")(0)F9n

j1±/2±.  .±.in=P !  j!(1 0 (2 !) 92  (n an (90)
.11+2i2+  +n9 n=n

provided that the derivatives in question exist.
For n 5 Table I contains all the n-tuples (j1 ,j2 , j) satisfying

the requirements ji j2 + j = v and ji 2j2 +  + nj = n,
and in addition the coefficients

C91.92 1n - . .

.71!.72!  j!(2071(3092 ((n OW. (91)

which we need in using formula (26).
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A Single -Server Queue with Feedback

By L. TAKACS

(Manuscript received December 14, 1962)

Let us suppose that customers arrive at a counter in accordance with a
Poisson process of density X. The customers are served by a single server in
order of arrival. The service times are identically distributed, mutually in-
dependent, positive random variables with distribution function H(x).
Suppose that after being served each customer either immediately joins the
queue again with probability p or departs permanently with probability q
(p q = 1). In this paper we shall determine for a stationary process the
distribution of the queue size as well as the Laplace-Stieltjes transform and
the first two moments of the distribution function of the total time spent in
the system by a customer.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although the problems discussed in this paper arose in the theory of
telephone traffic, we use the terminology of queues. Thus instead of calls
and holding times we shall speak about customers and service times
respectively.

Let us suppose that in the time interval (0, oo ) customers arrive at a
counter in accordance with a Poisson process of density X. Denote by
Tft (n = 1, 2,  ) the arrival time of the nth customer. Then the inter -
arrival times r,, +1 - rn (n = 0, 1, ; To = 0) are identically distrib-
uted, mutually independent random variables with distribution function

.-x1 - eF(x) = if x 0,
if x <0. (1)

The customers are served by a single server in order of arrival. The
server is idle if and only if there is no customer in the system. The service
times are supposed to be identically distributed, mutually independent,
positive random variables with distribution function H(x), and inde-
pendent of the input process. Suppose that after being served each cus-
tomer either immediately joins the queue again with probability p or
goes away permanently with probability q where p q = 1. The event

505
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that a customer returns is independent of any other event involved and,
in particular, independent of the number of his previous returns.

The process defined above is said to be of type [F(x),H(x),p]. If p = 0,
then there is no feedback.

Let us denote by (t) the queue size at time t, that is, (t) is the num-
ber of customers (either waiting or being served) in the system at time t.
Let tri denote the queue size immediately before the arrival of the nth
customer, that is, 5n = rn - 0). Denote by On the total time spent in
the system by the nth customer.

We are interested in finding the distribution of (t) for a stationary
process, i.e., when (t) has the same distribution for all t > 0 and the
distribution of B for a stationary process, i.e., when 0 has the same
distribution for every n = 1, 2, .

It is easy to prove that the limiting distribution lim P{ (t) =

(k = 0, 1,  ) exists and is independent of the initial state if and only
if (t) has a stationary distribution and the limiting distribution is
identical with the stationary distribution. Similarly the limiting dis-
tribution lira 0n < al exists and is independent of the initial state if

and only if 0 has a stationary distribution and the limiting distribution
is identical with the stationary distribution.

Throughout this paper we use the following notation :

11/(s) = f e-" dff(x) (9i(s) 0) (2)
0

for the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of H(x),

= fXT (111(x) (r = 0, 1,  ) (3)
0

for the rth moment of 11(x), and

a = fx dH(x) (4)
0

for the average service time, i.e., a = a1 .
Further denote by H*(x) the distribution function of the total service

time of a customer. We have

00

co

H*(x) = q E pk-ifik(x) (5)
k=.-1

where Hk(x) denotes the kth iterated convolution of H(x) with itself.
For qpk-1 ) is the probability that a customer joins the
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queue k times, and if he joins k times, his total service time is equal to the
sum of k mutually independent random variables each of which has the
distribution function H(x). If we introduce the notation

*(s) = e dS dH*(x)
0

then by (5) we obtain that

s)ik

(9Z(s)

qT(s)

0), (6)

(7)
k =1 1 - S)

Let

a,* = dH*(x) (r

and a* = al*. By (7), a* = a/q,

2

=
a22 + 2pai

= 0, 1, ) (8)

(9)a2* q2

and in general ar* can be obtained by the following recurrence formula

(10)
(J J_1

H. THE STATIONARY DISTRIBUTION OF THE QUEUE SIZE

If we know the stationary distribution of the queue size for a process
of type [F(x),H(x )01, then that for a process of type [F (x) ,H ( x) , p] can
be obtained immediately.

Theorem 1: If Xa < q, then the process { (t), 0 t < co} has a unique
stationary distribution PIE(t) = = P;*(j = 0, 1,  ) and for I z I < 1

u*(z) = pi*zi (1 Xa) - z)*(X(1 - z)) (11)
q (q pz)41(X(1 - z)) - z 

If Xa > q, then a stationary distribution does not exist.
Proof: To find the distribution of the queue size we may assume with-

out loss of generality that the customers join the queue only once and
are served in one stretch; however, their service time is equal to the total
service time that they would have if they were served in the original
manner. Accordingly the distribution of the queue size for the process
of type [F(x),H(x),p] is the same as for the process of type

[F(x),H*(x),0].
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For the latter a stationary distribution {PM exists if and only if Xa* < 1,
that is, Xa < q, and is given by A. Y. Khintchine's formula:

U*(z) =
(1 - xa*)(i - z)4,*(x(i - z)) (12)Ec° Pi*? - .if*(X(1 - z)) - z

(Cf., e.g., Ref. 1 or 2.) This proves (11).
Remark 1. Denote by Br*(r = 0, 1, ) the rth binomial moment of

that is,

Br* = (i) ( 13 )

If ar+1 is finite, then Br* is also finite. We have Bo* =1,
A2a,*

A2c2 2Xa1(1 - Act].)
B1* - Xce - (14)

2(1 - Xai*) 2(q - Xai)

and for r = 2, 3,

jr* = A
r

E
V r-1 xv

± 7 (15)
,,=, (1 - Xa*)'' X (1 - Xa*)°

where

Y,, =
n!a2*na3*j2 ani-i" (16)

ji!j2!  j!(2!)n(3!)" ((n 1)!)'"
i1+232+ ± 11 in= 71

The proof of (14) and (15) can be found in Ref. 3.

III. THE STATIONARY PROCESS

Let us denote by x the time needed to complete the current service
(if any) at the instant t = T - 0, i.e., immediately before the arrival of
the nth customer. If = 0, then x = 0. It is easy to see that the vector
sequence , x ; n = 1, 2, .1 is a Markov sequence. We shall prove
that if Xa < q, then , x} has a unique stationary distribution,
whereas if Xa > q, then a stationary distribution does not exist. For a
stationary sequence { , x} introduce the following notation:

and

Pi = =

Pi(s) = xn < r, =

i(s) = f e -"d13 i(x)

= 0, 1, ), (17)

= 1, 2, " ) (18)

(j = 1, 2, ). (19)
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Theorem 2: If Xa < q, then the Markov sequence {E , x. ; n = 1, 2, }

has a unique stationary distribution, for which P = P;* defined by (11)
and

U(s,z) = II j(S)21
7=1

(20)
(1 Xa\ Xz(1 - zkif(s) -*(x(1 - z))]

q [z- (q pz)*(X(1 - z))ifs A(1 -z)]

If Xa > q, then {tn Xn} has no stationary distribution.
Proof. First consider the process of type [F(x),H*(x),0]. It is proved

in Ref. 3 that in this case E. ,
has a unique stationary distribution

if and only if Xa < q. Namely PIS, = = P;* (j = 0, 1,  ) given by
(11) and the generating function corresponding to (20) is given by

U*(s,z) - (1 - Xa)Xz(1 - z)[**(s) - 1,*(X(1 - z))]
. (21)

[z - NI,*(X(1 - z))][s - X(1 - z)]

The distribution of the queue size is the same for both the types

[F(x),H(x),p1 and [F(x),H*(s),0].

The only difference between the process of type [F(x),H(x),p] and
[F(x),H*(x),0] is that in the latter Xn the remaining length of the cur-
rent service at the arrival of the nth customer is replaced by the remain-
ing part of the total service time of the customer just being served at
the arrival of the nth customer. The time added to Xn is independent of
the queue size and has the distribution function

ft(x) = q E pkHk(x), (22)
k=0

because the probability that a departing customer will join the queue
k more times is qpk and in this case the additional total service time has
the distribution function Hk(x); Ho(x) = 1 if x > 0 and Ho(x) = 0 if
x < 0. The Laplace-Stieltjes transform of (22) is

(s) = f e -8z = q
k = 0 ppk[NP(s)]k - q

i/ ( s )
. (23)

Accordingly we have

U*(s,z) = U(s,z)4,(s), (24)

whence (20) follows.
Remark 2. If x(t) denotes the time needed to complete the current
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service (if any) at time t (x(t) = 0 if E(t) = 0), then the vector process
{W),x(1); 0 < t < co} is a Markov process. {E(t),x(t)} has a stationary
distribution if and only if Xa < q and it agrees with the stationary
distribution of {E , x}

IV. THE STATIONARY DISTRIBUTION OF On

If the joint distribution of En and xn is known, then the distribution of
O. is determined uniquely. If { En , x} has a stationary distribution, then
every 0.(n = 1, 2, ) has the same distribution. In case of a stationary
process let

E{e-s°"} = 1(s) (N(s) >= 0). (25)

Theorem 3: If X« < q, then O. has a unique stationary distribution
P{ 0 < x}, which is given by the following Laplace-Stieltjes transform

Is(s)
iitpk-1Uk(S,1) (N(s) L: 0), (26)

where

Uk(s,z) = PoT(s + X(1 - z))

U(s + X(1 - 2),(q pz)kIf(s + X(1 - z))) (27)

for 9?.(s) >= 0 and I z 1, Po = 1 - Xa/q, U(s,z) is defined by
(20), and

Uk+l(s,z) = 4'(s X(1 - z))Uk(s,(q pz)4f(s + X(1 - z))) (28)

for k = 1, 2, .

Proof: The probability that a customer joins the queue exactly k
times (including the original arrival) is Pk -1 (k = 1, 2,  ). Denote
by 0(k) the total time spent in the system by the nth customer until his
kth departure (if he joins the queue at least k times). Denote by 1.n(k)

the queue size immediately after the kth departure of the nth customer.
Let

Uk(s,z) = E{exp [-se,]zr(k)1 (k = 1, 2,  ). (29)

We can easily see that for a stationary sequence {En , xn}

Uk(s,z) = PoVs + X(1 - z))

II;(s + X(1 - z))(q--1- pz)iNI,(s X(1 - z))])
)=1. (30)

= PoxIi(s + X(1 - z))

U(s + X(1 - z), (q pz)'(s + X(1 - z)))
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where Po = 1 - Xa/q and U(s,z) is defined by (20). Now we shall
prove that (28) holds for k = 1, 2, . Under the conditions 1-7,(k) = j,
0.(k) = x and that after the kth service the nth customer joins the queue
again, the difference On(k÷1) - On(k) is equal to the length of j 1 ser-
vices, the distribution function of which is Ili+I(x). If 0n(k+1) - On(k) = y,
then rn(k+1) is equal to the sum of two independent random random vari-
ables: the first is the number of customers arriving at the counter during
the time interval of length y, which has a Poisson distribution with
parameter Xy, and the second is the number of returning customers, which
has a Bernoulli distribution with parameters j and p. Thus

El exp [ Sen(knen(k+1
I

(k) x) -8.(q pz)i. (31)

exp[- sy - X(1 - z)y] d1 -1.41(y)

= e-sr(q pz)i[if(s + x(1 - z))])+1,

10

00

or

E{ exp [-80(4+1)]z1-n("1) (k),On(k)1

= xlf(s + X(1 - z)) exp [-s0(k)].[(q pz).t1/(s + X(1 - z))11 -"(k)

and unconditionally

Uk+l(s,z) = x1/(s + X(1 - z))Uk(s,(q pz)'I'(s + X(1 - z))) (33)

which proves (28). It is to be noted that stationarity has been used only
in the determination of Ul(s,z). The recurrence relation (28) is valid for
any process. Finally,

(32)

E{exp [-s0]} = q E p'-lElexp [-s0(k)]) = q pk-lUk(s,1) (34)
k=1 k=1

which was to be proved.

V. THE MOMENTS OF 0.

Although it seems very complicated to find a closed formula for 43(s),
the moments of 0 can be determined explicitly. We shall prove that
(13(s) = 4(s,1) where 4a( 8,Z) satisfies a functional equation. This observa-
tion makes it possible to find explicit formulas for the moments of 0. -

Theorem 4: If X« < q and 0 has a stationary distribution, then

Xa2 2a1(1 - Xai)E f0) - (35)2(q - Xai)

provided that a2 is finite, and
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q2 - 2q
E{On'} -

6(q - Xcei)q(12 q(2 Xai)

12,q[6Xai3 - 6ai2 - 6Xaiai 3a2 Aai]

- [12Aai3 - 12a12 - 6Xaia2 2X2a1a3 - 3X2a22]I,

provided that «3 is finite.

Proof: Let
00

(36)

43(s,z) = q E pk-1U k(S,Z) (37)

where Uk(s,z) is defined by (27) and (28). By using the recurrence
relation (28) we obtain that

CF(s,z) = qUi(s,z)

plI(s + X(1 - z))43(s,(q. pz)*(s + X(1 - z))).

Let

(d'ist(s, z)
(1)i,

8-0,z=4 

(38)

(39)

If we form c13,; by (38) for i j = r (i = 0, 1, , r), then we obtain
r 1 linear equations for the determination of (1)ii . These equations can
be solved successively for r = 1, 2, . By (26)

E{0,1 = ( -1)' (Pro (r = 0, 1,  ) (40)

for a stationary process.

VI. A PARTICULAR CASE

If we suppose, in particular, that the service times have an exponen-
tial distribution

-px for x 0,
I-1 e(x)= (41)

0 for x < 0,

then H*(x) = 1 - e' for x > 0, *(s) = i.t/(At s) and **(s) ---

Aq/Gig s). In this case (27) and (28) reduce to

Uk+1(s,z) - Uk (S pz)
A ± s X(1 -z) S X(1 -z)

for k = 0, 1,  , where

Uo(s,z) = (1 - (I -
PI/
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By (42) we obtain that

- X

Uk(s,1) =
-)

ak(s) - bk(s) (44)

where ak(s) and bk(s) (k = 0, 1, ) are given by the following matrix
equation

ak(s)

bk(s)

± s

A

-q

p

k

1

A

Now by (26) the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of P{ 0 < x} is
qpk-1

(1)(S) = (1 --X
k=1 ak(s) - bk(s).

In this particular case

and

(45)

(46)

E{0} - (47)µq-A

El921
212(2q - q2)

(12q - X)2[A(2q - q2) - X(1 -q))
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APPENDIX -BY W. S. BROWN

Calculation of the Second Moment of On

If X« < q and if 0 (the total time spent in the system by the nth
customer) has a stationary distribution, then the moments of 0 are
determined by (38)-(40) as explained in Section V. The first moment
can be calculated by hand without serious difficulty. The calculation of
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the second moment, with the aid of an IBM 7090 computer,' is de-
scribed in this appendix.

It is convenient to replace z by t = 1 - z and U1 by W = qUil
(q - Xai). Then the rth moment of O, is

= -1 r(pro (49)

where

ci = [(-ay (a-y 4)(s,t)1 . (50)
as at 8=o, 1..0

The function 1(s,t) is implicitly defined by the equation

(1)(s,i) = (q - Xai)lf(s,t) + p'(s + Xt)(1)(s,co(s,t)) (51)

where*

with

(-iyarsr(s) = E r!

w(s,t) = 1 - (1 - pt)4,(s Xt)

W(s,t) = ik(s Xt) S(s Xt,Xw(s,t))71(w(s,t))

;1/(x) - V/(71)S(s,y) -

(52)

(53)
Xco(1 - co)

T(w) - 1 - co - (1 - pc0)#(X0))

This last pair of equations can be rewritten in the more useful form

S(x,y) = rElar+1 Cr(x,y)
o (r + 1)!

(54)

where

T(co) =

x - y

X(1 - co)
q - X(1 - pc0)4o(X(0)

r+1 r+1
X - y k r-k

C r(X,Y) x Yx - y k=-0

(x) - 1 - #(x) - ( - 1 )rar±i xr
x

2.,
r-o (r + 1) !

* For convenience we have assumed that all of the service moments ar [see (3)]
are finite. However for the calculation of f1 r it is clearly sufficient to require only
the finiteness of co4.1.

(55)
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It is now clear that

so from (49)-(51)

#(0) = ao = 1

8(0,0) =

T(0) = (56)
q - Xczi

W(0'0) -
q -q Aal

flo = 4)00 = 4)(0,0) = 1 (57)

as is required by the definition of the zeroth moment.
Now suppose all of the quantities 41, for i j < r, where r is some

positive integer, have been calculated and are expressed as rational
functions of A and p (or q) and the service moments ak . Then by differ-
entiation of (51) we can obtain a system of r 1 linear equations in the
r 1 unknowns, cl)i; with i j = r. These equations will also contain
the quantities 47,i; with i j < r, which can be replaced by their known
values. The solutions of this linear system will again be rational func-
tions of A and p (or q) and the service moments ak . Theoretically this
procedure permits the calculation of arbitrarily many of the moments,
but in practice the calculations are extremely lengthy. The reader may
wish to try the first moment as an exercise.

We shall now outline the computation of the first two moments, $'
and 132 . The first step was to fix the time scale by setting A equal to
one. The next step was to express F(s,t) as a Taylor series with coeffi-
cients cl.j; and expand (51) to second order in s and t. Since rational
function operations were not yet available, all denominators had to be
eliminated by suitable premultiplications. The result obtained by the
computer was a gigantic polynomial in s, t, c1300, 4)01 , 4310 , 4302 , cPn 432o ,

al , a2 , a3 , and q. We chose to view it as a polynomial in s and t. Setting
(1.00 = 1, all the terms independent of both s and t vanished as expected.

The equations for 01)01 and cioio , obtained by setting the coefficients of
t and s to zero, are

2.-14)01 B = 0

2C410 2/)(1)01 E = 0
(58)
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where

A = (q - «OW - q(al ± 2) +
B = - (2a12 - 2a1 - a2)[q2 - q(cxi. + 2) + al]

C= -q(q - al)
D = -a1(q - 1) (q - al)
E = (2«12 - 2a1 - a2)[(al 1)q - al].

These expressions were factored by hand. From (58) we have

43" =

BD-AE
,F1.0

so, using (59)

2AC '

2a12 - 2a1 - a2
43o1 = 2(q - al)

(59)

(60)

(61)

Thus the mean time spent in the system (waiting time plus service
time) is

01 = = al(1 a2

q - al 2(q al)

In the absence of feedback (p = 0, q = 1) this reduces to

1310)
= 2(1 - at)

«2

(62)

(63)

where the first term is the mean service time and the second term is
the familiar expression' for the mean waiting time in a single server
system.

The equations for (P02, X11 , and 4)20 obtained by setting the coeffi-
cients of t2, st, and 82 to zero (and replacing c1310 by clpoi), are

A13(1)02 + B101 + C1 = 0

A 2411 + A 2302 + B401 + C2 = 0 (64)

A3420 + A 324311 + A3402 + B3(1)01 + C3 = 0
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where

A13 = 6(q - ai)2[q3 - q2(2a1 + 3) + q(a1.2 + 401 + 3) -

A22 = -12(q al)2[q2 q(al + 2) +
A23 = -12a1(q - 1)(q - ai)2(q - al - 1)

A31 = 6q(q - ai)2

A32 = 12a1(q - 1) (q cr1 )2

A33 = 6a12(q - 1) ( ai)2

and

517

ai(ai 2)1

(65)

B1 = 6(q - 1)(q - ai)2[4qa1 - (2a12 4a1 oe,l)]

B2 = 12(q - 1)(q - ai)2[2qa1 - (2c42 3ai a2)] (66)

B3 = -6(q - 1) (q - ai)2(2042 + 201 a2)

and finally

- 2q4 (6a2 - 6042 - 6a1a2 332 a3) 3q3(8c44 -8a12a2

- 8a12 6a102 231a3 - 322 6a2 + 204) - 2q2(6a15

+ 12°0.4 6a13a2 - 6a13 - 21a12cr2 3a12a3 - 12a12

- 3a1a22 7a1a3 - 3a22 9a2+ 333) q(12a15 (67)
3 3 2 2 2 2- loai a2 4ai a3 - °al a2 - 1zai a2 'vat a3

- 12a12 - 9a1a22 12a1a2 10aia3 - 6322)

 ai(6a2a2 - 2a1.2a3 + 300022 - 6a1a2 - 4aia3 3a22)

C2 = 2q3(12a14 - Baia - 12a12a2 6a12 6a1a2 2a1a3 332

a3) - q2(24a15 12a14 - 24a13a2 - 484943 - 48ai2a2

 8a12a3 12a12 - 6a1a22 30a1a2 12a1aa 3322

18a2 6a3) q(24a1 - 12044 - 3 6043a2 + 4«13«3 (68)

- 12a13 - 6a12a22 - 12a12a2 14a12a3 - 9°0022 30a1a2

 12aIa3 - 3a22) + ai(12a12a2 4042a3 6ex1a22

9 2 \- 12a1a2 - 6a1a3 + ocr2
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C3 = -g2( 12a15 - 12a14 - 12a13a2 - 6a12a2 2a1.2a3 (ia1a2

2a1a3 3a22 + 6a2 + 2a3) qa1(12a14 - 12a1 3

- 18042a,) 2a1.1a3 - 3a1a22 4a1a3 12a2 4a3)
(69)

al2(6aia2 - 2a1a3 3a22 - 6a2 - 2a3).

These expressions were factored by the computer using the "divide if

divisible" subroutine and a long list of trial divisors including all factors
appearing in (59). The complete solution of (64) was obtained in three
passes through the computer with some assistance from the author
between passes. On the first pass the quantity

BAN + C1

was calculated [using (61) for 1.01] and an attempt was made to divide
it by each of the factors of A13 . The division by the cubic factor was
successful, and there followed the result

2qF -G
4302 - 6(q -

where

F = 6a13 - 6ai2 - 6a1a2 3a2 a3

(7 = 12a13 - 12a12 - 6ala2 2ala3 - 3a22.

On the second pass the quantity

A 2002 + B401 + C2

was calculated [using (70) for 4's32 and (61) for (DA and an attempt was
made to divide it by each of the factors of A22 and by the numerator of

4302 The latter division was successful, and the result

[2qF - G] [g2 - q(ai + 3) + (72)
12 (q - ai)2[,2,2 _ q(ai + 2) + ai]

was thereby obtained. On the third pass the quantity

[q2 - q(ai + 2) + al][A-224311 + A 3402 + B3401 C3]

was calculated (the first factor being introduced in order to cancel the
corresponding factor in the denominator of 4)11) and an attempt was
made to divide by each of the factors of A31 . Only the division by q
was successful. This yielded the final result

(2qF - G)(q2 - 2q)
132 = 4320 - (73 )

6(q - ai)2[q2 -- q(cEi + 2) + al]

(70)

(71)
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where F and G are the expressions defined in (71). Note that ch2 appears
as a factor in c1311 and (1)20 . In the absence of feedback (p = 0, q = 1)
(73) reduces to

2
13?) a2 + a2 + a3 (74)1 - al 2(1 -air 3(1 -al)

which is the correct result. To see this we use the law of composition
to obtain

02(0) = a2 2a1co1 + W2 (75)

where al and a2 are the service moments while oh and W2 are the waiting
moments. The latter are given in Ref. 5 as

a2
(01 - 2(1 - ai)

2

(X2

+
a3

(4 2 2(1 - «1)2 3(1 - cri) 

Substituting (76) into (75) we obtain (74) as expected. To obtain
(36), substitute (71) into (73), replace each ak by Xkak , and divide the
resulting expression by x2.
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